
trisha_29 
 
trisha_29: sways with the music....holding onto the seat of my chair 

trisha_29: reaches up and pulls the clip from my hair...rolling my head back and letting 

the long dark locks flow down my back 

dirtyrpgirl: watching my baby from the corner of my eye............... 

dirtyrpgirl: this is deffinately a "panty wetter" tuneeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 

trisha_29: gets up..grabs my chair...spins it around and grasps the back of it...rolling my 

hips forward as i ease down in to straddle it  

Gabriela92: watches Trisha shake her hair loose 

dirtyrpgirl: ahhhhhhhhhh, make it rain................................ 

dirtyrpgirl: that has to be a metaphor? 

Gabriela92: could very likely be 

dirtyrpgirl: is for meeeeeeeeeeeeee....giggles 

trisha_29: grins....holds tight to the back of the chair...leaning way back..legs pushed 

forward..stradding the chair as the music makes my body waver slowly 

D r a z: smiles watching the slow undulations oftrisha  

dirtyrpgirl: wow baby !!..............smiling as i watch you 

Gabriela92: She's extra sexy whenever she's in a "straddling" mood... hee, hee. 

dirtyrpgirl: yes she is,gabi ! 

trisha_29: snaps up forward....kicking one long leg high up...slowly bringing it over the 

back of the chair...turning sideways on the seat...legs out straight...the toes of one foot 

running up the front of my shin as i lean way back...laying across the seat of the chair 

Gabriela92: woooooo.... 

dirtyrpgirl: shivers , unable to do anything but stare at my baby 

trisha_29: sitting up slowly...reaching my hand out...running my finger tip up the bent 

leg....pushing the edge of my little skirt up higher on my smooth thigh 

trisha_29: bites at my bottom lip...standing and straddling over the seat of the 

chair...holding the back of it....rolling my hips in sync with the beat of the 

music...dropping them down and rolling them back up slowly 

dirtyrpgirl: wow baby, god the way you move !!! 

D r a z: grins watching the hips and butt rolling and dropping down  

trisha_29: arches my back leaning forward....reaching back...fingers grasping the hem of 

my skirt....easing it up just barely over the perfect curves of my ass and sliding it back 

down....swaying my hips back and forth 

D r a z: smiles catching a  glimpse of that bubble butt 

dirtyrpgirl: wow..................just amazing, how you make that so damn sexy !! 

trisha_29: takes a step back....steps gracefully up onto the seat of the chair....arms up in 

the air....body wavering with the music 

Gabriela92: eyes track slowly up and down Trisha's lithe, curvy body.... 

trisha_29: head tossed back....hands dropping down....gliding my fingers down the sides 

of my neck...down over the fullness of my breasts....crossing over my tummy 

dirtyrpgirl: omg, what a body you have !!! , damn baby 

audrey_72: watching Miss Gabrieala, jealously, what do you see in her Miss Gabriela 



dirtyrpgirl: those long legs.....................omg 

trisha_29: slides my hands around to my ass....wiggling it with purpose....turning my 

back to my babygirl and giving it a firm smack and rubbing it slowly 

dirtyrpgirl: omgggggggggggggggggggggg yes babyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy.................. 

Al_dente_: wathing the hands glide across the beatiful firm curves 

trisha_29: hops down off the chair.....heels clicking with every step....eyes focused on my 

babygirl...stopping in front of her...straddling against her thigh....rolling my hips slowly 

forward 

Bee_passionately_blue: gabi, you give some lovely compliments. She is all of those 

things.  

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm, tghtly leaning to you, my hands on that 

ghetto booty as i sway with my baby...................letting my stance change, so my thigh 

is......................right there !! 

trisha_29: reaches my fingers up to slide my fingers into the back of her hair....giving it a 

tight twirl...eaching her head back...my lips brushing the warmth of her throat...slowly 

dragging the tip of my tongue up over her warm throat.....grins and lets go....steps 

back....winks and walks back to my seat 

D r a z: woo hoo trisha ,,,,,,,,,,,, stands and appluads ........bravo 

trisha_29: giggles...ty 

Gabriela92: fabulous, Trisha! 

trisha_29: ty ty 

Bee_passionately_blue: wonderful, trisha.  

trisha_29: ty bee 

Gabriela92: <enthusiastic applause> 

dirtyrpgirl: stands there, mezmerised, my eyes just watching you walk 

away......then..applauds my sexy baby.......wow !!!magnificent baby 

!!!!...wooohooooooooooooooooooooooooooo 

Al_dente_: hmmm trish  Very nice... well done! 

trisha_29: was just a spur of the moment thing...lol 

trisha_29: ty ty ty 

dirtyrpgirl: i loved it !!!!..... 

Gabriela92: very well done, Trisha! 

dirtyrpgirl: you welcums baby !!!! 

trisha_29: giggles ty 

D r a z: so sensual trisha   
dirtyrpgirl: as always draz !!! 

 

 

 

 

 



dirtyrpgirl 
 

dirtyrpgirl: walks over to a pole by the dance floor.................... 

Al_dente_: notices the flash of rd panties.... 

dirtyrpgirl: with both of my hands on the pole, my back facing most 

everyone....................letting my hiney sway as my hips snap................. 

dirtyrpgirl: all night long..................... 

scarlett2angel: smiles at dirty leans back against the bar and lets my feet slide apart as 

my hair hangs down onto the bar 

dirtyrpgirl: swaying my hips .......holdng tight to the pole..................... 

Al_dente_: loves dg's swaying hips 

dirtyrpgirl: pressing my breasts to the pole, feeling the cold brass, seperating 

them..................... 

dirtyrpgirl: watching myself in the mirrored wall........................arching my head back, 

letting my hair fall down my shoulders........................... 

D r a z: grins watching dirty at the pole as the blues  invades her body 

dirtyrpgirl: my left leg wraps to the bottom of the pole, leaning way back as my hands 

hold to the cold brass........................... 

scarlett2angel: places a cube of ice between my breasts ..as my hips sway left and right 

with the beat of this song to see how long it takes to melt as i watch my lover work the 

room  

dirtyrpgirl: as the sexy guitar wails......and the keyboards play.......................my body 

slides up the pole, hand over hand.............letting my right leg hand and i spin with my 

left leg................................slowly accending the pole................. 

D r a z: grins watching dirty sensualy move on the pole  

dirtyrpgirl: at the top.......................letting go with my hands..............falling back my left 

leg tight to the pole as i hang upside down.................. 

Al_dente_: whoah... nice move dg... 

dirtyrpgirl: gyrating my red panties to the pole, as the skirt falls to my waist......my white 

teeshirt, slides down my tight tummy, my red lace bra stopping it from going 

further.......................... 

D r a z: grins watching dirty   as she hangs on the bar ...........  

scarlett2angel: whistles as dirty shows off a move shes been tring to teach me all week 

Gabriela92: mmmm, what a body.... 

dirtyrpgirl: then...............slowly decending down the pole, spining slowly..my long 5'9" 

body clinging to the pole..............untill my hair touches the dance floor..................... 

D r a z: such a  smooth mover ...watching the thighs on the pole 

dirtyrpgirl: hands flat to the dance floor, as i keep my tummy tight to the 

pole...................and letting my legs stretch up the pole between my long 

legs..........................my hiney snapping to the beat, as the skirt falls over my panty 

covered bottom................... 

Al_dente_: smmoth slide... eyes following dg's body down the pole 

D r a z:  watching   the  tight hiney as duirty grinds  and wriggles  



scarlett2angel: slips behind Al slides my hands down Your chest an whispers into Your 

ear shes one sexy woman isn't she? 

dirtyrpgirl: as i do a hand stand..................my legs fall back.................and slowly i hold 

them and gracefuly let my feet touch the dance floor, my body arched back................... 

Al_dente_: presses back against Scarlet.. "she certainly is" 

scarlett2angel: winks at dirty as my lips brush against Al's jaw an lets my fingertips rake 

up Your tummy and chest  

D r a z: grins as  the sexy dancer........ leans and rocks to the beat  

Al_dente_: with my eyes I'm watching dg.....  but scarlett's touch does nothing for my 

codition... 

dirtyrpgirl: standing up.......shaking my hair and just rolls my backside as i spin on my 

feet.................opening my stance.................and bends at my hips...............my hands on 

the back of my thighs as i hang my hair to the dance floor.....winking at my lover from 

between my long legs, my panties riding into my butt , my cheeks hanging out from the 

red panties...................... 

Al_dente_: I swear the panties are dissapearing.... 

scarlett2angel: runs my finger tips in circles as dirty works the pole making the room 

heat up and whispers naughty things in his ear as he watchs  

Al_dente_: wiggles in the seat.. Scarlett's fingers and the sight of dg demanding an 

adjustment 

D r a z:  grins watching that hiney shake  as dirty peersthrough  her legs  

dirtyrpgirl: slowly standing back up, my fngers tracing up my inner thighs as my wrists 

lift the red skirt....................turning , looking at draz................then to the 

cage........................... 

dirtyrpgirl: dare i?.........grining......................... 

D r a z:  grins and walks over to the cage and opens the door  

scarlett2angel: winks do it lover  

Gabriela92: squirms as Dirty raises the stakes.... 

dirtyrpgirl: smiling as i walk to the cage door, kissing draz's cheek as my hand rubs from 

his shoulder , down his muscular arms and over his hand............stepping into the 

cage..........moving to the back as the door closes..............my hands on the rear 

bars..............shaking my hiney to the new beat.................. 

scarlett2angel: grips Al's shoulders then slides my hands down the inside of his shirt as i 

rock behind him making my tits brush against the back of his head as we follow her to 

the cage  with our eyes 

D r a z: grining as dirty  shakes the cage   

dirtyrpgirl: sliding down slowly, the skirt riding up over my butt, exposing the back of my 

panties, my ass swaying left to right to the beat................. 

Al_dente_: my mouth dry from the visuals and the touch... 

dirtyrpgirl: my tight hand reaching back and unbuttons the skirt.....lowering the zipper as 

i squat at the back of the cage....................... 

dirtyrpgirl: moving my hands to the right........usng the bars to turn my body as i stay in a 

squat........................... 



dirtyrpgirl: every shake of my body,lets the skirt slide down over my butt as i face 

everyone.................................... 

Al_dente_: my body shaking with the senastions as dg does her thing in the cage 

Al_dente_: hmm nice sight dg.... 

scarlett2angel: slowly unbuttons Al's shirt one button at a time as my lower body rocks 

with the tune and lets my hair hang down your neck and tickles your cheek 

D r a z: the heavy beat   ........  reflected in dirtys moves 

kelli-: taps the beat watching DG.. then scarlett.. then Dg 

dirtyrpgirl: my knee's open, as the dress slides to them...........................using my hands 

to lift myself...................as i stand, the skirt falls to my ankles................stepping from the 

skirt............kicking it behind me , putting my fingers in the waistband of the red panties 

as i sway my hips, tugging them high, forming a camletoe 

dirtyrpgirl: moving my hands to the tee...........lifting the bottom up over my 

bra......................... 

scarlett2angel: humsss in Al's ear .....wish i could move like that 

D r a z:  all eyes on dirtys  panties    as she stretches them  

Al_dente_: smells the scent of Scarletts hair shampoo as her hair cascades down.. 

tickling 

dirtyrpgirl: letting my breasts jiggle in the confines of the bra as i slip the tee over 

head...shaking my hair 

dirtyrpgirl: leaning to the bars in the front of the cage........my breasts poke through the 

bars as i reach behind me................................... 

D r a z: grins as the top slides off ,,,,,,,,,such a lithe body  

Al_dente_: eyes on the red underwear as dg's fingers play with it 

kelli-: mmmmmmm mmmmm 

dirtyrpgirl: shaking my head as i step back...................................... 

dirtyrpgirl: leaving the red lace bra in the cage's bars................my bare tits wiggle to the 

new tune.............................. 

Al_dente_: woo hooo.... dg! 

D r a z: grins watching those firm perky breasts    jiggle  

scarlett2angel: whistless that bra is mine  

kelli-: welcome hooommmeeee Kelli... watchin DG 

dirtyrpgirl: spinning with my backside to everyone.....................bending at my 

waist.......................my hands back to the back of my panties........lowering them over my 

buttcheeks to the beat.................................. 

D r a z:  reaches up to get the bra and tosses it to scarlett 

Al_dente_: gulps, and shifts in my chair 

dirtyrpgirl: my long legs moving to the beat....................bit by bit............more of my 

round cheeks start to appear.................... 

scarlett2angel: grins grabs it out of the air thank you draz 

D r a z:  watches the  firm butt come into view slowly  

dirtyrpgirl: my hair in my face, sliding the panties down lower and lower...giving my 

hiney a little shake as they fall to my lower thighs.......................... 

kelli-: licks my lips, staring at DG 



D r a z: watches the nude dirty as she shakes  to the beat 

scarlett2angel: whispers and smiles at dirty  

dirtyrpgirl: lifting my left leg.....knee to my chest as i slide the panty down over my high 

heels 

Bee_passionately_blue: Thank you for the teasing and erotic dancing, dg. you are erotic.  

D r a z: grins as we watch dirty stepout her panties  

dirtyrpgirl: then......standing up ..................naked and facing the back of the 

cage..................the panties fall to my right ankle, kicking them behind me to the bars of 

the cage door.........................reaching my arms high, stretching them as i hold the bars 

facing the back............i sway my naked body to the tune as i look over my left 

shoulder................... 

Al_dente_: eyes taking in all dg's sexy curves 

FoolishHeart26: ohh myy..  

dirtyrpgirl: blowing my lover a kiss.......................and as the tune 

changes......................slowly i spin around on the toe of my left hhigh heel.................... 

Al_dente_: watching her body sway to the beat 

D r a z:  picks out the panties and tosses the to scarlett 

dirtyrpgirl: rubbng my hands to my bare breasts, snapping my hips side to side to the 

beat..........twisting my long hard nipples......................... 

scarlett2angel: winks catchs the wet kiss in my teeth sends one back  

scarlett2angel: wowwwwwwwwwwwwwww i got them both 

Al_dente_: follows the progress of dg's hands 

scarlett2angel: slips them with her bra in my speical place 

dirtyrpgirl: stepping back to the back of the cage as my hands glide smoothly down my 

body.......................... 

kelli-: just like DGs boobs... a matched set .. and what a set they are 

dirtyrpgirl: passing over my smooth shaven mound...................and down my inner 

thighs....................... 

dirtyrpgirl: my eyes looking so sultry as i dance nude.................. 

Al_dente_: hmm those long hard nipples as she sways... 

trisha_29: sneaks back to my seat grinning and watching my babygirl ....mmmmmmmm  

dirtyrpgirl: tapping my thumbs to my mound to the beat as i lean back to the rear cage 

bars.............................. 

scarlett2angel: tickles Als tummy as i dance around behind him letting my breasts bump 

against his head and smiles at Trishs 

dirtyrpgirl: smiles to my baby...........................then...................kicks my left leg to the 

front bars...........locking the heel of my high heels to the bar................... 

Al_dente_: yikes dg.... beautiful! 

scarlett2angel: now this is a song 

dirtyrpgirl: letting all of my inner pinkness show as it glistens............................... 

trisha_29: smiles and blows a kiss to my gorgeous babygirl 

scarlett2angel: bumps against Al rockin back and forth making my body move with the 

beat as my fingertips grip his arms and slide down to his knees  



dirtyrpgirl: arching back...................grabing the bars behind me................my long naked 

body stretching from front to back of the cage.....................moving my right leg as i stand 

on it, balanced by the bars...letting every inch of my nude body wiggle and shake 

scarlett2angel: pushs each leg apart then back together as my body rocks with the beat 

letting his eyes follow dirtys hips  

Al_dente_: shaking from Scarlett's touch as i watch dg's naked body sway to the beat 

D r a z:  watches the liteh bdy shake and writhe eroticaly 

dirtyrpgirl: licking my puffy red lips, then blows a kiss to my baby as my left leg free's 

from the bar...................... 

dirtyrpgirl: spinning around.....pressing my bare ass to the cage door................rubbing it 

up and down seductively to the tuneeeeeeeeeee 

scarlett2angel: winks at dirty and moves around infront of Al sits down and archs my 

back using the beat to thrust my hips up and down  

trisha_29: grins and watches.....my God she is simply gorgeous! 

dirtyrpgirl: bending again at my waist...................my hands on my ass..........................and 

as my upper torso lowers...........my hands slide down my long legs.......................working 

my butt to the bars as my hair hangs in my face..................... 

Al_dente_: hmmm two great views... 

Al_dente_: dg's breasts hanging as she leans down 

dirtyrpgirl: feeling the cold brass cage bars touching my outer folds 

dirtyrpgirl: standing back up.............walking naked around the cage..............my hands on 

the bars...my breasts moving from bar to bar......................... 

scarlett2angel: puursssssss into your ear then smiles at the dirty dancer thats safe in the 

cage  

Al_dente_: watches dg's moves .. bar to bar.. 

dirtyrpgirl: opening the door...................... and squating down, i pick up a emrald green 

satin LAB robe from the floor just outsde the door.................. 

Al_dente_: all my senses reeling from the onslaught 

D r a z: woo hoo  dirty stands and applauds  

Al_dente_: yeah dirty!!!! 

trisha_29: woooooohooooooooooooooooooooooooo babygirl....so amazing!!!!!! 

D r a z: BRAVO BRAVO DIRTY !!! 

scarlett2angel: smiles at dirty slowly stands and lets Al catch his breath  

dirtyrpgirl: sliding it on and shimmies as i get it to flow down my back...........smiling as i 

close the robe, tightening the sash to my hips....taking a bow from half in the 

cage................ 

Al_dente_: I can't stand... but... I applaud.... 

trisha_29: im sorry i missed most of it...damn rl crap! 

kelli-: stands and applauds  

FoolishHeart26: stands with trembling knees and applauds the erotic dancer... woowww Dg..! 

Al_dente_: whistles amid the clapping and cheering... 

dirtyrpgirl: smiles...thank y'all !!!....giggles and pulling my hair back........i step from the 

cage. huging my baby, kissing her cheek 

trisha_29: blows kisses to the my most beautiful babygirl!!!!!! 



trisha_29: hugssssssssssssssss my babygirl.....you are incredible ! 

scarlett2angel: claps for dirty and moves to the bar leaving Al and his what can i say..... 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmm thank y'all................. 

dirtyrpgirl: thank you baby !!! 

dirtyrpgirl: thank you lover !!!! 

D r a z: very hot dirty  ,,,,,,,,,,,,, smiles ...........and closes the cage door ,,,watching dirty 

walk away  

kelli-: smiles at DG .. clapping my hands 

dirtyrpgirl: thank you for the fantastic tunes draz !!!, scurries over and hugs you tight as i 

kiss you 

D r a z: kisssssses dirty and gives her a squeeze ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.its my pleasure  

FoolishHeart26: smiles and hugsss 

dirtyrpgirl: winking to draz................. 

dirtyrpgirl: heading to the changing room................................. 

D r a z: winks dirty ,,,,,,,, thats a keeprtoo  ..........winks 

Al_dente_: smiles at dg, blows her a kiss as she passes 

dirtyrpgirl: whew, i havent done that in a looooooong time....lol 

 

dirtyrpgirl: walks back out from the changing room with just a pair of skin tight white 

shorts and a pink tube top......yes al........giggles..No bra and NO panties 

 

 

kaitlyn m9 

kaitlyn m9: moves to one of the stages, toes it, steps on, moves around a little 

kaitlyn m9: grabs the pole, slides a hand on it 

scarlett2angel: now thats a body shot to save 

bigbadwoof2008: i think the lady hormones are jiggling now 

Al_dente_: watches kaitlyn as she strokes the pole 

kaitlyn m9: swings on the pole, seems to be a good stage to dance upon 

FoolishHeart26: winks at Scarlett and smiles at Kaitlyn as she dance 

kaitlyn m9: Scarlett, if you are here, you already have the wrong idea 

Al_dente_: eyes follow kaitlyn as she checks the equipment 

kaitlyn m9: moves a little upon the stage, backs to pole and rests against it 

scarlett2angel: makes me want to be the pole 

kaitlyn m9: nonchalantly glides down and up upon the pole 

bigbadwoof2008: better wipe down the pole first kait 

kaitlyn m9: runs a hand up a leg, then over my midsection 

bigbadwoof2008: it is a rather thick pole ....  can you handle it ok kait? 

FoolishHeart26: if you're the pole Scarlett... I'm so going to lick the pole all up and down..... 

smiless..  



Al_dente_: eyes follow kaitlyns hand as they glide across her curves 

kaitlyn m9: There is NO pole that presents a problem, each is an opportunity 

scarlett2angel: hugs and pulls heart onto my lap  

Al_dente_: enjoying the smile on Kaitlyn's face as she teases the room 

kaitlyn m9: steps away a little, rests the head upon the pole....eyes closed, hands moving 

on my body 

bigbadwoof2008: sexy kait  

Al_dente_: follows the progress of the hands 

kaitlyn m9: sways a little, rolls the hips, getting a feel of things while the hands again run 

over the body 

bigbadwoof2008: i could watch your moves all day kait 

kaitlyn m9: pauses with the hands under the breasts, gives them a gentle squeeze, then 

caresses them 

bigbadwoof2008: oh my 

kaitlyn m9: kicks off the heels to make it easier to move around in the stockinged feet 

bobor_1: hi all 

kaitlyn m9: feels the skirt start to sway a little more with the hips rocking 

natalie_uk_2: watching kait and quickly turns away as I realsise I am lickingmy lps  

FoolishHeart26: hmmm. wraps Scarlett's arms around me as we watch Kaitlyn gracefully dance 

kaitlyn m9: hands again moving on my upper body, moving over the short sleeved blouse, 

then tugging it slowly from within the skirt 

Al_dente_: loves kaitlyns moves as she sways 

bigbadwoof2008: your body is sooo hot kait 

kaitlyn m9: lets the blouse go for a moment, hands sliding over my  hips, one moves 

around to glide over the mid thigh length skirt 

kaitlyn m9: rests to the pole, takes the hem of the skirt and slowly raises it, showing 

more leg and stocking.....and keeps going until the stocking tops appear 

Al_dente_: gulps..... 

bigbadwoof2008: chokes...... 

bigbadwoof2008: you go girl 

kaitlyn m9: sways again, holds the skirt, then lets it fall and slowly works bringing the 

blouse up the body 

bigbadwoof2008: i love when you sexily carress your body 

kaitlyn m9: the navel shows, slowly tugging higher, the bottom of the bra cups on display 

Al_dente_: nice tummy..... 

bigbadwoof2008: i like your tight tummy kait 

kaitlyn m9: tugging a little more, lets the blouse rests on the breasts, the finger tips 

again grab the hem of the skirt and tug, working the skirt down just a little 

kaitlyn m9: the blouse comes off.....it is tossed aside and the swaying and grinding move 

a little quicker 

Al_dente_: shifts in seat.... 

Al_dente_: woo hoo! 

kaitlyn m9: reaches back to loosen the skirt, works the zipper down and lets the skirt rest 

upon the hips 



Al_dente_: mesmorised by the sight 

kaitlyn m9: the hair is tossed, my hands run over the bra to again caress my breasts, to 

squeeze them and to round them out the top of the cups just a bit more 

kaitlyn m9: smiles....thinking it was wise to have gone with the half cup bra today.... 

Al_dente_: raises eyebrows as kaitlyn's hands move 

bigbadwoof2008: moving up to edge of dance floor for really close look at you kait 

kaitlyn m9: steps away, the hips slowly move, sway left and right, then are rolled as I 

spin around 

Al_dente_: watches as the skirt slips a bit 

kaitlyn m9: tugs the skirt a little more...it rests barely on the hips, giving a preview of the 

g string under the skirt 

kaitlyn m9: rests to the pole again, sways and grinds into the pole, then pulls the skirt 

the rest of the way down, steps from it, toes it, and gives it a toss 

Al_dente_: wow...  

Al_dente_: beautiful! 

katieHEARTSwomen: oh my, Kaitlyn 

kaitlyn m9: moves back and forth, sways, the g string the match for the bra, a sheer 

white that covers but is sheer enough for the imagination to run rampant 

Al_dente_: which it is..... 

kaitlyn m9: rests to the pole, hands move up and down the stockings, then up my body 

again to my breasts. 

bigbadwoof2008: trying to imagine what your nipples look like kait 

kaitlyn m9: steps away, spins, sways the hips and rolls them, leans over and wiggles the 

butt slowly 

Al_dente_: follows the gliding hands 

kaitlyn m9: then a little faster, the sway a little more exaggerated 

kaitlyn m9: a hand slides on the rounded cheek, then I give it a slap 

kaitlyn m9: circle the hand, then slap again 

kaitlyn m9: stands and sways, head falls back, bobbing to the tune, then spinning and 

drops to the knees 

kaitlyn m9: shoulders sway, body sways, hands again up and down the legs, but one 

takes a detour to move between my legs 

Al_dente_: hmmmm 

kaitlyn m9: looks all innocent for a moment....then one finger lightly touches the sheer 

fabric 

kaitlyn m9: the finger moves back and forth.... 

kaitlyn m9: again back and forth 

natalie_uk_2: omg kait wow  

bigbadwoof2008: places a couple of 20s on the dance floor 

Al_dente_: moves in my seat to adjust..... 

kaitlyn m9: a little circle upon the fabric....then the head falls back 

kaitlyn m9: the finger runs up my midsection....teases at each nipple 

bigbadwoof2008: omg kait 

Al_dente_: follows the finger.... imagining..... 



kaitlyn m9: spins around, sits on the stage , rests on the hands and extends a leg at a 

forty five degree angle 

kaitlyn m9: a hand glides over the stocking, then upon the inside of my leg 

Al_dente_: hmmm gorgeous leg.... 

kaitlyn m9: the leg is lowered, and kicked...the hand again moves over the stocking 

kaitlyn m9: spins around, gets to the knees, sways again, slowly drops back to push the 

breasts to the ceiling, jiggling them as best can be done 

bigbadwoof2008: i move over a seat to get center view of you kait 

katieHEARTSwomen: see ya, heart sweetie... *hugs and kisses her* 

Al_dente_: watches that hand move over the stocking 

natalie_uk_2: ni night heart  

kaitlyn m9: arms sway with the jiggling of my breasts, then raising vertical, slowly 

standing, spinning and backing to the pole 

Al_dente_: watching the jiggling...  

bigbadwoof2008: i love when you spread your legs kait 

kaitlyn m9: grabs the pole, hooks a leg around it......spins on the pole, then pauses 

Al_dente_: admires all of kaitlyn's curves 

kaitlyn m9: leans back, again the breasts are jiggled and shoulders swayed 

kaitlyn m9: raises up, spins and backs to the bar, braces the spine to the pole, and slowly 

lowers, widening the legs 

Al_dente_: gulps.... nice view 

kaitlyn m9: as soon as I am lowered, the hands run over the stockinged legs, one hand on 

the inside, the other again up the body to squeeze one of my ample breasts 

bigbadwoof2008: imagining kait moving on my pole instead of that dance floor pole 

kaitlyn m9: the hands fall to the sides...slowly raising again, pausing as I bend to run the 

hands up each leg, snap to vertical and toss the hair 

kaitlyn m9: with an exaggerated sway, the rocking continues, the head moves 

Al_dente_: watches the hand on the leg linger at the top of the stocking 

bigbadwoof2008: bet your inner thighs are really smooth kait 

kaitlyn m9: the hands grab the pole, the head moves left and right, sending the hair 

flying away, then I move the head in a circle to keep the hair flying 

Al_dente_: see's kaitlyn mouthing the words to the song as she rocks her body 

kaitlyn m9: spins and backs to the pole, looks to the audience, smiles...gives the lips a 

seductive lick....then the finger returns to lightly brush over the fabric of the g string 

Al_dente_: omg 

kaitlyn m9: the finger continues to slowly glide, to circle on the fabric 

Al_dente_: shift in the seat again 

bigbadwoof2008: great show kait,  brava   

kaitlyn m9: a finger on the other hand circles each nipple, then the finger nail drags over 

each nipple 

kaitlyn m9: the g string is hooked, slowly rolled a little, then I turn and start to sway the 

hips, look over the shoulder 

kaitlyn m9: winks, lowers the g string a bit more...and leaves it there, spins around, 

slowly moves and rolls the hips 



Al_dente_: eyes glued on what kaitlyn is doing 

kaitlyn m9: spins and drops to the knees, hands again over the stockings, then my body 

bigbadwoof2008: you make me hard kait 

kaitlyn m9: the head falls back, the shouders sway, the breasts jiggle 

Al_dente_: imagines they are my hands..... 

kaitlyn m9: the head raises, the hands continue to move, then slowly glides them to the 

stockings, runs them over the legs 

Al_dente_: leans forward to cope with the effect..... 

kaitlyn m9: back up the body and slows the gyrations, and as the music works to its end, 

the  body continues to slow until there is no more motion, the head lowers. 

Al_dente_: beautiful............. 

kaitlyn m9: pauses....slowly raises, smiles...takes the perfunctory bow after tugging the g 

string back fully into place 

Al_dente_: stands and applauds 

Al_dente_: grabs one of the lab robes for you... 

kaitlyn m9: smiles to the audience, gives the polite little wave, bows again 

kaitlyn m9: thank you Al 

bigbadwoof2008: very nice kait, you are marvelous 

Al_dente_: wraps it around your shoulders..... 

kaitlyn m9: holds as he slips it on, then it is belted 

bigbadwoof2008: that's for the great show 

Al_dente_: thank you Keitlyn....  very sexy! 

kaitlyn m9: thank you very much ! 

Al_dente_: that was very sexy Kaitlyn... 

kaitlyn m9: thank you Al 

Al_dente_: you are a classy and sexy woman 

kaitlyn m9: I try to be 

Al_dente_: smiles.... 

kaitlyn m9: Once in a while I let go, just to keep in practice 

Al_dente_: lol... well you can do that anytime! 

kaitlyn m9: Time for me to get things wrapped up as well....bye ! 

Al_dente_: bye,,  xxx 

 

 

 

FoolishHeart26  Belly Dance 

opens my mouth wider.. taking in tonsss of air and blowwwsss... ttoooooottttttttttt.... it 

freaks out the snake and hidesss... gigless 

Ivan_Skavinsky: LOL, Heart. 

FoolishHeart26: swayss my hipss to the tunee... 

Ivan_Skavinsky: I think that's more likely to make a snake rise. 



Sasha_J79: LOL Ivan 

FoolishHeart26: giggles 

Steffanie: so who's gonna check Ivan's basket? 

FoolishHeart26: raises my hands above my head...flexing the tummy muscle and belly 

dances... mmmm 

Ivan_Skavinsky: I can't imagine what you are all thinking. 

Sasha_J79: heart raised her hand so she must want to do it...lol 

FoolishHeart26: hip drop to the left and then to the right...  

FoolishHeart26: mmmmmm 

FoolishHeart26: lol 

FoolishHeart26: hnmmmmm 

Ivan_Skavinsky: I think there's an element of hypnotism involved. 

D r a z: looks like shes hypnotised herself  

FoolishHeart26: hips sway in circling motion..hands spread sideward and shimmies to the 

persian beat...   

Ivan_Skavinsky: I can't avoid watching. 

Sasha_J79: woohooooo, heart! 

FoolishHeart26: raises the hands alternatively up and down and turns shaking my booty 

in front of the crowd.... 

Ivan_Skavinsky: It's definitely getting hotter in here. 

FoolishHeart26: alternately7* 

D r a z:  slaps hand on the bar to the beat  watching heart  

FoolishHeart26: bends my body backward as far as my long black wavy hair toucjh the 

floor..  

Ivan_Skavinsky: It's a fantastic performance. 

FoolishHeart26: hands waving in the air.. and back up again... hipps swayingg  slowly 

from side to side and shakess... 

FoolishHeart26: looks over my shoulder and winks .. hands sliding from my sides.. and up 

to my neck...tugging some hair up and waves in the air.. hips grinding so slowly to the 

beat... 

D r a z: watchig the snake like moves of hearts body  as the tempo increases 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Can't take my eyes off Heart.  I think she may be putting me in some 

sort of trance. 

Sasha_J79: *snaps my fingers in front of Ivan's face* 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Where am I? 

FoolishHeart26: turns and languidly struts around the room ..hands on my hip as I walk 

unto Ivan's direction...locking my eyes on him... 

D r a z:  watchs the sinewy belly undulate to the mmusic as heart wanders to Ivan 

Ivan_Skavinsky: I try to look away but my eyes are drawn to Heart's. 

FoolishHeart26: smiles and leans forward..snaking my body unto his chest... letting him 

feel the fullness of my breasts... back up and shakess my body close to his face ....  

Ivan_Skavinsky: My mind is incredibly weak now.  I feel I may be putty in Heart's hands. 

Ivan_Skavinsky: I think she's putting me in a trance, Kenny. 



FoolishHeart26: waves my hands back in the air and turn my back on him... shaking my 

booty on him along with the beat... 

Ivan_Skavinsky: I'm entranced by Heart's dancing. 

Ivan_Skavinsky: If she carries on like this, I'll be forced to obey her every command. 

Sasha_J79: *giggles* 

Ivan_Skavinsky: What can I do to escape this situation? 

D r a z: not much ........ just  go on with it  

Sasha_J79: yep, you're a goner 

Ivan_Skavinsky: OK then. 

FoolishHeart26: spins around ...gyrates my body to the hypnotic tune... bends forward 

and back... hip drops  from side to another...  

D r a z: watches  the taut belly as the hips shake  

Ivan_Skavinsky: I can't look anywhere else now. 

FoolishHeart26: steps back and snakes my body down on him again.. giving Ivan a warm 

wet kisss on his lips...and whispers.. mmm .. now I'm sure you know how the snake trick 

goes... and dance away back on my chair.... 

Ivan_Skavinsky: That's it.  The kiss wakes me up from the trance.  What a lovely 

experience.  I must ask how the trick works another time. 

FoolishHeart26: winks at Sasha as she lays so sexily in the couch...  

FoolishHeart26: ohhh myyyyy tunneeeeeee 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Many thanks Heart, hugsssss. 

D r a z: grins at heart ,,,,,,,,,,,,enchanting dance ......... 

Sasha_J79: *smiles* 

FoolishHeart26: hugssssssssss Ivan... smiless 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Smiles back. 

FoolishHeart26: Draz is so torturing me with his playlist now... blushes 

D r a z: laffssssss 

D r a z: had that list  for sometime waiting for someone brave enough to belly dance 

D r a z: well done heart 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Yes well done Heart and Draz. 

 

FoolishHeart26 and Ivan 

FoolishHeart26: taps my red colored fingernails in the bar.. hips sensually snapping from side to 

side. 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Watches Heart's sensual action. 

D r a z: watches heart reflect the rythm ,,shes on fire 

Bee_passionately_blue: hi trish king  

FoolishHeart26: tilting my head backward as the drink together with the song intoxicating my 

system... body sways slowly..  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Watches Heart's captivating sway. 

FoolishHeart26: leans over the bar as far as I could to whisper on Draz.. not caring if the hem of 

my dress lifts higher than it should.. 



D r a z: listens  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Hearts action catches my attention but I try not to stare. 

FoolishHeart26: lands my feet back down in the floor and tugs my dress lower...  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Smiles at Heart - lovely legs. 

Bee_passionately_blue: I exhale as the beauty of your curves leave me biting my lower 

lip, ty  

FoolishHeart26: sips on my drink again and slides the empty glass in the bar...  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Would you like another one, Heart? 

D r a z: washes theglass and polishes it watching herat 

FoolishHeart26: hips moving in a slow swaying... mmmm..  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Watching Heart and thinking WOW. 

FoolishHeart26: smiles at Draz... thank you.... and struts towards Ivan... placing my hands on his 

shoulder... walking around him as he sits perfectly still 

D r a z: winks to heart 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Felling the touch of Heart's hands and relishing the sensation. 

FoolishHeart26: stands behind him and caresses his shoulders... down to his chest..  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Feels Heart's action and enjoys it immensly. 

FoolishHeart26: tosses my long wavy raven hair into his one shoulder.. my hips swaying.. and 

whispers.. ty for the drink...  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Whispers back "you're welcome" and catches a glorious whiff of 

perfume. 

FoolishHeart26: rises up my body and dances around .. and takes his tie in my hand... gentlyn 

pulling him up.. smiles 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Lets myself be led by Heart and smiles back. 

FoolishHeart26: grasps for his hand and places them around my hips.. as I wrap mine around his 

neck 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Clasps my hands around Hearts slender young body.  I'm really enjoying 

this. 

FoolishHeart26: smiles and danced with him.. feets making side steps in tune to the music...  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Though I'm a hopelys dancer, I find Heart's moves inspirational and 

hold her closer as we sway to the music. 

Ivan_Skavinsky: hopeless* 

FoolishHeart26: taking his one hand... does a step backward raising our hands and spins myself 

around... 

FoolishHeart26: and steps forward back at him... my breasts pressed into his chest...  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Smiles at Heart admiringly.  She's revealing a side of herself so far 

hidden to me. 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Clasps Heart closer.  This is so lovely. 

FoolishHeart26: savoring the song in my ears to my heart as I lay my head into his shoulder and 

slowly sways..  

Ivan_Skavinsky: We seem to have got the rhythm together - enjoying every second. 

FoolishHeart26: steps back and pulls myself from him... and smiles at him.. caressing his face as 

we held ourselves in a dance...  



Ivan_Skavinsky: Smiles back at Heart.  That was a wonderful dance.  Would you like the 

nexy one? 

Ivan_Skavinsky: next* 

FoolishHeart26: kisses his chteeks and whispers ... thank you for dancing with me...  takes his 

hand in mine and guides him back to his chair..  

D r a z: smiles ,,,,,,,,,,,,,nicely done you tow 

Ivan_Skavinsky: It was my pleasure, Heart.  You're a wonderful dancer. 

Ivan_Skavinsky: TY, Draz. 

Ivan_Skavinsky: You should drink absinthe more often. 

FoolishHeart26: fixes his tie as he sits back in his chair....and kisses his cheeks once more... you're 

a very fine man Ivan.. and I'm so glad to be close to you.... smiles 

Ivan_Skavinsky: I enjoy being close to you too Heart, smiles. 

FoolishHeart26: smiles... will ask Draz to give me much harder next time.... 

FoolishHeart26: closes my eyes the song says... baby don't rush....  

Bee_passionately_blue: smiles  

Bee_passionately_blue: you always want to dance  

FoolishHeart26: opens my eyes and looks over my shoulder.. smiling back at bee...  

Bee_passionately_blue: I admire your mysterious eyes hidden by your dark hair, and that 

playful look in your eyes. I walk to you and offer my hand.  

FoolishHeart26: smiles and gladly takes your hand ...  

Bee_passionately_blue: I walk with you to the center of the dance floor and places my 

left hand on your hip and my right in your hand, walking with you  

FoolishHeart26: rises up from my chair and lets you led us both in tje dance floor.. smiling  

Bee_passionately_blue: I smile at you, and hold you close as we glide along the floor  

FoolishHeart26: gazes at your smiling eyes and places my one hand in your shoulder the other 

holding your one hand.. 

Bee_passionately_blue: My feet plant and I raise your hand and invite you into a spin, 

and as I watch you I glory in your beauty.  

FoolishHeart26: smiles as you spin me around..and back to your arms...  

Bee_passionately_blue: I hold you close and trace down your shoulder as I gaze into 

your eyes and continue the slow steps  

FoolishHeart26: cheeks turns to red as I feel the warmth of your nearness..letting your hands 

wander on my shoulder and arms..  

Bee_passionately_blue: watching your body grow pink, I touch your hair with a light 

caress of my lips, and curve my arm so your dress will flow out in a spin, and spin you 

back into my arms, whispering, "you are captivating."  

FoolishHeart26: feeling dizzy as you spin me around and round.. but safely falls back into your taut 

chest.saving my knees from buckling as we dance 

FoolishHeart26: reached for your hands and clasped them with mine.. and pushes you carefully 

back into your chair.. and lets you grip on it..b 

FoolishHeart26: leans my body towards you and whispers.. please sit still... and smiles 

Bee_passionately_blue: I sit on the chair, lets you go  

Bee_passionately_blue: and smiles  
D r a z: smiles ...............nice dance you two 



 

 

FoolishHeart26 and scarlett2angel 

scarlett2angel: skips to the changing room  

D r a z: eyes on the changing room door 

Mr Love - DJ: fights looking at the door 

scarlett2angel: slips out of my wet top and shorts drys off and brushs my hair ties it in a 

ponytail and slips on a red leather skirt and a white zip up top smiles in the mirror and 

comes back to the main room  

jll101: mmmmmmm 

Mr Love - DJ: sips coffee and smiles and all the wonderful sites and sounds.. 

D r a z: smiles as the white top seems too small and tight 

FoolishHeart26: smiles and squeezes my legs tighter as Scarlett comes back... hello...  

scarlett2angel: unzips the top so some cool air can get to my tits smiles it got hot in here  

FoolishHeart26: hi Mr. Love....  

Mr Love - DJ: Hello foolish, nice to meet you 

FoolishHeart26: nice meeting you too 

FoolishHeart26: smiles 

Mr Love - DJ: smiles back shyly 

Bee_passionately_blue: shivers at the electricity between scarlett and heart.  

scarlett2angel: leans back against the bar sways my hips as i dance to this without 

moving my feet  

jll101: enjoys scarletts hips 

Mr Love - DJ: sips coffee and smiles 

FoolishHeart26: mmmm.. nice.. smiles at Scarlett as she mesmerized the crowd..  

Bee_passionately_blue: your serpentine movements are mesmerizing, scarlett  

scarlett2angel: smiles at heart as my hips sway with the music and my hair swings 

behind my back as the tune changes  

Mr Love - DJ: watching scarlett's moves as i sip my coffee 

D r a z: winks at scarlerr as the hoodoo voodoo spell overtakes everyone 

Mr Love - DJ: *gives Draz a thumbs up* 

scarlett2angel: hops onto the bar...archs my back as i grip the back of the bar ..rolls my 

hips and shimmys my shoulders while my knees open and close letting my leather skirk 

rub against my thighs and skin making it tickle  

FoolishHeart26: licks my lips as I discreetly tilt my head sideward down.. and squints my eyes a 

little.. trying to see more what's under her red skirt 

scarlett2angel: giggles at heart..... lifts my knees up ...opens them and rolls side to side 

as my hair hangs down my back while i rock my head with the new beat 

FoolishHeart26: sits properly still as she caught me peeking... giggles... mmm.. smilesss 

Bee_passionately_blue: the blatant teasing seems an open invitation to compliment with 

eyes that smolder with want - "goodness, scarlett! looking fine."  



D r a z: cant  help but  rock my head  with scarlett  

scarlett2angel: grips the bar ..thrusts my hips up making my ass bounce on the bar as 

heart moves closer and blocks the mens view  

Mr Love - DJ: inhales deeply in attempt to calm my mind so that i don't spill coffee down 

the front of my shirt 

scarlett2angel: smiles at her wiggles my hips as the skirt shows more of my creamy 

thighs as some soft  red panties come into view under my skirt 

jll101: damn 

jll101: gotta run 

jll101: later 

Mr Love - DJ: be well  

Bee_passionately_blue: smiles at the intimate teasing between the two  

D r a z: watches jll sprint down the road ,,,,,,,he wasnt kidding ,,,,,,,he just had to run 

scarlett2angel: jll had to oops can't say that  

FoolishHeart26: hmmmm.. smiles at Scarlett and sways my body to the beat.. looking at her...  

Mr Love - DJ: LOL   kind of felt that way didn't it Draz 

scarlett2angel: looks at the room over hearts shoulder..smiles adn shimmys my shoulders 

so the small leather top unzips more  

Mr Love - DJ: smiles as i watch scarlett.. 

scarlett2angel: rocks on the bar to this kicks my feet out hooks them around heart and 

pulls her betwen my thighs  

D r a z: smiles seeing the zipper ,,,,,,,,,slip a little more 

FoolishHeart26: winks at Scarlett as her top's zipper moving lower 

scarlett2angel: get over here i purr and rocks my body to this  

FoolishHeart26: ohhhh myhhhh 

FoolishHeart26: bites my lip hard and gripped into the edge of the bar... not wanting to break 

some rules... mmmmmm 

scarlett2angel: winks and slips my hands on each of your shoulders ..rolls my lower body 

and pulls you closer with my feet as my zipper opens more  

scarlett2angel: whispers itys ok i wont let you break any rules 

Mr Love - DJ: afk a sec 

scarlett2angel: winks at Bee and Mr love as my ankles hook around hearts waist ..rocks 

left and right as my fingertips grip her shoulders and sways with the beat 

FoolishHeart26: groanss and shiverss and lets her have me in her arms as she dance.. and sways 

my body as well 

D r a z: grins at scarklett as she gathers in heart 

scarlett2angel: smiles at you..leans in and kisses the tip of your nose as my body sways 

with the music ..and whispers your doing great dear 

scarlett2angel: see you have Bee speachless  

FoolishHeart26: blushes as she leans for a kiss and purrss as she whispers 

D r a z: winks at scarlett  you both  do 

Bee_passionately_blue: you both always leave me speachless  



scarlett2angel: smiles and tickles your neck and shoulders with my fingertips as we 

dance at the bar me looking at the men over your shoulder as you look at them in the 

mirror behind my back 

Mr Love - DJ: back 

Bee_passionately_blue: wb  

Mr Love - DJ: thank you Bee  

D r a z: winks scarlett and heart    

scarlett2angel: winks at heart slides my hands down her arms and hips to the small of 

her back tugs up the back of her lovely blass mini dress  

Mr Love - DJ: smiles as i sip my coffee and groovin to the beat a little 

scarlett2angel: ..rocks my hips as the men get their first look at hearts firm curves and 

almost lifts it so they can see what color panties she has but winks no no we have rules 

against that 

FoolishHeart26: leans forward closer to her.. lifting my left leg and rests it in the barstool as  grip 

harder  on the edge..  

FoolishHeart26: heyyy... giggles 

scarlett2angel: winks at you wiggles on the bar as the wood warms my ass some and 

grips your ass with both my hands as my feet slide down your long legs some  

FoolishHeart26: tries to tug the hem of my mini dress back in place...  

scarlett2angel: loves dancing with you..turns you around as you sway to the new song 

letting the men see your firm breasts as your dress barely hides them from the rocking of 

your body  

Mr Love - DJ: trys not to look but gives into the erge 

scarlett2angel: my hands on your hips as whispers as my teeth tug on your earlobe 

mmmm thast it heart  

FoolishHeart26: mmmmm.. wiggles my bum as she gropes it... this is soo unfair... and smiles at 

the crowd blushing 

D r a z: watches the girls as they move seductively   to  the beat 

Bee_passionately_blue: I compliment you both, at how you are exciting and sensual  

Mr Love - DJ: smiles and agrees.. very nice dancing 

FoolishHeart26: ohh gezsuss Scarlett... holds on to her hands and sways with her.. feeling the 

rhythm as we dance 

scarlett2angel: pulls the hem back up some as heart dances for the men inanns as my tits 

rub against her back smiles she loves to tease .... 

Mr Love - DJ: snickers as i watch 

FoolishHeart26: bites my lip and lets her tug my dress a little higher as I run my hands on her 

sides... dancing to the beat 

scarlett2angel: smiles at Mr Love as my fingertips tug hearts dress up her thighs more as 

she rocks her hips to the song and lets her boobs move under the mini dress more 

Mr Love - DJ: turns to relaxe and watch the two ladies  

scarlett2angel: kisses the nape of your neck pulls you back against me more and lets the 

beat chane the way you dance for the men in the room 

Mr Love - DJ: sips my coffee, watching the movements change as the beat changes 



scarlett2angel: rocking nice and slow as your thighs open and close while your head 

sways with mine 

FoolishHeart26: grinds my bum unto her front as my back presseed harder on her breasts..slides 

lower.. and grinds back up again... mmmm.. intoxicated by her scent and to the beat of the song 

Mr Love - DJ: nods my head slowly to the beat as i watch  

scarlett2angel: smiles at heart leans back and licks my lips at the sexy dancer between 

my legs and claps for her 

scarlett2angel: tosses a ice cube at Bee  

scarlett2angel: wake up 

Mr Love - DJ: laughs 

FoolishHeart26: rocks my head softly in rhyme with yours and slides my hand up from my tummy.. 

to my chest and shoulder and reaches up higher unto the nape of your neck.. sensually dancing to 

the erotic beat 

Bee_passionately_blue: catches in between my lips and allows the ice to be shaped by 

the heated skin, inviting it in.  

FoolishHeart26: grasps her left hand with mine and wraps it around my waist.. the other softly 

tugging her neck.. as I sensuously sway our hips in slow circling motion 

scarlett2angel: humms in hearts ear as my hands grip her hips and tugs the dress up your 

thighs more so the men can se what a great body you have as the low cut dress shows off 

some of your chest but keeps you covered  

Mr Love - DJ: slowly looks the ladies up and down, admiring how wonderful they play 

together 

scarlett2angel: smiles at Mr Love .....heart is a good dancer isn't she? 

scarlett2angel: sings into hearts ear as my fingertips caresses your hips and thighs while 

the men lose there ability to type 

FoolishHeart26: blushes and tilts my head to tug your earlobe with my teeth...  

Bee_passionately_blue: you are both hynotizing dancers  

D r a z: smiles at  scarlett 

Mr Love - DJ: looks up at the cieling and then back to the girls..   smiles as i sip more 

coffee 

Alert: cudha reddotted by: D r a z 

cudha: hi all 

FoolishHeart26: winks at the men and absentmindedly tugs Scarlett's skirt a little higher enough to 

tease her and the men.. our hips moving together to the beat of the song 

Mr Love - DJ: hi cudha 

scarlett2angel: softly puurrsssssssss into hearts ear as her dress slides up her thighs 

more and her breasts makes the low cut open up more from the movemets we are doing 

with the beat of this song 

D r a z: hi kenny 

Mr Love - DJ: hi kenny 

kennyw_3: hey draz  

kennyw_3: hey mr  

kennyw_3: hello heart  

kennyw_3: hey heart  



kennyw_3: hello Scarlett  

scarlett2angel: hello kenny 

Bee_passionately_blue: hi kenny  

Mr Love - DJ: tune ! 

kennyw_3: hello bee  

scarlett2angel: kisses and nibbles on hearts neck as my fingertips tease her thighs more 

making her move more with me as my ass rubs the bar more  

kennyw_3: I hate being inside packing when it is so nice outside  

Bee_passionately_blue: I enjoy being inside watching the two ladies tease  

kennyw_3: I have ladies at my pool so that makes it worse lol  

Mr Love - DJ: agrees with Bee.. not to mention, it's rained here 21 days out of the last 23 

days... 

FoolishHeart26: sways my hips more and presses my back unto Scarlett's body and grinds 

down...right and to left and lower... spreads my knees as I squat letting the men peek what's 

underneath my dress and close and grinds up again...  

Mr Love - DJ: oooh yes, yes it does ! lol 

D r a z: smiles at heart  as i look allong the thighs 

Bee_passionately_blue: well heart, what is under your dress is provocative and erotic. 

just like you and scarlett.  

Mr Love - DJ: sips my coffee 

FoolishHeart26: snakes my body unto her pressing her back pinned in the bar and whispers... and 

bends my body down... my hips sensually grinding on her crotch in a twerking way... letting my 

plunging dress drop lower.. letting the crowd peek at my perky breasts 

Bee_passionately_blue: oh my! Feels my breath catch at the beauty heart is displaying  

scarlett2angel: mmmmmmmmmmmm heart wiggles an grips your hips with both my 

hands and the music makes me move with you 

D r a z: grining watching heart grind into scarlett 

scarlett2angel: smiles at the men in the room as heart shows off just how low cut her 

dress is as she moves with the music and my hands  

FoolishHeart26: snakes my body up again .. still grinding my bum on her..... smiles at Scarlett over 

my shoulder and bites her earlobe..  

scarlett2angel: winks and tilts my head as my hands grip your tummy and lets the music 

make my lower body thrust against yours 

scarlett2angel:  

***** Private Whisper from: scarlett2angel 

did we loose bee again? 

*** End 

 

scarlett2angel: good song draz 

scarlett2angel: rocks left to right as my head sways with the beat 

Whispering scarlett2angel... 

Alert: Your whisper has been sent, only the recipient will see this whisper. 

Whispering scarlett2angel... 

Alert: Your whisper has been sent, only the recipient will see this whisper. 



scarlett2angel:  

***** Private Whisper from: scarlett2angel 

not long its late 

*** End 

 

scarlett2angel:  

***** Private Whisper from: scarlett2angel 

its your bed time 

*** End 

 

Whispering scarlett2angel... 

Alert: Your whisper has been sent, only the recipient will see this whisper. 

scarlett2angel: kisses hearts cheek leans back and looks at the quiet room 

FoolishHeart26: steps forward  and turna around.... look over my shoulder and winks to the crowd 

and smile.. pinning Scarlett's hands above her head on the wall.. and whispers.... I'm looking forward 

to my pay back time....  

scarlett2angel: winks so am i .... 

D r a z: smiles and winksat  scarlett and hheart 

scarlett2angel: hate to dance and run but its time for me to go 

Mr Love - DJ: needs a tall glass of ice water  

D r a z: hugs and kisses ,,,,,,scarlett ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, see  you later ......... have a grreat day 

Bee_passionately_blue: enjoy your dance and run scarlett  

scarlett2angel: smiles glad u did Bee 

hdroadking296: hey heart hugs 

D r a z: wonderful of  you two ,,,,,,,,,,,,thanks 

scarlett2angel: nextt ime i will tosses something else at you 

Mr Love - DJ: be well scarlett 

FoolishHeart26: smiles at the crowd and kisses Scarlett's cheeks 

hdroadking296: hi scarlett hugs 

D r a z: hi hd  

hdroadking296: hi draz 

FoolishHeart26: i need to hit the bed now good friends 

hdroadking296: night heart 

Bee_passionately_blue: good night heart, ty  

scarlett2angel: see u all later 

D r a z:  sleep tight heart see  you after  your sleep 

FoolishHeart26: it's almost 3am here now 

 

 

scarlett2angel: skips to the changing room  

D r a z: eyes on the changing room door 

Mr Love - DJ: fights looking at the door 



scarlett2angel: slips out of my wet top and shorts drys off and brushs my hair ties it in a 

ponytail and slips on a red leather skirt and a white zip up top smiles in the mirror and 

comes back to the main room  

jll101: mmmmmmm 

Mr Love - DJ: sips coffee and smiles and all the wonderful sites and sounds.. 

D r a z: smiles as the white top seems too small and tight 

FoolishHeart26: smiles and squeezes my legs tighter as Scarlett comes back... hello...  

scarlett2angel: unzips the top so some cool air can get to my tits smiles it got hot in here  

Bee_passionately_blue: shivers at the electricity between scarlett and heart.  

scarlett2angel: leans back against the bar sways my hips as i dance to this without 

moving my feet  

jll101: enjoys scarletts hips 

Mr Love - DJ: sips coffee and smiles 

FoolishHeart26: mmmm.. nice.. smiles at Scarlett as she mesmerized the crowd..  

Bee_passionately_blue: your serpentine movements are mesmerizing, scarlett  

scarlett2angel: smiles at heart as my hips sway with the music and my hair swings 

behind my back as the tune changes  

Mr Love - DJ: watching scarlett's moves as i sip my coffee 

D r a z: winks at scarlerr as the hoodoo voodoo spell overtakes everyone 

Mr Love - DJ: *gives Draz a thumbs up* 

scarlett2angel: hops onto the bar...archs my back as i grip the back of the bar ..rolls my 

hips and shimmys my shoulders while my knees open and close letting my leather skirk 

rub against my thighs and skin making it tickle  

FoolishHeart26: licks my lips as I discreetly tilt my head sideward down.. and squints my eyes a 

little.. trying to see more what's under her red skirt 

scarlett2angel: giggles at heart..... lifts my knees up ...opens them and rolls side to side 

as my hair hangs down my back while i rock my head with the new beat 

FoolishHeart26: sits properly still as she caught me peeking... giggles... mmm.. smilesss 

Bee_passionately_blue: the blatant teasing seems an open invitation to compliment with 

eyes that smolder with want - "goodness, scarlett! looking fine."  

D r a z: cant  help but  rock my head  with scarlett  

scarlett2angel: grips the bar ..thrusts my hips up making my ass bounce on the bar as 

heart moves closer and blocks the mens view  

Mr Love - DJ: inhales deeply in attempt to calm my mind so that i don't spill coffee down 

the front of my shirt 

scarlett2angel: smiles at her wiggles my hips as the skirt shows more of my creamy 

thighs as some soft  red panties come into view under my skirt 

Bee_passionately_blue: smiles at the intimate teasing between the two  

FoolishHeart26: hmmmm.. smiles at Scarlett and sways my body to the beat.. looking at her...  

scarlett2angel: looks at the room over hearts shoulder..smiles adn shimmys my shoulders 

so the small leather top unzips more  

Mr Love - DJ: smiles as i watch scarlett.. 

scarlett2angel: rocks on the bar to this kicks my feet out hooks them around heart and 

pulls her betwen my thighs  



D r a z: smiles seeing the zipper ,,,,,,,,,slip a little more 

FoolishHeart26: winks at Scarlett as her top's zipper moving lower 

scarlett2angel: get over here i purr and rocks my body to this  

FoolishHeart26: ohhhh myhhhh 

FoolishHeart26: bites my lip hard and gripped into the edge of the bar... not wanting to break 

some rules... mmmmmm 

scarlett2angel: winks and slips my hands on each of your shoulders ..rolls my lower body 

and pulls you closer with my feet as my zipper opens more  

scarlett2angel: whispers itys ok i wont let you break any rules 

scarlett2angel: winks at Bee and Mr love as my ankles hook around hearts waist ..rocks 

left and right as my fingertips grip her shoulders and sways with the beat 

FoolishHeart26: groanss and shiverss and lets her have me in her arms as she dance.. and sways 

my body as well 

D r a z: grins at scarklett as she gathers in heart 

scarlett2angel: smiles at you..leans in and kisses the tip of your nose as my body sways 

with the music ..and whispers your doing great dear 

scarlett2angel: see you have Bee speachless  

FoolishHeart26: blushes as she leans for a kiss and purrss as she whispers 

D r a z: winks at scarlett  you both  do 

Bee_passionately_blue: you both always leave me speachless  

scarlett2angel: smiles and tickles your neck and shoulders with my fingertips as we 

dance at the bar me looking at the men over your shoulder as you look at them in the 

mirror behind my back 

D r a z: winks scarlett and heart    

scarlett2angel: winks at heart slides my hands down her arms and hips to the small of 

her back tugs up the back of her lovely blass mini dress  

Mr Love - DJ: smiles as i sip my coffee and groovin to the beat a little 

scarlett2angel: ..rocks my hips as the men get their first look at hearts firm curves and 

almost lifts it so they can see what color panties she has but winks no no we have rules 

against that 

FoolishHeart26: leans forward closer to her.. lifting my left leg and rests it in the barstool as  grip 

harder  on the edge..  

FoolishHeart26: heyyy... giggles 

scarlett2angel: winks at you wiggles on the bar as the wood warms my ass some and 

grips your ass with both my hands as my feet slide down your long legs some  

FoolishHeart26: tries to tug the hem of my mini dress back in place...  

scarlett2angel: loves dancing with you..turns you around as you sway to the new song 

letting the men see your firm breasts as your dress barely hides them from the rocking of 

your body  

Mr Love - DJ: trys not to look but gives into the urge 

scarlett2angel: my hands on your hips as whispers as my teeth tug on your earlobe 

mmmm thast it heart  

FoolishHeart26: mmmmm.. wiggles my bum as she gropes it... this is soo unfair... and smiles at 

the crowd blushing 



D r a z: watches the girls as they move seductively   to  the beat 

Bee_passionately_blue: I compliment you both, at how you are exciting and sensual  

Mr Love - DJ: smiles and agrees.. very nice dancing 

FoolishHeart26: ohh gezsuss Scarlett... holds on to her hands and sways with her.. feeling the 

rhythm as we dance 

scarlett2angel: pulls the hem back up some as heart dances for the men inanns as my tits 

rub against her back smiles she loves to tease .... 

Mr Love - DJ: snickers as i watch 

FoolishHeart26: bites my lip and lets her tug my dress a little higher as I run my hands on her 

sides... dancing to the beat 

scarlett2angel: smiles at Mr Love as my fingertips tug hearts dress up her thighs more as 

she rocks her hips to the song and lets her boobs move under the mini dress more 

Mr Love - DJ: turns to relaxe and watch the two ladies  

scarlett2angel: kisses the nape of your neck pulls you back against me more and lets the 

beat chane the way you dance for the men in the room 

Mr Love - DJ: sips my coffee, watching the movements change as the beat changes 

scarlett2angel: rocking nice and slow as your thighs open and close while your head 

sways with mine 

FoolishHeart26: grinds my bum unto her front as my back presseed harder on her breasts..slides 

lower.. and grinds back up again... mmmm.. intoxicated by her scent and to the beat of the song 

Mr Love - DJ: nods my head slowly to the beat as i watch  

scarlett2angel: smiles at heart leans back and licks my lips at the sexy dancer between 

my legs and claps for her 

FoolishHeart26: rocks my head softly in rhyme with yours and slides my hand up from my tummy.. 

to my chest and shoulder and reaches up higher unto the nape of your neck.. sensually dancing to 

the erotic beat 

FoolishHeart26: grasps her left hand with mine and wraps it around my waist.. the other softly 

tugging her neck.. as I sensuously sway our hips in slow circling motion 

scarlett2angel: humms in hearts ear as my hands grip her hips and tugs the dress up your 

thighs more so the men can se what a great body you have as the low cut dress shows off 

some of your chest but keeps you covered  

Mr Love - DJ: slowly looks the ladies up and down, admiring how wonderful they play 

together 

scarlett2angel: smiles at Mr Love .....heart is a good dancer isn't she? 

scarlett2angel: sings into hearts ear as my fingertips caresses your hips and thighs while 

the men lose there ability to type 

FoolishHeart26: blushes and tilts my head to tug your earlobe with my teeth...  

Bee_passionately_blue: you are both hynotizing dancers  

D r a z: smiles at  scarlett 

Mr Love - DJ: looks up at the cieling and then back to the girls..   smiles as i sip more 

coffee 

FoolishHeart26: winks at the men and absentmindedly tugs Scarlett's skirt a little higher enough to 

tease her and the men.. our hips moving together to the beat of the song 



scarlett2angel: softly puurrsssssssss into hearts ear as her dress slides up her thighs 

more and her breasts makes the low cut open up more from the movemets we are doing 

with the beat of this song 

scarlett2angel: kisses and nibbles on hearts neck as my fingertips tease her thighs more 

making her move more with me as my ass rubs the bar more  

Bee_passionately_blue: I enjoy being inside watching the two ladies tease  

Mr Love - DJ: agrees with Bee.. not to mention, it's rained here 21 days out of the last 23 

days... 

FoolishHeart26: sways my hips more and presses my back unto Scarlett's body and grinds 

down...right and to left and lower... spreads my knees as I squat letting the men peek what's 

underneath my dress and close and grinds up again...  

Mr Love - DJ: oooh yes, yes it does ! lol 

D r a z: smiles at heart  as i look along the thighs 

Bee_passionately_blue: well heart, what is under your dress is provocative and erotic. 

just like you and scarlett.  

Mr Love - DJ: sips my coffee 

FoolishHeart26: snakes my body unto her pressing her back pinned in the bar and whispers... and 

bends my body down... my hips sensually grinding on her crotch in a twerking way... letting my 

plunging dress drop lower.. letting the crowd peek at my perky breasts 

Bee_passionately_blue: oh my! Feels my breath catch at the beauty heart is displaying  

scarlett2angel: mmmmmmmmmmmm heart wiggles an grips your hips with both my 

hands and the music makes me move with you 

D r a z: grining watching heart grind into scarlett 

scarlett2angel: smiles at the men in the room as heart shows off just how low cut her 

dress is as she moves with the music and my hands  

FoolishHeart26: snakes my body up again .. still grinding my bum on her..... smiles at Scarlett over 

my shoulder and bites her earlobe..  

scarlett2angel: winks and tilts my head as my hands grip your tummy and lets the music 

make my lower body thrust against yours 

scarlett2angel: rocks left to right as my head sways with the beat 

FoolishHeart26: steps forward  and turna around.... look over my shoulder and winks to the crowd 

and smile.. pinning Scarlett's hands above her head on the wall.. and whispers.... I'm looking forward 

to my pay back time....  

scarlett2angel: winks so am i .... 

D r a z: smiles and winksat  scarlett and hheart 

scarlett2angel: hate to dance and run but its time for me to go 

D r a z: wonderful of  you two ,,,,,,,,,,,,thanks 

FoolishHeart26: smiles at the crowd and kisses Scarlett's cheeks 

 

 

scarlett2angel: grabs ahold of hearts hips pulls her onto the dance floor with me and 

dances around with her 



FoolishHeart26: smiless and dance my way in the dance floor with Scarlett  

scarlett2angel: rockin my hips with hers as my hands grip her hips an smiles as we sway 

and move together 

paveduck: who wouldn't want to have scarlett all to themselves?  

websterace3: sits back to watch all locked away 

FoolishHeart26: winks at Duckie... giggles 

D r a z: smiles as we watch the girls dance on the stage  

scarlett2angel: twrils her around sticks my tongue out at web and pave as i rub against 

hearts back then spins her to face me and slides my hands onto her ass as we move in 

circles 

websterace3: looks on he he 

FoolishHeart26: swyas and moves to the groove as Scarlett's hands tickles my skin 

scarlett2angel: squeezes her ass ..cause your a man  

scarlett2angel: giggles and kisses hearts cheek 

FoolishHeart26: mmmm...spins and groans as she squeeze my bum....  

scarlett2angel: pulls her to me ..winks at draz and lets the music move us around on the 

stage as my fingers grip her ass cheeks making her move with me  

websterace3:    

D r a z: winks at scarlett as lookthrough the dj window 

scarlett2angel: slides one hand up tugs her head back by her hair an runs my tongue 

down her throat and between her tits to tease the room some 

FoolishHeart26: pressing my back to her full proud breasts as we dance and tease the 

crowd with our dance 

websterace3:    

FoolishHeart26: gasps and shivers as her playful tongue touch my senstive skin... 

feeeling the warmth of her nearness as we dance to the beat 

scarlett2angel: looks up an winks as the tip of my long pink tongue flicks up an down 

between your firm but soft breasts as we sway side to side  

D r a z: grins watching  the girls turn each other on  

scarlett2angel: grips her back and shoulder as i swing heart left then right letting the 

men see my tongue tickle her skin as she looks back at them  

FoolishHeart26: ohh gawdd..holds unto her shoulder tight as she teased me even more.. 

trying to steady myself while dancing with her  

websterace3: watches all safe 

scarlett2angel: mmmmmm so sweet she tastes guys i purrrrrrr as my tongue leaves a 

wet trail on her throath and between her tits  

websterace3: you both taste sweet yummyyyyyyyyyy 

D r a z: winks at heart  .....I bet she does scarlett 

websterace3:    

scarlett2angel: pulls her back up to me smiles and spins her around so she is facing the 

room slides my hands around her waist rolls my hips with hers and whispers naughty 

things in her ear 



FoolishHeart26: lets out a soft agonizing moannnn and archs my back giving her access 

to my throat and chests... blushes and winks back at Draz 

FoolishHeart26: giggles and spins and sways my hips as her hands wander all over my 

body.. 

websterace3: yummyyyyyyy 

scarlett2angel: grinds my tits against her back as my tummy moves side to side against 

heart as my hands slide up cupping her breasts threw the top shes wearing and gets her 

to tease the men more 

websterace3: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmm hot hot hot 

Alscarlett2angel: pulls it up Your tummy an smiles as the mens eyes lookat hearts firm 

tummy as her hips sway left as mine rock left  

FoolishHeart26: blushes as she tugs my top up for all the men to see what's beneath it.... 

sways and ignores their naughty looks and whispers at Scarlett naughty things as well... 

websterace3: enjoying the view 

D r a z: grins watching  the naughty exchanges  

scarlett2angel: mmmmm thats it teases them more by tugging it higher up hearts chest 

but squeezes both hands to feel what is so firm but soft under the top  

websterace3: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm 

websterace3: moans  

FoolishHeart26: grinding my ass unto her crotch as she skeeps on teasing my breasts.. 

feeling my nips hardened as she cups them.. 

scarlett2angel: mmmmmmmmmm baby i whisper as y hips sway left and right with the 

beat as hearts move right right and left while she looks at the men one by one and licks 

her lips to make them want to move closer 

D r a z: smiles moving to the beat watching the girls  

websterace3: I can't so you are safe ladies he he 

FoolishHeart26: smiles coyly at the guys as I sway my hips in synchronize with Scarlett..  

websterace3: winks at Heart 

scarlett2angel: whispers to heart as as we both move to the end of the stage to be clsoer 

to webs booth ..winks at draz and lifts hearts top up more so they can see the soft curves 

under the top and lifts her top off drops it and lets my hands slide to her hips showing off 

the small red bra as we continue to dance on the end of the stage 

websterace3: guess I scared her away  

FoolishHeart26: raises my hands to cup Scarlett's nape.. turn to look at her and presses a 

tender kiss as we sway nearer to Webs' booth... 

websterace3: mmmmmmmmm looks up at the beautiful ladies  

D r a z: winks at scarlett as the top comes off 

websterace3: smies as I watch them dance closer 

websterace3: can feel the heat building up 

scarlett2angel: thrusts against her making our tummys touch smiles and lets my hands 

grip her as again while we rock side to side letting the two men see us dance more 

websterace3: licks my lips as I watch 

FoolishHeart26: my cheeks turns to red like the color of my bra and tugs Scarlett's hands 

around my waist as we grind together with the music 



D r a z: smiles as i watch the girls   

websterace3: follows there every move 

scarlett2angel: looks into hearts eyes smiles and rolls my hips with the beat 

websterace3: watches the sweat drip down there body 

scarlett2angel: plays with her hair as my fingers tug her hair so my lips can tease her 

thorath again  

FoolishHeart26: mmmmm... slides my hands on her side and holds the zipper of her red 

skirt.. swaying to the beat...tugging it down slowly as we dance... letting it slide and fall 

on her feet... mmm 

websterace3: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm wooooo hooooooooooo 

scarlett2angel: mmmm ty wiggles my hips as my skirt falls around my feet steps out and 

continues to dance with heart 

websterace3: hot hot hot 

D r a z:  grins watching the skirts drop to the floor 

websterace3: getting hotter here in my booth 

FoolishHeart26: run my hands unto the softness of her thighs...winks at the guys as  they 

admire her long sexy legs.. 

websterace3: turns on the fan 

websterace3: very sexy legs 

D r a z: winks back at  heart 

scarlett2angel: spins around letting my long hair tickle my back as my back archs so and 

smiles at web and draz while heart rocks me side to side 

websterace3: smiles back 

FoolishHeart26: smiles as I spin her around and back to my arms again...rocking our hips 

slowly and seductively 

websterace3: my heart beats faster as I watch 

scarlett2angel: mmmmmm licks my lips ..slips my right leg between yours hooking my 

ankle behind your knees as i lean back more rocking the top half of my body with the 

beat  

scarlett2angel: letting my hair brush the floor as you rock my body back and forth letting 

the men get a good look at my tits as my top barely keeps them coverd 

FoolishHeart26: holds on to her back.. pressing her tighter and closer to me as I grab her 

hips and lets her body lean back down and up.... 

websterace3: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm 

Harold_Rarius: takes a seat and watches the two gorgeous ladies with all the attention 

D r a z: smiles peeking at the firm breasts 

websterace3: watches Scarlettes buttons strain to stay in place 

scarlett2angel: wiggles my fingers at Harold ..while heart rocks me more not letting me 

fall as my hips rock with hers 

FoolishHeart26: runs my free hand unto her taut tummy and to the valley of her firm soft 

breasts and to her throat...  

Harold_Rarius: smiles and nods at Scarlett ... eyes trail along your curves as they are traced by 

heart.. enjoying the beauty at display 



scarlett2angel: leans back more..sliding my ankle up your left leg to steady myself as 

heart rocks me with the beat and winks at the men to show them how she loves to tease 

websterace3:    

D r a z:  she sure does  

FoolishHeart26: grinding myself slowly... my crotch on her crotch as we sway to the beat 

of the song..my hand supporting her back as her leg's clinging on the back of my knees..     

scarlett2angel: puursss shakes my head as your touch makes my skin start to shine from 

the thin coat of sweat that is forming  

websterace3: yummyyyyyyyyyyy 

FoolishHeart26: leans my body forward down to lick her cleavage.. slowly dragging my 

tongue unto her throat.. mmmm 

Harold_Rarius: enjoys the display of lustful passion... such delicate beauties.. yet so wild! 

websterace3: yes very hot and wild 

scarlett2angel: rolls my lower half with Yours as Your hands guide me left and right 

letting my nipples push my top up more and shows the men what your touch is doing to 

me 

scarlett2angel: closes my eyes rocking my head with the beat as i sweep the floor with 

my hair  

D r a z: smiles as we see the effects on each of the girls  

Harold_Rarius: eyes enjoying Scarlett's body at display.. smiles and enjoying the play 

websterace3: what about the effect it is haveing on us lol 

FoolishHeart26: swaying our hips together as we dance erotically slow to the sensual 

melody,,,one hand on her back.. the other tugging her top slowly higher.. letting the 

crowd see what glorious breasts she has underneath her white lace bra.... 

websterace3: nice 

websterace3: my hands shake as I watch 

Harold_Rarius: now that's perfection! mmm 

scarlett2angel: softly moanss as i feel my top being pushed up ..wiggles my hips and 

opens my eyes wide while heart looks out over the room with a wicked smile on her lips 

D r a z: smiles at  scarlett   as she knows what shes doing 

FoolishHeart26: pulls her up back to me....pressing my red brasserie covered breasts unto 

her white ones...tugging her top off her and throws it in the air and smiles....  

scarlett2angel: ohhhhhhhhhhh myyyyy as my top is tugged all the way off and thrown to 

the crowd 

websterace3: watches the top fall to the floor 

D r a z: watches  the top sail slow motion in the air 

websterace3: then looks over at the two ladies and smiles 

scarlett2angel: looks up at Heart smiles as my breasts feel the cool air making my nipples 

harder and grips your arms to roll my hips more 

Harold_Rarius: smiles and enjoys the show eyes never leaving the ladies 

FoolishHeart26: snakes my arm around her waist and grinds down low...flicking my tonge 

unto her navel and tummy as I grind  up again...  



scarlett2angel: lays back winks at the men shimmys my shoulders so my tits almost falls 

free of my small bra an winks letting heart grip my waist as she makes me moan and 

grind against her tummy  

Harold_Rarius: grins as Scarlett's breasts are almost full exposed.. 

FoolishHeart26: spins Scarlett around and pulls her back to me...her back on my breasts.. 

hips swaying.. hands wandering on her sides and unto her breasts.. cupping them and 

winks to the crowd... 

scarlett2angel: slips my foot back down ..rocks in your hands and looks into your eyes as 

the men watch your everymove making my lower body grind and move with yours  

D r a z: watches the girls grind to  the beat  together ,.,.,.,.,.,.  

Harold_Rarius: such a pleasure filled display.:. watches with all attention appreciating the beauty at 

display 

websterace3:    

scarlett2angel: smiles at the men rubs my ass back and lets hearts hands make my tits 

firm even more in the palms of her hands 

FoolishHeart26: rockin our hips together as we dance and tease each other's body... leans 

and kissess her shoulder as we dance in harmony...  

Harold_Rarius: watching their bodies move with the beat.. 

scarlett2angel: tilts my head ..smiles at heart and crushs my tits in each of her hands as 

she pulls me back against her making our bodys move with the steady beat of this song 

scarlett2angel: reaches around grips hearts ass and lets her grind side to side as i rock 

back and forth  

Harold_Rarius: sips his drink and enjoys the show.. 

FoolishHeart26: runs my right hand down to her tummy..and lower... to the waistband of 

her white lace panties.... the other gently massaging her breast.. our bodies mold into 

one as we dance.. 

scarlett2angel: bites her ear and moanssssss in her ear  

websterace3: walks to the bar hands Draz a hundredollar bill I am sure the ladies will 

need drink when they end there show 

D r a z: tills the bills ........ ty webster 

websterace3: yvw Draz 

websterace3: sneaks back into my booth 

scarlett2angel: mmmmmmmmmmm smiles at web but closes my eyes and moves against 

heart more 

FoolishHeart26: grins and and nibbles on her ear as we sway and dance.. my hand sliding 

side to side in her panties waistband.. and little  down more... 

Harold_Rarius: looks at heart's finger as she makes all the right moves 

scarlett2angel: cant help but puurrrrr and let my feet slide apart as the warm hand 

makes me open my eyes and move with its touch  

FoolishHeart26: slides my right leg unto hers and does one steps sideward and run my 

hand on her thigh.. fingernails rakes her soft silky skin....  

FoolishHeart26: rubbing her inner thigh and back up again.. finger slightly touching the 

sides of her crotch..  



scarlett2angel: whimpersssssss your name squirms and looks around to see who's left as 

my legs tremble but stays on my feet 

Harold_Rarius: holds his drink firm... and enjoys the show.. wow! 

websterace3: hot hot hot 

scarlett2angel: lays my head on your shoulder whispers and nips softly on hearts ear 

letting her hear what this dance is doing to me 

FoolishHeart26: smiles at the crowd as I spin Scarlett once more... and holds her in my 

arms as we sway or bodies to the song... 

Harold_Rarius: smiles back at heart... such a performer 

scarlett2angel: giggles takes her hand leads her to the bar thanks for the dances  

scarlett2angel: smiles at draz and his tunes  

D r a z: woo  hoo stands and applaud the dancers ,.bravo   

FoolishHeart26: smiless and kisses her cheeks.. and whispers.. that's really exhilarating 

dance..! 

websterace3: wooooooooo hooooooooooooo    

D r a z:  winks at scarlett and holds up two LAB robes for  the girls  

Harold_Rarius: offers the ladies some cold towels neatly arranged in a stack.. puts it down and 

applauds the dancers 

FoolishHeart26: smiles shyly at Draz.... thank you DRaz..  

scarlett2angel: ty draz slips into one and sits at the bar 

Harold_Rarius: standing ovations ... what a performer ladies 

websterace3:    

FoolishHeart26: smiles and say thanks to the gentlemen  

websterace3: thanks to you and Scarlett Heart 

D r a z: that was a lot of fungirls ,,,,,,,,,,,,one for the highlights  

scarlett2angel: puts one of the cold towels around my neck to help cool me off ty Harold 

websterace3: you made my day 

D r a z:  pity those who werent here to see that 

Harold_Rarius: My tab is open for the lovely ladies for the next month.. such great entertainment.. 

websterace3: wooooooooooooo hoooooooooooooo 

Harold_Rarius: my pleasure Scarlett ... I am very adept at applying the cold towel too.. 

FoolishHeart26: blushes and grips Scarlett's hand.. thank you for that amazing dance... 

smiles 

websterace3: looks to see if Heart will unlock my booth now he he 

D r a z: looks to the girls what would you like to drink ,.,,,,,, all paid for     from webster 

and HR        

FoolishHeart26: giggles..... runs to the booth and unlock WEbs 

websterace3: ty Heart winks 

scarlett2angel: your welcome we need to get you to dance more 

Harold_Rarius: seconds Scarlett 

scarlett2angel: something cold and wet plzzz 

websterace3: ty Ladies for the dance 

scarlett2angel: spins the key to web's booth onn my finger 



Harold_Rarius: Draz good tunes.. and ladies again what a show! 

D r a z: takes half a pineapple, an orange and handfull of cranberries  slicing them and 

liquidising  them ....  pouring in to a large chilled glass with cubes of ice  ... adding just a 

touch of lime .. .. slides the glass on a LAB coaster .. your  juice scarlett ..smiles and adds 

a bendy straw 

scarlett2angel: winks and sips my drink... 

websterace3: smiles at Scarlett 

D r a z: what can we get  you heart ? 

FoolishHeart26: smiless.. anything will do DRaz..  

websterace3: winks back 

D r a z: ty HR  ,,,,,,,,   

scarlett2angel: anything? 

websterace3: lol 

scarlett2angel: no way would i say that to draz lol 

D r a z: Muddles two pineapple pieces and 1/2 oz Cointreau in the bottom of a mixing 

glass.....Adds 1/2 oz vodka, 1 oz pineapple juice.....Stirs well.....Strains into a chilled 

cocktail glass....Tops with 3 oz Champagne.....Garnishes with the maraschino cherry,,, 

serves the Flirtini ...on a LAB coaster to heart *winks 

D r a z: whistles looking at scarlett ........ I was gentle on her  

FoolishHeart26: giggles and takes my drink and sips... ty Draz... smiles.. 

FoolishHeart26: raises my glass to WEbs and Harold... thanks to the both of you too...  

websterace3: cheers Heart 

D r a z: jll ,,,,,,,you just missed a great dance 

 

FoolishHeart26 and joyful lia 

Bee_passionately_blue: settles over there to admire the cute and huggable  

joyful lia: smiles..maybe we should turn our attentions on bee 

FoolishHeart26: smiless.. yeahh.. I also think so... 

FoolishHeart26: my attention on him.. but my hands on yours.. Lia... *winks*  giggles 

Bee_passionately_blue: laughing - you both enjoy leaving me breathless with nothing to 

do  

FoolishHeart26: how are you today woof? 

Bee_passionately_blue: it is not entirely fair you know?  

FoolishHeart26: what you two do you want me to do then...???  

Bee_passionately_blue: lick her neck, and tickle her sides heart,  

joyful lia: ackk..no tickling 

FoolishHeart26: ohhh myyy..... glances at Lia.. 

Bee_passionately_blue: fine, trace her spine with lingering small circles and suckle her 

neck  

joyful lia: grins straddles hearts lap..looking to her 

bigbadwoof2008: straddling and suckling is getting me excited 



FoolishHeart26: i'm a good follower bee..... and runs my playful tongue on her neck... 

mmm 

joyful lia: mmmm..wiggles feeling her warm tongue 

FoolishHeart26: ohhh myy... wraps my arms around her.. and then gently massages her 

thigh.... 

joyful lia: smiles over to bee..pulls heart into my boobs..gently shaking them on her face 

FoolishHeart26: ohhh gawwddd... 

Bee_passionately_blue: I exhale and sighs, as I witness you mark heart with your scent 

and the caress of your femine and amazing breasts. Gawd!  

joyful lia: tilts her face up to look at me..lowing my lips to caress hers in a soft kiss 

FoolishHeart26: parts my lips as her luscious lips touch mine... mmmmm 

FoolishHeart26: rubbing her thgh a little bit harder... and shivers... 

Bee_passionately_blue: feels how voyeurestic I am staring - and smiles. you both are 

temptation incarnate.  

bigbadwoof2008: very sensual and sexual play ladies 

FoolishHeart26: winks at bee.... and slides my other hand on her back... running my 

fingers up and down her spine... 

Bee_passionately_blue: you both are feminine and intimate - a wonder to behold.  

FoolishHeart26: uhmmmm.. winks 

joyful lia: looks down seeing hearts fingers at the edge of my skirt 

joyful lia: whispers to her ear..remember the other day? 

FoolishHeart26: smilesss at her and pulling her face back down and kissed her more 

passionately harder.. 

joyful lia: purss into the kiss feeling the contour of her full lips 

FoolishHeart26: coz i remember how hot and steamy i was the other day.... i dare to slide 

my finger a bit higher.. just enoought to not break the rules... 

joyful lia: groans softly...teasing a finger over your tummy 

FoolishHeart26: gasps... as she is hitting one of my weakest spots again...deepening the 

kisss... 

Bee_passionately_blue: catches my breath and holds it as the two of you dance with 

each sensual step  

joyful lia: knows what it does to  her as i slide my hand under  her top 

FoolishHeart26: ohhh gawwddd....tugs her lower lip with my teeth...  

joyful lia: what do you think bee..should i stop? 

FoolishHeart26: chuckles.. i just opened his profile.. it has an age but no gender 

Bee_passionately_blue: you want to stop how you are melting? And causing her to melt 

as well? Almost like two candles heating the other and becoming molten liquid lust.  

Bee_passionately_blue: gawd, the two of you make me write poetry at times.  

FoolishHeart26: soo deep bee....and i long to explore her wonderful depths as well ... 

winks 

joyful lia: giggles softly 

Bee_passionately_blue: I bite my lower lip and open my hands - showing I am helpless 

by the spell you have woven and left me transfixed.  

FoolishHeart26: grins.. looks up at her...and feeling thirsty for more... 



joyful lia: caresses her ass 

FoolishHeart26: hmmmmm.. loving the feel of her hands on my bum... giggles 

Bee_passionately_blue: teased and tempted by those two salicious sweet sinffully good 

girls overthere.  

Bee_passionately_blue: yes. and you know it.  

FoolishHeart26: I am just here... giving Lia a good rub on her thigh.. and her spine...  

joyful lia: mmhmm..so good 

FoolishHeart26: giggles.. uhmmmmm 

Bee_passionately_blue: rolls eyes - aha, and you didn't caress past her skirt and traced 

her fabulous ass?  

joyful lia: giggles 

FoolishHeart26: uhmmmm.... giggles 

Bee_passionately_blue: I smile as they have the giggles.  

FoolishHeart26: it really is becoming more steamy hot in here again...  

joyful lia: mmhmm 

FoolishHeart26: pulls Lia closer to me... and Im loving it... 

Steffanie: good thing I have ice cream then 

joyful lia: lays in agaisnt her 

joyful lia: whispers to her ear 

FoolishHeart26: ohh gawwddd 

Bee_passionately_blue: seems like a vibration along the ear down her in intimate ways, 

lia.  

joyful lia: smiles wickedly 

FoolishHeart26: *blushes* 

Bee_passionately_blue: seems like sounds make her move in small sexual ways.  

FoolishHeart26: rubs and massages her inner thigh...making her skirt up a little.. showing 

bee her gorgeous thigh..  

FoolishHeart26: ohhh temptation.. I can't resist.. 

Bee_passionately_blue: I appreciate your fingers caressing her skin as a lover, teasing in 

a way that knows her limits and pleasure. I close my eyes as I feel my breath catch again  

 

 

Pecan Princess 

Pecan Princess: * stands and sips the rest of the wine, steps toward a changing room and 

steps inside * 

D r a z: looks over at pecan as she moves to the changing room 

Pecan Princess: steps out slowly......hair pulled and tied off in two places, the slightly 

wild woman jungle look.... 

Pecan Princess: zebra print short skirt, matching halter top, heels 

paveduck: a woman on the prowl  

D r a z: smiles watching the wild jungle girl as she walks over  to the bar  



Pecan Princess: moves cautiously toward the dance stage, crouches and looks around, 

eyes shifting back and forth, jumps to the stage, looks left and right again 

D r a z:  smiles as i watch pecan move off to the stage  

paveduck: <<attention focused on the stage  

Pecan Princess: looks up to the lights, shields the eyes with the arms, crouches and 

moves upon the stage 

Pecan Princess: lowers to a crouch, swings a leg out and sways while balanced on the 

other 

D r a z: watches  as pecan starts  her wild routine  

Pecan Princess: stands slowly, notices the pole, stalks the pole and moves around it 

Pecan Princess: touches the pole, quickly pulls away the hand.... 

Pecan Princess: looks around, touches the pole again, then grabs a hold 

D r a z: watches as pecan   moves to the pole    

Pecan Princess: swings left and right, head starts to rock slightly 

FoolishHeart26: smjles.. eyes on the beautiful woman on the stage 

paveduck: watches the princess on the stage  

Pecan Princess: both hands grab the pole, the hips roll and shake, the butt wiggled 

Harold_Rarius: walks in and settles at the bar... 

D r a z:    smiles watching  as pecan teases with the pole  

D r a z:  looks over at the  shaking hips 

Pecan Princess: slides a leg around the pole, spins left, then right, head falls back as the 

hair is tossed about 

Pecan Princess: looks up, steps away from the pole, crouches, looks to the audience... 

D r a z: smiles up to pecan and gives her thumbs up as she stalks the audience 

Pecan Princess: drops to sit on the stage, runs a hand up an oiled leg.....then the other, 

spins around to squat and run the hands up the body 

paveduck: i think that should be 2 thumbs up, draz  

Pecan Princess: rises slowly, spins, starts a jungle sway, a rock of the shoulders and 

head, then backs to the pole 

D r a z: smiles watchingpecan move cat like to  the pole  

Pecan Princess: glides on the pole, hands run down and up the body, over the heaving 

breasts 

D r a z: watching the hands..envying their progress 

paveduck: what ya up to tonight, jill?  

Pecan Princess: spins, holds  the pole and again does the jungle sway, snaps off the hips 

each way, and crouches quickly, hand runs up the leg 

paveduck: <<loves the energy of the jungle woman on the stage  

Pecan Princess: rises quickly, backs to the pole, looks around, hand runs under the zebra 

print skirt...moves back and forth 

Pecan Princess: the eyes close for a moment, there is a little grinding and swaying....then 

the hand comes from under the skirt, runs over the stomach 

D r a z: smiles up at  pecan watching the hands slide allover her  

Pecan Princess: the head falls back, a soft cry comes out, again the head darts back and 

forth, scoping for trouble.... 



Pecan Princess: rises, back to the pole, slides against it, then lowers slowly, legs 

widening, as the hands run up each leg 

D r a z: smiles   watching pecan examine the crowd  

Pecan Princess: slowly rises, sways a little slower to the tune, eyes close, then open and 

dart left and right 

D r a z:   such a good tease as the hands stroke  

Pecan Princess: spins, looks left and right, then tugs a little at the skirt and with a sway 

of the hips lowers it 

Pecan Princess: pauses....looks left, right, then tugs a little more and spins to resume the 

sway and rock of the hips 

Pecan Princess: hand runs up and down the butt, caressing the brown colored skin 

D r a z: looks over at  harold and duck ,,,,,,,,,,and passes  them 10 gallon hats 

paveduck: tempted to follow pecan's eyes where they dart ... but is too mesmerized by 

the motion on the stage  

Pecan Princess: turns, sways again, once more eyes dart left and right....and the top is 

pulled upwards teasingly slow 

Pecan Princess: pauses half way upon the breasts, eyes again look left, right...a quick 

look behind 

D r a z: smiles as we get a glimps of the delightful  tummy  

Pecan Princess: spins around, works the sway and feels the skirt finally fall to the stage 

Pecan Princess: backs to the pole, rests against it, hands slide up the taut stomach, then 

squeezes the breasts through the top 

D r a z: eyes on the revealed pants and the poles liding  up between your breasts  

Pecan Princess: pulls the top a little higher 

D r a z: smiles seeing the swellof the breasts under the top 

Pecan Princess: rocks slowly on the pole, then pulls the top off.....a diminutive half cup 

bra holds the breasts, giving a hint of a view of a niple 

Pecan Princess: moving away from the pole, sways slowly, hands run up the sides, then 

the body spinds, the hips sway 

D r a z: grins... seeing the breasts fighting  to get out the small bra  

Pecan Princess: leans over, slowly rolls the butt, gives the customary slap to each cheek 

D r a z: sees the hand print on each cheek 

Pecan Princess: spins, eyes dart left and right, crouches, and drops to the knees 

Pecan Princess: arches back, breasts pushed up, body swaying as if under some voodoo 

spell... 

D r a z: grins watching  the jungle girl  as the beat heats up  

Pecan Princess: the hands come up the body, pause and rest, then glide between the legs 

Pecan Princess: the head starts to move a little, the body seems to wake up from the 

jungle spell 

Pecan Princess: stands, sways and rocks, moves back to the pole, grabs and rocks the 

hips to the tune, head swaying as the hair starts to fly 

D r a z:  smiles watching pecan dance into the pole as rthe beat invades her jungle soul  

Pecan Princess: loosens the hair, gives it toss 

Pecan Princess: rocks hard, swaying while holding the pole 



Pecan Princess: spins and arches back, sways and rocks the shoulders 

Pecan Princess: rises and spins, struts  in the jungle walk from the pole, eyes the 

audience, head moving left, right, darting about 

D r a z: watches  the spining pecan as she  moves towards the crowd  

Pecan Princess: spins and drops to the floor, a leg is extended, uppper body leans over, 

fore head touches the leg, then the upper body snaps back, hair flying about 

Pecan Princess: swaying again, spins and gets to the knees, continues the offbeat rocking 

and gyrations, eyes again dart left and right 

D r a z: smiles to see  the panther like girl let loose  

Pecan Princess: stands...crouches...backs to the pole and grabs it, sways slowly and 

moves with the tune 

D r a z: the undulating body entrancing   ..... as she rocks to the pole 

Pecan Princess:  a toss of the hair left, spins and holds the pole while lowering, hand runs 

up and down the leg....spins to give the view between the legs....the sheer material 

struggling to stay in place 

Pecan Princess: turns, rises slowly, back to the pole, crouches quickly, drops to the 

knees, hands up and down the body... 

D r a z: looks  along the spread legs   

Pecan Princess: eyes again dart left, right, left, then peer into the audience 

D r a z: the brown body snaking on the pole  

scarlett2angel: skips up the stairs to my room as the room is distracted with the dancer  

Pecan Princess: crawling on the stage, cat like motion, on alert, ready to leap away or to 

pounce 

D r a z: smiles  watching pecan crawl along thestage  

Pecan Princess: moves around, works back to the pole and slowly rises, hooks a leg 

around the pole, arches back and sways....the voodoo spell upon her body... 

Pecan Princess: rises, looks around, looks up and drops to the hands and knees, sways 

the butt, works the shoulders, head snaps left and right 

paveduck: are you sure that voodoo spell isn't on the audience in the bar?  

D r a z: the beat invading her every move ,,,,,,,,,,, as she works the pole  

Pecan Princess: spins around, rests on the floor, then spins again and looks around, gets 

to the knees and pauses, head lowers......and the movement ends 

D r a z:  smiles watching the cat like moves on the stage  

Pecan Princess: takes a couple deep breathes, then rises to gather up the attire 

paveduck: woohoo! pecan!  

D r a z: stands and applauds the sexy jungle girl ,,,,,,,,,,,,,Bravo   ,,,,,,,,,,,,great dance 

Pecan Princess: steps to the changing room and waves before ducking in to change 

tigerzjill: wow pecan that was sooo sexy!!!  

D r a z:    smiles as my eyes folow the barely clad pecan to the changing room 

Pecan Princess: showers and steps from the changing room.....dressed in a similar outfit, 

only it resembles python skin 

paveduck: that was a fast shower  

Pecan Princess: walks to the bar,slides onto a barstool 

Pecan Princess: I dont mess around  



Pecan Princess: giggles... 

D r a z: smiles looking over at pecan as she makes her way back to the bar  

Bee_passionately_blue: settles in and watches.  

paveduck: i'm sure there's a lot of folks here who wouldn't mind at all if you did mess 

around  

D r a z:    walks over to the bar and reaches the bottle of chablis and pours into a rose 

colored glass     .. sliding it over on a LAB coaster to pecan  * winks 
Pecan Princess: thank you Draz 

 

 

Scarlett2angel 

scarlett2angel: dances around in the cage by myself ...drops my skirt and spins around 

letting my hair fly around  

gary_cfc_2k12_1: ok let gets this party startted 

dirtyrpgirl: woohoo scarlett !!! 

scarlett2angel: spins around and around gets dizzy and grabs ahold of the bars ,,,pushs 

my tits between them and rattles the door 

FoolishHeart26: whistles... 

dirtyrpgirl: seems you have the title of biggest boob? 

scarlett2angel: winks at dirty rips my top off spins around and looks to see  

dirtyrpgirl: squirms in my seat......my eyes glued to my lover breats...........i would vote for 

them , anyday !!!...wooohooooo 

scarlett2angel: removes my bra ..cups mine in both hands ..rocks my hips and spins 

around mine are bigger 

blk_bull3000: they sure are......looks at those hands cupping em  

FoolishHeart26: ohh wowww..eyes widened as I watch Scarlett's breasts defies the 

gravity...   

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmMMMMMMMMMMMMMmmmmmmmmm scarlett !!!......so 

damn sexy too!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: hiya winds !!, smiles 

scarlett2angel: shakes my head letting my hair fall down over my shoulders runs my 

hands up and down the steel bars..rocking my hips and drops to my knees smiles and lets 

my now bare boobs rub against the bars 

dirtyrpgirl: wow, look at them nipples work the bars !!!..you go girl!! 

FoolishHeart26: oooooh hoooooo here she cumssssss.. watch out boys......she'll chew you 

up .! 

blk_bull3000: the dark bars against those breasts....reminds me of something...grins  

scarlett2angel: rattles the cage as i sway with the new beat of the song......letting the 

room see my half naked body rock side to side and winks at kay seeing shes kinda of here 



scarlett2angel: spins around on my feet leans back presses my ass against the bars 

.....lets my hands slide up the bars wrapping my fingers around them as my body slides 

up and down  

FoolishHeart26: smiles at Scarlett as she tease the crowd with her sexy dancing 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmm seeing the marks on your back and butt, that the bars are 

making...sweet !! 

scarlett2angel: rocks my hips making my hair tickle the small of my back as my fingers 

grip the bars  

dirtyrpgirl: show us them panties !!, while they are still on ! 

scarlett2angel: winks back at dirty and lets the bars make my panties move as i bounce 

an cups my breasts again 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmm, thats what i am talkin about lover!!, smiling as i 

wink back 

blk_bull3000: slinky panties...  

dirtyrpgirl: i see lips!!!...wooohooooo 

scarlett2angel: spins around rolls my hips and rugs them down just a bit to tease You 

FoolishHeart26: ohh woww.. sips on my flirtini...  

dirtyrpgirl: grins as more and more of your hiney starts to show 

scarlett2angel: thrusts my hips as my tits push between the hard bars and slaps my ass  

dirtyrpgirl: loving how the bars tuck the back of your panties into your buttcrack 

dirtyrpgirl: squirms at the loud slap 

scarlett2angel: wiggles with eash slap spins around and shimmys my ass to show off my 

ass as my panties slide up  

dirtyrpgirl: woohoooooo scarlett !!! 

FoolishHeart26: bites my thumb as I see her firm ass showing  

dirtyrpgirl: sings to my lover.............." you got some fast drawers............."...lol 

scarlett2angel: slides my fingertips down my tummy teases my hips as i tug first the left 

side of my white panties then the left just enought to get room to wake up then pulls 

them back up 

dirtyrpgirl: lifting myself from my seat, arching to see what you revealed 

scarlett2angel: twrills around and around in the cage making it swing drops back onto 

my knees ..smiles and presses my tits against my legs..turns my head and smiels till the 

song ends 

FoolishHeart26: sweet gezsuss did I just saw the walls of heaven..?  

FoolishHeart26: smiles at Kellen and wraps my arm on her side as we watch scarlett 

tease the room 

dirtyrpgirl: smiling as i watch my lover, her half naked body looking so fine in the cage 

scarlett2angel: slowly stands opens the door and walks down the stairs back onto the 

dance floor  

Kelleen: god scarlet is so pretty  

dirtyrpgirl: standing up , applauding my lover !!!...wooohooooo that was sooo sexy baby 

!!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: isint she kelleen................ 

Kelleen: yes she is  



FoolishHeart26: eyes follow Scarlett's sexiness as she goes out the cage..yayyyy!!! 

blk_bull3000: whistles, that was an awesome number  

Kelleen: smile snuggles into heart 
scarlett2angel: smiles at the room as i stay topless till i get to bar then slips a robe on 

and smiles at the guest at the bar 

 

scarlett2angel and dirtyrpgirl 

scarlett2angel: dances around infront of the full length mirror....rockin my hips to the 

beat and smiles at the room  

D r a z:  watching  those hips  

scarlett2angel: places my hands flat on the glass..rolls my head letting my hair fall down 

my back as i close my eyes and lets the music move my lower body 

laurabeforeyou: also noticing scarlett....mmmmm 

FoolishHeart26: smiles and admires the alluring dancer...  

garrett523: draz... please allow me to pay fir katie too... 

scarlett2angel: rocking left left and right as my uper body rocks right right and left  

scarlett2angel: looks into the mirror ,,,smiles and bounces some making my tits and hair 

bounce while i press against the mirror  

jll101: oh boy 

garrett523: *watches scarlett with a smile* 

garrett523: *sits next to laura* enjoying the drink? 

scarlett2angel: winks and turns to face the room sliding my back down the mirror 

bounces my ass on the floor then back up a smy top slides up my tummy as i try to dance 

to this 

D r a z:  watches as scarlett  starts  tio move fastre to the beat  

jll101: wow 

laurabeforeyou: mmmm <smiling> turning to garrett ....elbow resting on the bar.....as i 

turn, my upper arm presses against my breast, creating devastating deep cleavage 

against my low cut dress 

laurabeforeyou: yes garrett, thank you very much <smiling> 

FoolishHeart26: turns to watch the sexy Scarlett... and smiles wider 

scarlett2angel: rocks left and right as my ass grinds against the mirror shimmying my 

shoulders making my hair fly all over  

garrett523: *tries to keep his eyes on laura's lovely eyes... but the sight of that dress is 

too much* you are looking lovely as always 

scarlett2angel: skips away from the mirror and stops infront of garrett..smiles at him and 

wiggles my tits at him to thank him for the drink 

garrett523: * smiles to scarlett* you are quite welcome my dear  

scarlett2angel: winks at laura turns around and sways my hips to the new beat as my 

hands wave over my head  

FoolishHeart26: ohh woww..  



garrett523: *gives her a nice hug* 

laurabeforeyou: mmmmmm couldn't help but notice scarlett as well.... 

laurabeforeyou: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm omigodddddd you are so beautiful 

scarlett 

laurabeforeyou: <huggs to scarlett as i shift off my bar stool 

scarlett2angel: winks back over my shoulder at you two wiggles and lets my hair cover 

my ass as i bend down so i can run my fingers down my legs and thighs  

D r a z: watches  those sweet  thighs and hands  

garrett523: * smile to scarlett* 

scarlett2angel: smiles at laura between my legs and rolls my ass with the beat of draz's 

song as my hair hangs down my face 

scarlett2angel: slowly runs my fingertips dow one thigh and up the other giving me 

goosebumps as the beat changes making my hips sway side to side as i stand back up 

dirtyrpgirl: swats scarlett on her ass as i slip back in...wooohooooo 

scarlett2angel: rolls my hips tugs my skirt and shakes my head at garrett  

dirtyrpgirl: thankis lover, smiles as i wave my hand from the sting of that booty 

dirtyrpgirl: hiya evi !!, hugssssss n thanies too !!...smiles 

D r a z: mean_stepdaddy was bounced from the room by: D r a z.  

scarlett2angel: smiles at laura spins around and looks at the two of you drops to my 

knees and rocks the top half of my body to the beat as my head sways and looks around  

dirtyrpgirl: ya not liking mean draz? 

laurabeforeyou: mmmmmmm smiling at scarlett 

dirtyrpgirl: lol and sneeks behind scarlett, swaying my hips as i run my hands through her 

hair , looking down at her 

scarlett2angel: waves my hands over my head as my top slides up my tummy and rocks 

with the rhytum of this song moves me 

garrett523: *whispers into laura's ear* she just makes you want her so badly doesn't 

she? 

laurabeforeyou: *whispers back to garrett*  she is irresistable....so beautiful 

FoolishHeart26: smiles at Scarlett as she hypnotize the room with her dance..  

dirtyrpgirl: winks to rache.... 

scarlett2angel: winks at dirty as my shoulders and back moves with her and rocks my 

shoulders with the beat while see sees down the front of my top 

rachel_75_1: winks to dirty  

garrett523: *winks to scarlett* 

dirtyrpgirl: smiling as i look at your upside down face 

scarlett2angel: winks at rachel rolls my hips back against dirty as my knees slide apart 

some to steady my body while it moves  

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmm, lets my knee's rub to scarletts upper back 

scarlett2angel: tilts my head back smiles at dirty winks and lets my boobs be seen more 

as i shimyy my shoulders side to side 

jll101: mmmmmm 

dirtyrpgirl: such a sexy erotic dancer you are lover.............smiling 



laurabeforeyou: mmmmmmm  admiring scarlett and dirty....sensing some special 

chemistry between them...<smiling> 

dirtyrpgirl: laughs..............i dunno !! 

dirtyrpgirl: winks to laura....maybe a tad?...giggles 

scarlett2angel: archs my back letting my hair swing with the rhytum of my hips while 

looking up at the sexy dancer behind me 

FoolishHeart26: sits next to Rachel and whispers.... aren't they just so lovely and yummy to look 

at....smiles..   

garrett523: both have a wonderful way of making one desire them... it is a gift 

D r a z: watches the girls dance   ...............the LAB magic working again  

dirtyrpgirl: bending down, wiggling my hiney as i kiss my lover, on her knee's 

rachel_75_1: whispers to heart they sure are...........as my knees break ice cubes up for 

the next cleavage we see  

scarlett2angel: wets my bottom lip with the tip of my tongue an smiles up at dirty while y 

ass sways with the beat letting my top show off more of my tanned tummy 

garrett523: lol rachel... the imp returns 

dirtyrpgirl: letting my hands cup over scarletts breasts, over her top and squeezing them 

as we kiss seductively 

FoolishHeart26: mmmm.. yeahh.. and discreetly peeks at the glorious dancers 

rachel_75_1: ty dirty kissessss as i dribble an ice cube  

scarlett2angel: purssssssss closes my eyes and lets my lover kiss me as i sway on my 

knees more 

dirtyrpgirl: yw's rache.................smiles 

scarlett2angel: groans archs as my tits push up into your soft hands makes me suck on 

Your botom lip 

dirtyrpgirl: swaying to the funky guitar as i stand back up behind my kneeling lover, my 

hands rubbing through her long blonde hair 

FoolishHeart26: sips some more of my drink and licks my lips watching the seductive dancers..  

rachel_75_1: stands a moment behind as droplets of ice cubes decend on her breasts 

then sneakily say it wasnt me  

scarlett2angel: tosses my head back smiles up at dirty and lets my breasts be seen more 

but closes my knees an wiggles on my knees more 

D r a z: winks at scarlett  as she seduces  

dirtyrpgirl: putting my hands onto scarletts arms and lifting her up, still standing behind 

her, grinding my hips and rubbing the front of my body, to the back of hers.................... 

scarlett2angel: slowly stands letting my body rock with the song and pushes back against 

dirtys .... 

dirtyrpgirl: reaching around, placing my hands, flat to her sensual tummy, my fingertips 

just under her top,leading her to face the mirrored wall on the dance floor................. 

laurabeforeyou: admiring the magic scarlett and dirty are making..... 

scarlett2angel: smiles and feels her soft warm skin and touch makes me sway more as 

she moves me to the mirror 

FoolishHeart26: tunee 

dirtyrpgirl: my chin on her left shoulder, singing softly into her ear 



dirtyrpgirl: if you beeeeeeeeeeee my 

babyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa................why i  

dirtyrpgirl: am gonna keep you sassified !!! 

scarlett2angel: smiles at the room as my lover pushs me against the glass sways my hips 

and feels her warm breath on my neck and back as She pushs me closer  

D r a z: woo hoo scarlett 

dirtyrpgirl: sliding my hands to scarletts hips as we sway to the beat, my body rubbing to 

hers as she gets closer and closer to the mirrored wall 

scarlett2angel: shakes my hair letting it brush against my ass and winks at dirty in the 

mirror 

dirtyrpgirl: blowing you as kiss in the mirror, my right hand rubbing down your right side, 

cupping to your tight ass in those sexy shorts 

FoolishHeart26: bites my lip watching Scarlett and Dg.... sooo damn.. Sexcifieddd...! 

scarlett2angel: fogs the mirror with the heat im am giving off now..wiggles my hips and 

feels dirtys hands send chillls down my spine and between my legs  

dirtyrpgirl: letting my hand trace down to your butt cheek as it hangs out of your 

shorts...............and down to the back of your thigh.......... 

scarlett2angel: puursssss rolls my hips in dirtys hands as makes me move closer to the 

mirror  

D r a z:  watches  the girls move to  the mirror  

scarlett2angel: places my hands on the glass opens my fingers and smiles at Her  

dirtyrpgirl: litfting your right leg........................pushing your knee to the 

mirror.................then holding tight to your inner thigh, my fingernail digs into your 

skin..........as i hold you steady on your left leg, ad i rub your knee to the mirror in a small 

circle, seeing the leg of your short start to expose your cute little panty 

D r a z: eyes on dirty and scarlett 

dirtyrpgirl: grinding my crotch to your butt as it rolls to the beat.......nibbling on your left 

shoulder........... 

scarlett2angel: smiles an balances myself with my knee and hands as dirty makes me 

stand on one foot..smiles at Her and lets my skirt slide up my thighs  

FoolishHeart26: whistles and mumbles... swat her Dg..and make her more swatisfied..... giggles 

FoolishHeart26: ohh myyy...  

dirtyrpgirl: grins over to heart.........whispering to scarlett........dont you move your 

knee!!! 

scarlett2angel: mmmmmmmm closes my eyes and rols back against You letting the 

music make me sway and grind  

scarlett2angel: nods but looks into the mirror to see who is watching 

dirtyrpgirl: lifting the back of your skirt, exposing your panty clad ass, rubbing the fabric 

softly, then.....................swats your right butt cheek hard, over the panty, and lowers 

your skirt 

FoolishHeart26: yayy.... giggles 

scarlett2angel: jumps and wiggles my ass  

FoolishHeart26: wow.. 



dirtyrpgirl: spinning you around on your left leg, letting the right leg fall , your foot to the 

dance floor as i lift your arms, pining them to the mirror, then kisses you deeply 

dirtyrpgirl: your arms above your head, breasts pushing out as i grnd my body to yours, 

slppng my wet tongue in between your lips 

scarlett2angel: turns my head smiles at heart and winks at dirty while she spins me 

around an pins me back against the full length mirror 

D r a z: grins watchig the girls  

scarlett2angel: moans as my butt and shoulders press against the glass as i arch to the 

way dirty is pinning me  

FoolishHeart26:  smiles back at Scarlett... and winks at Dg...  

scarlett2angel: opens my eyes parts my lips and thrust against Her  

dirtyrpgirl: wnks to heart as i grab a handful of scarlett's hair, jerking her head to her 

left, and lickiing from her lips to her clevage.............rolling my tongue as the Vneck top 

lets her breast stand high 

scarlett2angel: giggles seeing we only have 2 men in the room now 

garrett523: lol 

dirtyrpgirl: lol  

FoolishHeart26: tilts my head and eyes the sexy bum pressing in the mirror's reflection.. 

mmmmm..  

D r a z: winks at scarlett 

scarlett2angel: groans as my head is yanked back making me grind against dirty more 

while i rub against the mirror and runs my lrft leg up the outside of hers  

dirtyrpgirl: stepping away from scarlett............movng back about 5 ft.....using my index 

finger to point to the dance floor, then holding 4 fingers up..........and finaly, motions to 

her with my index finger............ 

dirtyrpgirl: dancing as i watch my lover.........swaying my hips, letting my hiney shake to 

the tune as my feet shuffle on the dance floor 

D r a z: watching  as the girls pick up the beat  

scarlett2angel: catches my breath dropping to my knees and smiles as i start to crawl on 

the floor to where dirty is letting my ass sway as my hair falls down my shoiulders  

FoolishHeart26: squeezes my crossed legs tighter.. feeling myself getting warmer with their 

seductive dancing 

dirtyrpgirl: looking at he reflection in the mirror, seeing the exposed panty covered ass as 

my lover crawls on all fours to me 

scarlett2angel: wiggles my ass with the beat winks at heart as i crawl across the floor 

letting my skirt slide up my ass more and rocks my head 

dirtyrpgirl: smiling as i slide back some, making my lover crawl even further 

FoolishHeart26: bites my lip and winks back.. mmm 

D r a z: winks at the two sexy dancesr 

dirtyrpgirl: thats it girl....cum to meeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 

D scarlett2angel: giggles and shakes my head as i continue to crawl letting the men in 

the room get a good look at my ass 



dirtyrpgirl: dances around my girl now..................letting her get up on her knee's, seeing 

how she shakes her ass in the skirt, and how her boobs jiggle.......my hand on her head as 

i move in a complete circle around her, snapping my hips to the beat 

scarlett2angel: smiles at dirty letting my ass be seen more as i crawl to her  

scarlett2angel: smiles an sits back lifting my eyes to her face mmmmmm so sexy lover  

dirtyrpgirl: wb heart !!!. blows you a kiss as lft the back of scarlett's skirt, rubbing my 

hand over both of her butt cheeks, feeling the sheer panty fabric with my palm 

FoolishHeart26: slides my eyes open ... did I just faint...? giggles..  

scarlett2angel: wiggles nd purssss as i feel cool air flow up between my thighs and smiles 

at the room as dirty dances around me  

FoolishHeart26: blows Dg a kiss .. mmmm.. nice.. dancing girls... some more pleasseee... 

scarlett2angel: smiles at Heart  

dirtyrpgirl: stopping in front of you, my hand down as i wink and snap my head, my hair 

flying as i whisper, stand up baby.................... 

scarlett2angel: dont get to excited now 

FoolishHeart26: smiles sweetly back at scarlett..  

scarlett2angel: slowly stands with a smile on my face ..letting my skirt slide back down to 

cover my panties  

dirtyrpgirl: putting my left hand at the small of your back, and my right hand on the back 

of your right thigh, lifting your leg again, letting you hook your calve behind me as i start 

to sway with my body tight to your, my crotch at yours.......looking into your eyes 

D r a z: grins watching dirtyrpgirl: letting our breasts rub as we dance so 

close.............licking my lips, gazing into your sexy eyes 

scarlett2angel: mmmmm grips Your shoulders ..rolls my hips as my leg slides up and 

hooks my ankle just under your butt ..tilts my head and moves with you as my body archs  

FoolishHeart26: ohhh goddd... gasps and downs my drink as I watch them tease each 

other in dancing 

garrett523: *smiles watching* 

dirtyrpgirl: lifting scarlett's long leg from behind me and high into the air, letting her skirt 

ride up her thigh as i spin around with her in my arms, letting everyone see the front of 

the panties and how they cling to her cooter, the contrast of her tanned skin and her 

white lace panties so alluring 

scarlett2angel: lets out a soft squealllll as my tits rub against Your firm breasts and my 

tummy grinds as if Your tugging me against You  

garrett523: *whistles* 

dirtyrpgirl: letting my left hand cup to your exposed panty covered butt 

scarlett2angel: ohhhhhhhhhhhhhh godd lover i whimper as i am pulled closer  

dirtyrpgirl: softly, slowly letting your leg fall down a, holding it as your foot finaly finds 

the floor, then dances with you to the beat, our bodies intertwined, hips swaying, hair 

flinging about 

scarlett2angel: grips Your shoulders harder a smy body moves and grinds with the music 

while my long blonde hair sways side to side  

D r a z: grining at the girlsas they  moveinto each other 



dirtyrpgirl: smling at my sensual lover as we dance, rocking our hips to the beat, as our 

bodies grind together............ 

FoolishHeart26: fanning myself as I feel the heat of their dance 

scarlett2angel: cant help but to letout a moan as my tummy sways with the new beat and 

smiles into dirtys eyes as i tug Her hair with both hands  

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmm spins around now, pressing my back and butt 

back to you as i reach for your hands and put them to my tummy, leaning my head back 

to your left shoulder, swaying in your arms 

D r a z: smile watching  as the heat rises  

scarlett2angel: rocks my hips ....moans in Your ear as my hands squeezes Your tummy 

and pulls You back against me as we dance as close as we can 

FoolishHeart26: walks to the bar.. water with lots of ice cubes .. please Draz..wheww.. 

think I'm gonna burn 

dirtyrpgirl: letting my hiney jiggle back to my lovers crotch................giving exaggerated 

rubs and butt slaps to the hard beat 

D r a z: pours a large water over ice cubes and slides it over to heart  

FoolishHeart26: takes the cold water and gulps... uhmmmm.. thank you Draz... thise girls 

are turning us all in fire..! 

dirtyrpgirl: leaning back further, whispering to scarlett......ya know what we should do?, 

giggles softly, nibbling at her earlobe 

scarlett2angel: smiles as my small hands slide up my lovers tummy cups her breasts 

under the soft top she is wearing as i make her move with me to the new beat 

scarlett2angel: mmmmm i can think of a few things 

dirtyrpgirl: i bet you can !!...giggles 

dirtyrpgirl: ok....answer this question first!! 

D r a z: winksat the two girls ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,on fire  

FoolishHeart26: mmmm.. they're totally in fire... sweet burning sensation 

scarlett2angel: but all of them would make Draz say get a room lol 

dirtyrpgirl: giggles 

dirtyrpgirl: here's the question................lol 

dirtyrpgirl: are.........................your panties wet?...lol 

scarlett2angel: ok smiles at heart and the quiet garrett 

scarlett2angel: giggles 

dirtyrpgirl: laughs..........well? 

FoolishHeart26: ohh myy.... 

scarlett2angel: whispers YES  

dirtyrpgirl: bumps my hiney back to you, giving a dipping rub and grind as i do 

dirtyrpgirl: thought so....smiles 

scarlett2angel: mmmmmmm squeezes Your boobs and smiles at the room 

D r a z:  winks at    the two of  you  

dirtyrpgirl: well ?...............since we cant do it here in the room...........which i am about 

too, by the way...........should we go on upstairs? 

scarlett2angel: winks takes dirtys hand and looks over at draz 

FoolishHeart26: and drinks more water... feeling some relief  



D r a z: passes scarlett the key ...winks 

scarlett2angel: smiles ty Boss  

scarlett2angel: walks to the stairs and tugs dirty with me 

D r a z: winks watch  the girls go upstairs  

dirtyrpgirl: waves to the room as i follow scarlett............. 

FoolishHeart26: smiles at the girls as they sexily climb up the grand staircase 

 

Gabriela 92 and Scarlett2angel  

Gabriela92: laughs at Draz's music selection... 

Gabriela92: skips up to the stage, a wide-brim hat topping my outfit.... 

paveduck: <<eyes follow gabi's skipping to the stage  

Gabriela92: swivels and sways in a red leather skirt, pink silk blouse, and matching red 

leather vest, with red strappy heels and a black fedora with bright red hat band.... 

D r a z: woo hoo  ........watches  as  gabri  tips the hat as she skips 

Al_dente_: quite the outfit Gabi! 

Gabriela92: breaks it down with a deep knee bend, then popping back up to snap my 

head quickly, holding on to the hat 

D r a z: watches  the lithe body wriggle to  the rolling beat 

paveduck: <<elbows his way back to the edge of the stage .. hey! i'm watching too!  

Gabriela92: hands on my backside, fingers pointing downward 

scarlett2angel: bumps hips with duck  

Gabriela92: pumps one cheek in, then the other... 

Gabriela92: crawls my fingers down to the hem, and playfully flips it up for a moment, 

flashing my lacy boyshorts underneath. 

Al_dente_: woo hoo! 

paveduck: that's one way to let your fingers do the walking  

Gabriela92: struts down the length of the stage, swinging left foot over right 

Gabriela92: grabs the dance pole and leans one way, then the other... 

D r a z: eyes on the lacey shorts  as gabriela reaches  the  pole ............ 

Gabriela92: holds on with both hands and leans back... 

Gabriela92: straddling it with a foot on each side and the pole nearly touching my skirt 

hem 

scarlett2angel: whistles at the dancer and waves some money at Her 

paveduck: likes the new spot he has at the stage .. it's right by the pole  

Gabriela92: leans back further, then slowly slithers my torso up until I'm peering from 

just next to the pole. 

D r a z: sees a reflection on the shiny pole  of upper  thigh  

Gabriela92: kicks one foot up high, then slaps it back down on the stage. 

Al_dente_: nice flash 

scarlett2angel: folds a hundred places it between my tits and winks at Gabi 

Gabriela92: turns my back and slides down the pole between my shoulder blades into a 

squat. 



D r a z: grins looking at  the  legs in the squat  

Gabriela92: drops into a crawl and approaches Scarlett's seat, gnashing my teeth at the  

$100 bill. 

scarlett2angel: turns and sits on the end of the stage lays back and keeps my arms over 

my head as i kick my feet up so my back is flat onthe stage  

Gabriela92: leans down, my warm breath on Scarlett's cleavage, taking the money in my 

teeth.... 

D r a z: smiles watching  gabri as she approaches  scarlett and takes the  bill  

Gabriela92: transfers the bill to my hand, but leave a long drag of tongue on Scarlett's 

sternum. 

scarlett2angel: smiles up at Gabi as She takes the money with her teeth an i get a good 

look at Her breasts 

Gabriela92: stands again and grinds to the tune 

paveduck: only thing sexier than a girl on the dance stage is 2 girls on the stage  

scarlett2angel: mmmmmmmm squirms and kicks my legs up so glad i wore panties  

D r a z:  those hips are hynotic as gabri  grinds away   

Gabriela92: throws open the vest lets it fall down my arms to the wrists. 

scarlett2angel: winks at Gabi rocks my hips and slides off the stage  

Gabriela92: swings it overhead a few times, then flings it into Duck's lap. 

Al_dente_: hmmm that pink blouse looks fairly flimsy! 

paveduck: woohoo!  

Gabriela92: untucks the blouse from the skirt, unbuttoning it from the bottom up. 

paveduck: notices the vest has gabi's perfume on it  

trisha_29: hops up onto my spot on the bar...watching the beauty dance 

Al_dente_: gulps watching the buttons being undone 

Gabriela92: takes my index fingers and points them directly at Scarlett and Trisha, 

waggling them up and down to the beat.... 

D r a z: grins seeing the taut  tummy  

Gabriela92: then turns my hands over and curls my fingers into a beckoning hook... 

c'mon up here and dance with me, girls! 

Gabriela92: lets the unbuttoned blouse sway open as I slide left and right... 

scarlett2angel: stands and slips onto the stage dropping my robe off as i move  

paveduck: <<watching gabi's intoxicating body and movements ... swaying to the tune  

Gabriela92: winks and nods at Trisha...OK. 

Al_dente_: eyes dart from one dancer to the other... 

Gabriela92: rolling my shoulders side to side 

scarlett2angel: spins around behind Gabi smiles and lets my hair loose so it covers my 

qass while i dance around  

paveduck: two dancers ... i might get dizzy moving my eyes from one to the other  

D r a z: smiles watching scarlett and gabri on the stage .....two sexy women 

Gabriela92: reaches behind my back and lowers the zipper on the miniskirt. 

Al_dente_: watches the skirtr come loose 

Gabriela92: bumps hips left and right, letting gravity do its work 



scarlett2angel: turns and rolls my hips right and left with the beat smiles into the mirror 

and unzips my top down to my belly button  

Gabriela92: finds a red leather ring around my ankles and kicks it into Al's lap. 

paveduck: woohoo scarlett!  

D r a z: watches the skirt slither to the floor 

scarlett2angel: spins around in circles behind Gabi looks around the room and shimmys 

my shoulders making my top slide off each shoulder 

Al_dente_: catches the skirt and leaves it in my lap... very handy! 

Gabriela92: grasps the loose plackets of the silky pink blouse and slowly opens the right 

side, exposing one of the ruby red lacy bra cups with my fullness almost spilling from the 

top 

scarlett2angel: wiggles my hips right then left as my top comes unziped and falls to the 

floor at m y feet  

Al_dente_: whoa... mesmorised by the flurry of curves on stage..... 

Gabriela92: closes the right side, and opens the left... 

D r a z: watching the cups strain   to contain the swelling breast  

scarlett2angel: drops to my knees rocking side to side my face even with the sexy dancer 

on the stage with me..grabs my top and tosses it at Bee while i rock back and forth 

Gabriela92: slowly slides my fingertips up my tummy, from the panty waistband to my 

ribs.... 

Gabriela92: up over the bra lace.... 

Gabriela92: across the soft, smooth flesh... 

Gabriela92: up to my collarbone 

Al_dente_: ,so glad of the extra material in my lap... 

Gabriela92: grabs the collar of the blouse on both sides 

Gabriela92: fans it open and closed several times 

Gabriela92: slides my hands down chest-high and fans it some more 

trisha_29: lol al 

scarlett2angel: waves my fingers of my right hand at Trishs my hair covers my pink 

boyshorts while i rock left and right staying on my knees letting Gabi work the front of 

the stage as i wave my arms over my head and enjoys the cool air 

Gabriela92: grasps and lifts the fabric, sloughing the blouse off my shoulders into a 

cascade down my upper arms, catching at the elbows.... 

Al_dente_: <  hehe.. glad scarlet THINKS here hair is a covering... 

Gabriela92: slowly sways and turns, the blouse at half mast... 

Al_dente_: watches gabi as the blouse slides off. 

D r a z: smiles watching   the material drop onto the stage ,,,,,, and the smooth skin   

Gabriela92: swivels my hips around my tummy.... 

scarlett2angel: falls back onto my butt kicks my feet up and thrusts my hips up and down 

with the new beat as my back and shoulders bounce and lets my knees open and close  

Gabriela92: fingertips gliding between my navel and the panty waistband. 

Al_dente_: hmmmm .. gulps.... 

Gabriela92: uses my left hand to undo the right cuff... 

Gabriela92: then the right hand on the left cuff. 



Al_dente_: Scarletts pumping hips are not helping either! 

Gabriela92: throws my hands straight down, thrusting the blouse off my arms.... 

D r a z: grins watching the  slow strip   

Gabriela92: turns my back to the audience... 

Gabriela92: puts my hands on my buns... 

Al_dente_: I don't have enough blood in my face to grin. 

scarlett2angel: rolls onto my hands and knees rocks my ass left and right ...letting my 

hair fly side to side while i slowly crawl on the back of the stage to the mirror rocking my 

hips more than needed  

Gabriela92: moves my feet a bit wider than my shoulders... 

Gabriela92: slowly walks my fingertips down the back of my thighs.... 

Al_dente_: watches the reflection in the mirror. 

Gabriela92: bending at the waist as I go.... 

Al_dente_: hmmm nice view Gabi! 

scarlett2angel: thrusts my ass up and down slides my hands up the mirror as my 

shoulders shimmy with the beat  

Gabriela92: grasps the backs of my knees and rocks my hips side to side.... 

Gabriela92: slides the hands further, down the backs of my calves... 

Gabriela92: takes hold of my ankles..... 

scarlett2angel: winks at the room removes my bra but covers myself with my long blonde 

hair as the song ends 

Gabriela92: bumps my hips to the beat. 

D r a z: smiles watching scarlett   try to cover her delightful  mounds  

Al_dente_: not quite quick enough Scarlett... 

Gabriela92: gathers the heap of pink silk that was my blouse, and hikes it in the direction 

of Bee's seat.... 

Gabriela92: slowly returns to a standing position, letting my fingertips drag up the inside 

of my calves as I go. 

Bee_passionately_blue: My brown eyes smolder as your skin is revealed in such a display, 

I hold the silk and caress it - imagining...imagine your warm heated skin caressing.  

scarlett2angel: slides my hands up the mirror an stands up slowy letting my hips and 

shoulders rock left and right turns my head to look at gabi an blows her a kiss as my hair 

hangs down the middle of my back and rocks my hips 

Al_dente_: wathes as gabi's fingers slide up her legs 

Gabriela92: struts down the stage toward Scarlett, holding the hat on my head as I walk 

Al_dente_: sees a gorgeaous reflection of Scarlett in the mirror 

Gabriela92: rests my hands on her hips and dances in close 

Gabriela92: Waves to Lia from the stage 

scarlett2angel: spins around puahs my self off the mirror and moves to gabi with my hips 

swaying winks and lets my fingertips brush against her hips as they slip around  

scarlett2angel: rocks my head smiles at Lia while my hair tickles my bare ass seeing my 

skirt has slide up my hips and lets my fingers  play with the small of Gabi's back 

Gabriela92: takes Scarlett's hands and rests them on my shoulders, hooking her thumbs 

under the shoulder straps of my bra 



joyful lia: smiles at scarlett 

Gabriela92: makes her hands push one, then the other, off my shoulders 

Bee_passionately_blue: hi lia, waves and smiles  

Gabriela92: the flesh of my boobs threatening to spill from the loosened cups. 

joyful lia: waves and smiles to bee 

D r a z: smiles at scarlett and gabri as they move together  

scarlett2angel: slips my fingers under the silky staps looks into your eyes and tugs them 

down off your shoulders but not down your arms as we dance inches from eachother 

Al_dente_: <hoping it's not an idle threat! 

joyful lia: lol 

scarlett2angel: rocks my head side to side to see who is watching as i slip Gabi's bra off 

and tosses it to the Boss  

D r a z: catches the bra and slips it behind the bar 

Al_dente_: yeah!! 

Al_dente_: loves the two topless women on stage. 

Gabriela92: smiles and sways in even closer, letting my breasts graze across Scarlett's, 

our hair swinging between us... 

scarlett2angel: smiles and runs my hands up yopur soft back as my hips move with the 

beat more and lets some ppl see my blue shorts as my skirt flips up and down  

Gabriela92: interlocks my fingers on the back of Scarlett's pelvis... 

Gabriela92: Hello, Rather and Redtail. 

scarlett2angel: tilts my head smiles at Gabi as her breasts brush against mine the only 

thing between them is my hair  

joyful lia: makes a note 

joyful lia: get trisha naked in the cage 

Gabriela92: slips my fingers down the back of Scarlett's panties, my hands flat on her 

buns 

scarlett2angel: rocks my hips looks into Your eyes and lets my fingertips play with your 

hair and the nape of your neck as we dance on the stage  

Gabriela92: pulls her close, grinding our pelvises together 

Al_dente_: shifts uncomfortably in my chair as i watch.. 

leanne bakker: waves to Gabriela as she continues her dance 

scarlett2angel: rocks my lower body bites my bottom lip and bumps my tummy against 

hers as she pulls me closer 

Al_dente_: mesmorised by the dancers.. hoping I won't have to stand up for a while.... 

leanne bakker: decides to help Al with his dilemma, walks around the back, then to him, 

takes a seat beside him, hoping we can watch the show together 

Gabriela92: takes Scarlett's hands and rests them on my hips as I sway and swivel 

Al_dente_: notices leanne sit down.....  leans over.. great show leanne... I think it's 

getting even better! 

leanne bakker: It looks that way, especially with those two. 

Gabriela92: presses Scarlett's thumbs inside my waistband... 

scarlett2angel: squeezes Your hips as mine rocks with the beat ,,,,closes my eyes and 

rocks my lower body with Yours  



Gabriela92: takes her by the wrists.... 

leanne bakker: moves closer to Al, slips an arm around his midsection 

Gabriela92: swings my hips slowly left and right as I push her arms down.... 

joyful lia: giggles watchin Al's face 

D r a z: smiles as the beat becomes seductive   and the girls move against each other   

Al_dente_: feels the arm and jumps a little... but settles 

Gabriela92: dances seductively with my boyshorts hugging the middle of my thighs 

scarlett2angel: moves with Gabi thrusts my hips as i get my arm pinned while my hair 

shows off some of my perky breasts  

Gabriela92: still in my strappy red heels and the black fedora with red hatband. 

Al_dente_: ok.... ok.. you can leave the hat on..... 

Gabriela92: shuffles in toward Scarlett, trying to keep the panties from falling below my 

knees. 

Gabriela92: reaches out and slides her panties down to a similar height on her legs. 

Gabriela92: scoots in closer, letting our knees graze one another.... 

scarlett2angel: looks down and giggles as they fall onto my feet kicks them free so as not 

to trip and bumps against you more 

Al_dente_: Ohhh.... this is hard viewing... 

Gabriela92: lets mine fall, too, and kicks them off into Bee's lap. 

scarlett2angel: smiles as my boy shorts go flying across the room  

D r a z: wb duck ,,,,,laffs you missed most the dance 

Al_dente_: realises my jaw has dropped a little.... closes it... 

paveduck: i don't get to control when the phone calls come in  

paveduck: but i do like the site of flying shorts!  

paveduck: heya sasha! hugs  

scarlett2angel: shimmys my shoulders again rolls my hips with the slow beat  

Gabriela92: slithers around on stage, nothing on but hat, shoes, and jewelry. 

D r a z: growls in my chest as i watch the  girls  

Al_dente_: watches the curves of the two women on stage.... 

Gabriela92: dances in the subdued red spotlight 

scarlett2angel: twrils around moves to the mirror places my hands on ti and rocks my 

body left right and left again 

paveduck: <<thinks gabi looks good in red light  

Al_dente_: << thinks gabi looks good in the hat! 

Gabriela92: lets my hands slowly explore my skin, from the shoulders down to the hips 

paveduck: luv that exploration  

scarlett2angel: tosses my head back and presses my tits to the cold mirror bites my 

bottom lip and lets who is stil watching my hips move making my hair sway across my 

ass and tickles me 

Sasha_J79: herrroooooooo, Trishaaaaaaaaaaaaa *hugsssssssssssssssss* 

Al_dente_: watches scarletts moves.... 

paveduck: woohoo scarlett!  

paveduck: <<thinks he might be hypnotized by scarlets' swaying hips and hair  

Al_dente_: follows Gabi's hands as she explores.... 



Gabriela92: dances over to the LAB souvenir clothing rack near the end of the stage... 

scarlett2angel: watches Gabi as i dance infront of the mirror looks around to see who has 

my bra and shorts 

leanne bakker: notices Scarlett's sublime sensualtiy and her supposed innocence 

Gabriela92: finds a lime green ribbed tank top and a black Lycra thong....slips them on. 

paveduck: you mean these shorts, scarlett?  

scarlett2angel: never mind i fogot we had a clothes rack 

Al_dente_: watches the reverse strip..... 

Gabriela92: walks down the stage steps and over to Bee's table... 

scarlett2angel: moves next to Gabi smiles and finds something i can wear 

Al_dente_: Almost stands to applaud the women.. but just in time remembers.... 

D r a z: stands and applauds  the two delightful dancers .................  woo hoo ........great 

dance you two 

Bee_passionately_blue: My eyes admire you as you step.  

Gabriela92: straddles his right leg 

paveduck: claps! outstanding dance!  

scarlett2angel: slips on a bright orange top and a pair od white shorts thats better 

Gabriela92: leans my shoulder blades back on the table 

Gabriela92: grinds my tushy into Bee's leg 

Bee_passionately_blue: I feel your weight, and how you conform in a feminine way over 

my thigh watching your frame arch back  

scarlett2angel: spins around ..skips down the stage and smiles at Trish as she sit on Her 

spot on the bar as i pass by her 

Gabriela92: sits up and drapes my forearms over Bee's shoulders 

paveduck: i knew that thing would get used tonight!  

Gabriela92: scoots my bottom up his leg... 

scarlett2angel: skips around the room shaking my hair..stops infront of duck..and jumps 

as my ass gets wet out of the blue lol 

paveduck: <<finds himself getting a portion of the spray .. hey dish! that was not in the 

plan!  

paveduck: lol  

Bee_passionately_blue: I feel your forearms rest over my shoulders as I stare into your 

eyes, and enjoy the path your bottom smears into my skin  

scarlett2angel: slaps my as cheeks smiles at duck i hope you have an extra pair of jeans  

paveduck: enjoys the look of scarlett up close .. even if she is wet  

scarlett2angel: lifts my right leg places my foot on the left side of your head rocks my 

hips and bends back letting my hair brush the floor 

Gabriela92: shifts my shoulders left and right, leaning forward and rubbing the front of 

the tank top back and forth across Bee's chest. 

paveduck: now i'm really enjoying the view  

scarlett2angel: thrusts my hips as my hair sweeps the floor and my hands run up my 

tummy as they cup my breasts over the bright orange top  

Bee_passionately_blue: feels my adam's apple bob as I sawllow - as your nipples and fine 

breasts scarp in a teasing pattern along my chiseled chest.  



Gabriela92: waves to Nicole from my dancing position on Bee's leg. 

paveduck: watches scarlett's hands as they run over her body, her hair swaying  

paveduck: hiya nicole  

scarlett2angel: waves at duck wets my lips and stands back up letting my hair fall back 

into place as my nipples show through the top i found turns my back to you and sits 

down 

Gabriela92: leans back again, taking Bee's drink and pouring it liberally all over the front 

of the thin tank top 

paveduck: wraps my arms around scarlett's waist as she sits in my lap  

Gabriela92: shivers at the icy liquid 

D r a z: smiles watching  the  wet shirt     

Gabriela92: arms breaking out in goosebumps 

Bee_passionately_blue: my eyes admire the grip on that glass and I stare as the liquid 

stains your top - revealing the contours of your beauiful feminine form - the ice causing 

me to shiver and slightly buck under you  

scarlett2angel: rocks on ducks lap takes his hands in my lifts them over my head and 

sways with the music  

paveduck: feels scarlett's swaying rear in my lap .. my hands over her head, moving 

w/her arms  

Gabriela92: leans forward, kissing Bee softly on the mouth as I stand 

scarlett2angel: winks back at him and dryes my shorts as i roll my ass left right and left 

Bee_passionately_blue: I stare and admire you, ty I whisper.  

paveduck: lol  

paveduck: trish will just squirt you again!  

D r a z: winks at gabriela    

Gabriela92: winks at Bee and shakes my tushy as I glance back over my shoulder at him 

with a smile.... 

scarlett2angel: she wouldnt do that 

paveduck: of cours she would!  

Bee_passionately_blue: I shake my head and grin at how teasing and temptuous you are  

scarlett2angel: rocks my lower body looks around the room and lets my ass brush against 

Your tummy and knees as i rock up and back  

paveduck: enjoys the wiggling scarlett ...  

scarlett2angel: leans down does a handstand letting my hair cover my face slowly turns 

and winks at duck as i archs my back more and straddles his lap facing him this time  

paveduck: only movement from the duck is the gentle rise and fall of his chest as he 

breaths  

scarlett2angel: unbuttons your shirt smiles and nibbles on your skin as i wiggle on your 

knees while the rest of the room worries who's gonna get squirted next 

scarlett2angel: winks at Darz and this song 

D r a z: winks back 

scarlett2angel: rocks my hips and pushs duck back against the chair he is sitting in 

trapping his head between my arms and tits an shimmys my shoulders  

paveduck: scarlett, keep rocking those hips and you could turn me into a hip-man  



scarlett2angel: smiles at Gabi sways my hips and pulls ducks head back by his hair loks 

into his eyes and slaps his cheeks with my boobs  

scarlett2angel: for being a good boy  
D r a z: laffsssssss 

 

Gabriela92: hears the new song and jumps up to hit the dance floor... 

Al_dente_: hi Scarlet 

bigbadwoof2008: omg Gabbi, not sure my heart can take it 

D r a z: watches gabri as she get up to move to the beat  

D r a z: stands by with the defibrilator  

Gabriela92: swivels in the center, in shiny red leggings and a ruffled black satin peasant 

top... 

blk_bull3000: watches gaby's moves on the dance floor  

Gabriela92: rests my hands on the back of my head and pulses my hips a few times.... 

bigbadwoof2008: mm mmm 

scarlett2angel: jumps from behind the bar sits on the side closet to Gabi and smiles as i 

watch her rock to the tune 

Gabriela92: finds the top too frilly to dance in, so I peel it up over my head, down to the 

lacy black bra underneath. 

scarlett2angel: wowwwwwwwwww looks up at Gabi an rocks my head  

bigbadwoof2008: you got good rhythm 

D r a z: grins watching gabri in the frilly bra  

Gabriela92: hands on my hips, circling around my knees 

Gabriela92: slowly walks corner to corner, thrusting a hip out on each step.... 

scarlett2angel: looks at draz stands up unzips my top letting it fall onto the bar and 

moves over to Gabi  

Gabriela92: turns as Scarlett approaches, taking in the sight of her in her bra, too. 

D r a z: smiles watching scarlett 

scarlett2angel: spins around rocking my white skirt at herf a smy red bra shows off my 

firm breasts  

bigbadwoof2008: oh my, this dance routine is kicking up several notches 

Gabriela92: looks like a Victoria's Secret commercial here... .LOL 

blk_bull3000: hmm...watches the ladies in their bra...setting fire to the floor  

D r a z: slips the top behind the bar  

Gabriela92: steps in close to Scarlett.... 

scarlett2angel: winks and waves my arms over my head making my blonde hair fly 

around my face and shoulders  

Gabriela92: slithers side to side, our chests grazing one another, the embroidery of the 

lace bras slightly snagging occasionally. 

scarlett2angel: snakes my body against Gabi's making my shoulders shimmy with Hers as 

the music makes me rock left and right 

bigbadwoof2008: scarlett you are very sexy too  mm mmmmmm 



Gabriela92: steps slightly to the side and bumps hips with Scarlett a few times.... 

Al_dente_: Watches the two women brushing against each other 

scarlett2angel: rubs hips with the sexy dancer...turns around and swats my ass while my 

skirt slides up my tanned thighs  

Gabriela92: then steps behind her, rubbing our tushies together... 

Al_dente_: nice thighs they are too Scarlett 

blk_bull3000: what perfect tushies....  

Gabriela92: bends at the waist until my back is parallel to the floor and rubs my buns 

across the back of Scarlett's skirt. 

scarlett2angel: mmmmm smiles as i feel the soft movements behind me ...makes me roll 

my hips in circles ..an waves at the new people  

D r a z: leans back in the DJ booth  watching  the two girls ................. saturday night 

entertainment   never was so good 

Gabriela92: bends further, letting my palms hit the floor before pushing quickly back up 

to a standing position. 

scarlett2angel: winks at Gabi as i lean over parts my legs so i can see You as my blue boy 

shorts come into view while i rock my hips with the beat  

joyful lia: smiles watching from my seat 

bigbadwoof2008: getting a kink in my neck trying to not miss any of the action 

Gabriela92: reaches back and rubs my hands up and down Scarlett's thighs from her 

knees to just under the skirt, feeling the smooth, toned legs. 

scarlett2angel: drops to my knees rolls my shoulders letting my long hair cover my 

breasts as the two straps on my bra slip off my shoulders  

Al_dente_: hmmm sees the straps slide.... 

scarlett2angel: smiles at Gabi rockin the top half of my body moves to the new song and 

lets my bra straps fall to my elbows and smiles at Al 

bigbadwoof2008: my imagination is running wild 

scarlett2angel: rocking side to side ...looks back at Gabi bites my bottom lip and wiggles 

my nose and fingertips at Her 

Al_dente_: Watches gabi's hands 

D r a z: smiles watching scarlett  an   gabri  

scarlett2angel: archs my back pushing my breast up ..making them almost pop free of my 

small bra as i look around the room ... 

Al_dente_: thanks be for small bra's ! 

bigbadwoof2008: it's sexy perfect bra 

bigbadwoof2008: and sexy perfect breasts 

D r a z: smiles watching scarlett as he pushes her breasts upand    

bigbadwoof2008: mm mmmm 

scarlett2angel: smiles rocks on my knees an crawls toward the bar grabs it and slowly 

stands shaking my ass as i stand up 

bigbadwoof2008: watching scarlett's curves and moves 

D r a z: grins watching the shaking scarlett  

Scotlad219: Tuneeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 



scarlett2angel: my long hair tickles my ass as my skirt slides up higher ..turns around to 

face the men winks at Draz ...hops up onto the bar kicks my feet and leans back on my 

hands 

D r a z:   winks at scarlett 

D r a z:  watching  those  legs becoming exposed  

scarlett2angel: wiggles and cups my breasts in my bra..looks around the room and lets 

my fingertips squeeze what the men wish they could as i rock with the beat of this song 

bigbadwoof2008: you read my mind scarlett 

bigbadwoof2008: that was my wish 

scarlett2angel: swings my long legs up and lays back onto the bar..rocking side to side to 

make sure there is room for whats next..... 

bigbadwoof2008: relocating closer to the dance floor for better view 

Al_dente_: loves Scarletts profile as she lays on the bar 

scarlett2angel: bends my knees ..lifts my ass up off the bar and rolls my hips with the 

beat letting my hands slide up and down my body  

Al_dente_: eyes following the hands 

D r a z: watches woof go away from the bar where scarlett  is dancing  

scarlett2angel: squeezes my thighs ..slaps them and moans as as my ass moves with the 

slow steady beat .... 

Al_dente_: watches the rythmic movement of Sarlett's hips... 

bigbadwoof2008: your ass is so very firm scarlett 

scarlett2angel: drops onto my back again ....rocks my head and lets my hair hang off the 

sides of the bar as the beat makes me move my ass side to side and cups my firm breasts 

again  

Al_dente_: follows her hands as they cup the soft breasts 

bigbadwoof2008: i am close enough to smell your sweet scent scarlett 

scarlett2angel: archs onto my elbows smiles at Lia as i reach around behind me ...unclips 

my bra letting ti slip off my arms and lays back again  

Al_dente_: wow... beautiful, Scarlett..... 

scarlett2angel: shimmys my shoulders as i lift my bra off my chest tosses it into the air 

and smiles  

bigbadwoof2008: hoping the bra tossed my way 

Al_dente_: hmmmm soooo nice 

scarlett2angel: runs my hands in my hair so it covers my tits i dont break any rules here 

Al_dente_: lol who cares where it went.. the contets are beautiful! 

bigbadwoof2008: i wanted a souvenir 

scarlett2angel: archs on top of the bar my long hair covers me nicely as i rock my hips 

side to side and lets my feet slide up and down the bar  

Al_dente_: admires Scarletts long gorgeous legs as her feet slide 

scarlett2angel: opens and closes my knees as the house lights make my creamy thighs 

shine from the thin coat of sweat on them as my ass sways and bounces up and down on 

the bar 

scarlett2angel: smiles at Gabi wiggles my fingers at You come here..... 

Al_dente_: the blue boy shorts clinging tightly..... 



Gabriela92: points to my chest... "Who, li'l ol' me???" 

scarlett2angel: winks yes You sits up some an looks into Your eyes 

Gabriela92: walks over and climbs up on a barstool, kneeling, then standing to step 

across to the bar top. 

scarlett2angel: my bra clings to my tits smiles at Gabi leans over ..whispers and lets my 

bra fall into Your hands 

Gabriela92: holds it in front of me, then grasps it by a strap and holds it up high 

scarlett2angel: smiles lays back thrusts my hips up and down as i feel Your eyes on my 

breasts as my hair sldes off them some  

Gabriela92: swinging it gently as I walk down the bar, looking from one customer to the 

next... hmm, who is worthy of getting Scarlett's bra??? 

scarlett2angel: winks rolls my hips with the song arches more an lets my ass drop back to 

the bar again 

scarlett2angel: sits up bends my knees to my chest ...smiles and thanks Gabi with a kiss 

on Her lips  

bigbadwoof2008: nice show ladies 

D r a z: woo hooo  scarlett 

scarlett2angel: slips off the bar crosses my arms over my tits and skips to the back room 

Gabriela92: wraps my arms around Scarlett's bare shoulders and holds her close, 

returning the kiss. 

D r a z:  stands and applauds    

Al_dente_: applauds Scarlett and whistles, hoping she hears it in the back room 

 

Gabriela92 

Gabriela92: rocks my shoulders left and right, tilting my head in the same direction and 

rhythm. 

 

jakenixon22: here she goes 

D r a z: smiles watching the rythmns doing their magic on our own walking talking sex 

machine ,...gabri  

Gabriela92: lol, Draz. 

sexykay39: smiles looking up watching gorgeous....... 

Gabriela92: slithers off the stool and skips to the dance floor... 

D r a z: winks at gabri  ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,here we go folks  ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,. woo hoo 

Gabriela92: white ribbed tank top and black Lycra yoga shorts... 

FoolishHeart26: mmm...nice....yayyyy.. Gabi... 

caramel cupkake: kicks up the heels, refills the flute, and watches the temptress go to 

work 

Gabriela92: grinds the hips with my forearms laid on top of my head. 

jakenixon22: swigs beer and leans back to get ready for show 

Gabriela92: smiling inwardly 

jakenixon22: orders another shot of tequila to table for whenever gabbi works her way over 



D r a z:  smiles at caramel ,.,.   and looks over at gabri  as she writhes  

caramel cupkake: smiles back 

Gabriela92: lets my fingers drift down my face and neck as my pelvis swivels a little 

FoolishHeart26: smiles at Gabi as her fingers wanders on her skin...  

Gabriela92: hands sliding down my torso, over the curves of my chest... down my ribs.... 

over my tummy... 

D r a z:  watches  gabri  as the hands wander  

Gabriela92: thumbs catching in my waistband... 

Gabriela92: slipping around from front... to side.... to back.... 

D r a z: grinswatching thefingers  and thumbs and all below  

jakenixon22: big grin 

D r a z: watches the fingers    

FoolishHeart26: watching Gabi's seductive dance... checks my undies...... and... geezzz.. Kay is soo 

right.. ! 

Gabriela92: hands flat on my buns...rubbing slowly around on them as I lean slightly 

forward, letting my cleavage hang a little in the tank top.. 

jakenixon22: mmmmm yes 

D r a z: grinswatching  thebreasts barely contained as they jiggle 

RocketManFL: cant help but to stare @ gabri 

RocketManFL: smiles 

Gabriela92: runs over to the stage steps and scampers up them... 

Gabriela92: grasps the brass pole in both hands and bends forward... 

D r a z: feels a deop growl in my chest watching sexy gabri at the pole  

Gabriela92: pulls myself close to the pole, then pushes away... 

jakenixon22: lucky pole 

Gabriela92: lets go with left hand, spinning right.... 

Gabriela92: spins back in, grasping with the left hand and releasing the right to spin 

left.... 

Gabriela92: pulls in with both hands and scoots my feet in close until I straddle the pole, 

the front of my black yoga shorts touching the hard metal.... 

FoolishHeart26: smiles.. admiring the sexy pole dancer..  

FoolishHeart26: ohhh myyy 

D r a z: watches the thighs around the pole ,,,,,,,,,,,, 

D r a z:  she surely shoots to thrill  

jakenixon22: sits up and leans forward to watch gabbi 

Gabriela92: bends my knees down and up several times, rubbing the fabric slowly up and 

down the stiff, unyielding pole... 

jakenixon22: staring right where pants meets pole 

Gabriela92: spins halfway around and touches my buns to the pole, reaching overhead to 

grasp it... 

Gabriela92: slides my tushy down and up, down and up, over and over.... 

jakenixon22: eyes locked. wow wow wow 

D r a z: smiles as i see  the pole  rubbing in all the right places 



Gabriela92: the metal gliding between the smooth, round hemispheres of my buns in the 

skin-tight black shorts... 

D r a z: can almost feel how its turning gabri on 

jakenixon22: can definitely see it turning her on 

Gabriela92: reaches behind and slips my thumbs into the waistband, pushing the shorts 

down to bare my buns and letting the smooth, cool metal slide deeply between the 

cheeks... 

FoolishHeart26: and she turns me on... *blushes* 

jakenixon22: oh wow 

Gabriela92: leaving the waistband down at the bottom of my tushy, I bend forward and 

grasp my ankles as I lean more firmly into the pole. 

jakenixon22: adjusts pants 

Gabriela92: slightly flexes my left knee, then right, then left again, several times.... 

D r a z:  grins to see the buns reflected in the pole and the effect of the cold metal  

Gabriela92: snaps the shorts back up and jumps away from the pole, tossing my head 

and flipping my hair over my face and then back off again.... 

jakenixon22: almost spill beer on next sip staring at gabbi's ass 

Gabriela92: swings my head, swinging my hair around wildly in a whipping circle.... 

D r a z: smiles as i see  the breasts trying to escape  

Gabriela92: struts down the stage, peeling my tank top up and over my head as I walk.... 

D r a z:  grining as to see  the bra filled to brimming  

jakenixon22: oh hell yes. let those perfect tits out 

D r a z: yeah yeah we are thunderstruck  

Gabriela92: stands on the end of the stage, swinging my tank top around overhead and 

suddenly launching it over into Heart's lap.... 

FoolishHeart26: ohhh myyy golly woww..  

FoolishHeart26: errrrr... giggles... mmmmm 

Gabriela92: walks provocatively around the perimeter of the stage, being very campy to 

the lyrics of the new song.... 

Gabriela92: bumping the hips exaggeratedly... 

Gabriela92: snaps them, then grinds... 

bigbadwoof2008: mmm mmmm Gabriela 

D r a z: grins ,,,,,,yeah she is so cute ,,,,,,,,,,, she knows how to rock and roll  

Gabriela92: grasps the bra cups and gently lifts them, almost spilling myself out the top 

of the lacy black fabric.... 

jakenixon22: yeah she does. takes another swig finishing beer hoping gabbi slides this yoga shorts 

off too 

FoolishHeart26: grinsss and discreetly hides her top.... hope she'll ask for it to me later.. 

D r a z:  smiles to see  the pale swell of breast     up to the peaks  

Gabriela92: tilts my head far down and runs my wet tongue along the edge of the bra 

cups... 

FoolishHeart26: sweet gezsusss...  

jakenixon22: oh god yes 

jakenixon22: you can toss me the bra if you want 



Gabriela92: then bites and tugs on the lace with my teeth... 

Gabriela92: stands at the end of the stage, bouncing one leg, keep the other rigid... 

D r a z: smiles watching  gabri as she  provokes  

Gabriela92: slips a thumb into the shorts on each side... 

bigbadwoof2008: visualizing your perky nipples Gabriela    :>) 

Gabriela92: pushes down the right side two inches... 

Gabriela92: then the left side.... 

jakenixon22: oh yesssss 

Gabriela92: right side another inch... 

jakenixon22: keeeep sliding baby 

Gabriela92: then the left to match... 

D r a z: grins watching  the waist band slip down 

Gabriela92: slips the thumbs slightly to the back, helping the tight fabric clear the 

curvature of my ass.. 

jakenixon22: anxiously waiting shirts to drop to ankles 

jakenixon22: *shorts 

FoolishHeart26: ohhhh wowww..  

Gabriela92: exposing the black lace Brazilian panties that match the bra 

Gabriela92: swivels and grinds.... 

Gabriela92: pushes the shorts down to the middle of the thighs, my legs too wide apart 

to let them fall.... 

jakenixon22: only time I've ever wanted you to put your legs together 

D r a z: gasps to see  the erotic positioning of the shorts  

Gabriela92: pivots my feet heel-and-toe to move my ankles closer together.... 

bigbadwoof2008: very sexy show 

Gabriela92: eventually the shorts falls to my ankles, and I daintily step out of them, 

kicking them into Wolf's lap... 

bigbadwoof2008: omgggggggggggggggg 

jakenixon22: ohhh yesssssssss 

D r a z: laffs lucky wolf 

jakenixon22: orders another beer and waits for the bra to follow 

Gabriela92: widens my feet and leans far forward, putting my hands on my knees.... 

FoolishHeart26: one lucky wolf..  

bigbadwoof2008: putting Gabriela's shorts on my snout 

Gabriela92: shakes my shoulders, shimmying my boobs.... 

D r a z:  smiles watching  the shimmying 

bigbadwoof2008: i love your boobs 

Gabriela92: you do, Woof? 

bigbadwoof2008: yup 

bigbadwoof2008: nice perky nipples 

Gabriela92: kneels down in front of Woof's stool.... 

bigbadwoof2008: oh gawd 

jakenixon22: oh hell yes. let that bra slide down girl 

Gabriela92: reaches up to the top edge of the lacy bra cup fabric.... 



jakenixon22: mmmmmmm 

jakenixon22: here we go 

bigbadwoof2008: you are gorgeous Gabriela 

Gabriela92: suddenly yanks the cups down, exposing my full breasts completely to 

view.... 

bigbadwoof2008: mmm   mmmmmmmmmmmmmm 

jakenixon22: MMMMMMMMMM 

D r a z: woo hoo 

bigbadwoof2008: a goddess you are 

Gabriela92: shakes them a few times..... 

jakenixon22: hold my beer bottle up for you to toss bra on 

FoolishHeart26: ohh gawwwddd...goddess on earth..  

Gabriela92: reaches down and picks up Woof's drink... 

Gabriela92: pours it all over my chest, letting it run down my body and drip onto the 

stage... 

jakenixon22: OMMMMGGGGG 

D r a z: woo hoo  you go gabri  

Gabriela92: reaches behind and unhooks the bra, letting it slide down my arms before 

tossing it onto Jake's beer bottle.... 

FoolishHeart26: yayy... gabi's soo wet now..  

D r a z:  wow  there ya go  

bigbadwoof2008: lol 

jakenixon22: shaking from how sexy gabbi's wet hard nipples look 

FoolishHeart26: the one you've been waiting for Jake..!  

caramel cupkake: grabs the bag from the back and must make a hasty exit....tosses one 

hundred dollar bills on the bar for tabs and dashes out 

Gabriela92: winks at Jake and runs my fingertips slowly around on the nipples.... 

jakenixon22: bites lower lip and adjust pants 

Gabriela92: crawls over in front of Heart... 

D r a z: tills the bills and watches gabri  

Gabriela92: gets on my knees again...swaying slowly side to side.... 

FoolishHeart26: ohhh myyyy.. bites my bottom lip... 

jakenixon22: holy hell look at her 

Gabriela92: picks up Heart's drink.... 

D r a z: grinswatching gabri on her knees ,,,    such asexysite 

FoolishHeart26: *blushes* hmmmm.. waiting...  

Gabriela92: shudders as I tuck the cold glass into the waistband of my panties.... 

jakenixon22: oh my god 

D r a z: smilesseeing thecoldglass       slip in anddown  

Gabriela92: looks into Heart's eyes and slowly licks my lips.... 

FoolishHeart26: gasps and absentmindedly licks my lips staring at her..  

Gabriela92: Drink up, Heart.... 

Gabriela92: scoots my knees close to the edge of the stage.... 

jakenixon22: those tits 



jakenixon22: and nipples 

jakenixon22: perfection 

FoolishHeart26: ohh.. my.... leans my head to the glass.. eyes on her.. as i slowly sip my drink.... 

mmmm 

Gabriela92: swings my hips provocatively 

bigbadwoof2008: holy crap 

Gabriela92: rests my hands on Heart's head as she drinks, stroking her hair.... 

bigbadwoof2008: you ladies make me hard 

Gabriela92: tilts my head back, closing my eyes.... 

FoolishHeart26: slips my tongue out and dares to lick the tip on her sensitive skin.. and pulls my 

head slowly up.. smiling at hee 

Gabriela92: takes out the glass and sets it on the edge of the stage... 

FoolishHeart26: her* 

Gabriela92: leans my shoulders back until my head touches the stage.... 

jakenixon22: takes a big gulping waiting for the panties to hit the stage too 

D r a z: grins watching  the thighs  

Gabriela92: lifts my buns up into the air, pumping my crotch energetically toward the 

ceiling.... 

Alert: An admin joined the room: kelli- 

Gabriela92: braced on my feet and my shoulder blades.... 

jakenixon22: my god 

jakenixon22: picturing that position with panties off 

Gabriela92: scoots toward the edge of the stage... 

FoolishHeart26: sweeeeeett...  

Gabriela92: swings one leg over Heart's shoulder, draping my knee over it.... 

kelli-: finds a seat  

Gabriela92: then swings the other leg onto the other shoulder... 

jakenixon22: oh hell yesssss. pull them off heart 

Gabriela92: crosses my ankles behind Heart's head..... 

FoolishHeart26: eyes on gabi's leg on my shoulder.. and gulps for air... geZzz 

Gabriela92: reaches underneath and starts to slide the back of the lacy black panties 

down off my buns.... 

jakenixon22: mmmmmmmmm 

FoolishHeart26: trembling hands slowly rubs her legs... up and down...  

jakenixon22: help her out heart!!! 

FoolishHeart26: ohhh gezzussss 

D r a z: smiles and reminds of no hands rule 

Gabriela92: pushes the front of the panties down a little... 

FoolishHeart26: ohhh shoot... gezz.. behaves my hands back.. gripping hard on my chair...  

D r a z: winks at gabri an d heart 

jakenixon22: is there a no teeth rule!?!? 

kelli-: giggles 

kelli-: no touching the dancers 



Gabriela92: slips them further down my thighs until the panty fabric is covering Heart's 

eyes... 

jakenixon22: OMGGGG 

FoolishHeart26: giggles nervously with overwhelming excitement 

jakenixon22: yes gabbi further please take them all the way off 

FoolishHeart26: ohhhhh gawwwwddddd 

Gabriela92: runs my fingertips up and down the inside of my thighs, ever so gently and 

lightly... 

dhampton1961: looks like I got back just in time  

Gabriela92: drifting from my knees to where my legs meet my torso.... 

FoolishHeart26: mmmm... i can smell from here her delectable female aroma... mmnn 

jakenixon22: ohhhhh God 

Gabriela92: reaches down and puts my hand on the back of Heart's head.... 

dhampton1961: my eyes following gabris fingers  

D r a z: hello  free ,hugs 

freespirit4dreams: hi 

Gabriela92: pushes her face forward to move the panties back up my legs... 

FoolishHeart26: ohhhh holllyyyy gawwdd... shivers as her hand leads me to her... gezzzz 

Gabriela92: stops when I feel her nose touch me through the thin, moist, lacy fabric.... 

kelli-: gawwwdd has nothing to do with this .. giggels 

Gabriela92: shudders... 

freespirit4dreams: looking on 

jakenixon22: hold my next beer up seeing if gabbi is talented enough to fling panties and land it 

with her foot 

FoolishHeart26: body involuntarily quivers as i savor the scent of her womanhood.. not wanting to 

break the rules.. 

kelli-: there is already a wide crack in the rules 

Gabriela92: reaches down to slide the panties back into position, then does a reverse 

somersault back to a standing position and dances in my heels and panties, smiling at the 

customers lining the stage.... 

D r a z: woo hoo  gabri   

Gabriela92: skips offstage.... 

FoolishHeart26: hands still gripping the chair... whewwwwww..   

kelli-: applaudes the show 

Gabriela92: ducks quickly back out from between the curtains to wave and blow a kiss... 

FoolishHeart26: gezzusss Gabi..!!!!  

kelli-: waves at Gab 

D r a z: stands and appluads loudly  ............... wow gabri ,,,,,,, blows kisses back  

Gabriela92: gives Kelli a "thumbs up!" 

jakenixon22: wowowowoowowow 

kelli-: claps with a wide grin 

FoolishHeart26: waves as she leaves me wanting for more..   clapsssss... barely breathing..  

dhampton1961: grins with a wide clap  I mean clasp with a wide grin  



dhampton1961: awwwwwe hell..............that was really good  

Gabriela92: ty, Dave. 

D r a z:   wow gabri ,,,,,,,,,,,,,superb ,,,,,,,,  winks thanks  
Gabriela92: ty, Draz 

 

Gabriela92: slips off my stool and quietly glides off to the dressing room, wondering what 

sort of outfit I can find tonight... 

Kelleen: winks hmmmm if you need help in there let me know gabi 

bigbadwoof2008: the skimpier the better Gabri  :> 

D r a z: watches gabri  mvoe off ,,,,,,,,,,,,knowing it will be sexy   

Gabriela92: c'mon and join me, Kelleen... 

Kelleen: oh ok pushing drink and walking to the changing room 

bigbadwoof2008: this night may turn out great afterall 

FoolishHeart26: smiles at Gabi and Kellen as they walk to the changing room..  

D r a z: winks at kelleen as she wanders off to  the changing room 

D r a z:  looksto the chnaging room door for kelleen and gabri  

RocketManFL: was wondergin where those two had gotten to 

bigbadwoof2008: i think they've gotten waylaid draz 

D r a z:  think they are shopping for outfits 

bigbadwoof2008: i hope the outfits have strappy things on them 

Gabriela92: emerges from the dressing room in bright yellow strappy heels, black Lycra 

yoga shorts, lemon yellow bikini top, and an open mesh tangerine tank top over that, 

topped off with a leather biker cap. 

RocketManFL: whisltes loud and long 

bigbadwoof2008: oh yeah Gabri 

D r a z:  smiles at  the sexy gabri ,,,,,she never fails to impress 

RocketManFL: woooo hooooooooooooooo Gabri, you sexy thang 

Gabriela92: waits for Kelleen to finish and come out.... 

Kelleen: comes out in my dress with black 3 in pumps and turns 

Gabriela92: mmmmm 

Kelleen: Draz will post the dress 

trisha_29:    

RocketManFL: again. whisltes as sight of kelleen 

D r a z:  woo hoo kelleen >>>her dress >>http://www.fatalwoman.com/metallic-and-

sequin-club-wear-dress-clone.html  

bigbadwoof2008: these ladies are good 

Kelleen: smiles stepping to the bar in my dress leaning a little for my drink 

Al_dente_: yikes Kelleen.. sexy Dress! 

Kelleen: lifting a leg smiles thanks al 

Gabriela92: moves to the dance floor, resting my hands on my hips at the waistband of 

the yoga shorts. 

bigbadwoof2008: veery nice, sexy dress Kelleen 



Kelleen: smiles walking around the room loving the dress draz got me and how it clings 

D r a z:  smiles perfect fit kelleen ,.,,,just dontsit  

Gabriela92: bumps hips left and right to the beat 

Gabriela92: eight counts, then two slow circles in each direction 

RocketManFL: daaaaaaaaaauuuuuuuuum woo hoo gabri 

Kelleen: walking to the the bar again smiles watching gabi and leaning agains it  

Gabriela92: then rests my hands on my buns and doubling the tempo of the circles 

Al_dente_: watching Gab's sexy hip moves on the dance floor 

D r a z: grins watching those buns under the hands  

Gabriela92: rolling my head at the same time, flinging my hair around 

Gabriela92: slides my hands up my torso, lifting the mesh tank top somewhat 

Kelleen: she is amazing her dancing experence shows smiles 

bigbadwoof2008: Gabri you are soo verrry sexxy 

Gabriela92: plays with the bottom edge of it 

Gabriela92: showing my bare tummy 

D r a z: watches  that  top creep up  gabris torso to show off the firm tummy 

RocketManFL: wowza!!!!!!!!!!!! 

bigbadwoof2008: i am a tummy man i must say 

Gabriela92: holds it up at the bottom of the bikini top with one hand, rubbing my smooth 

abdomen with the palm and fingers of the other hand 

Kelleen: watching her dance sipping my drink smiles 

tigerzjill: mmmm she is soooo sexy when she just stands :)  

Gabriela92: shakes my head slowly from one shoulder to the other 

Gabriela92: high steps around the perimeter of the dance floor to the marching beat.... 

D r a z: plays  the pipes swinging my kilt as i watch gabri 

Al_dente_: watches the hands gliding over the tummy 

Gabriela92: raises one arm, then the other, straight overhead 

Kelleen: draz you do wear the kilt well 

D r a z: winks  ty  kellen ,,,,,,points  to my dirk in my sock  

Gabriela92: interlaces my fingers, then rotates my wrist as though swinging something 

overhead 

bigbadwoof2008: don't know what a dirk is, but don't tell me draz    

D r a z: fingers the pipe as i watch  gabri  ,,,,,,,,,pumping the bag  

Gabriela92: drags my fingertips down the inside of the opposite arm to the shoulder.... 

D r a z:  laffs its  the small dagger they carry in the sock  

Gabriela92: then across my collarbones to the other side. 

Kelleen: lol was woudering  

D r a z: grins watchibn  gabri  pulse to the beat 

Al_dente_: don't let the kilt swing too high Draz   ...  someone might have to bounce you 

bigbadwoof2008: very sensual Gabri 

D r a z:  laffs you were supposed to kelleen laffs 

D r a z:  haha # 

D r a z: watches as gabri   moves along the  stage to the beat  ,,,,,,,,  

Al_dente_: watches gab's moves..... 



Gabriela92: tugs the soft leather cap off my head by the brim.... 

D r a z: we love to watch her strut  

Gabriela92: flings it like a Frisbee over into Woof's lap 

bigbadwoof2008: got it, Gabri, thanks cutie 

Gabriela92: runs my fingers up into my hair as my hips gyrate sensually, teasing the long 

dark locks into a fluffy mess 

Al_dente_: hmmm hips jutting from side to side..... 

D r a z: grins watching gabri  as her hair becomes tangled 

Gabriela92: piling it up on top of my head as my tummy swivels over my hips, slightly 

bending my knees into a half squat 

Al_dente_: That wild sexy look! 

bigbadwoof2008: i love the squat action  

redtail777: it is called presentation 

Gabriela92: snaps my head forward, tossing the hair over my face momentarily, then flips 

it to the back again and smoothes it over my head. 

D r a z: grins as the temperature rises as  gabri squats and rocks  

Gabriela92: stands firmly with stiff legs, feet a little wider than my shoulders 

Gabriela92: bends slightly forward at the waist and rests my hands on my knees 

Gabriela92: bumps the buns slowly to the left and right, matching the beat of the song 

bigbadwoof2008: very erotic sexiness gabri 

bigbadwoof2008: mm mmmmmmmm 

Al_dente_: hmmm nice thighs Gabi 

D r a z: smiles watching the beat of the drum matching the beat of  the bum  

Gabriela92: slowly lets my feet slide further and further apart, bending more forward 

bigbadwoof2008: omg 

Gabriela92: my hands sliding down my shins.... 

Gabriela92: grasping my ankles... 

bigbadwoof2008: quickly scampering aroung the dance stage to view from behind 

Gabriela92: looks back between my knees, rolling my shoulders in a figure-8. 

bigbadwoof2008: i wave to Gabri looking back at me 

D r a z: grins looking at gabri  through her legs ........ 

bigbadwoof2008: nice view from behind 

bigbadwoof2008: sexy long legs 

bigbadwoof2008: wraparound legs 

Gabriela92: reaches up to the bottom of the tangerine mesh tank top again 

Gabriela92: crosses my arms and grasps it with my hands at the opposite hip.... 

Al_dente_: watches intently 

Gabriela92: peels it up and over my head, pulling it past my cascading hair 

D r a z: waits  with sparkling eyes as the top is about to come off  

D r a z:  grins looking at alkl the sweetness now on show 

Gabriela92: raises my torso upright again, keeping my feet spread apart. 

Al_dente_: yeah.. the bright yellow bikini top.. well... not much of that! 

Gabriela92: swings the tank top around over my head and flings it at Al 

Kelleen: smiles sitting at the bar watching sipping my drink 



D r a z: watches the top fly to  gabri 

Al_dente_: catches it... 

bigbadwoof2008: savor the top Al 

D r a z: winks at kelleen ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.shes hot! 

Al_dente_: drapes it over the arm of the chair... 

D r a z:  sings to gabri ...............anything  you want .....you  got it  

Gabriela92: strides toward the stage and mounts the steps, scampering up them... 

Kelleen: waving my hand at my face yes she is  

Gabriela92: walks the length of the stage, exaggeratedly crossing one foot over the other 

with each step 

Al_dente_: following Gabi's moves to the stage.. watching..... 

D r a z: grins watching the sexy strutt   

Gabriela92: hooks one knee around the brass pole, and hangs on with one outstretched 

arm, leaning back, swinging left and right. 

Gabriela92: rolling my shoulders and tossing my hair 

bigbadwoof2008: you command the stage Gabri 

Gabriela92: droops my head back, then suddenly snaps it forward again 

D r a z: growls  to see gabri  move against the pole   

Gabriela92: holds the pole in both hands and straddles it, both feet well past it... 

Al_dente_: watches the tussle going on inside that bikini top! 

D r a z:  watches gabri as moves againts the pole  

Gabriela92: pulses the hips forward several times, scooting my feet ever so slightly with 

each pump 

Gabriela92: the front of the tight yoga shorts finally making contact with the thick, hard, 

unyielding.... 

Gabriela92: metal 

D r a z:  grins watching the tight pants at the front as it touches the ...............pole  

Kelleen: oh to be a brass pole giggles 

Gabriela92: bends and straightens the knees slightly several times, rubbing the fabric up 

and down the shiny pole 

D r a z: gives kelleen a new id  ......Kelleenski ........now  you are a pole  

Al_dente_: sighs..... 

Gabriela92: then rubs in a slight clockwise circle, leaning back until my hair nearly 

touches the stage 

Al_dente_: top nearly busting..... 

D r a z: grins watching  the pants against the pole 

Gabriela92: walks around the pole clockwise, holding it with my right hand.... then 

reverses hands and walking direction.... 

Kelleen: LOL a irish pol LOL 

D r a z: winks wata combo 

Gabriela92: turns my back and reaches overhead to grasp the pole, resting the center of 

the back of my shorts against the metal... 

Gabriela92: presses in, feeling the pole stretch the tight elastic fabric in between my taut 

buns.... 



Gabriela92: lets go with my hands and bends at the waist, almost touching my nose to 

my knees 

Gabriela92: grasps the back of my ankles and flexes my knees one at a time, alternating 

legs 

D r a z:  grins  as gabri  moves to  the beat  

Gabriela92: slowly lets my fingers slide up the back of my calves.... 

Gabriela92: up past my knees... 

Gabriela92: up the thighs.... 

Gabriela92: suddenly slaps both buns firmly with open hands 

Al_dente_: hears the slap.... 

FoolishHeart26: discreetly tilts my head as I watch Gabi... and mumbles.. nice..so fine...  

Gabriela92: grinds the back of the skin-tight shorts into the pole 

D r a z: growls as i watch  the  shorts  rub  the pole  

dj_maani_1: nice gab 

Gabriela92: slips my thumbs into the waistband and slowly lowers the back of the shorts 

to the bottom of my buns, baring my tushy and letting the cold, shiny metal ease 

between the smooth, round hemispheres of my ass... 

Al_dente_: hmmm watches the waistband slide down.... 

FoolishHeart26: gasps..oh my... 

Gabriela92: puts my hands on the sides of my cheeks and presses them toward the back, 

wrapping my buns around the pole... 

D r a z: growls watchibng gabri    as the buns   impress the  pole  

Kelleen: leaning back finishing my drink smiles wow those were sweet draz, glancing 

around can i have a jack on the rocks please 

Gabriela92: bends at the waist again, shimmying my backside into the pole 

D r a z: pours a jck daniels over 6 icecubes and slides  it  over to Kelleen *winks  

Kelleen: thank you sir smiles leaning up kissing his cheek 

Al_dente_: eyes on gabi as she bends forward 

 

Gabriela92: stands and eases the shorts back up my buns, then carefully lowers them 

again, revealing the tiny lemon-yellow thong bikini bottoms underneath that are the 

match of the bikini top, and the same color as my shoes. 

Al_dente_: hmmmmmm 

Gabriela92: stands and gyrates in front of Al's chair, looking down, smiling. 

FoolishHeart26: bites my bottom lip as I look at Gabi's provocative bikini..  mmmm.. 

dj_maani_1: mmmm 

Gabriela92: slides sideways a bit, toward Jill, continuing the dance... 

Al_dente_: gulps.... 

Gabriela92: then to Maani's chair.... 

tigerzjill: smiling big at Gabriela as she approaches  

Gabriela92: to Heart's.... 

dj_maani_1: really gab 

FoolishHeart26: hi gorgeous.  smiles and winks at Gabi 

Gabriela92: flips my hair over the front of my shoulders.... 



Gabriela92: reaches with my right hand over my right shoulder, and my left hand under 

my left shoulder blade.... 

Gabriela92: finding the bow that secures the tie across my back.... 

Gabriela92: tugs the loose end... 

Gabriela92: feels it pop free... 

Al_dente_: shift in seat..... 

Gabriela92: finds the bow across the back of my neck, and undoes that one, too. 

Al_dente_: watches the straps fall free...... 

FoolishHeart26: sweet gezzsuss..  

Gabriela92: carefully lets the untied top slide down, my boobs mostly covered by my 

long, thick hair, but knowing there's a little visible on the sides and in the center.... 

Al_dente_: luckily the hair spreads out arcoss the breasts.... 

Gabriela92: walks down the stage and drops the top in Heart's lap. 

tigerzjill: woohoo Heart :)  

FoolishHeart26: squints my eyes as I try to ........ ohhhh myyyy.... 

Al_dente_: hmmm   nice breats gabi!!    

Al_dente_: breasts  even...lol 

Gabriela92: winks at Al as I reach up and lay my forearms across the top of my head, my 

body swaying on the high heels, wearing nothing but the yellow bikini bottoms and a 

little jewelry.... 

Al_dente_: loves the swaying..... 

FoolishHeart26: giggles and hides Gabi's top... looks around and smells it as no one is looking.   

bigbadwoof2008: lol heart 

Gabriela92: gives an occasional slither during sudden rushes in the music... 

bigbadwoof2008: pass it around heart 

Gabriela92: lets my hands roam randomly around on my bare tummy.... 

FoolishHeart26: winks at woof...    I'm not as bad as you...  so I'm gonna keep it for myself...lol 

bigbadwoof2008: haha  fair enough heart 

Al_dente_: follows the hand as it slides around... 

Gabriela92: then drift down to the bikini bottoms... 

FoolishHeart26: smiles admiring Gabi's taut tummy 

bigbadwoof2008: Gabri is getting me all worked up 

Gabriela92: slips the thumbs into the bottoms at the hips... 

Gabriela92: stretches the waistband out away from my hips, as far as it will go... 

l_dente_: sees the material stretch around the thumbs 

bigbadwoof2008: hoping the bikini bottoms get tossed my way 

FoolishHeart26: tries to peek what underneath the bikini as far as my eyes can go....  

Gabriela92: feels the front of the bikini getting even tighter against the front of my 

crotch 

Al_dente_: hmm we noticed that too.... 

Gabriela92: suddenly lets go of both sides and lets the bottoms snap sharply back into 

my hips 

bigbadwoof2008: i will wrestle you for the bikini bottoms Heart 

bigbadwoof2008: but i must be dreaming they will come our way 



Gabriela92: slides my hands back up my tummy... 

Gabriela92: under my hair... 

Al_dente_: such a tease...... 

FoolishHeart26: hmmm.. 

Gabriela92: taking my boobs in my palms and gently lifting them slightly 

bigbadwoof2008: they are a handful  

Gabriela92: lightly squeezing and moving them in circles in opposite directions 

Gabriela92: closes my eyes slightly, smiling at the feeling... 

Al_dente_: can imagine..... 

FoolishHeart26: munbles...wowww.... 

Gabriela92: lets my fingertips drift lightly across my nipples...mmmmmm..... 

FoolishHeart26: ohh yeahhh 

bigbadwoof2008: Gabri is not just dancing, she is sexifying 

FoolishHeart26: i would love to oblige woof.... if she allows.. winks 

Gabriela92: walks over to Heart's chair... 

Gabriela92: pushes her knees apart a little.... 

bigbadwoof2008: finally, got Gabri close to Heart ....  yeah 

Gabriela92: sits down on Heart's leg.... 

Gabriela92: facing her... 

FoolishHeart26: ohhh myyyyy 

FoolishHeart26: bites my lip 

Gabriela92: rests my hands on her shoulders.... 

bigbadwoof2008: this is where it gets really good 

bigbadwoof2008: you ladies are gorgeous together 

FoolishHeart26: gulps and tries to breath normally.. but can't.. heart's beat racing 

Femaleroleplayer2012: looks like fun.  

Gabriela92: rocks on Heart's leg.... 

Gabriela92: tilting my head side to side to the beat.... 

FoolishHeart26: grips on the sides of my chair.. making sure i won't break any rule this time 

Gabriela92: scoots up Heart's thigh a little 

Gabriela92: swaying my shoulders 

bigbadwoof2008: what does she feel like Heart? 

FoolishHeart26: sweettt pain gushedd between my legs as she does her magic on me..  

Gabriela92: leans forward, my hair sweeping across Heart's blouse.... 

FoolishHeart26: blushes and licks my thirsty yet salivating lips...  

Al_dente_: <knew Gabi would hang beautifully.... 

Gabriela92: takes a deep breath and presses my boobs against Heart's blouse, feeling the 

silky fabric against my nipples.... 

FoolishHeart26: smiles as my nose grasp the sweet scent coming from Gabi's delectable breasts... 

ohhh gawdddd 

bigbadwoof2008: mm mmm ladies 

bigbadwoof2008: i wondered what Gabri's scent was like 

Gabriela92: leans slowly side to side, rubbing softly 

FoolishHeart26: groansss and squirms..feeljng her soft and perky breasts...on the brink of breaking 



the rules again 

bigbadwoof2008: rules can bend but not break 

Bee: completely understandable with how tempting she is being - wait - she is always 

tempting.  

Gabriela92: drops my hands to the front of the blouse and fumbles with a couple of 

Heart's buttons, showing a little skin.... 

Al_dente_: watching hearts face..... heh 

bigbadwoof2008: go Gabri 

Gabriela92: leans in and takes a deep breath under Heart's ear, then exhales warm air 

onto her long, soft neck. 

FoolishHeart26: blushes even more as she unbuttons some.... and bites my lip harder....  

FoolishHeart26: ohhh gabbbbb... have mercyyy.... ohhh no.. have meeeeeehh...  

bigbadwoof2008: luckily Gabri doesn't have to maneuver around a stiff pole now 

Al_dente_: gabi's breasts dissapear inside heart's blouse...... 

Gabriela92: leans down a bit more, putting a soft, moist kiss on Heart's left collarbone 

Femaleroleplayer2012: enjoys watching gabriela and heart. 

bigbadwoof2008: aim a little lower Gabri 

Gabriela92: drags my tongue tip horizontally across to the other side 

FoolishHeart26: my trembling hands involuntarily runs on Gabi's hair.. it's not her body right so no 

rules has broken...  

bigbadwoof2008: there you go Heart, bend not break da rules 

Gabriela92: smiles at Heart and slowly stands, backing away before we get too excited 

FoolishHeart26: tosses my head backward and shivers... not knowing what to do with Gabi's sweet 

torture 

Bee: there is something exceptionally choreographed with how gabi is teasing heart, it is 

like a ballet - inviting you to stare and building towards a crescendo.  

bigbadwoof2008: i think it is building to a climax  

Gabriela92: makes my way over to Woof's table.... 

bigbadwoof2008: omg Gabri 

Gabriela92: stands next to it.... 

bigbadwoof2008: if this be my last night in the world, hurt me 

FoolishHeart26: breasts heaving as she finally back away..... and blushes even more as I realize 

she left my blouse open for all the eyes to peek 

Gabriela92: slithers side to side, raising my arms overhead... 

Bee: Exhales, you look wonderful heart. I admire your self control - wow.  

Gabriela92: waves them slightly, snapping my fingers in time to the music 

bigbadwoof2008: i am watching intently 

Gabriela92: hips swaying one way, shoulders the other 

bigbadwoof2008: back and forth 

Gabriela92: with the occasional hip grind 

Femaleroleplayer2012: I think I would have to have my arms tied behind my back. 

kelli-: smiles, watching Gab  

Al_dente_: takes a sideways glance at gabi tormenting the woof.... 

kelli-: head moving to the music 



Femaleroleplayer2012: oooo handcuffs. I like handcuffs. Watches Gabi. 

kelli-: I knew that 

bigbadwoof2008: gee Gabri you sat on Heart's thigh 

Gabriela92: grasps my hair in two large handfuls, slipping it slightly toward the center of 

my chest, exposing the sides of my boobs just a bit as I slowly turn... 

Gabriela92: knowing I'll need to return to the stage to do any more.... 

kelli-: grins 

Gabriela92: winks at Kelli, with a little shrug 

bigbadwoof2008: enjoying the side view of the boobs 

Al_dente_: lol .. glad gabi doesn't realise her hair does not really hide her boobs... 

kelli-: you been watching LOL .. I love it 

bigbadwoof2008: you give a great show Gabri 

Gabriela92: watches as the lights in the room are dimmed, just the spotlight on the 

mirrored ball casting sparkles all over the place 

kelli-: we been playing just slightly within the rules lately 

kelli-: keeps the mirrored ball on slow 

Gabriela92: slowly dances my way back to the stage stairs... 

Gabriela92: walks up them, shaking my buns with each step... 

Femaleroleplayer2012: eyes locked on Gabi 

kelli-: turns on the colored light shifters  

Gabriela92: walks to the end of the stage, slightly nervous.... 

Gabriela92: puts my hands on my hips.... 

Al_dente_: watches gabi's near naked body on stage  swaying 

Gabriela92: leans forward.... 

Al_dente_: hmmmmmmm 

kelli-: keeps the lights low but the mirrored ball spinning slowly .. colors everywhere 

Femaleroleplayer2012: Clasps my hands behind my back as I watch. 

Gabriela92: bends slightly, letting my hair gather in front of me... 

Al_dente_: Gabi's hair hanging as she leans.... 

Gabriela92: takes a deep breath to gather my courage.... 

kelli-: smiles 

Al_dente_: beautiful breasts..... 

bigbadwoof2008: your body is very flexible Gabri 

Al_dente_: wathes her hands in anticipation...... 

Gabriela92: suddenly snaps my shoulders and head back, flipping my hair behind me, 

finally baring my chest to the wonderful audience 

Gabriela92: breaks into a faster dance to cover my nervousness 

bigbadwoof2008: ohhh my gawd 

Al_dente_: finally !! (been admiring it for ages) 

kelli-: claps ... huge grin 

FoolishHeart26: mmm..wowww... 

tigerzjill: wowwwwww  

Bee: wolf whistles to show appreciation of the beautiful and confident woman  

Gabriela92: waving my hands side to side overhead 



Gabriela92: lets my arms fall to my head again.... 

Femaleroleplayer2012: watches intently hands locked tightly behind my back to keep myself out 

of trouble. 

bigbadwoof2008: lovely Gabri 

kelli-: incredible free feeling  

Al_dente_: beautiful! 

Gabriela92: then digs my fingers into my hair and lifts it up off my shoulders, cooling off 

a bit. 

bigbadwoof2008: beautiful perky nipples 

kelli-: licks my lips  

FoolishHeart26: proud gravity defying breasts... mmmmmm.. 

Gabriela92: stepping slightly from side to side with each measure 

Gabriela92: swivels down into a deep knee bend.... 

Gabriela92: then slowly stands again... 

Al_dente_: tiny thong stretching 

kelli-: turns on the strobes .. turns off the ball lights 

Gabriela92: grinds my pelvis in a slow, provocative circle, first one way, then the other 

Gabriela92: then sharply bumps out my buns to one side, then the other 

kelli-: claps the beat  

Gabriela92: locks my fingers on the back of my head and humps the air with the front of 

my bikini bottoms 

Al_dente_: swaying hips....... 

Al_dente_: breasts moving as she sways 

kelli-: goes nuts ... you're sooo good 

kelli-: clap 

Gabriela92: runs my hands up and down the front of my torso from the shoulders to the 

bottoms, then back again 

Al_dente_: loves the gliding hands.... 

FoolishHeart26: ohh lah lahhhh...v 

kelli-: watching gab on stage 

Gabriela92: bites my lip, wondering... 

Al_dente_: Don't die wondering Gab..... 

Gabriela92: circles my belly button with one fingertip... 

kelli-: head moving to the music, reading Gab's mind.. biting my lip 

FoolishHeart26: bites my lip imagining Gabi...  

cptfire35: wondering..should i jump the cpt 

kelli-: mmmmmm do it 

Al_dente_: ^^^ agree 

Gabriela92: fondles my little faux pearl navel pendant 

Femaleroleplayer2012: watches quietly, keeping my hands locked behind my back despite the 

temptation to misbehave. 

Gabriela92: rubs little circles down the centerline of my tummy, moving lower.... 

Al_dente_: wtching Gabs fingers...... 

Gabriela92: grazing the top edge of the bikini bottom's waistband... 



Al_dente_: shifts forward in my seat....... 

Gabriela92: momentarily hides my bright yellow fingernail polish just inside the 

waistband... 

kelli-: having a difficult time holding still  

FoolishHeart26: licks my lips as I watched Gabi with intensifying heat inside me..  

Femaleroleplayer2012: Leans forward licking my lips as well.  

Gabriela92: then slides my fingertips side to side, from one pelvic bump to the other 

Al_dente_: sees the waistband stretch.... 

Gabriela92: hips still slowly swiveling 

FoolishHeart26: mmmmm..  

Gabriela92: lets the fingers slip inside the front of the bikini, two knuckles hidden, as I 

drop to my knees.... 

Al_dente_: the thin thong moving with the hips 

Gabriela92: closing my eyes, I lean backwards on my knees until my hair brushes the 

stage 

Gabriela92: knuckles stretching the fabric... 

FoolishHeart26: grips on the edge of the bar as squezzed my crossed legs even tighter.. gawdddd 

Gabriela92: rocks my hips into my hand as it hides deeper into the tiny cloth triangle, 

breaths coming quicker and deeper... 

FoolishHeart26: watching Gabi intently as she tease the room even more...  

Bee: yes she is, and is a breath taking siren.  

Gabriela92: collapses in a sweaty heap onto my shoulder blades as the song ends... 

kelli-: applaudes  

kelli-: wow 

Al_dente_: yeahhh  Gabii   !! 

kelli-: great dance 

Al_dente_: stands and applaudes!!!! 

Gabriela92: lays there motionless for several seconds, gathering myself.... 

FoolishHeart26: stands and applauds..  yessss.. great dance Gabi!!! 

Al_dente_: Long sexy dance.... 

Gabriela92: ty, ty, ty. 

Al_dente_: Well done Gabi 

kelli-: brings out a LAB robe for Gab 

Femaleroleplayer2012: Applauds as well.  

Gabriela92: slowly struggles to my feet, a bit wobbly, and takes the robe from Kelli. 

kelli-: that was great 

kelli-: holds it out to you 

cptfire35: ty gabri 

Gabriela92: slips my arm in one sleeve... 

Bee: applauds with the crowd  

Bee: ty gabi  

Gabriela92: then the other 

kelli-: push the robe onto your shoulders 

Gabriela92: shrugs it up onto my shoulders and wraps one side, then the other, across my 



torso. 

kelli-: smiles 

cptfire35: love seein my two fav girls help each other 

Gabriela92: ties the waist rope  

kelli-: move infront of you and hugggssssssss 

kelli-: that was great 

Gabriela92: looks over Kelli's shoulder at Al, remembering that I forgot something... 

kelli-: looks back at Al .. wonders what Gab forgot  

Gabriela92: hugs her warmly, whispering, "Thank you," softly 

kelli-: my pleasure 

Al_dente_: hands Gab her top 

kelli-: giggles.. OOHH 

kelli-: it won't fit you anyway, Al giggles 

Gabriela92: whispers something else to Kelli, giggling... 

FoolishHeart26: heyy.. how did you get her top from me Al??? 

kelli-: looks at Gab .. ?? 

Al_dente_: she had on a mesh top that she took off earlier Heart 

kelli-: ahhh I wasn't here yet 

Gabriela92: Heart, you got the yellow top... Al got the mesh tank over it. 

kelli-: turns Gab around 

kelli-: facing backstage 

Gabriela92: we both look directly at Al, smiling 

kelli-: reaching inside the robe ..  

FoolishHeart26: mmmmmm.. I see.. wait.. wherebis mine then. ?  

cptfire35: any clothes left for me? 

Gabriela92: shifts my hips slightly as Kelli reaches under the robe 

kelli-: wiggle wiggle wiggle LOL 

kelli-: lets go  

Gabriela92: shimmies my hips, knees together and slightly bent 

FoolishHeart26: giggles remembering where her top was now... hoping she wont ask it back..  

kelli-: helps Gab a little more 

Gabriela92: feels a sudden rush of cool, dry air against me where my bikini bottoms used 

to be. 

Gabriela92: looks down at Kelli as she lowers my bikini bottoms... then lets them fall to 

my ankles. 

kelli-: giggles 

Al_dente_: lol....   

FoolishHeart26: well I just have to send it to her later then as I have to wash them first....  

blushing 

FoolishHeart26: omg..! 

Gabriela92: steps daintily out of the fallen bottoms, giggling. 

kelli-: steps back all smiles 

Gabriela92: hooks them with the toe of one shoe.... 

Al_dente_: not much to step out of Gab... 



Gabriela92: flips them over to Al. 

Al_dente_: catches them....   smiles 

Al_dente_: they seem quite damp..... 

Gabriela92: nods and winks 

Al_dente_: well after that sexy dance I'm not surprised 

 

 

 

Caramel Cupcake  

 

caramel cupkake: sips the champagne, then dances down to one of the stages, hopes on 

and starts the sway 

D r a z: watching  that ass shaking ,,,,,,,oh i bet caramel can shake a mean ass  too  

sexykay39: mmm gooo caramel 

caramel cupkake: spins around, rolls the hips and works the butt 

sexykay39: work it  

sexykay39: pour some sugar on caramel 

sexykay39: mmmmmmmmmmmmm yeaa 

caramel cupkake: sways and steps back, leans over to jiggle the booty 

Al_dente_: watches Caramel spinning and shaking 

caramel cupkake: bounces the butt and sways it, spins around and snaps off the hips left, 

then right 

sexykay39: my theme song lmao 

FoolishHeart26: mmmm... sweet sugary Kay... and delicious caramel cupcake.. 

caramel cupkake: sways and moves as  one of the back up dancers to the tune 

sexykay39: youre crazy bitch 

sexykay39: but you fuck so good  

D r a z:   watches as caramel rocks that booty  

caramel cupkake: leans over, looks at Kay, shakes the finger and sways at her... 

sexykay39: scratches up and down my back.............mmmmmmmmmmmmm 

sexykay39: fuck me so gooood 

caramel cupkake: stands, sways and twirls, rocks left....sways right and snaps the hips 

off 

D r a z:  smiles watching  caramel   ,,,,sure looks like in a great mood  

caramel cupkake: sways again, spins and pauses half way, works the rump around  

D r a z:  smiles watching  the thunder in those thighs  

caramel cupkake: stands and spins, starts the sway, struts and spins, shakes the butt and 

rolls it left 

caramel cupkake: sways and rocks right, slaps the uniform covered butt 

RocketManFL: eyes caramel's moves 



paveduck: hmmmm if caramel will give a victory dance every time she wins, i hope her 

team goes undefeated! 

D r a z:  smiles watching the hand on the hot rolling butt  

caramel cupkake: spins rocks back and forth , snaps the head so the hair goes flying 

RocketManFL: claps  

caramel cupkake: duck, you got a deal ! 

paveduck: grins at caramel 

D r a z:  wild dancing there ,,,caramel ,,,,,,,,,woo hoo 

RocketManFL: count me in too 

caramel cupkake: rocks and dips, stands and spins again 

caramel cupkake: moves to a pole, grabs and spins, shakes, lowers and sways left and 

right as the body rises 

caramel cupkake: rocks left and right to the beat, runs a hand up the side 

sexykay39: smiles and wooohooo go caramel you lovely vixen 

caramel cupkake: steps from the pole, backs to it, and spreads the legs...rubs on inside 

and lowers slowly 

caramel cupkake: head drops a little back, mouth opens...a faux moan shown as the hand 

rubs a little more, then up the tummy 

RocketManFL: mmm lovely thighs 

caramel cupkake: raises...rests to the bar and pauses 

paveduck: <<mesmerized 

caramel cupkake: steps from the pole, sways and starts to clap, rocks the hips right and 

left 

RocketManFL: sways head to match 

caramel cupkake: spins, arms raised, hands clapping as the butt sways and rolls 

caramel cupkake: snaps the head left, then right, black hair flying in the spotlight 

D r a z: smiles watching  as caramel  rock her booty ,,,,,,,, get your rocks off honeuy 

,,,,,shake em 

RocketManFL: << check to ensure not drooling 

RocketManFL: too much 

caramel cupkake: looks back over shoulder, smiles, winks, then spins and snaps off 

another roll of the butt 

caramel cupkake: moves left, steps back right, claps again and grabs the pole 

sexykay39: keep snappng that ass like that you going to make me fall off my 

blankie.................. 

caramel cupkake: spins and pauses, hand make up the body, on the breasts and squeezed 

D r a z:  get  your rocks off ,,,,,,,woo hoo caramel  

caramel cupkake: rocks hard, steps from the pole, claps and sways,kicks the leg out,then 

the other 

paveduck: i think that caramel has managed to hit not one, but two homeruns tonight 

caramel cupkake: stops, rocks to the beat...works left...shakes...then goes right 

caramel cupkake: shakes right, rolls and snaps right, then back left 

RocketManFL: aww kay, not interested???? lol 

caramel cupkake: spins....rolls and jiggles the butt and goes with the roll 



caramel cupkake: spinds, drops to the stage 

caramel cupkake: brings a leg around, stands ups and hops from the stage 

RocketManFL: woo hoo caramel 

caramel cupkake: takes the acknowldging bow 

RocketManFL: mmm luv those jiggles 

RocketManFL: claps whoop whoop 

D r a z: woo hoo ,,,,,,,,,,,,,thanks you caramel,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,. fills your flute 

caramel cupkake: sees the uniform is going to have to washed up tonight 

D r a z:  greatdance there caramel  

caramel cupkake: thank you Draz 

Al_dente_: applauds Caramel.. woo hoo! 

paveduck: outstanding caramel  

sexykay39: lol................thanks caramel............you were wonderful 

caramel cupkake: Ok, now about this bet.... 

RocketManFL: wowza caramel, so sexy 

D r a z:   what was  the bet? 

caramel cupkake: right now we are four and zero through the first half of the season 

RocketManFL: nice ! 

caramel cupkake: we have four games left, then eight games in the second season 

caramel cupkake: which means twelve POTENTIAL dance nights, plus the end of year 

tournament 

sexykay39: oh cool caramel.....keep up the great work............ 

RocketManFL: I say, dance win or lose 

RocketManFL: lol 

caramel cupkake: If we win Rocket, the dance gets much much more provocative... 

caramel cupkake: winks... 

RocketManFL: hehehhehehee go!!! team (name here) 

D r a z: sounds great caramel 

paveduck: i think i'm gonna have to get caramel's dance, er i mean game .... yeah, game 

... schedule 

FoolishHeart26: yayy.. caramel.. smiles 

 

 

caramel cupkake: steps from the change room.... 

caramel cupkake: hair in two short ponytails.... 

caramel cupkake: white short shorts 

caramel cupkake: an old softball shirt, slightly tight that pushes and rounds the breasts 

paveduck: nice costume, caramel  

caramel cupkake: white sanitary socks, the blue leggings and sneakers 

caramel cupkake: steps toward the area with both stage and cage, looks both over 

caramel cupkake: steps a foot into the cage, looks around inside, steps out 

karenzlonely2014: watches caramel and smiles 

caramel cupkake: steps onto the stage, moves a little, then grabs the pole  



caramel cupkake: nods approvingly steps off the stage 

caramel cupkake: steps back to the cage and steps inside...walks around for a moment 

D r a z:  smiles watching caramel ,,,,,,,,,,,,did she win or lose  

caramel cupkake: listens to the music, smiles....walks to the cage door....tugs it shut and  

paveduck: i don't  know draz ... asked how the game went, but she was busy changing  

caramel cupkake: starts to sway, slowly at first, moving in a circle just inside the cage 

caramel cupkake: moves the head, starts to work the hips a little more 

Al_dente_: hmmm watches Caramel in the cage.... 

paveduck: <<loves caramel's victory dances  

caramel cupkake: goes back to strutting just inside the cage, pauses, backs to the cage, 

backs the butt to the bars and grinds 

caramel cupkake: rolls the hips, head moves a little... 

Al_dente_: eyes follow the rolling hips 

caramel cupkake: steps from the wall of bars slowly one foot in front of the other, hips 

snapping left, then right 

caramel cupkake: spins, does a split, spins the leg around, gets to knees and starts a 

sway of the body 

caramel cupkake: sways slowly as the tune fades out 

caramel cupkake: stands up, starts to move again, rocking left, then right to the new 

tune 

caramel cupkake: grabs the bars of the near wall, rolls and shakes the hips, does the little 

wiggle 

caramel cupkake: spins and struts to the center, rocks in place, dancing to the tune, head 

moving as well 

D r a z: smiles watching caramel as she  dances to the beat  

caramel cupkake: moves to the front bars, spins, backs up and raises and lowers the butt 

upon the bars 

paveduck: <<watches caramel's cage dance .... never knew pigtails could be so sexy  

caramel cupkake: head moves side to side, a snap of the fingers, the  spins, and returns 

to the center, rocking  and gyrating to the tune 

caramel cupkake: spins, bends over and rolls the butt and hips...left right, left and then a 

little tight circle 

Al_dente_: "girls, girls girls!!" 

caramel cupkake: stands and moves,spins, and keep the hips rolling and shaking, 

shoulders dipping and moving 

paveduck: yep, caramel has some nice "girls"  

Al_dente_: you noticed too huh? 

caramel cupkake: pauses....leans to loosen the sneakers and pulls them off, sets them 

aside and notices the tee starting to get wet from the perspiration, a little outline of the 

breasts  starting to show 

D r a z: smiles watching  the breasts  as they move in the T 

caramel cupkake: gives the hair a toss, grabs the bars, slowly rocks to the tune, makes 

sure to overexaggerate the snap of the hips 

paveduck: seeing caramel's white T start to get wet ... and wonders if i've started to drool  



Al_dente_: <thinks that they have been noticable for a while 

caramel cupkake: slowly spins and continues the varied slow movements of the hips and 

shoulders 

paveduck: slow motions .. she's trying to hypnotize us .... i think it may be working!  

Al_dente_: eyes follow the twists of the body 

caramel cupkake: moves to the front of the cage wall...positions the boobs between the 

bars and sways a little, feeling the tee get alittle wetter 

caramel cupkake: steps back and spins....pauses, then starts again...stepping left, then 

right to the new tune.... 

caramel cupkake: moves against the cage wall, slowly rolls the hips and runs a hand up 

the tight and getting wetter tee 

paveduck: <<eyes focused on caramel's roaming hands  

caramel cupkake: tugs the tee up to the breasts, and continues to moves 

caramel cupkake: hands slide up the body, cup the breasts, squeeze, then I spin and start 

the sway and roll to the guitar 

caramel cupkake: looks back over the shoulders, butt swaying slowly, snapping off left, 

then rolled slowly 

D r a z: smiles watches as caramel interprets the strong beat with sexy moves  

caramel cupkake: hands run over the butt, slowly circle...once 

caramel cupkake: twice 

caramel cupkake: a third time...thenthe smack 

caramel cupkake: and another... 

paveduck: mmmmmm  

caramel cupkake: stands and gyrates, sways, spins and gets the head moving again 

Al_dente_: follows the hands over the smooth skin 

caramel cupkake: the two ponytails flying about 

caramel cupkake: spins again, lowers to the cage floor....upper body slowly gyrating as a 

snake might 

paveduck: caramel sure is a snake charmer  

caramel cupkake: runs the hands up the body, continues the slow sway, then the hands 

move down the sides, one snakes between the legs 

caramel cupkake: rubs slowly, eyes close. the head drops back as the legs widen a bit 

more 

 

caramel cupkake: slowly rises pulls the hand away, spins and start to move, stays in 

place as the hips sway, butt rolls 

D r a z: watches  the  sweet gyrations in the cage  

RocketManFL: gazes up drinking in caramel's sexiness 

caramel cupkake: moves to the front cage wall..hands grab the bars as the deliberate 

sways begin, rocking and snapping off to the snare drum rolls 

caramel cupkake: steps back, tugs at the tee and pulls it off....tosses it between the cage 

bars to the floor 

RocketManFL: mmm lovely bra 

caramel cupkake: cups the breasts...holds them, then dances and moves, breasts jiggling 



slightly 

Al_dente_: gasps.... hmmmm 

D r a z: woo hoo 

RocketManFL: wc kay !!! hugs 

caramel cupkake: shoulders again moving, nipples glistening from the perspiration, little 

drops fall from each one 

paveduck: <<watches to bouncing in the cage  

caramel cupkake: stands and sways, moves to front and again positions the breasts 

between the bars...raises and lowers and jiggles... 

caramel cupkake: steps away and moves a final time...pauses 

D r a z: grins watching caeramel as she  teases us all  

Al_dente_: mesmorised by caramels breasts between the bars 

paveduck: and we love the teasing, draz  

caramel cupkake: nods the head, shoulders moving to the new tune...struts in the cage, 

works the sway and roll of the butt 

caramel cupkake: pauses in the center, turns away, leans over and jiggles the butt, then 

works the hips left and right and the little wave roll 

RocketManFL: mmmm luvs her butt jiggles 

paveduck: <<notes caramel's white T is becoming transparent as she perspires in the 

dance  

caramel cupkake: peels the boy shorts down....showing a hint of the g string under the 

boy shorts 

caramel cupkake: leaves them rolled slightly down, continues the sway and roll and rock 

FoolishHeart26: ohhhh sweett caramel... 

paveduck: kay, i'm hoping for an undefeated season for her!  

caramel cupkake: steps forward, steps back, spins and sways and rocks hard, sweat 

glistening a little more upon my brown skin 

caramel cupkake: spins and grabs the bars, shakes and rolls the butt, moving rapidly to 

the tune 

caramel cupkake: head snaps forward and back. side to side..hips sway and roll 

caramel cupkake: slowing a little 

caramel cupkake: a little slower 

RocketManFL: woo hooo caramel !!! 

caramel cupkake: pauses to catch the breath, breasts heavy with perspiration...then 

smiles, moves slowly around the cage 

caramel cupkake: walks to the front of the cage, rolls the boy shorts little further 

down....showing off the sheer fabric of the g string that only covers and that is about it.... 

sexykay39: think karen is mesmerized by caramel right now sissy............. 

caramel cupkake: pushes into the bars, trying to frame the tugged down boy shorts and g 

string 

paveduck: not much left to the imagination there  

caramel cupkake: rolls very slowly glides back and forth... 

D r a z: eyes on the swaying caramel and tiny fabric  

RocketManFL: slaps out beat oon chait back woo hoo caramel 



caramel cupkake: rolls the hips and steps back, works the shorts a little lower...half way 

down the butt 

Al_dente_: eyes on the stretched gstring fabric 

caramel cupkake: spins and moves again, hands up and down the body, cupping my 

breasts, seductive caressing them 

caramel cupkake: moves again,hips sway right, then left, feels the shorts working a little 

lower 

D r a z: lucky hands  as caramel   works her shorts down  

paveduck: those shorts are moving at an agonizingly slow rate  

caramel cupkake: spins and backs to the cage, runs the butt up and down the bars, sways 

a little 

RocketManFL: <<< wills shorts to drop completely 

caramel cupkake: steps to the center, drops, extends a leg to the bars above me 

caramel cupkake: runs a hand up and down the vertical pointng leg 

Al_dente_: yikes.... 

caramel cupkake: brings the leg down, rolls around to the tummy and raises...butt 

pushed up and moving again 

caramel cupkake: rests on the elbows and keeps swaying the butt 

RocketManFL: mmmmmm get a glimpse of heaven 

caramel cupkake: gives a lick of the lips....then close the eyes and keeps swaying 

FoolishHeart26: omg... caramel... lick some more... 

caramel cupkake: raises slowly, hand between the legs again, rocking slowly head and 

shoulders moving as well...feeling the arousal growing 

caramel cupkake: looks over to Heart, stares her down and slowly runs the tip of the 

tongue over the lips...then winks 

paveduck: oh, my .... have to readjust my sitting position in the chair  

caramel cupkake: pauses a moment, spins, leans over and slowly pushes the boy shorts 

down 

caramel cupkake: runs the hands up and down the legs....butt starts to sway to the new 

tune 

D r a z: grins watching the  shorts slide to the floor  

caramel cupkake: kicks the shorts aside...down to the sheer g string, the leggings and the 

socks... 

Al_dente_: Watches the butt 

caramel cupkake: spins and twirls, moves to the front of the cage...presses between the 

bars and sways so the g string covered mound rolls between the bars 

sexykay39: smiles up seeing caramel entertaining the room with her sexiness.... 

caramel cupkake: pulls away, leans to the bars, breasts falling between the bars and 

again I start to sway, make them jiggle between the bars 

caramel cupkake: steps back, spins and sways, hands run up and down the body, back to 

move over the butt, then it gets smacked once 

RocketManFL: sure wishing i was a bar at this point 

D r a z:  grins at caramel as she sways in the cage  

caramel cupkake: loosenes one ribbon, the hair falls free 



caramel cupkake: then the other ribbon is loosned...hair falls about and gets tossed back 

caramel cupkake: struts to the front of the cage, grabs the bars and rolls, shakes, and 

jiggles the butt 

paveduck: nice everything  

RocketManFL: mmmm, so hard not to break the room rules 

RocketManFL: sits on hands 

caramel cupkake: spins back, head moving slowly, arms raised to the bars 

above.....pauses.... 

caramel cupkake: takes a couple of breaths.....then starts the slow sway, the slow spins 

grinding into the bars 

dirtyrpgirl: lol, prolly so !! 

caramel cupkake: steps away and lowers to the knees, sways slowly with the upper body 

caramel cupkake: hands run up and down....gently brush over the nipples... 

RocketManFL: mmm so hard 

caramel cupkake: continues the upper body sway, hair falling about the shoulders, and it 

gets tossed again over the shoulders 

Al_dente_: shifts uneasily in the chair 

D r a z: grins  at the rocking sexy  caramel  

caramel cupkake: drops to the butt, then extends the legs at a 45 degree angle, scissor 

kicks them and brings the hands up and down them 

Alabama Belle: She ain't hard to watch... 

paveduck: not hard to watch ... hard to follow the room rules while watching!  

caramel cupkake: spins around to rest on the elbows....butt toward the front of the 

cage...slowly moving, the sheer g string outlining for all to see 

caramel cupkake: continues the roll of the hips, the feign rocking back and forth to an 

imaginary phallus.... 

Al_dente_: hmmmm not much left to the imagination there 

D r a z: watching caramel as she bucks in the cage 

Alabama Belle: is tipping permitted? 

caramel cupkake: the soft moan comes out...rocking again...then smacking the butt and 

stands up and sways in place 

RocketManFL: clappign for caramel 

caramel cupkake: the head drops back, the lips pout and blow a kiss to no one in 

particular..... 

caramel cupkake: moves to the front of the cage, slows and snaps off to the keyboard 

caramel cupkake: sways and spins, then rolls the hips and gives the little shimmy,before 

slapping hard on the butt 

caramel cupkake: rests to the bars and smiles out..finger following along the outline of 

the g string 

Al_dente_: watches Carame'ls breasts move to the beat 

D r a z: watching a hand print form  

caramel cupkake: eyes close, the shudder of the body as the arousal continues 

paveduck: gotta just love an aroused caramel  

sexykay39: med font joe please and thank you........... 



caramel cupkake: moves around...and slows....pauses.....one last roll and sway to finish 

the tune....the lean into the cage wall....and the smiles...finishes with a spin and one last 

bend and roll of the hips and shake of the butt 

caramel cupkake: nods the head to the harmonica solo....tosses the hair back 

RocketManFL: wooo hoo carmel clapping 

RocketManFL: staring at her glistening body 

caramel cupkake: spins...drops to theknees and stops 

Alabama Belle:   .......   

D r a z: woo hoo  ,,,,,,,,,stands and apaluds  ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, wow ..caramel  

caramel cupkake: takes a quick couple of breahts, stands and bows.... 

D r a z:  good lord 

Al_dente_: eyah Caramel.. applauds 

paveduck: woohoo caramel!  

D r a z:  stands by the cage with LAB robe and passes it into carame  

RocketManFL: daum giril your so dfuckign good 

caramel cupkake: smiles to the audience, bows again....tugs the g string with a jerk and 

holds the remanants in the hand....giggles... 

D r a z: wow superb caramel 

Al_dente_: nice move Caramel 

RocketManFL: wowza caramel 

caramel cupkake: takes the robe , puts it on and belts it, steps from the cage, bows again 

caramel cupkake: thank you everyone, thank you so much 

paveduck: caramel, you must be thirsty after that ... would you like a drink?  

D r a z: wo hoo caramel ,..........it was a win then ? 

caramel cupkake: definitely, hard lemonade please 

sexykay39: claps...............well done caramel honey 

paveduck: mr draz, some mike's hard lemonade for the lady please  

dirtyrpgirl: i watched john wick a few weeks ago.................and the third taken 

RocketManFL: have mercy on me caramel!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

caramel cupkake: thank you Duck 

caramel cupkake: walks with Duck to his seat, waits and has a seat upon his lap 

caramel cupkake: I could try something on the stage, for the fun of it.... 

paveduck: <<wraps arms around caramel as she sits in my lap  

paveduck: i like how you feel in my lap  

caramel cupkake: You do fit pretty well I might get to like this 

caramel cupkake: takes two big sips and take a deep breath and exhales...finally starts to 

calm 

paveduck: <<soft kiss on caramel's cheek  

sexykay39: hi stan....smiles softly 

D r a z: very hot caramel   ,,,,,,,,,,,,smiles  

caramel cupkake: thank you. 

 

 



caramel cupkake: * steps from the changing room in a white and blue trimmed sailor 

shorts set, steps to stage with heel resting upon the stage, pauses to check the music * 

D r a z: winks at caramel and thumbs up 

Al_dente_: perks up as caramel takes the stage 

caramel cupkake: * checks the slightly rolled lace sock, sees both are ok * 

kelli-: watching intently 

caramel cupkake: steps onto the stage, one foot in front of the other, spins and starts a 

slow sway 

caramel cupkake: spins on the balls of the feet, continues the sway, head moving slightly 

as well as the shoulders 

FoolishHeart26: smiles watching Caramel sway..  

caramel cupkake: a little snap of the fingers, the continued sway and spin, arms moving 

up, hands moving as hula girl  

Al_dente_: watches caramel twirl and sway.... 

D r a z: smiles watching the hips rotate  

caramel cupkake: moves to the new tune, steps to the pole and grabs, starts to roll the 

hips again 

caramel cupkake: gives the head a nod from side to side 

caramel cupkake: dips and sways, raises and lowers and keeps the alternate motion of 

sway and dip going 

caramel cupkake: rolls the butt to the stage floor, rolls it upwards gives it the little roll 

around 

caramel cupkake: sways a little harder, grabs the pole, faces the pole and continues the 

sway and dip and raise 

caramel cupkake: brings a hand back to circle on the butt, looks over a shoulder and 

smiles....smacks lightly upon the butt 

caramel cupkake: steps back from the pole, leans over and rolls and sways, snaps off to 

the left and dips back right 

D r a z: watches the hands  

caramel cupkake: reaches back to grab the butt...circles on it... 

D r a z:     grins watching the  the circling hips  

FoolishHeart26: crosses my legs and languidly rests my back in the chair.. mesmerized by 

Caramel's sexy dance 

FoolishHeart26: wb Harold 

caramel cupkake: spins and backs to the pole, slides down and up, legs opening wide 

each time I slide down 

Mr Love - DJ: sips my ice water as i watch 

caramel cupkake: the eyes close, the head again slowly nods to the tune, snapping off 

the fingers again, steps away from the pole and continues the sway 

Harold_Rarius: eyes trail over hearts legs..smiles..thanks...turns go watch the performance .. 

D r a z: watching as caramel slides down the pole  

caramel cupkake: snaps the fingers again in tune, sways and slowly spins around, arms 

up as the butt wiggles  

RocketManFL: sure wish i was that pole 



caramel cupkake: spins, slows the movements and drops to the knees, hands moving 

slowly over my body 

D r a z: grins watching the hot wriggles  

caramel cupkake: head and shoulders swaying slowly to the tune 

Al_dente_: watches as Caramel's body slowly sways 

caramel cupkake: an every other down beat snap of the fingers, swaying again in place, 

hands tugging up the white tee, trimmed in blue to breast level 

D r a z:  smiles as  we see the bottom  sweel ofbreasts  

caramel cupkake: tugs the tee a little higher...the bottom half of the sheer cup covered 

breasts on display 

caramel cupkake: leaves it there, rises and sways again, hooks the waistband of the 

shorts 

caramel cupkake: slowly stands, moving the hands over the hips, over my stomach 

RocketManFL: song and dance intoxicating 

caramel cupkake: the other hand moves between my legs, rocks slowly 

RocketManFL: wooooooza winks  @caramel 

caramel cupkake: pauses, rocks slightly upon the hand, moving again and rolling the hips 

while spinning  

Al_dente_: follows the movements of her hands over the caramel skin... 

caramel cupkake: brings the hands to the tee, tugs if off and hooks it over the shoulder 

with a finger, profile turn and poses 

Al_dente_: hmmm nice profile 

caramel cupkake: twirls the tee and launches it in no particular direction 

caramel cupkake: steps to the pole, hooks a leg around it and leans back...shoulders and 

head again swaying 

D r a z: watches the tee float in the air  

caramel cupkake: spins around the pole, raises and steps away, then backs to the pole, 

again lowers and raises against the pole 

caramel cupkake: keeps the legs well spread while lowered...a hand runs along the inside 

caramel cupkake: raises, a hand glides over the breasts 

Al_dente_: hmmmm 

D r a z: watches the hands and the lowering body   

caramel cupkake: spins away from the pole, steps twice and begins a sway and roll, dips 

and rocks the hips 

caramel cupkake: lowers to the knees again, hands up and down the body, then drops to 

the floor, extends a a leg, the hands run over it 

RocketManFL: winks @ daramel, wooooo hooooooo 

caramel cupkake: leans over to rest the forehead on the leg, raises, spins the leg back 

and stands 

caramel cupkake: steps slowly, exaggerated sway of the hips and roll of the butt....gives 

each cheek a slap 

caramel cupkake: hooks around the pole and holds 

caramel cupkake: starts a slow grind on the pole 

caramel cupkake: a sway and roll of the hips to go with the grind 



D r a z: grin watching  theginding hips 

Al_dente_: admires the body wrapped around the pole 

caramel cupkake: hand runs up the leg, back to the butt and it again is slapped 

caramel cupkake: smiles to the group, lowers the leg and again backs to the pole 

caramel cupkake: keeps swaying hooks the shorts and lowers them 

caramel cupkake: shows off the sheer white g string 

Harold_Rarius: admires the art and fluidity in motion...moving with the music...such grace 

Al_dente_: <holds breath 

D r a z: smiles at caramel as  we see the g string  

caramel cupkake: tugs the shorts a little further down, hands move over my body, one 

between the legs 

caramel cupkake: spins and rolls the bit, sways left, then rolls right and leans to roll the 

butt a couple times 

caramel cupkake: slaps the right cheek, then the left and continues the sway 

Harold_Rarius: glances over the quiet corner and smiles... 

D r a z: watchesas caramel wrigglesto thebeat  

caramel cupkake: stands, pushes alittle more....half of the butt on display 

caramel cupkake: spins and backs to the pole...slowly works the shorts the rest of the 

way down....exposes the sheer white g string 

D r a z: eyes fixed on the waist band as it lowers 

caramel cupkake: lifts the foot from a heel, toys with the shorts before sending them off 

into the air 

caramel cupkake: the foot goes back into the shoe, the sway continues on the pole. 

Al_dente_: eyes on the g-string 

D r a z:   thecontrast of the white on the caramel skin   

caramel cupkake: arching to it, rubbing a finger along the fabric of the g string 

caramel cupkake: draws up one part, down the other 

caramel cupkake: rests to the pole for the moment.... 

caramel cupkake: starts a sway again, snaps the fingers to the tune, struts out and works 

the hips in a big roll 

Harold_Rarius: such tasteful movements...enjoys every sway... 

caramel cupkake: spins, continues the exaggerated sway, butt rolling and swaying, then 

the slap sounds 

D r a z: grins at the sight of the nubile caramel body in the white thong  

caramel cupkake: looks over the shoulder, smiles....circles the hand on the butt 

D r a z: grinsto see thehandstroke   

caramel cupkake: spins again and struts to the stage end, leans over, grabs the ankles, 

rolls and sways the butt again 

Al_dente_: ooohhh 

caramel cupkake: stands spins to face away from the audience, leans over and grabs the 

ankles again, starts the sway and roll 

caramel cupkake: rocking left and right, a couple rolls, then the usual smack....and holds 

in place.... 

caramel cupkake: a slow roll to the left, a roll to the right 



caramel cupkake: a slow roll to the right, a little dip to the left 

caramel cupkake: rolls the butt a couple times, snaps right, then left and goes with the 

upbeat tune again 

D r a z: grins watching the rolling body exagerated rythmn 

caramel cupkake: stands, struts to the pole again, spins and backs against it 

caramel cupkake: rolls and sways, a hand definitely between the legs 

caramel cupkake: the head falls back slightly 

caramel cupkake: keeps the hand slowy moving, rocks up it, then the hips swayed and 

rolled one last time 

caramel cupkake: pauses for a moment.... 

Al_dente_: watches the hand 

caramel cupkake: steps from the pole...kneels on stage 

D r a z: smiles watching caramel cat like on the stage   

caramel cupkake: sits and extends the legs, runs the hands over one. scissorr kicks them, 

then lies back, raising and thrusting the hips 

Harold_Rarius: eyes follow kneeling cupkake.. 

D r a z: watches those hips  pump  to  the beat 

caramel cupkake: keeps body raised, hands run over the body, keeps the seductive rolls 

and thrusts of the hips moving 

caramel cupkake: sits up, head falls back,the hair tossed 

caramel cupkake: hands up and down my body, squeezes the breasts 

caramel cupkake: gets to the knees, slowly sways and rocks, then raises and continues 

with a roll and dip, then a left right sway 

caramel cupkake: spins and keeps moving, arms snaking up, hands moving in some 

hynotic induced way 

D r a z: eyes following every move  

caramel cupkake: lowers the arms, hands all over my body, spinds again,and arches, rolls 

and thrusts again with the hips 

caramel cupkake: hand glides between the legs, again moving ever so on it 

caramel cupkake: rocking slightly, then the sway and roll 

caramel cupkake: spins again, keeps the nearly slow motion of the hips swaying, the 

occasional spin and thrust of the hips, then the simple sway 

D r a z: watching the slow seductive  roll ...entranced  

Harold_Rarius: sips his drink and enjoys cupkake ' s roll and sway 

caramel cupkake: the head nods from side to side, the hands run up and down the body, 

over my breasts and the straps are pushed off the shoulders 

caramel cupkake: lets them lay, as a little of the top half of the breasts come into view 

James40plus3: picks himself up from having fainted on the floor  

caramel cupkake: slowly rocks in place, feel moving and shuffling as the movements 

slow..... 

caramel cupkake: shimmies the breasts......pulls the bra off in a swoop 

caramel cupkake: bows.... 

D r a z: wooooooooo hooooooooo 

James40plus3: lovely caramel  



caramel cupkake: stands.....covers the boobs and steps from the stage 

Al_dente_: yeah!! 

Harold_Rarius: smiles and eyes stay locked to that caramel skin.. 

caramel cupkake: sits down, puts the bra back on 

Al_dente_: stands and applauds.... 

caramel cupkake: returns to the stage, bows to the audience, salutes them 

caramel cupkake: thank you 

D r a z: stands and applauds bravo caramellllllll,,,,,,,,,,,hot and sexy  

cptfire35: awesome!!! 

caramel cupkake: does the ballet bow of thanks....and waves again 

Harold_Rarius: thanks you caramel claps ...splendid... 

caramel cupkake: steps off the stage, steps into the shorts and tugs the tee on 

kelli-: applauds .. great dance caramel  

James40plus3: smooth smooth caramel indeed  

Al_dente_: Thanks Caramel!!   

caramel cupkake: doesnt fix anything much, just makes sure it is all back in place.... 

Harold_Rarius: wb heart.. 

Mr Love - DJ: wb heart 

caramel cupkake: thank you Kelli 

kelli-: nice job 

caramel cupkake: does the ballet bow again, face flushed in appreciation of everyone 

D r a z: great winning streak ,.......you win ..we win 

 

Kelli- and Gabriela92 

kelli-: wiggles my butt on Gabs lap 

bigbadwoof2008: now it's going to get interesting 

bigbadwoof2008: mm mmm 

Gabriela92: rests my hands on Kelli's hips, my fingers resting on the top of her thighs. 

kelli-: wiggles my boobs at woof 

bigbadwoof2008: mmmmmmmm 

bigbadwoof2008: i smell you lovely scent on your boobs  

kelli-: lets my legs open on either side of Gabs as I lean back against her 

joyful lia: gonna leave a mark for sure,lol 

FoolishHeart26: peeks... oh woww...  

Gabriela92: lets my fingertips lightly stroke up and down the inside of Kelli's smooth, soft 

thighs. 

FoolishHeart26: mmmm...   

kelli-: deep sigh 

kelli-: eyes close  

kelli-: looks over my shoulder at Gab 

Gabriela92: kisses behind Kelli's ear. 



kelli-: shivers 

kelli-: leans my head back on your shoulder 

D r a z: watches kelli and gabri  

Gabriela92: slides my hands up over Kelli's hips again, then roams the fingertips 

randomly around on her bare midriff. 

kelli-: turns my face into your neck at your shoulder and gives you an open mouth kiss .. 

teeth on your skin 

Gabriela92: tilts my head up toward the ceiling. 

cptfire35: im dyin 

D r a z: gets the  defib and oxygen ready  

kelli-: my tongue moves up your neck to your ear 

Gabriela92: glides the hands up over the front of the halter top to Kelli's bare shoulders 

and rubs my palms around the smooth roundness of them. 

kelli-: nibbles on your ear lobe 

kelli-: feels your fingers play with the halter  

cptfire35: they seemed like nice innocent girls 

kelli-: we are 

Gabriela92: turns toward Cptfire and gives him a "What, are you kidding us?" look... LOL 

kelli-: gives Gab a deep, open mouth, long, wet kiss 

kelli-: we have to stay legal as long as we are in the bar 

Gabriela92: returns the kiss, looking out beyond it at Woof with a smoldering expression. 

bigbadwoof2008: smiles at Gabi 

kelli-: glances of my shoulder at woof and cpt.. winks 

kelli-: innocent R us 

cptfire35: mmmmmm 

bigbadwoof2008: i keep hoping for the climactic embrace between the ladies 

kelli-: reaching behind my back untying the halter... letting the ties fall down the front of 

me 

Gabriela92: licks my way up Kelli's neck from her shoulder to her jawline. 

kelli-: moves my face over toward Gab  

Gabriela92: then drags a fingertip slowly down Kelli's spine from her neck to the 

waistband of her shorts. 

kelli-: shivers  

kelli-: whispers ..   fuck 

kelli-: takes a deep breath 

Gabriela92: wraps my fingers around her ribcage and uses my thumbs to massage deeply 

between her shoulder blades and spine 

kelli-: realize that the four of you are watching every move we make  

greygriffin20:    

kelli-: my hnads move up my bare torso 

kelli-: cup my boobs 

kelli-: as Gab works the muscles in my back  



Gabriela92: flips Kelli's hair off one shoulder, kisses the back of her neck, and then starts 

kissing my way down her bare back. 

kelli-: runs my thumbs over the obviously hard nips poking through the halter 

cptfire35: every move 

kelli-: eyes partly close .. mouth opens 

kelli-: breathing obviously harder and deeper 

D r a z: wipes  the bar  just watching 

bigbadwoof2008: yes, Gabi has gorgeous nipples 

Gabriela92: my hands sliding back around front and sliding all over Kelli's tummy, almost 

all the way up to the bottom of her boobs. 

kelli-: yes she does .. licks my lips 

kelli-: hips move .. pressing down on your legs 

kelli-: back arching 

kelli-: swallows hard 

kelli-: moves to whisper in Gabs ear 

bigbadwoof2008: trying to listen in on the whisper 

kelli-: smiles at woof 

Gabriela92: puts my thumbs inside the waistband of Kelli's shorts, and turns them down 

one fold of about an inch. 

kelli-: eyes watching the boys watching us 

bigbadwoof2008: if you only knew what the boys were thinking  

Gabriela92: drags my fingertips lightly across the newly-exposed flesh 

D r a z: thinks they know 

greygriffin20: im pretty sure they know 

kelli-: we might have SOME idea woof 

kelli-: glancing down at your lap  

bigbadwoof2008: lol 

bigbadwoof2008: sorry, it's my boxers fault 

joyful lia: lol 

kelli-: moving my hands over Gabs  

Gabriela92: slides my hands around the side of Kelli's shorts to her hip bones, slipping my 

fingers down inside until they wiggle out the bottom. 

Gabriela92: rubbing the outside of her legs 

kelli-: giggles .. omg these shorts are tight 

D r a z:  watches as the shorts bulge with fingers 

Gabriela92: doesn't dare slide my hands any further to the front here in the room 

kelli-: my shorts aren't the only ones bulsing 

bigbadwoof2008: you are right about that 

greygriffin20: lol 

kelli-: leans back against Gab  

kelli-: bulging 

kelli-: sheesh ..  

kelli-: It's hot as hell in here 

bigbadwoof2008: 2 very very sexual sensual ladies 



bigbadwoof2008: that is why it's so hot in here 

greygriffin20: tis true 

Gabriela92: lets my thumbs wiggle up and down on the lowest part of the tummy, barely 

grazing the freshly-shaven skin 

kelli-: my tummie sinks deep .. body quivers 

kelli-: moooaaaannnnnnnnnnnnnn.. God 

kelli-: giggles at Draz's music 

Gabriela92: withdraws my hands a little, hooking the back of the waistband with my 

thumbs and pushing them down Kelli's sweet, round, smooth buns a few inches.... 

kelli-: arching my back up .. pushing my hips forward ..  

Gabriela92: my knuckles lightly grinding into her sacral dimples... 

kelli-: that's better 

kelli-: knows the guys can't see you do that 

kelli-: giggles 

kelli-: light dance on Gabs lap to the tune 

kelli-: body sways a little 

kelli-: enough that my muscles ripple as I move 

kelli-: the flare of my hips showing plainly 

bigbadwoof2008: love the little bump and grind action 

bigbadwoof2008: great show ladies 

Gabriela92: roams Kelli's tummy again 

Gabriela92: rubs fingertips lightly around on the pelvic bones as they protrude from her 

flat abdomen. 

kelli-: moves my legs wider after my little dance 

FoolishHeart26: it's totally firin up in here now as we have another firetruck parked in here 

kelli-: hope they have their hoses handy, it's getting hot and could bust into flames any 

second 

Gabriela92: slips the fingertips into the shorts and drifts each one back and forth from 

the center line to the hips and back 

kelli-: another deep breath 

joyful lia: smiles 

FoolishHeart26: mmmmm..  

kelli-: pressing my butt down on Gabs legs 

FoolishHeart26: hello barbara 

kelli-: pushing back against her 

Gabriela92: leans forward over Kelli's shoulder and hooks the front of the waistband with 

my thumbs, stretching them away from her body so I can peer down the front, smiling at 

what only I can see from here. 

bigbadwoof2008: what do you see Gabi? 

kelli-: giggles... nothing big I hope LMAO 

Gabriela92: a little slice of heaven, Woof...mmmmm 

kelli-: slice huh? 

bigbadwoof2008: mm mmmm 

bigbadwoof2008: must be a moist slice  



kelli-: nervously quivers ... eyes close .. lean my head back on Gabs shoulder 

kelli-: bites my bottom lip 

Gabriela92: now that I know where things start and end, I swivel the stool around to 

face away from the bar and push down the front of the stretchy terrycloth short as far 

down as I can without exposing anything, but giving the guys a good view of Kelli's taut 

tummy all the way down to just above... mmmmmmm..... 

FoolishHeart26: slit of heaven..? giggles 

greygriffin20: oh dear 

Gabriela92: wiggles underneath Kelli, causing both our bodies to sway on the stool. 

bigbadwoof2008: mmmmm mmm  thanks for that Gabi 

kelli-: arms around Gabs head behind me arching my body  

kelli-: facing up .. gaspppp  

greygriffin20: *winks back* 

kelli-: sways slowly to the music 

Gabriela92: releases the stretch, letting a little modesty return, but knowing all the eyes 

took that in, and the imaginations projected the rest that they didn't see. 

FoolishHeart26: omg.. Gab..  

kelli-: the halter top has slid down just enough to expose some very soft mounds  

Gabriela92: slides my hands up Kelli's tummy... 

Gabriela92: under the loose bottom edge of the halter.... 

Gabriela92: hands disappear under the fabric... 

kelli-: body quivering at your touch 

Gabriela92: resting on the hidden mounds, my knuckles pushing out the thin cotton 

fabric as it drapes over my hands 

kelli-: whispers loud enough for everyone the hear .... torture 

kelli-: hands pull the shorts tight against me 

kelli-: hot as hell in here 

 

Kelli- and Kelleen 

kelli-: we climb the back steps up to the bar 

Kelleen: getting up looking down, wow never been up here before  

Al_dente_: hmm smiles at the two women climbing the steps.. 

FoolishHeart26: smiles at Kelli and Kellen . 

kelli-: facing Kel ... holds both of her hands .. up high .. fingers intertwined .. as I start to 

sway  

Al_dente_: you look good up there Kelleen.. especially in that wet bikini! 

kelli-: smiles  

kelli-: yes you do 

Kelleen: lifting my arms rolling my hipps sides to sides with the beat 

kelli-: matching your moves  

kelli-: slowly moves closer 

Kelleen: does an S move down then back up wiggles hips tummy and chst  



kelli-: hips thrusting left right left right 

damien1982: i do an S in my chair 

kelli-: lets go of your hands 

kelli-: slowly turns 

Al_dente_: eyes widen as the two girls play off against each other 

Kelleen: moving closer to kelli moving my hand so close but not tuching her curves 

kelli-: one hand on my tummie .. fingers wide apart 

kelli-: the other hand in the air  

kelli-: hips circle 

Kelleen: my back to her's rolling my hipps then leaning over shaking my chest  

kelli-: giggles as the music changes 

kelli-: bumping bunns .. then wiggling 

Al_dente_: watches the curves of the two on stage... 

kelli-: huge grin as we dance 

Kelleen: moving in rythem then stading reaching back feeling her tights rubbing my bum 

to hers 

Al_dente_: two nice bums rubbing... 

kelli-: straightens up .. leans back touching Kels back 

kelli-: bums brushing to the beat 

Kelleen: swing my head to the beat hair flying around  

kelli-: feeling the water spray off your wet hair 

Al_dente_: eyes following the gyrating bodies on the bar... 

kelli-: moves forward and turns 

Kelleen: taking a couple of steps truing to face kelli 

FoolishHeart26: smiles at the hot dancing girls while answering some calls 

kelli-: works my way slowly to the edge of the bar infront of the boys 

Al_dente_: sees the girls smiling at each other as they move 

Kelleen: stepping to the edge of the bar at the other end  

Al_dente_: hmmm admires Kelli's curves as she moves closer 

kelli-: puts my arm around Kel waist,  next to me  

Kelleen: leaning into kelli smiling at the boys 

damien1982: smiling back 

kelli-: glancing at Kel .. leaning forward 

Al_dente_: notices the bumps in the wet clinging bikini tops... 

Kelleen: starting with my legs doing a wiggles the leaning over looking at the boys one at 

a time  

kelli-: wiggle wiggle  

kelli-: giggles as we dance together 

Kelleen: wiggles my chest then foot tapping to the new beat  

Bee_passionately_blue: admires the ladies who are enjoying the way their sensual 

movements entice.  

Al_dente_: wathes Kelleens chest wiggling from side to side 

Kelleen: running my hands up my tummy over my bikini top them back down 

kelli-: hands move down my thighs .. and back up slowly as we sway to the music 



Al_dente_: follows the movements of those four hands... imagining they were mine 

Kelleen: streaching up then arching my head back hands sliding from my thights over my 

tummy my top then back down 

kelli-: fingertips trace the legs bands of the bikini 

Kelleen: finger tug at the center of my top pulling it then lowerling it in time with the 

beat 

Al_dente_: hmmm realises my moth is dry as I follow kelli's fingers 

Kelleen: swaying my hips 

kelli-: slowly turns to profile facing Kel  

Al_dente_: sees Keleens fingers tug at her top...  revelaing a little more with each tug 

Kelleen: truning with a sultry look to kelli stepping forward again my hands almost 

touching her 

Al_dente_: eyes feast on the two women in profile 

Kelleen: truning my head like going to kiss then pulling back smiles at the boys 

kelli-: moves in close .. hands on your shoulders .. dancing to the beat  

damien1982: whoaaaaaaaaaaaa 

FoolishHeart26: slides back behind the bar.. looking up at the sexy dancers and smiles 

Kelleen: rolling my head shaking my hair my shoulders in her finger to the beat  

Al_dente_: mesmorised by the two gyrating bodies on the bar 

Bee_passionately_blue: welcome back heart, hugs.  

Al_dente_: watching the curves fow... 

kelli-: moves my hands down your body as we grate 

Kelleen: gripping her back shaking my chest and hips tapping my feet  

kelli-: slowly turning my back to you 

kelli-: backing up close 

FoolishHeart26: mmmmm.. 

Kelleen: taking her in my arms moving slow strocking her sides 

kelli-: pulling your arms tight as my ass grinds against you 

Al_dente_: watches kelleens hands as they roam over Kelli's body 

Kelleen: teasing the boys again like i will kiss her neck then smiles 

damien1982: a feast for the eyes 

kelli-: pulls my still wet hair to one side and moves my head as I sway and grind 

Kelleen: this time giving her neck a kiss then dragging my tongue up her skin slow 

Bee_passionately_blue: admires the ladies as they sway and grind, and take time to 

elongate the teasing kiss  

kelli-: pressing back against your body as we sway .. eyes close ... soft moooaaannnn 

Al_dente_: the two bodies pressed against each other.. hands wandering... 

Al_dente_: <shifts in seat to adjust.... 

Kelleen: kissing licking her neck my figner gluide over her tight firm tummy  

kelli-: hands move over my head as the music changes  

Kelleen: taking her hands spinning her 

kelli-: slowly turns toward Kel 

Kelleen: vocing the wors with a grin 

Al_dente_: hmmm 



kelli-: moves in close, one of her legs between mine.. dirty dancing 

Kelleen: reaching back holding her tushy as she slides up and down on my thigh 

Kelleen: as my lips meet her for a kiss  

Al_dente_: see's kelli rubbing on Kelleens thigh... hmmmm 

kelli-: legs apart with her thigh between them .. hips thrusting to the hard beat .. 

kissssssssss 

Al_dente_: <thinks he may need Draz's stetson soon..... 

Kelleen: the bikine sliding up and down my leg 

kelli-: hands high .. body moving back and forth as my hips thrust 

kelli-: head back.. hair moving  

Kelleen: fimgers on her tummy eyes locked to hers in hunger 

kelli-: smiles ..  

kelli-: licks my lips as the music changes again 

Kelleen: stepping back smiles then dropping to my knees my hair face and lips on her 

thigh 

kelli-: pulls Kel up  

Kelleen: smiles giving her a kiss 

kelli-: gives her a big kiss 

Al_dente_: watches carefully as Kellen drops and then is pulled up 

kelli-: facing toward the stage.. my arm around her as we two step to the stage 

Kelleen: matching her steps off the bar dancing to the stage 

Al_dente_: two nice ass's dancing to the stage 

kelli-: giggles as I "hide" behind the pole 

kelli-: peeks out 

Kelleen: acts like i am looking finding her kiss 

kelli-: kiss you back  

Bee_passionately_blue: Smiles at the peekaboo  

FoolishHeart26: fanning myself.. feeling the heat of the room as kellen and kelli seduces their 

audience 

kelli-: holding onto your hips as I back you up to the pole 

Kelleen: gripping the pole above her moving my hips around her 

James40plus3: hi Foolish, it is a little warm isn't it ;-)  

kelli-: giggles 

Kelleen: slids my hands up the pole arching forward  

kelli-: hands move up your body as we sway to the beat 

Kelleen: rubbing hips to hers 

kelli-: my fingers find the clasp on your bikini top 

kelli-: eyes on yours 

Bee_passionately_blue: yes, they are warm - if calling a bonfire warm.  

Kelleen: acting like i am suprise then giggles 

FoolishHeart26: not just warm James.. it's fiery hot... smiles at the gorgeous girls 

Kelleen: arching my head back wet hair hanging back 

kelli-: pops the clasp and tugs the top 

kelli-: swinging it around  



Kelleen: gripping the pool arching my chest out 

James40plus3: fans himself in the corner  

kelli-: sways to the beat 

Al_dente_: woo hoo! 

cptfire35: i see the kels are at it again!!! 

Al_dente_: hmmm nice kelleen..... 

Kelleen: getting behind the pole playing pook a boo then stepping out leaning letting my 

breast hang 

kelli-: moves around the pole and peeks out.. waves at the new cummers as Kel is now 

topless 

FoolishHeart26: mmmmm.. nice one girls..  

kelli-: hands move down her sides 

Al_dente_: hmmm   admires Keleens breasts... 

kelli-: around her body 

Kelleen: arching back nipples tiff  

James40plus3: such gorgeous sites on the stage  

Al_dente_: watches Kelli's hands explore... 

kelli-: and up .. just under her boobs 

Kelleen: roling my head side to side with the beat 

kelli-: back down .. slowly  

kelli-: it's hawt in here 

James40plus3: would you like some ice from the bar to help cool down kelli-?  

kelli-: fingers trace the waist band of Kels bikini 

Kelleen: covers my mouth making a funny face then giggles 

kelli-: giggles as my hands slowly turn her toward me 

FoolishHeart26: smiles at the lovely dancers as they tease each other in a sensual and playful way.. 

Bee_passionately_blue: the dramatics are such perking moments that bring the dramatic 

dance to stir the imagination  

Al_dente_: notice kellens giggling.. but distracted by her breasts 

Kelleen: turning facing her smiles my hair wet, reaching back tugging at her top 

kelli-: raising my hands high as I dance slowly to the music 

Kelleen: fingers tracing her ribs to the bottom of the top tugging it up a little almost 

exposing all then back down again  

kelli-: smiles .. watching everyone over Kels shoulder 

Kelleen: then slowly so ever slowly lifting it again as her breast come out i still infront of 

here and swing it over my head  

kelli-: slinky S dance as my arms intertwine over my head  

Kelleen: holding her top leaning in licking her neck 

Al_dente_: watches as kellis top moves upwards 

FoolishHeart26: fixes myself a glass of pineapple juice and sips on it.. wonders if the juice is as 

sweet as the girls' nectars would be.. 

Kelleen: then lowering kissing her tummy as all can see her breasts 

James40plus3: don't think there is anything sweeter Heart  

kelli-: shivers from the computer freeze 



cptfire35: lol..me too 

Al_dente_: sdmires the two topless women....  hmmmmmmm 

kelli-: nipples long and hard ..  

Al_dente_: (noticed that...) 

Kelleen: kneeling hands holding her sides kising up and down her tummy  

FoolishHeart26: winks at James 

James40plus3: drinks a tall glass of ice water to cool off  

kelli-: hands on Kels head ...  

Kelleen: standing gripping the pole turning around her  

Al_dente_: hmmm watches kelleens kisses.. 

FoolishHeart26: ohh myy.. bites my lip as kellen and kelli kisses each other 

kelli-: grips the pole next to Kel .. bouncing my ass to the beat 

James40plus3: jesus gripping the pole, omg ima going to have a heart attack  

Kelleen: struts to one end of the stage pulling the side of my bottoms up and down 

kelli-: shimmies up the pole .. leaning back .. body dancing to the hard beat 

kelli-: watching Kel strut.. upside down 

Al_dente_: sees the hips come into view then dissapear! 

kelli-: hair hanging and flying 

Kelleen: bitting my lip teasing tugging at the bottoms 

kelli-: hands moving on my body toward my boobs 

D r a z: moves back into  the dj booth ,,,,,, and switches from auto play ,,,,, watching the 

girls  

Al_dente_: hmmm the topless kelli hanging upside down.. hands sliding.... 

Kelleen: tirning my back to the bar my bottoms slowly teasing up and down each time 

getting lower wiggle my butt  

FoolishHeart26: gasps as I watch intently at the erotic dancing..  

kelli-: wrapping my arms around the pole.. letting go with my legs and swinging around 

and around  

kelli-: lands on my feet and dancing toward Kel 

Kelleen: rolling my head to the side watching kelli 

kelli-: crooks my finger in a "cum hither" motion.. huge grin 

Kelleen: smiles pulling the bottoms back up struting to kelli hips moving in time to the 

beat  

kelli-: points to the stage right infront of me 

Al_dente_: nice hip sway.... 

kelli-: pounding my heel on the stage to the beat as I wait 

Kelleen: smiles strutting to the edge 

kelli-: centers you infront of me .. sideways to the audience 

Kelleen: hands sliding up my body over naked breast then up in the air  

Al_dente_: Think I need that stetson now Draz...... 

kelli-: kiss your chest between your boobs then slowly kissing down your body as I kneel 

infront of you 

D r a z: passes Al  a 10 gallon hat 

kelli-: hands on your hips 



Kelleen: rocking my hips in your hands 

Al_dente_: ty.. places in in lap.... 

kelli-: fingertips slip under the waist band in the back  

kelli-: looking up at you 

Kelleen: head swaying hair flying  

Al_dente_: hmmm.. eyes on Kellis fingers... 

kelli-: slooowwwwwllly tugs the back as my teeth pull down the front 

FoolishHeart26: pats the tip of the hat at Al's lap.. lol ohh my..!   

Kelleen: makes an O face wiggles 

Al_dente_: watches the bikini bottom slide down over her ass 

kelli-: works the bottoms down your body 

FoolishHeart26: smiles at the girls as they tease the crowd.. mmm..  

Kelleen: lifting my legs one at a time as they come off  

kelli-: lets the bottoms drop off your feet 

Al_dente_: nice legs Kel 

Al_dente_: and a nice ass i should add 

kelli-: hands move slowly up your legs as I stand 

cptfire35: nice everything 

Kelleen: looking into your eyes breathing hard from the dance  

Al_dente_: follows kelli's hands up the legs 

kelli-: raawwrrrr .. gritting my teeth .. eyes narrow .. licks my lips 

kelli-: hands around your waist 

Kelleen: turning my head to the side as my lips kiss yours 

kelli-: kiss you back as I slowly turn you for all to admire 

Al_dente_: hmmmm  beautiful!!! 

Kelleen: spining my arms over my head  

kelli-: hands move up your ribs  

FoolishHeart26: gulps as I watch Kelli roars and ravished Kellen's lips 

kelli-: under your arms 

kelli-: up to your hands 

D r a z: grins loking over at kelleen in kelli's hands  

kelli-: moves in close behind you 

Kelleen: doing S moves in her hands exposing myself  

Al_dente_: hmmm folows the progress of kelli's hands 

kelli-: showing you off 

Kelleen: tapping feet moving freely to the beat  

Al_dente_: kelleens breasts assuming a beautiful shape as they hang 

D r a z:  smiles such an exquisite body kelleen 

kelli-: smiles as you really get into it 

at Kellen's glorious body.. 

Kelleen: eyes closed head back feeling the music and energy 

Al_dente_: eyes ravishing Kelleens curves.. 

kelli-: pulls you back against me behind you ... hands explore your ribs, hips and tummie 

Al_dente_: hands gliding....... 



Kelleen: body swaying right left front back 

kelli-: sway to the new tune following along with Kel  

Kelleen: just lost in it all moving 

Al_dente_: admires the swaying naked body on stage..... 

FoolishHeart26: wishes it's my hands touching Kellen.. and it's my body Kelli's touching 

D r a z: pulses the spot lights on the two dancers  

kelli-: pulls Kel back to the pole  .. as we dance to the music  

Kelleen: leaning back kissing her cheek 

kelli-: pressing her to the pole as I kiss her back  

Kelleen: my hands slide up and down gluiding over the pole  

kelli-: hands slip over your nude body as I crush you against the pole  

Al_dente_: watches Kelli enjoying exploring Kelleen's curves.... 

Kelleen: looking back eyes wide wiggling into the pole 

kelli-: smiles as my body presses tight against you from behind 

Kelleen: wiggles my tushy to your hips 

kelli-: my hard nipples poke into your skin 

kelli-: hips thrust against your ass 

Kelleen: looking back knowing you know i feel them 

kelli-: my teeth gently scrape your shoulder 

Kelleen: arching my neck in a loud purrr 

D r a z:  grins watching  the hell raising women ,,,,,,,,,,  

FoolishHeart26: groans at the sight of seductive dancers 

Al_dente_: <glad of the hat right now..... 

kelli-: backs up a step and turns you around facing me  

Kelleen: reaching out strocking your body breathing hard chest heaving  

kelli-: hips thrusting left 

kelli-: left 

kelli-: right 

kelli-: right 

kelli-: hands high over my head 

Kelleen: hokking my fingers in your bottoms tugging them a little  

cptfire35: a hula 

kelli-: smiles 

kelli-: hips rotate in a circle 

Kelleen: lowering as kelli did rubbing her tushy furst then my teeth tugging the front  

Al_dente_: hmmm watches Kelleens fingers tug at the bikini bottoms 

Al_dente_: hmm sliding down................ 

kelli-: holding the pole over your head as you work the bottoms down 

FoolishHeart26: enduring the sweet pain between my legs as my eyes savors the sultriness of Kelli 

and Kellen 

Kelleen: finger into the sides of the waist pulling so slow finger and teeth working to 

lower then sliding them down your legs then off you dropping from my teeth to the stage  

kelli-: steps out of them  

Al_dente_: ohhhhhh. 



kelli-: breaks into a wild dance to the music 

Al_dente_: two beautiful naked women.... 

D r a z: strobes the lights 

Kelleen: stepping back watching her smiles bitting my lip 

kelli-: taking advantage of the strobes with my movements 

kelli-: jumps up on the pole 

Kelleen: gripping the pole sliding around it but eyes locked to kelli 

Al_dente_: two naked bodies shimmying under the lights 

kelli-: slips up a little and hangs upside down facing kel 

FoolishHeart26: oh my gosh..!  

kelli-: hands out  

Kelleen: steps in them as my hand grip her legs and tushy  

kelli-: arms wrap .. kissing her body .. licking down to her tummie 

Kelleen: kissing her tummy and thighs flicking my tongue on her skin 

kelli-: looks up and smiles 

Kelleen: wiggles my hips smiling down 

FoolishHeart26: my eyes smoked with desires as I see the alluring girls nakedly dancing 

kelli-: lets my body slide down to my hands and flips to my feet 

Kelleen: smiles then dancing wild to the insain beat 

D r a z: smilles and turn the spots back to pulse 

kelli-: we dance nude together under the strobing lights 

Kelleen: moving slower to the new beat then as it changes faster  

kelli-: slowly turns my back to the audience 

Al_dente_: eyes follow the stobing bodies around the stage.... 

kelli-: leaning forward arching my back  

Kelleen: leaning over to the side my finger up and down her back 

kelli-: flexing my ass muscles to the beat 

kelli-: giggles  

FoolishHeart26: mmmm..  

Kelleen: smiles inpressed with the tushy  

D r a z: smiles  watching the the girls  moving together 

kelli-: legs slightly apart .. arching my back more .. bent at the waist.. upper body verticle 

Al_dente_: a feast of naked women.. dancing.. gyrating... 

Kelleen: kneeling beside her breathing on her skin 

dunns27: hello all  

kelli-: kneels facing .. hands on your shoulders 

Kelleen: smiles still rolling my body to the tune 

kelli-: lifts you my feet .. then pulls you up 

Kelleen: arching back on my knees hands up and down my body 

D r a z: turns the spots on the two girls as they bumpand grind  

Kelleen: lifting up smiles 

kelli-: arms around your neck.. slow dancing  

Kelleen: arms around yours laying head on yoru shoulder  

FoolishHeart26: whitles and smiles at the girls as they grind and tease each other and the room 



kelli-: can't resist .. licking your neck up to your ear 

kelli-: swirls my tongue in your ear 

Kelleen: arching my neck fingers playing with your hair  

kelli-: lets you go.. turns around and backs into you 

kelli-: grinds against you 

FoolishHeart26: hello dunns 

dunns27: hi everyone  

Kelleen: my hands strocking up and down your body as i turn my head licking up and 

down your neck 

FoolishHeart26: ohh gawwdd.. whimpers to myself as Kelli nakedness grinds on Kellen's nude 

body..  

D r a z: stands and applauds  the girls ,,,,,,,,,,,great dance  

Kelleen: smiles taking kelli's hand walking to the end of the stage  

adil786: hi 

D r a z:    passes each girl a LAB robe  

Al_dente_: watches Kelleen's hands gliding up and down Kelli's body 

Alert: adil786 reddotted by: D r a z 

kelli-: slips on my robe 

Kelleen: slipping it on smiles waves to the group 

Al_dente_: hmm  

Al_dente_: Stands awkwardly and appauds 

D r a z: grins  ,,,,,,,great dancing  you two  ............  

Al_dente_: yeah!!!!! 

FoolishHeart26: stands and applauds!!!! ohh wowwwww girls !!!!  

kelli-: the hat is hanging on the "hook" Al LOL 

Al_dente_: beautiful girls!!!!! 

FoolishHeart26: lol Al..!! 

D r a z:  i passed him a 10 gallon hat 

Kelleen: kissing cheeks as i walk through the group 

kelli-: thank you everyone 

D r a z: smiles at kelleeen and kelli as they pass   

kelli-: grips Kels hand tightly 

kelli-: kissss Drazz.. thanks for the music 

Kelleen: kisses other cheek you rock giggles 

kelli-: I made a promise I need to fulfill  

D r a z: passes kelli her key .............kisses her cheek .....you are welcome  

kelli-: hugssss Draz 

Kelleen: walking with her past the bar bending getting the back pack of magic 

kelli-: giggles.. you think I'm gonna need that? 

Kelleen: smile you never know giggles 

kelli-: LOL 

D r a z:  mutters ,.I know you will 

kelli-: winks at Draz 

kelli-: pulls Kel to the elevator 



FoolishHeart26: smiles at Kelli and Kellen as they sweetly walk hand in hand.. yayyy.. have fun you 

two girls!!!  

kelli-: this is faster to where we are going 

Al_dente_: watches the two hott women head toward the stairs 

Kelleen: smiles leaning agasint the wall holding kelli 

D r a z: smiles have fun you two ................... 

kelli-: she will .. I promise 

Kelleen: waves to everyone if i do not come back in two days send food 

Al_dente_: and you will too kelli 

D r a z: and the race up the stairs is on  

kelli-: slips off the robe as the elevator door closes .. flashing everyone  

Kelleen: giggles resting against the wall 

kelli-: smiles 

FoolishHeart26: lol Kellen!! will bring a buffet for you to enjoy yourselves the whole weekend!! 

giggles 

kelli-: she's gonna be my buffet  

FoolishHeart26: winks at Kelli.. I'm sure of that.! 

Al_dente_:  yeah but mango makes her taste sweeter... 

 

 

Kelli- and sara a9 

dress ... ummm... I can't even begin to describe it 

Kelleen: smiles at kelli huggles 

garrett523: wb kelli *hugs* looking lovely as always 

scarlett2angel: wb kelli....sneaks out when shes not looking with a big smile onn my face 

kelli-: smiles as I model the dress 

Kelleen: it is lovely i smile 

garrett523: love hugs from a hottie in a black dress 

kelli-: slowly turning  

kelli-: http://www.yandy.com/Black-One-Shoulder-Side-Spliced-Dress.php 

scarlett2angel: mmmm nice dress there kelli 

kelli-: thank you 

Kelleen: wow not takin my eyes of kelli 

garrett523: picture of perfection... lol 

kelli-: carefully sitting in my chair 

Mr Love - DJ: gooooodnesss.. 

kelli-: smiles  

Kelleen: fits you perfect kelli 

kelli-: takes a sip of my water 

Mr Love - DJ: sips my ice water,..  

Mr Love - DJ: still sipping 



kelli-: looking around at everyone 

Mr Love - DJ: full drinks of ice cold water..  

scarlett2angel: bites my bottom lip to not give to much away as my eyes move up and 

down kellis curves 

Mr Love - DJ: whew.. getting HOT in here .. or is it just me 

FoolishHeart26: ohhh myyyyy... bites my lip as I admires Kelli's perfection 

scarlett2angel: ohhh its not just you Love 

kelli-: I saw it and tried on the small .. it fits  

garrett523: it does indeed 

FoolishHeart26: the dress compliments your body so well 

kelli-: smiles at Kel.. all is well  

scarlett2angel: smiles thats two of us that likes to wear small things 

garrett523: lol nice 

FoolishHeart26: but wore out big things.... giggles 

Kelleen: good smiles sipping my ginger ale with my bendy straw 

kelli-: sways my head 

scarlett2angel: kelli is a bad girl when shes on the dance floor 

garrett523: not just there...  

kelli-: smiles ...  

kelli-: stands by my chair  

kelli-: shakin my ass from the left to the right 

scarlett2angel: giggles as garrett spills it out wow 

FoolishHeart26: mmmm.. nice shakin... 

garrett523: *whistles as kelli sways* 

kelli-: hands high .. legs bent  

kelli-: slinky S moves 

garrett523: what? she dances on the bar too...  

kelli-: moves out on the dance floor 

scarlett2angel: smiles at kelli she dances anywhere she wants 

kelli-: spins . ..  

kelli-: moves to the music 

kelli-: eyes closed looking up 

kelli-: stops 

kelli-: walks around to the back of the bar 

kelli-: walks up the steps 

kelli-: head moving up and down to the beat 

scarlett2angel: turns to the stage and winks this is going to be good 

kelli-: walks in time to the song across the bar 

kelli-: body begins to sway as I walk 

garrett523: *watches the dancer* it always is 

Kelleen: looing up blushing an smilng 

kelli-: snaps fingers on both hands 

FoolishHeart26: smiles and watch Kelli's body swaying  



kelli-: realises just how realllyyy short this dress is up here on the bar 

kelli-: hands slowly move  

garrett523: *winks up to her noticing the same* 

kelli-: out from my body 

kelli-: hips thrust to the beat 

kelli-: hands slowly rise 

kelli-: breaks into a wild dance 

scarlett2angel: claps and whispers to heart  

D r a z: grining at kelli as she dances to the beat  

kelli-: spins in place 

scarlett2angel: if i did that i would hurt something  

kelli-: feet apart .. back to you 

kelli-: hips move left 

kelli-: lfet 

kelli-: right 

kelli-: right 

kelli-: bouncing my ass 

kelli-: hands high .. snapping my fingers to the beat 

kelli-: looks over my shoulder 

garrett523: *claps and whistles* 

kelli-: winks 

kelli-: slowly begins to lean forward 

D r a z:  smiles up at kellli and her bouncing ass 

Mr Love - DJ: watches Kelli's moves over the top of the rim of my glass as i dink 

kelli-: back arched 

kelli-: flexing my ass muscles to the slow beat 

kelli-: legs tight 

Kelleen: finishing my drink smiles watching  

kelli-: and straight 

kelli-: straightens up 

kelli-: sllloowww moves as I move to the edge of the bar 

kelli-: looking down at everyone watching 

garrett523: *smiles to her* 

Mr Love - DJ: looking back up, continuing to watch 

scarlett2angel: smiles at kelli  

kelli-: hands on my body 

scarlett2angel: sucks on some ice to keep my tongue busy 

kelli-: slowly moving up as my body sways 

Kelleen: watching scarlett smiles  

kelli-: slowly up to my boobs 

Mr Love - DJ: sipping cold water, thinking of scarlett's busy tongue 

Mr Love - DJ: lookin at Kelli.. 

kelli-: squeeezzeeee as my hips slowly circle 



scarlett2angel: smiles and rolls the ise around with my tongue..as heart keeps me from 

moving to much to kelli's dance  

Mr Love - DJ: waaay too much stimulation goin on here tonight !!   

scarlett2angel: ice 

Kelleen: reaching over getting scarlett's glass also getting some ice sucking on it  

Mr Love - DJ: holds my glass in the air as a salute !! 

kelli-: thumbs slowly move over the bumps  

scarlett2angel: winks help your self Kelleen  

Kelleen: winks smiles 

scarlett2angel: wb now sit down i cant see kelli 

Bee_passionately_blue: there is always so much stimulation in this room with the 

beautiful and arousing ladies  

kelli-: hands move up higher 

sara a9: walks over and takes a seat in one of the cages to watch 

kelli-: hands over my shoulders in back of my neck  

kelli-: slowly arch my back  

garrett523: *sits back at the bar* 

kelli-: hips slowly move in circles to the slow bluesy beat 

D scarlett2angel: tilts my head and smiles at Sara then looks back at kelli 

Master_joe: ok who is this... i know i should know 

sara a9: smiles politely to Scarlett 

kelli-: for the benefit of the late .. cummers... this is my dress ...    

http://www.yandy.com/Black-One-Shoulder-Side-Spliced-Dress.php 

kelli-: drops to my knees at the edge of the bar 

garrett523: *smiles up to kelli* 

kelli-: leans over on all four 

D r a z: watches kelli sway at the edge of the bar  

kelli-: rolls onto my back  

kelli-: hips curling up  

garrett523: *smiles wider* 

kelli-: glances over at the crowd 

kelli-: licks my lips 

garrett523: *blows kelli a kiss as she looks* 

Kelleen: i am too giggles 

kelli-: rolls to my side 

scarlett2angel: smiles i miss dancing in the cage 

kelli-: moving up to my knees 

D r a z:  smiles loking at   kelli sideways   

kelli-: glances toward the stage and cage 

FoolishHeart26: squeezing my crossed legs tighter.. mmmm 

kelli-: pulls my hair out and lets it tumble over my shoulders 

kelli-: shakes it out 

scarlett2angel: claps and whistles at kelli as she moves along the bar and makes us all 

sway with her hips 



sara a9: sits quietly inside the cage, a hand runs up and down the leg, idly toying with 

the hair 

kelli-: does a little dance toward the stage 

kelli-: grasps the pole 

kelli-: licks it 

kelli-: hands move high on the pole 

kelli-: legs on either side 

sara a9: smiles again to Kelleen, rests back on the hands, dangles the shoe from the foot, 

trying to keep it only on the large two 

sara a9: toe 

kelli-: hips thrust against the cold metal  

Kelleen: smile watching the show glancing up and down sara's legs 

kelli-: grinding 

kelli-: legs wrap  

kelli-: lean back 

kelli-: thrust 

D r a z:  smiles watching kelli at  the pole ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.as the beat throbs in her 

kelli-: grind 

scarlett2angel: smiles at kelli and the pole as my eyes follow her every move 

kelli-: facing the ceiling 

kelli-: arms out straight .. hands around the pole .. leaning back  

FoolishHeart26: eyes wander all around the place.. from playful sara and kellen. to alluring 

Scarlett..and to Kelli's seductive dancing 

Kelleen: lovely shoes and legs i say in a whisper to sara 

kelli-: leaning back .. letting go of the pole 

kelli-: humping the pole hard 

kelli-: straightens up 

sara a9: nods a thank you to Kelleen, moves around and lowers to the knees, then sits 

back upon the legs 

kelli-: waits  

kelli-: stands 

kelli-: head moving side to side 

Kelleen: breathing in a little watching the gracefull curve of sara's legs and body 

kelli-: hips swivel as I slowly turn  

scarlett2angel: snaps my fingers with the new beat as my head rocks side to side with 

the song kelli is dancing too 

kelli-: leans forward  

kelli-: hands grasp the bottom of the dress 

kelli-: slowly rise  

D r a z: grins watching   kelli as she  interprets the music with herbody 

scarlett2angel: winks at draz as we both watch her dress 

kelli-: round bottoms of my ass protrude from the bottom 

sara a9: closes the eyes and sways very slowly, hands move along my sides and returns 

them to my lap 



kelli-: arching my back ...  

kelli-: ass moving in circles 

Kelleen: smiles moving my chair closer watching  

kelli-: pulls up on the dress  

scarlett2angel: mmmmmmm what a sexy ass  

kelli-: teeny tiny black thong waist band shows around my hips 

D r a z: grins at kelli  

kelli-: pull the dress up and over my head 

kelli-: ass moving side to side 

scarlett2angel: wowwwwwww drops my glass  

Master_joe: mmm 

kelli-: the muscles in my ass and bare back flexing as I dance around the pole 

D r a z: smiles watching  the  dress  slip off   and kelis but rock side to side  

scarlett2angel: leans back against the bar and looks around to see who else saw what i 

just did 

D r a z:  looks at scarlett and winks ,,,,,,,,,I did 

kelli-: pulls myself tight against the pole 

garrett523: *claps* amazing 

kelli-: arms and legs ( and boobs ) around it 

kelli-: face against the cold metal  

scarlett2angel: draz i want that pole in my room when kelli is done 

kelli-: hips thrusting  

kelli-: the tiny thong almost not there 

D r a z: laffs scarlett 

kelli-: shimmies up the pole 

kelli-: spins 

cptfire35: wow 

kelli-: lets go with one hand 

kelli-: leans back  

kelli-: hips thrust 

scarlett2angel: claps and moves closer to the pole  

kelli-: grind out the new beat 

kelli-: legs wrap tightly around the pole as I spin 

kelli-: hands let go  

kelli-: lean back  

D r a z: watches as the pace increases ....... with  the classic rock  tune  

kelli-: rolls back and forth .. hanging from my legs  

scarlett2angel: smiles at kelli and dances while i watch her work the pole 

kelli-: arms wrap the pole  

kelli-: legs let go 

kelli-: spins around and around .. legs fly  out 

kelli-: rewrap the pole below me 

scarlett2angel: bites my bottom lip at the moves shes doing  



sara a9: feels the heat from the room, drops the head back for a moment, toys with the 

buttons upon the shirt, and loosens the top two 

Kelleen: smiles standing next to the cage watching  

kelli-: slips down the pole  

D r a z: smiles watching every move 

kelli-: feet on the floor .. legs wrapped around the pole 

kelli-: humping to the beat 

kelli-: head back .. one arm out straight  

kelli-: boobs bounce to the beat 

kelli-: griinnndddddd 

kelli-: leaning way back .. legs wrapped .. feet on floor 

kelli-: hair falling to the floor as my hands touch behind me 

D r a z: grins watching  the grinding  

sara a9: moves as a snake charmer would to entice the cobra, swaying to no particular 

tune, but only to the movement inside of her mind 

kelli-: hand stand .. ass against the pole 

Kelleen: watching whispering asking if it is ok if i watch? 

kelli-: ass grinds 

scarlett2angel: whistles and looks over at draz  

D r a z: winks at scarlett 

kelli-: flips to my feet  

kelli-: hands move down my body as I sway to the music 

kelli-: feet apart 

kelli-: down my hips 

kelli-: legs apart and straight 

scarlett2angel: shakes my head bites my bottom lip harder and tries not to stare 

kelli-: leans forward  

kelli-: hand move up my skin 

kelli-: cupping both boobs 

kelli-: shakes and shimmies 

kelli-: hair flying 

kelli-: straightens  

kelli-: prancing to the tune 

kelli-: slowly turning 

sara a9: submitting to to the movement in the mind, another two buttons are loosened, 

the hands continue down the body 

scarlett2angel: mmmm what a dance... 

kelli-: hands on my hips 

D r a z:  watches as kelli mioves accross the stage   

Kelleen: smiles 

kelli-: ass muscles flexing to the beat as I lean forward .. back to you 

kelli-: feet apart .. legs straight 

kelli-: back arching 

scarlett2angel: starts to reachout to touch kelli but steps back so i cant  



kelli-: hands move up my inner thighs 

kelli-: looks over my shoulder at scarlett and winks 

scarlett2angel: smiles and lets my head sway with her hips as i lick my bottom lip 

kelli-: shakes and shimmies to this part of the song 

sara a9: senses the eyes on me, the powerful gaze lurking around the cage....and as the 

snake like swaying continues two more buttons are loosened 

kelli-: thumbs hook the waist band 

kelli-: slowly pealing off the thong 

Kelleen: seeing her exposed skin how smooth it is purrrr 

kelli-: turns.. drops to my knees  

kelli-: rolling my body back and forth  

scarlett2angel: mmmmmmm cant take my eyes off your thumbs looks at draz than back 

at kelli 

kelli-: leaning back .. totally nude 

D r a z:  smile s watching kelli slide to her kness  

kelli-: farther back 

kelli-: head touching the floor behind me 

kelli-: hips thrusting straight up 

scarlett2angel: mmmmmmm smiles down at kelli..very nice 

kelli-: rolling front to back  

kelli-: collapse 

D r a z: smiles as kellis head hist the stage ,,,,,,,,,,bravo  kelli 

scarlett2angel: all her drinks are on me  

kelli-: pops up to my knees 

D r a z:  stands and applauds kellis dance 

scarlett2angel: claps and winks at kelli 

kelli-: shakes my head .. hair flying as I strutt across the stage toward Draz 

Mr Love - DJ: claps for kelli 

D r a z:  stands by the   stagewith a LAB  robe ....... holding it out  forkeli to slip into  

kelli-: body shakin hard to the beat 

kelli-: spins .. backs up to Draz 

kelli-: arms out behind me 

scarlett2angel: sighs as i lost where kelli's dress went  

kelli-: slips on the robe 

D r a z: slides the robe round kelli and wraps it ,.,.beforetieing the belt for her 

scarlett2angel: smiles at draz and moves back to my seat 

kelli-: looks around and shrugs .. laffs at scarlett 

D r a z:  winks its back in her back pack scarlett 

scarlett2angel: ohhhh  

kelli-: looks up at Draz over my shoulder 

kelli-: thanks for the great music  

kelli-: kisssssssssssssssssssssssss 

D r a z:  winks my pleasure kelli  

Bee_passionately_blue: ty kelli, you dance as beautiful as you are.  



kelli-: walks down the back steps with Draz 

D r a z: grins at kelli ,,,,,,,,,you did great  

kelli-: then to my chair with everyone 

kelli-: smiles at scarlett.. glad you liked it 

kelli-: thank you bee 

Kelleen: great dance kelli smiles 

kelli-: leans over to kiss your chee 

 

9 solo dances by Kelli- 

kelli-: rocks my body in my chair, hands up high, hair flyin  

kelli-: head boppin hard to the beat 

kelli-: smiles at surf and Al watching me with thier mouths a little open 

D r a z: smiles watching  kelli writhe   to the beat  

kelli-: I knew that 

kelli-: winks @ Draz 

surfking_24: wipes my drool off  

D r a z:  winks back 

kelli-: hands move slowly up my bare midrift  

Al_dente_: hmmmm 

Al_dente_: love the exposed skin.. 

kelli-: the little pink half tank hanging off the tips of my tits LMAO  

kelli-: read that carefully 

Al_dente_: lol.. not even any clothes pegs! 

kelli-: pushing my chair so it spins  

kelli-: clothes pins .. ok gotcha 

kelli-: leans forward .. hair flying  

Al_dente_: watches Kelli's hair fly as the chair spins 

kelli-: I FEELLL GOOOODDDDDD 

D r a z: smiles watching  the hair swinging  

kelli-: jumps down off my chair 

kelli-: strutts hard around the boys chairs 

Al_dente_: eyes the top as she moves.... 

kelli-: the super skin tight pink boy short showing just enough of the bottom of my ass 

you make you want more 

Al_dente_: hah... wouldn't matter what you wore when it comes to 'wanting more' 

kelli-: does a liitle walk to the new beat 

kelli-: stops infront of Al .. leaning foward and thrusts and wiggles my ass  

Al_dente_: loves the little strut.. 

D r a z: watches the strutting kelli as you  moves around ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,. wiping the bar  as i 

watch 

Al_dente_: the shorts creep up a bit more.... 



kelli-: giggles @ Draz ... slipping up on the bar and laying face up where you are wiping 

Al_dente_: sponge bath? 

kelli-: huge grin and tries to whistle.. not gonna happen  

D r a z: laffs and  steps back watching kelli move on the bar 

kelli-: jump to my feet .. spins and dances 

kelli-: hiney wiggles 

kelli-: steps to the beat 

Al_dente_: admires kelli's legs as she steps it out 

kelli-: need age on profile  

kelli-: too bad you can't stay.. you're gonna miss a hot dance 

kelli-: hesitation step up the bar 

kelli-: body swaying 

kelli-: hands high 

kelli-: stretching my body up  

kelli-: plants feet 

Al_dente_: eyes glued to the curves... 

kelli-: feet apart 

surfking_24: wb laura 

kelli-: dancing .. thrusting hard .. boy shorts ohhh soooo tight 

Al_dente_: I noticed 

kelli-: hips gyrate 

kelli-: shifting from one foot to the other and back 

D r a z: watching as kelli matches the beat of  the tune  

kelli-: facing the boys 

kelli-: hands on hips 

kelli-: smiles as the new song begins 

kelli-: tapping my left heel on the bar to the music 

kelli-: hips sway 

kelli-: hands slowly move up my body 

Al_dente_: watches the swaying hips.... 

laurabeforeyou: <eyes flash...watching kelli>  captivating <smiles> 

kelli-: hands move high 

kelli-: feet apart  

Al_dente_: the girl is going to fall over at this rate 

kelli-: body into a U shape .. hands and feet on the bar 

paveduck: always enjoy walking in on a kelli dance  

kelli-: kicks my feet up into a hand stand 

Al_dente_: nothing much hidden in that pose! 

kelli-: then over onto my feet 

laurabeforeyou: wooo hooo... 

kelli-: as the song ends 

kelli-: shakes head in a NO .. hair flying to the faster song 

kelli-: skips down the bar to Draz 

kelli-: stands infront of him 



D r a z: watches as kelli gets closer 

kelli-: feet apart 

kelli-: hands on hips 

D r a z:  looks up 

kelli-: head shaking hard 

kelli-: hair all over 

D r a z:  smiles watching the wild cat dance 

kelli-: round and round as the hair goes wild 

paveduck: wild cat has nuttin on kelli  

kelli-: knees on the bar 

kelli-: leans over the edge 

kelli-: gives Draz a long wet kiss 

D r a z:  smiles watching kelli close up 

Al_dente_: hmmm nice view from here... 

D r a z:  smiles and kisses kelli as you shakes her head  

kelli-: up on my knees 

kelli-: body sways  

kelli-: kneeling 

kelli-: rolls onto my back  

kelli-: then to my side 

trisha_29: wooohoooooo 

Al_dente_: admires the side profile 

kelli-: crawls up the bar 

kelli-: lays out infront of the boys 

D r a z: smiles watching kelli crawl to the blues  

Al_dente_: admires the curvy terain... 

laurabeforeyou: <smiles watching kelli><taking notes> 

kelli-: rolls to my back  

kelli-: head back on the bar 

kelli-: hand straight up from my body 

kelli-: pressing my feet down 

kelli-: back arching 

Al_dente_: hmmm provocative pose 

kelli-: pushing  

kelli-: higher 

kelli-: head and feet on the bar 

paveduck: mesmerized as kelli's body moves to the music  

kelli-: pushing over .. to my head and hands  

kelli-: then to my feet 

Al_dente_: nice move 

kelli-: slowly turns 

kelli-: hands move slowly up the front of my legs 

Al_dente_: hmmmm 

kelli-: make a heart around the camel toe in my boy shorts 



damien1982: hellllllllllllllo all 

paveduck: mmmmm  

laurabeforeyou: mmmm wow 

kelli-: hips sway .. hands move up 

Al_dente_: follows the progress of the hands 

kelli-: hips thrust to do do do ta do 

kelli-: hands move up  

kelli-: pulls off the top 

Al_dente_: wheeee! 

paveduck: woohoo kelli!  

kelli-: swings it around to take a walk on the wild side 

kelli-: strutts to the musice 

kelli-: stand infront of the boys 

kelli-: gyrates my body to the song 

Al_dente_: eyes scan kelli... 

laurabeforeyou: mmm kelli's moves capture my attention... 

kelli-: breaks into a strutt 

kelli-: hips thrusting side to side 

paveduck: those gyrations are likely to leave me hypnotized  

kelli-: spinning the top  

kelli-: around and around 

kelli-: plants my feet .. back to the boys 

kelli-: hips shifting back and forth  

D r a z: smiles watching the tight butt sway side to side  

kelli-: leaning forward 

kelli-: sharp thrusts on the beat 

Al_dente_: the back of those thighs.... 

kelli-: flexing my ass .. bouncing 

kelli-: leans deeper 

kelli-: toss the top down the bar 

D r a z: helo iron 

kelli-: stand up straight quickly with the bandeau in my hand 

Al_dente_: hmmmmm   nice 

kelli-: flips it around my neck  

kelli-: hands cover as I slowly turn  

Al_dente_: there wasn't much to that bandeau anyway 

D r a z: slips the top in the back pack as i watch kelli  

paveduck: no, there wasn't  

kelli-: hips sway hard to the blues 

kelli-: rotate and thrust 

kelli-: prance down the bar 

kelli-: spins infront of Draz 

kelli-: leans forward  

kelli-: wiggles 



kelli-: grins 

Al_dente_: <imagines what draz is seeing... 

katieHEARTSwomen: hello, everyone  

kelli-: strutts back up the bar 

paveduck: heya katie  

D r a z: winks at kelli as she spins  

kelli-: cat walk style 

paveduck: hey al .... don't ya just love that ... um, smile ... yeah, smile ... that kelli has?  

katieHEARTSwomen: *winks again at Kelli* 

Al_dente_: heh... looking good Kelli.. 

kelli-: lots of moves in the walk 

Al_dente_: she has a smile??? 

Al_dente_: oh yeah! 

kelli-: stands at the edge of the bar 

kelli-: leans down looking at the boys as my body sways 

D r a z: grins watching kelli  as she stands on the edge   

kelli-: hand clasping tightly  

Al_dente_: looking at your body as it sways 

paveduck: <<wonders if he's drooling as he stares at kelli  

kelli-: smiles and slowly turns my back  

Al_dente_: slinky moves to the music. 

kelli-: hips sway and rotate as my hands reclasp the bandeau 

kelli-: feet apart 

kelli-: hands move high  

katieHEARTSwomen: oh my, Kelli *catching a glimpse of her derriere* 

kelli-: move forward on the bar 

kelli-: waits for it 

kelli-: hips thrust hard  

kelli-: hands on hips 

D r a z: watching   the sexy  kelli as she moves catlike to the beat 

kelli-: back to the boys 

kelli-: leans back  

kelli-: all the way back into the inverted U  

kelli-: watching the boys upside down  

Al_dente_: smiles at kelli's upside down face 

kelli-: kicks my feet up and over 

kelli-: onto my feet 

kelli-: strutts to the beat 

Steffanie: hi Katie 

Al_dente_: too distracted here 

kelli-: plants my feet at the edge of the bar 

D r a z:  smiles watching kelli on the edge  

kelli-: hooks my fingers and rolls the waist band 



kelli-: smiles and does it again 

Al_dente_: yikes!!! 

kelli-: the tiny boy short just got smaller 

Al_dente_: not much left now! 

kelli-: drops to my knees 

laurabeforeyou: wow 

kelli-: sways and leans back  

kelli-: hips thrusting  

kelli-: straight up as I lean further 

paveduck: that's our "black thunder" kelli  

Al_dente_: the rest of the boy shorts sooo tight.... 

kelli-: head touching bar behind me 

kelli-: rocking my hips .. thrusting 

kelli-: collapse 

D r a z:  woo hoo  great dancekelli ,,,,,,,,,stands and applaud s 

Al_dente_: yeah!!!! 

laurabeforeyou: applause applause  applesauce... 

Al_dente_: applauds Kelli... 

kelli-: pulls myself up to my knees 

paveduck: whoohooo! kelli!  

kelli-: smiles... thanks.. that was sooo much fun 

katieHEARTSwomen: bravo, Kelli, bravo!! 

kelli-: wow .. thank you everyone 

paveduck: i think it was more fun for us than for you!  

katieHEARTSwomen: you know how to turn a girl on *giggles* 

kelli-: smiles a duckie.. I dunno .. I like being .. ummm .. here 

paveduck: and we like you being ... ummmm ... here  

D r a z: holds out a   LAB robe for kelli 

kelli-: giggles.. leans over the edge and gives duckie a kisssssss 

kelli-: then Al ... kisssssssssss 

Al_dente_: kiss 

kelli-: crawls up to surf...  

paveduck: woohoo! ... i'll never wash that side of my beak again!  

surfking_24: very very nice dancing kelli  

kelli-: kisss .. and 8 iron 

laurabeforeyou: wow....inspired dancing kelli! 

kelli-: thinking.. it looks more like a 9 iron right now .. kisssss ... giggles 

kelli-: stands and backs up to Draz, arms in the robe 

kelli-: thanks laura 

kelli-: smiles .. glad you enjoyed it 

D r a z: slips the robe ion and ties the belt  

kelli-: leans back and looks up at Draz.. thanx for the great songs.. it was purrrr fuckt 

kelli-: flashes the robe open and closed .. giggles 



 

 

kelli-: jumps up on the bar 

garrett523: *smiles watching kelli start* 

Bombastic748: Looks up....o oh 

kelli-: left heel tapping the beat on the bar 

kelli-: snapping my fingers 

FoolishHeart26: ohhvmyy here she cumsss...! 

kelli-: swirls my hips back and forth  

kelli-: the pleats follow  

FoolishHeart26: watch out boyss!!  

Bombastic748: ...Blushes as I realise Kelli's skirt right above me....no knowing where to 

look 

kelli-: man eater..  

garrett523: *watches the magical flow of her hips* 

kelli-: licks my lips 

FoolishHeart26: hmmmmm smilessss 

kelli-: spins flairing the skirt 

kelli-: does a wild dance 

kelli-: head rocking 

kelli-: hair flying 

Al_dente_: <eyes glued to kelli's twirling body 

kelli-: legs rising high 

garrett523: *smiles as he bites his lip* 

Bombastic748: Ummmm Heart......looking up at Kelli 

kelli-: slowly turns my back  

FoolishHeart26: ohhh gushhhhh 

kelli-: hips rock to the beat  

kelli-: leaning forward slightly 

Al_dente_: flashes of underwear benethe the flying skirt 

Bombastic748: Looking up at kelli as she faces me....Hmmmmmm 

kelli-: legs straight 

kelli-: rocking my hips back and forth  

kelli-: snapping my fingers 

Bombastic748: Slides under the bar a lil hiding from Kelli 

kelli-: rolls my eyes 

kelli-: waits for it 

garrett523: *whistles* very nice maneater 

FoolishHeart26: watch out watch out.. geezzz 

Al_dente_: rolls them back to her' 

kelli-: jerky moves to the jerky beat 

kelli-: moves as if you are watching me in a strob light 

kelli-: strobe 

garrett523: *claps* 



kelli-: rocks back and forth  

Bombastic748: Notices....hmmmmm bites my lips a lil 

Al_dente_: bangs the side of my head to reset the stobe effect. 

FoolishHeart26: sings hallelujah... ohh gawwd..  

kelli-: hands and arms move in a jerky motion 

kelli-: spins and moves in a jerky walk 

kelli-: plants my feet and thrusts my hips left and right 

kelli-: hands high  

FoolishHeart26: mmm sweet thing... 

kelli-: giggles 

garrett523: you are a goddess kelli... *smiles* 

kelli-: looks around .. guess bomb can't handle it 

FoolishHeart26: winks at the giggling dancer 

garrett523: more kelli for the rest of us then...  

Al_dente_: watches the swinging hips.... 

kelli-: dances to the edge of the bar  

garrett523: *smiles looking up to her* 

FoolishHeart26: hmmmm..  

kelli-: drops to my knees infront of the three of you 

kelli-: dancing on my knees  

FoolishHeart26: ohh myy..  

kelli-: body moving to the beat 

kelli-: hands high  

Al_dente_: loves the close up view.... 

kelli-: sits back  

garrett523: *bites his lip as his eyes trace over every inch of her perfect body* god, 

kelli... 

Al_dente_: sits on hands to avoid the temptation to reach out and touch.... 

kelli-: pulls my legs out infront of me 

kelli-: hanging off the edge of the bar  

Al_dente_: eyes drwn to the dissapearing underwear.... 

garrett523: *smiles as his eyes look over her shapely legs* 

kelli-: feet touching heart 

kelli-: swaying to the music  

kelli-: feet walk up her thighs 

FoolishHeart26: gasps..eyes tranfixed to her feet.. jaws dropping 

garrett523: see... you get the attention too heart  

kelli-: smiles at heart 

FoolishHeart26: sweeeet gezsussss 

kelli-: hands working up my body 

kelli-: over my head as I dance  

Al_dente_: watches heart gasp as kelli moves her feet... 

FoolishHeart26: smiles sweetly  back at her 



dhampton1961: loos like I came back at the right time  

kelli-: works my butt to the very edge of the bar 

FoolishHeart26: absentmindedly licks my lips.. 

kelli-: stands on Heart chair .. on foot on either side of her thighs 

Al_dente_: smiles watching hearts gaze... 

kelli-: one 

dhampton1961: pssssssssst......................heart.............are we allowed to tip the dancers? 

kelli-: legs straight . .. swaying back and forth  

kelli-: hands move down my bare midriff 

Al_dente_: heart isn't talking... too mesmorised.. 

kelli-: knees bend 

dhampton1961: she been hip mo tized! 

FoolishHeart26: totally speechless and struggles to breath 

kelli-: leans slightly back 

garrett523: *smiles watchin heart get the attention she deserves* 

kelli-: thrusting hips 

Al_dente_: just hold out ya money.. kelli will get it if she wants.. 

FoolishHeart26: ohh geezzz Kelli 

kelli-: rockin my body to the music 

kelli-: moves one foot the arm you hearts chair 

kelli-: then the other 

kelli-: stands on the arms of the chair 

FoolishHeart26: hmmm.. hands dares to run on her sides as she dance so close to me 

kelli-: leans forward  

FoolishHeart26: ohhh myyy 

kelli-: upper body swaying back and forth  

kelli-: legs  straight 

kelli-: head bopping to the beat 

kelli-: looking straight down at heart .. smiles 

FoolishHeart26: heart s palpitates looking up at her 

garrett523: *smiles* a pair of lovely ladies... 

FoolishHeart26: smiles 

kelli-: jumps back to the bar 

kelli-: wild dance to end the song 

FoolishHeart26: hmmm..giggles 

Al_dente_: hands heart a cold cloth ..... 

kelli-: slowly turns  

kelli-: hips swivel 

garrett523: very nice kelli 

FoolishHeart26: whewww..  ty Al..   

kelli-: leans forward 

kelli-: shakin my bootay to the beat 

kelli-: legs straight 

garrett523: God, your ass is amazing... 



kelli-: skirt ride up the back of my thighs 

Al_dente_: beautiful legs they are too... 

kelli-: right hand on right ass cheek 

kelli-: left hand on left ass cheek 

kelli-: leans forward more 

kelli-: hands move down  

FoolishHeart26: ok behaving back... still catching my breath....  

FoolishHeart26: hello bee 

kelli-: shaking and shuddering to the beat 

Bee_passionately_blue: hello heart, hugs.  

FoolishHeart26: ohhh gawddd kelli.... 

garrett523: *whistles for kelli* 

garrett523: lovely 

kelli-: straightens  

FoolishHeart26: hugs bee.. 

Al_dente_: thong somehow dissapearing..... 

Bee_passionately_blue: smiles.  

kelli-: working my hips as I turn toward you 

kelli-: stomps my heel on the bar to the beat 

kelli-: smiles and waves to bee 

garrett523: *his eyes trace up and down her leg as she stomps* 

kelli-: moves down the bar 

kelli-: jumps up on the pole 

kelli-: spins 

kelli-: wraps my legs 

kelli-: hands by my legs  

kelli-: the skirt inverts 

FoolishHeart26: smiles at Kelli as she moves her sexyvbody down the bar 

kelli-: fingers find the button  

kelli-: lets the skirt fall to the floor over my head .. or.. under my head  

kelli-: dancing upside down 

FoolishHeart26: yayyyy 

kelli-: arms fold around the pole  

Al_dente_: hmmmmm 

kelli-: lets go with my legs and spins 

kelli-: land on my feet  

kelli-: body wrap around the pole 

kelli-: peeks at everyone from behind the pole as if it hides me 

FoolishHeart26: hmmm.. nice.... 

FoolishHeart26: i see you...winks 

kelli-: legs wrap .. arms wrap .. hips thrust against to cold smooth metal 

kelli-: body sways to the music 

Bee_passionately_blue: who wouldn't lose it with what is happening in the room, kelli 

dancing seductively and people encouraging even more sensuality.  



kelli-: waits for the music 

kelli-: skips up the bar in my tiny skin tight thong and cropped halter top 

Al_dente_: skin tight is right.... 

kelli-: grab Draz's Stetson  

kelli-: pretends to ride a horse to the music 

kelli-: skips left left right right  

kelli-: lightly slaps my ass .. yeee haww 

kelli-: giggles 

kelli-: covers my body with the stetson as my hips thrust  

kelli-: works my way back down the bar 

kelli-: you never know what music you are gonna get when Draz isn't here 

kelli-: drops to my knees part way up the bar 

kelli-: sways to the music 

kelli-: hands high 

Al_dente_: <ever lives in hope of the wardrobe malfunction 

kelli-: down on all fours 

kelli-: cat like crawl toward everyone 

FoolishHeart26: uhmmmm..meowww 

kelli-: upper body low .. shoulder blades move as I slowly crawl  

kelli-: dark brown eyes narrow 

kelli-: lays out on the bar infront of you 

kelli-: on my side 

kelli-: facing you 

FoolishHeart26: mmmmm..gollyyy 

kelli-: tapping the bar to the beat 

kelli-: smiles  

Al_dente_: smiles at kelli 

kelli-: rolls sideways to the edge 

ukjake39: morning all 

kelli-: head lays on my arm watching you watch me 

FoolishHeart26: my dark brown eyes admires her graceful dancing 

kelli-: push my arms under me 

kelli-: push my body up  

FoolishHeart26: waves at Jake...eyes on Kelli 

kelli-: to my knees 

Al_dente_: my eyes follow kellis curves 

kelli-: upper body sways to the beat  

kelli-: hands move up my bare midriff 

kelli-: to the front of the halter  

Al_dente_: holds my breath 

kelli-: slowly unbutton the two buttons on the front 

kelli-: between my boobs 

kelli-: holds it together 

FoolishHeart26: come sit and get mesmerized like us jake   



FoolishHeart26: ohhh myyy 

Al_dente_: watches kellis hands with anticipation 

ukjake39: im speechless already! 

kelli-: stands .. starts a sexy little dance 

kelli-: slowly turns my back  

Al_dente_: strains to look in the mirroe 

kelli-: the verticle thong band disappering  

kelli-: shaking my ass to the beat 

kelli-: tossing the halter down the bar  

Al_dente_: woo Hoo 

kelli-: thin tight bandeau across my back 

ukjake39: sits transfixed 

kelli-: turns in rhythm toward you 

Al_dente_: dammm that bandeau..... 

kelli-: the bandeau being a narrow band across my nipps  

kelli-: knees bend.  

kelli-: body moves in slinky S turns 

FoolishHeart26: hmmmn 

kelli-: hands move high over my head 

kelli-: very little left to your imagination 

kelli-: facing up .. hands high 

kelli-: hips move to the beat 

Al_dente_: I have a wonderful imagination.... 

kelli-: tiny thong not much more than two strings and a V of black material  

kelli-: hips roll to the beat 

kelli-: thrust thrust thrust thrust 

kelli-: swivel  

kelli-: hands move down my skin 

kelli-: winks at Draz  

kelli-: hands against my body 

D r a z: smiles at  the peeker 

kelli-: slowly moving over my skin 

ukjake39: thought that said pecker for a moment 

ukjake39: slides my seat forward as far as it will go 

kelli-: giggles at Jake.. it isn't mine!! 

ukjake39: i was pretty sure of that one Kelli 

kelli-: working my body to the song 

kelli-: rolls my hips in circles 

FoolishHeart26: smiles at the dancing Kelli... so sexy... 

ukjake39: takes off my sweatshirt..is getting a little warm in here...plonks it on my lap - 

which is convenient 

kelli-: moves to the edge of the bar 

kelli-: feet apart 

kelli-: swaying back and forth  



kelli-: hands high  

kelli-: hands slowly come down  

kelli-: over my body  

FoolishHeart26: so sensual. . 

kelli-: fingers trace the bottoms of my almost fully exposed boobs except for the narrow 

bandeau 

kelli-: keeping me legal ..  

kelli-: hands cup  

redtail777: it is not keeping me legal . .wipes my brow 

kelli-: taps heel on the bar  

Al_dente_: wonders why Kelli has that stetson and not me... I could do with it! 

kelli-: slowly sways  

FoolishHeart26: eyes widening. .ohh sweeeett 

kelli-: I put it back LOL 

D r a z: slides Al  a 10 gallon hat  

kelli-: rolls my hips  

Al_dente_: ty Draz 

kelli-: hands high  

kelli-: bends knees  

redtail777: wow the size to two five gallon buckets! 

kelli-: slowly turning  

Al_dente_: rests the hat in my lap pretending all is well... 

redtail777: smirks 

Al_dente_: watching kelli... 

kelli-: the tiny thong keeping .. not much .. hidden 

Al_dente_: hmm noticed that! 

kelli-: hips rocking left right left right 

kelli-: back to you 

Al_dente_: more of the thong dissapearing.... 

kelli-: legs straight 

kelli-: slightly apart 

kelli-: leaning forward slightly  

kelli-: arching my back  

kelli-: arch my back  

kelli-: ass cheeks bouncing to the slow bluesy beat 

kelli-: flexing my ass muscles  

FoolishHeart26: mmmmm.. ohhh gushhh...  

kelli-: hands on hips .. leaning forward.. back arched  

kelli-: hands move down  

kelli-: inside my upper thighs 

kelli-: slowly up 

kelli-: works the beat 

D r a z: grins at the sight   as my eyes wander up the thighs following the hands  

kelli-: arching my back more 



Al_dente_: wonders where the fingers will end up! 

kelli-: hands move over the tiny  thong material  

kelli-: body sways to the beat 

Al_dente_: groans softly..... 

kelli-: slowly turns toward you 

kelli-: to the edge of the bar 

kelli-: feet wide apart .. legs straight 

kelli-: hands on hips 

kelli-: upper body sways 

kelli-: hand fly up high  

kelli-: head flying  

D r a z: smiles watching the energy in the small body  as the beat takes hold  

Al_dente_: beautiful body..... 

kelli-: dancing down the bar 

kelli-: into the cage 

redtail777: eyes follow each motion 

Al_dente_: wishes you had lost everythng 

kelli-: climbs the bar 

redtail777: smiles ..at AL 

kelli-: wraps around the vertical bar 

kelli-: hips thrust  

redtail777: wb fool 

FoolishHeart26: ty red 

kelli-: smiles at heart  

D r a z:  wb heart  hugs 

kelli-: jumps down to the cage floor 

FoolishHeart26: smiles sweetly back at Kelli 

FoolishHeart26: hugsss Draz.. ty 

kelli-: unhooks the bandeau and swirls it around and around 

redtail777: faints 

Al_dente_: leans forward watching keelli inthe cage... 

FoolishHeart26: ohhh myy Kelli. 

Al_dente_: whhooooo 

kelli-: upper body shimmies to the beat  

kelli-: hips circle 

redtail777: aerolea!! 

kelli-: rolls the thong 

Al_dente_: nipples hard.. she is obviously enjoying this....  smiles 

kelli-: then again 

redtail777: yes, yes 

kelli-: drops to my knees 

redtail777: oh my . .  

kelli-: hips thrust 

kelli-: leans back 



Al_dente_: watches as the thong rolls 

kelli-: farther 

redtail777: and . . .  

D r a z: smiles watching kelli    as kelli leans back thrusting 

kelli-: head touching the floor behind me 

kelli-: hips thrusting 

FoolishHeart26: gulps and licks my lips.. she's soo hottt 

Al_dente_: eyes drawn the the oh so tiny triangle 

kelli-: collapse 

redtail777: turgid, tempest of emotion 

D r a z: stands by the cage with a LAB robe ,...............great dance kelli   ........... opens the 

cage door 

redtail777: clapps, whistles, buys the lady a drink 

kelli-: temptress titilating the tiny testicles  

Al_dente_: woo hoo.. 

Al_dente_: applauds Kelli.. hands high over the hat in my lap 

redtail777: sets the bills on the side of the bar 

kelli-: exits the cage.. the thong a straight line across where my body and legs join 

FoolishHeart26: with trembling knees stands to clapssssssss 

redtail777: your center . ..sigh 

kelli-: thank you guys and girl  

kelli-: turn my back to Draz and push my arms in the robe 

Al_dente_: cheers wildly!! 

FoolishHeart26: so sooo good Kelli..!! smilessss 

Al_dente_: watches as the body dissapears into the robe 

D r a z: smiles and looks at  the slim body with a slight sheen and  wraps the robe round 

kelli and ties  the belt  

kelli-: sorry about that untimely boot 

kelli-: leans back into Draz 

redtail777: bbl, have to relieve some . . um . .pressure 

D r a z:  smils and kisses kellis cheek ........great dancethere  

Al_dente_: great dance Kelli.... 

kelli-: kisss .. eyes flashing in the bar lights 

FoolishHeart26: i hope 

kelli-: thank you Al 

 

 

 

kelli-: shoulders and head moving to the beat 

kelli-: wb serch 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Beautiful sight, Kelli. 

kelli-: I like that song Draz 

paveduck: mmmm loves it when kelli's tank top is in the up position  



kelli-: dances over to duckie 

kelli-: ties up the tank under my boobs 

kelli-: hips swivel to the beat 

kelli-: slowly turns as I dance 

kelli-: shakes my butt at duckie and Jake 

paveduck: <<eyes slowly roaming over kelli's dancing body  

paveduck: <<smile forming on my face  

Lady Lena: * thinks what might do Kelli better is a strategically cut tank that shows the bottom of 

her lovely rounded breasts * 

kelli-: the little terry cloth short clinging to my body 

ukjake39: transfixed by the butt  

paveduck: lena, i like how you think  

Lady Lena: I speak from experience....giggles 

kelli-: dances over to my back pack 

kelli-: ducks behind the bar...  

serch1978: i like the way you think lena  

kelli-: the tank flies  

paveduck: woohoo! kelli!  

ukjake39: watches as kellis top sails through the air 

Lady Lena: to go with that, a pair of shorts, maybe trimmed to show as much leg as possible 

kelli-: pops back up in a short cut half tank that shows the bottom of my lovely rounded 

breasts 

D r a z:  there she goes 

Ivan_Skavinsky: WOW.  What a vision, Kelli. 

Lady Lena: applauds the initiative 

ukjake39: applauds the rounded breasts 

Ivan_Skavinsky: I think your advice is good, Lena. 

kelli-: jumps up on the bar in my black boy cut low slung shorts 

kelli-: sways to the new beat 

paveduck: notices that kelli's tanktop is a LadyLena original design  

kelli-: slowly turns so everyone can see my new outfit suggested by Lena 

ukjake39: finds myself watching left and right like a tennis game 

ukjake39: congratulates Lena on her choice and kelli on her body 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Trying not to stare but can't help myself. 

kelli-: the bottom of my round little bunns peeking out of my boy cuts  

paveduck: <<not even trying not to stare ... in full oggling mode here  

kelli-: hips circling to the music 

Lady Lena: steps aside to change, returns in a white tank top as described with pink shorts showing 

as much leg as possible, five inch pink heels upon the feet 

ukjake39: my mind flicks between the bunns peeking out at the bottom and the boobs 

peeking out at the top 

 

Lady Lena: takes a seat again, the shorts sliding up a little to show even more leg 

kelli-: dancing a two step to the country tune 



paveduck: oh, my goodness, lena  

kelli-: left left right right 

serch1978: kelli likes to dance!  

kelli-: stops at the edge of the bar 

kelli-: feet apart 

kelli-: hands on hips 

paveduck: wondering if i'm going to get dizzy as my eyes dart from kelli to lena and back 

again  

kelli-: thrust my hips left left right right 

ukjake39: slides my seat forward a little 

Ivan_Skavinsky: It's mind boggling, Duck. 

serch1978: *enjoys the dancing*  

kelli-: wiggles my shouders  

Lady Lena: extends a leg, runs a white polished fingernail up the leg 

kelli-: dips my head .. hair flying 

paveduck: if you still have a functioning mind, ivan ... i'm more on instinct here  

kelli-: air guitar  

ukjake39: not my mind that's being boggled 

kelli-: leans back  

kelli-: lifts on leg 

Ivan_Skavinsky: LOL. 

kelli-: slowly turns to profile 

kelli-: leans forward 

kelli-: shimmie 

kelli-: shake 

kelli-: ends with song 

kelli-: waits for it 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Round of applause. 

kelli-: stay in the room guys, I can't answer IMs and whispers when I'm dancing 

kelli-: lifts legs high as I dance to the tune 

kelli-: body flying in all directions 

paveduck: i think i've fallen in lust with the ladies  

kelli-: turns my back to you 

kelli-: shakes my hips 

kelli-: hand rise over my head 

kelli-: feet apart 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Hazard of coming in this room, Duck. 

kelli-: arch my back  

kelli-: bouncing my ass to the tune 

paveduck: seems pretty pleasurable to be a hazard!  

kelli-: looks over my shoulds and winks to the boys 

ukjake39: <likes a little wink from time to time 

kelli-: pounds out the beat with my hips 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Lots of hazards are, Duck. 



kelli-: turns toward you as the song slows down  

kelli-: wild dance 

kelli-: smiles 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Fantastic, Kelli. 

kelli-: heel pounding the beat on the bar 

paveduck: outstanding!  

kelli-: hands on hips 

ukjake39: claps along to the beat with kelli's dancing 

kelli-: smiles at Jake 

kelli-: moves up the bar .. dancing to the music 

kelli-: hands move down my body as I plant my feet on the edge of the bar infront of Jake 

ukjake39: adjust myself in my seat 

kelli-: hips sway to the beat 

kelli-: feet apart 

kelli-: hands move over my body 

ukjake39: smiles as i watch kelli's hot body moves 

kelli-: pushing up the tank as my hands cup and cover my boobs 

kelli-: hips thrust 

ukjake39: imagines what the view is like under the hands 

kelli-: swivel  

kennyw_3: keeps eye on kelli  

Lady Lena: watches Kelli sway and move, finger runs between the legs, lightly grazes upon the 

fabric 

paveduck: imagines what the hands are feeling  

ukjake39: plops my baseball cap on my lap for modesty 

paveduck: hey there kenny  

kelli-: lets the tank fall over my boobs 

kelli-: slowly turns as I dance 

paveduck: <<sees lena's seductive moves through the corner of my eye ... head slowly 

turning her direction  

kennyw_3: i see things have heated up  

kelli-: back to the boys at the edge of the bar 

serch1978: things are always hot in here kenny  

kelli-: legs straight 

Ivan_Skavinsky: They certainly have, Kenny. 

ukjake39: shivers a litte as a tingle goes through me 

kelli-: leans forward 

Lady Lena: politely smiles, the eyes close for moment as the finger continues its random journey 

kelli-: hips move the the music 

kelli-: hands move down my legs 

ukjake39: imagines swapping hands with kelli 

kelli-: turns to the inside of my thighs 

kelli-: slowly move up the inside  

kelli-: arching my back as my hands move up  



kelli-: lean farther forward 

ukjake39: tries to take as many mental photos as possible 

kelli-: arching my back more 

Lady Lena: rests back, eyes closed again, the mind showing the swaying image of Kelli, fingers 

continue to toy and to move 

kelli-: hands move between my legs 

kelli-: hips thrust 

ukjake39: swallows a little as my mouth goes a touch dry 

paveduck: tries hard to keep one eye on each lady ... fails miserably and instead find 

myself staring at one, then at the other  

kelli-: rocks to the slower tune 

kelli-: slowly turns toward the boys 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Tries the same action as Duck but ends up going cross-eyed. 

kennyw_3: watches the bobble heads lol  

kelli-: continues to move my hips to the slower beat 

Lady Lena: one hand moves up and down a drawn up leg, hearing the music, feeling Kell's 

movments and gyrations, the other hand moving higher on body 

blk_bull3000: sits back easy and watches kelli  

kelli-: move to profile 

kelli-: legs bend 

kelli-: hands high 

kelli-: slow slinky S moves 

ukjake39: bends my head for the best view 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Admires Kelli's choreography. 

kelli-: head back 

kelli-: hair drops down my back 

kelli-: hands move down  

blk_bull3000: hmmm eyes tracing the curves  

kelli-: leans back  

kelli-: straightens legs 

paveduck: is it me, or is it getting hot in here?  

kelli-: hands on floor behind me flipping over back onto my feet  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Both, Duck. 

ukjake39: whistles impressed by kellis flexibility 

kelli-: pulls down the half tank quickly after flashing everyone.. forgot I didn't have a bra 

on 

paveduck: we won't forget  

ukjake39: tut tut ...or something like that 

Ivan_Skavinsky: We're not likely to forget, Kelli. 

kelli-: huge grin as I dance to the new tune 

kennyw_3: smiles and squirms a bit  

blk_bull3000: catches a glance of those pink buds  

kelli-: turns my back  

kelli-: hands pull the back of the half tank over my head ..  



kelli-: hooked around my shoulders  

kelli-: hands on my hips 

ukjake39: he stag...points to the empty seat 

kelli-: ass moving to the beat 

kelli-: slowly turning toward you .. the tank covering the front of me 

ukjake39: mind wondering where to focus ...too many choices 

Lady Lena: eyes open to catch Kelli, the hands again move on the legs, up the body, pausing below 

my breasts 

kelli-: hand move down my body 

kelli-: to my bare tummie 

stagforyou_1: i guess no one is behaving right now 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Lena catches the mood so succinctly. 

kelli-: hips rotate  

ukjake39: if kelli wanted a hand transplant i would donate 

serch1978: lena and kelli are driving us crazy!   

paveduck: <<watching lena watch kelli ... finding lena's reactions to be seductively erotic  

stagforyou_1: but which one jake? 

kelli-: upper body moving back and forth to the beat 

ukjake39: both im thinking 

kelli-: rocking back and forth 

ukjake39: but i see the downside 

stagforyou_1: i`m seeing the upside..but not from hands 

kelli-: giggles as I move up the bar 

Lady Lena: one hand sneaks under my own cut tank, fingertips move across the flesh, then happen 

to brush over the nipple....creating a squirming upon the seat 

kelli-: slowly turns infront of Jake 

ukjake39: adjusts and focuses determined not to miss anything 

kelli-: my bare back and just the tiny boy cut shorts with my ass moving to the beat  

kelli-: at the edge of the bar.. leans forward 

kelli-: my little round bottoms bounce to the music 

stagforyou_1: ..at end of my chain...cant get to hug kelli 

ukjake39: strethces my neck for a better angle 

kelli-: bmann .. how can you be so stupid? 

kelli-: bmann45 was bounced from the room by: kelli-.  

kennyw_3: lol  

kelli-: don't fuck with the little chick 

kelli-: push my half tank back over my head 

ukjake39: smiles at little chick thinking its very appropriate 

kelli-: turns toward jake 

ukjake39: smiles as kelli faces me 

kelli-: smiles and dances to the beat 

kelli-: carefully steps across off the bar to the arm of Jakes chair 

ukjake39: claps along with kellis beat 

kelli-: one foot on each arm rest 



kelli-: leans forward  

ukjake39: loooks down as my cap moves involuntarily 

kelli-: hair flying to the beat 

kelli-: smiles down at Jake as his eyes move up my legs 

Lady Lena: shifts in the seat, brings the other leg up, rests back as the hand glides over it, the other 

hand again moves upon the tiny high cut shorts....a finger snakes under the fabric 

ukjake39: thinks this is probably the best view i have had of anything ever 

kelli-: leans forward more 

kennyw_3: sees Lena's latest move and is captivated by it  

ukjake39: ...and it keeps getting better 

kelli-: shimmies to the beat 

kelli-: jumps back to the bar 

kelli-: lifts legs high as I dance to the new song 

ukjake39: does a kind of sitting down dance as i watch trying hard not to look like a dad 

at a wedding 

kelli-: smiles at Al  

paveduck: hey al  

Al_dente_: blinks....   hmmmm 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Hello, Al. 

ukjake39: hi Al 

Lady Lena: the finger rocks slowly, the eyes again close, the mouth forms that pretty O shape 

kelli-: stops at the edge of the bar facing the boys 

kelli-: hands move up my body 

kelli-: over my head pulling the half tank higher 

Al_dente_: stands just inside the door watching Kelli on the bar... 

kelli-: exposing the bottoms of both boobs 

serch1978: amazing dance kelli...bbl  

ukjake39: oh my at kellis smooth boobies 

kelli-: hips rock back and forth 

kelli-: slinky S moves.. knees bend 

kelli-: head falling back  

kelli-: facing the ceiling 

kelli-: hips thrusting to the beat 

kelli-: left left right right 

kelli-: humping the air 

Al_dente_: spies a seat up by the bar.... needs a closer look..... 

kelli-: music change 

ukjake39: changes my name to "air" very quickly 

kelli-: body sway to the new slow beat 

paveduck: <<completely absorbed in the goings on ....  

kelli-: drops to my knees at the edge of the bar 

ukjake39: transfixed watching kelli 

kelli-: face to face with all the boys 

Al_dente_: smiles at kelli as I take my seat 



kelli-: serious stare 

kelli-: eyes to eyes 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Why so serious, Kelli? 

kelli-: knees apart on the bar 

stagforyou_1: ooooooooooooooooooh 

kelli-: hands move down my body 

ukjake39: sits on my hands 

Al_dente_: yep... so you caught me looking...  I like it! 

kelli-: sways to the slow beat 

kelli-: hands explore my bare skin 

Al_dente_: watches the hands.. following them over her body 

kelli-: slowly down over my hips 

paveduck: how i'd love to help explore  

stagforyou_1: my 3 are enjoying that mmm body 

kelli-: inside my thighs 

Al_dente_: <imagines 

ukjake39: what a nicec place that is 

ukjake39: nice 

kelli-: lightly trace the leg bands of the boy shorts 

kelli-: down the middle 

kelli-: my left hand to my tummie 

Al_dente_: wather the finertips brushing 

kelli-: fingers spread 

Lady Lena: the head rests back against the cushions...the finger continues its slow motion upon the 

fabric, then my head rolls slightly as a soft moan sounds 

kelli-: fingertips lightly tracing the slight camel toe up the center of the front 

Ivan_Skavinsky: It's great to see someone enjoying the performance so much, Lena. 

ukjake39: gulps and feels a twitch as kelli traces 

kelli-: hands move to my hips 

kelli-: hips move to the faster beat 

Al_dente_: eyes glued to Kelli's body as she traces her curves 

kelli-: both hands on my body 

kelli-: then fly out to my sides as my upper body shimmies to the rhythm  

kelli-: shimmy shimmy shimmy 

ukjake39: not knowing where to look so many choices 

kelli-: hair flying 

elli-: jumps to my feet  

kelli-: lifts legs high  

stagforyou_1: oooooooooooooooooooooh 

kelli-: dancing over to al  

ukjake39: scans kellis barely clad body 

Al_dente_: hmm those nice legs 

kelli-: rocks my hips to the beat 

Al_dente_: smiles into kellis eyes as she gets close 



kelli-: smiles as I thust 

Lady Lena: the finger slides little further, the mouth drops open to another soft moan......the other 

hand caressing upon my stomach, up to a breast, back on my stomach 

kelli-: waits for it 

paveduck: loving the lil show lena is giving  

kelli-: step across to the arms of Als chair 

kelli-: rocks my hips .. looking down at al 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Hello, Swinger. 

Al_dente_: gulps as Kelli rocks her hips so close 

kelli-: switches my feet on the arms so that I'm facing the bar 

kelli-: leans forward 

kelli-: bends knees slightly 

kelli-: rocks my ass to the heavy beat 

Al_dente_: hmmmm nice view.... 

kelli-: hands move up the inside of my thighs 

Al_dente_: not much to those boy shorts 

kelli-: cup the center 

kelli-: leans more forward 

paveduck: tc ivan  

Ivan_Skavinsky: TY, Stag. 

Lady Lena: trying to remain somewhat discreet, both legs are brought up, the hand moves into the 

shorts, the fingers find the strategic to move ever so slowly upon 

ukjake39: follows kelli with my eyes 

Al_dente_: having a bit of trouble with keli balanced on the chair like that 

kelli-: hips thrust to the beat 

paveduck: <<noticing lena's inability to be completely discrete  

kelli-: smiles and jumps back to the bar 

kelli-: rocks my body as I dance down the bar 

Al_dente_: ,shifts in the seat to affect an adgustment 

kelli-: dancing to the edge of the bar infront of lena 

Lady Lena: my hips move slightly, there is a bit of an arch, then the body falls back to the 

cushions....squirming a little to the sensations running through me 

ukjake39: looks around at the guys fidgeting like somene just turned on the electric 

chairs on low voltage 

kelli-: sits on the edge of the bar 

kelli-: legs hanging off 

Lady Lena: eyes the seductive movements, being mesmerized to move my hand in tandem with 

kell's swaying and gyrations....which only keep my arousal heightened 

kelli-: puts one heel on each of lena's chair arms 

stagforyou_1: oh heck kelli..hope them legs are ok  

Lady Lena: reaches a hand, the nails softly glide up the silken leg 

kelli-: upper body sways 

Lady Lena: the other hand caresses the other leg....lightly moving at random upon it 

kelli-: leaning back  



Al_dente_: watches kelli smile down at lena.. recognising the sensations she is 

experiencing 

kelli-: hands on my body 

kelli-: my body on the bar 

ukjake39: looks at the chemistry between lena and kelli 

Lady Lena: both hands now move upon those luscious legs, the nails grazing upon the flesh, then 

circling higher upon them 

kelli-: hands move over my skin 

kelli-: up under the tiny tank  

kennyw_3: watches kelli and Lena and think back to the whipped cream this morning  

Lady Lena: moves around, gets upon my knees, gives me a little more room to move my hands 

Lady Lena: leans over to kiss upon the right leg, then the left.... 

kelli-: sits up .. smiles at Lena.. whispers.. remember.. we ARE in the bar 

Lady Lena: a trail of kisses left upon each leg for Kelli, then the tip of the tongue lightly trails upon 

the inside of her knees 

stagforyou_1: whipped cream..yet again kenny 

Lady Lena: I know Kelli, do not worry...I will keep it in check 

kennyw_3: smiles  

Al_dente_: hmmmm  watches the two women..  

kelli-: hands move down my torso 

tagforyou_1: u perv Al ...lol 

Lady Lena: slides around draws the lovely hair back to expose her neck, lightly kisses upon i 

Lady Lena: my hands move down her sides, caresses her slowly gyrating hips 

kelli-: I'm the head P in the erve tank 

stagforyou_1: still some of it left jake? 

stagforyou_1: makes you a very good swimmer then kelli...winks 

kelli-: holds out my hand to Jake for one of the whipped cream cans  

Al_dente_: the feast of feminine curves as lena caresses Kelli's body.... 

ukjake39: makes a change from what i usually polish while kelli's dancing 

laurabeforeyou: lol 

stagforyou_1:   jake 

kelli-: omg.. my fav song 

ukjake39: passes kelli the whipped cream 

ukjake39: and finds it hard to let go 

kelli-: pulls my legs back .. jumps up taking the can from Jake 

kelli-: does a slow classic dance down the bar 

kelli-: long slow moves 

kelli-: spins 

Al_dente_: smiles as lena slowly resumes her former place.. a sexy look on her face 

kelli-: squirts some cream on my finger 

kelli-: sucks it 

stagforyou_1: ohhhhhhhhh 

Al_dente_: watches Kellis slow sexy moves 



kelli-: moves down to Lena 

stagforyou_1: hope it was a dollope of double cream  

kelli-: squirts some cream on my finger .. offers it to her 

Lady Lena: flicks the tongue at the small mound of cream, holds it, then brings it into my mouth 

kelli-: leans over and kissssssss .. tongues sharing the cream 

stagforyou_1: was double cream mmm 

Lady Lena: kisses with Kelli, hand caressing her face while we savor the cream amidst our kisses 

kelli-: jumps up and dances down the bar  

kelli-: squirts some cream on my finger 

kelli-: knees infront of Al 

Al_dente_: gulps 

stagforyou_1: careful keeny...wb 

Al_dente_: eyes on Kelli 

Lady Lena: slides back, repositions upon the cushions, takes a couple deep breaths 

kelli-: places the cream on my neck and leans forward 

Al_dente_: raises out of my seat slightly 

kelli-: leans way over 

Al_dente_: the tip of my tongue making circles around the cream 

Lady Lena: hands again roaming over my charged up body, again watching those seductive 

gyrations and movements as Kelli works her way around 

kelli-: giggles  

kelli-: looks down the bar to duckie 

Al_dente_: moves closer my lips encirclig it  as i suck the cream into my mouth 

paveduck: looks back at kelli  

kelli-: jumps up and dances down to him and kneels 

paveduck: shifts in my seat, eyes on kelli's body  

kelli-: squirts a round dab on my tummie and waits 

paveduck: leans forward, tongue out  

kennyw_3: smiles and takes a seat  

kelli-: holds duckies head  

stagforyou_1: put it back in pave 

paveduck: licks a circle around whipped cream, then slowly works my lips to the cream  

kelli-: giggles 

paveduck: licking it off of kelli's smooth, flat tummy  

kelli-: jumps up and dances down the bar 

paveduck: but taking my time ... slowly removing the whipped cream  

stagforyou_1: hi vegas 

kelli-: shaking the can  

kelli-: kneels infront of stag 

Lady Lena: my body arches again, my fingers working upon myself to keep the arousal so 

high....trying not to push myself over, and yet....kell's movments make me want to burst 

stagforyou_1: sat with bated breath..antlers quivering 

kelli-: squirts a small dab in my thigh just above my knee 

stagforyou_1: ...cant control my antlers 



kelli-: horny dude 

kelli-: LOL 

stagforyou_1: ops...antler 

kelli-: you gonna get the cream off me? 

Al_dente_: wathes kelli tease.... 

stagforyou_1: being careful with my antler..leans forward........ 

ukjake39: not add to it 

Al_dente_: eyes dart to Lenan and the slightly glazed look on her face 

kelli-: making me wait..  

kelli-: I'm not patient 

Lady Lena: moves around upon the cushions again...my head rolls on the back cushion....then 

pauses as the body arches a little, falls back arches again and freezes for a moment, then falls back 

Al_dente_: poof...lol 

kelli-: jumps up and dances down the bar in a slow bluesy sway 

Al_dente_: classic case of choking 

kelli-: I guess his antler fell off 

kelli-: LMAO 

Al_dente_: watches Kelli's moves.. hoping the cream between her legs does not get 

messy 

kelli-: wipes it off and sucks it off my fingers 

Al_dente_: hmmmm 

kelli-: worth the tiny effort 

stagforyou_1: am looking forward to my next b/day...any way up ...mmmmm 

Lady Lena: sits up, takes a deep breath and slowly exhales.....feels quite warm and fuzzy for the 

moment 

ukjake39: hopes the warm room isnt curdling kelli's cream 

kelli-: slowly dancing down between Jake and Al 

stagforyou_1: ditto 

kelli-: shakes the can  

kelli-: and the whipped cream too 

Al_dente_: hears the shaking 

stagforyou_1: smiles 

Al_dente_: just to add to my own.... 

stagforyou_1: thats the ball Al... 

stagforyou_1: ball bearing in the can  

kelli-: lays out infront of Al and Jake 

stagforyou_1: careful guys 

kelli-: thank you rick  

ukjake39: eyes scan kelli's prone body 

kelli-: I need you two to help me 

Al_dente_: enjoying the curves in front of me 

ukjake39: always likes to help where i can  

kelli-: are you game? 

Al_dente_: always ready to help Kelli 



kelli-: sits sideways to you 

Al_dente_: glances at jae momentarily and smiles 

Al_dente_: wonders what our role will be 

stagforyou_1: enjoyable roles 

kelli-: squirts a short line of whipped cream just below my boy shorts on my inner thigh .. 

lays back and another short line in the center of my lower tummie just above the waist 

band .. smiles at the boys 

ukjake39: im enjoying imagining 

kelli-: need those cleaned up 

Al_dente_: which line is for who? 

ukjake39: looks across at Al and makes sure we dont ang heads in the rush 

kelli-: giggles at the reactions 

kelli-: you two work it out before it melts 

Al_dente_: which one you going for Jake? 

ukjake39: decides on the inside thigh and suddenly fancies a sweet taste 

stagforyou_1: toss a coin and hurry up 

kelli-: turn my leg out for Jake 

Al_dente_: leans forward over kelli 

ukjake39: bends down and pauses a second looking up at kelli as she looks down 

kelli-: smiles 

ukjake39: grabs her thigh firmly 

kelli-: no grabbing me  

kelli-: no hands .. remember? 

ukjake39: lets go of the slippy thigh 

Al_dente_: starting at the top of the line, makes a wet kiss on her tummie. 

kelli-: just lips and tongue oh excited one LMAO 

Al_dente_: my tounge just brushing her skinn 

ukjake39: tip of my tongue traces the peaks of the cream 

kelli-: feel my muscles just under my skin twitch at your touch  

stagforyou_1: hope you got a towel kelli to wipe up that slppy kiss 

Al_dente_: slowly moving down the line towards her shorts 

ukjake39: so kelli feels it but only just 

ukjake39: then takes the same line again but firmly 

kelli-: quiet moan  

ukjake39: sucking in a mouthful of cream 

Al_dente_: slurping the cream and clening the skin with my tongue 

stagforyou_1: line after line mmmm 

kelli-: eyes close as the boys lick me... I mean .. the cream off me 

stagforyou_1: mmmmm 

Al_dente_: right down to the waistband of the shorts 

ukjake39: flicks across kellis thigh cleaning flecks of cream 

kelli-: gasp 

Al_dente_: my tongue pushing under the band slightly 

ukjake39: tracing the drops right up to the inside of her thigh 



kelli-: deep breath 

Al_dente_: and then with the flat of my tonge clening the skin all the way back to the top 

again 

kelli-: I can feel my face getting warm  

Al_dente_: lingering to liss her tummy 

ukjake39: looks at the shiny wet thigh and licks slowly again to get every drop 

stagforyou_1: i can feel more than my face hotttt 

kelli-: sits up as the boys finish  

Al_dente_: sucking gently 

ukjake39: no sue squirting cream on your thigh stag you got no chance 

Al_dente_: sits bck smiling 

kelli-: kissss Al .. then kiss Jake 

ukjake39: use 

ukjake39: thanks kelli and smiles..and licks my lips 

stagforyou_1: which thigh though jake?...remeber i got 4 of them  

kelli-: I wanna thank everyone for being soooo kind to me 

ukjake39: thanks kelli for her hot dancing and cream covered thigh 

laurabeforeyou: nice performance kelli! 

kelli-: thank you laura 

kelli-: hugsssssssssssssssss 

kelli-: sorry I have to go 

stagforyou_1: you always brighten up our lives kelli..thank you xxxx 

Al_dente_: bye kelli.... 

stagforyou_1: tc hb kellixxxx 

laurabeforeyou: bye bye kelli 

Al_dente_: well done 

Lady Lena: looks around....thinks of how I can gracefully leave the couch after an arousing 

performance and resulting dilemma 

 

 

 

 

kelli-: strutts out on the dance floor to the beat 

kelli-: spins  

kelli-: lands facing away 

kelli-: leans forward  

paveduck: sits down at the bar ... watching kelli  

kelli-: bouncing my ass to the beat 

kelli-: arching my back  

kelli-: hands on my hips 

D r a z: watches the  cute butt bounce 

kelli-: straightens up  

katieHEARTSwomen: oh my, Kelli *swoons* 



kelli-: hands move high 

Al_dente_: watches the cute butt bouncing 

kelli-: hips and shoulders move in opposite directions 

kelli-: swingin and swayin 

kelli-: slowly turns  

kelli-: body moving  

paveduck: my eyes dance as they follow the dancer  

kelli-: smiles  

Al_dente_: hmmm nice moves 

kelli-: giggls as Draz cums up with a stripper song 

kelli-: moves to the bar 

kelli-: jumps up  

kelli-: does a little strutt down the bar 

Al_dente_: eyes following 

bigbadwoof2008: you are very sexy kelli 

kelli-: stops infront of Draz 

D r a z: watches  the strutting kelli  as she stops 

kelli-: feet apart .. legs straight 

Gabriela92: Hello, Belle 

Alabama Belle: Hi Gab!! 

kelli-: hands move up my body 

kelli-: tight terry outfit moves with me 

kelli-: hips swivel slowly to the music 

D r a z: watches the hands moving over  the nubile body 

Al_dente_: follows the hands 

kelli-: hands move over my boobs 

kelli-: then down  

kelli-: right hand down  

kelli-: left hand on my tummie 

D r a z: watches the hand  

kelli-: right hand cups  

kelli-: slowly thrusting 

Al_dente_: hmm 

kelli-: fingers trace up the center  

bigbadwoof2008: love the thrusting 

Gabriela92: eyes boring right through those clothes with my imagination. 

kelli-: slight camel toe in the terry 

kelli-: hands slowly move up to the new tune 

bigbadwoof2008: such a pretty woman 

kelli-: leans way down and gives Draz a long wet kiss  

Al_dente_: loves the tight fitting outfit... 

D r a z: winks at  kelli as she kisses  

kelli-: does a little exagerated wiggle walk up the bar 

D r a z:   grins at  the way the outfit fits 



kelli-: stops infront of the boys 

bigbadwoof2008: looking up kelli's long legs 

kelli-: feet apart 

kelli-: looking down  

Al_dente_: smiles up 

kelli-: leans forward 

paveduck: eyes wandering up and down that luscious body  

kelli-: wiggle wiggle  

kelli-: shimmy shimmy 

kelli-: shake shake 

bigbadwoof2008: i got good seat close to the action tonight 

Al_dente_: smiles at the wiggles 

kelli-: hands fly over my head .. straightens up 

katieHEARTSwomen: hiya, morgan *hugs* 

kelli-: smiles at Al  

morgan sue: hi katie 

kelli-: licks my lips 

kelli-: left hand on hip 

kelli-: right hand shaking my finger high over my head 

kelli-: slowly turns 

kelli-: stops 

kelli-: hands on hips 

Al_dente_: watches intently... 

kelli-: leans forward 

kelli-: shakes my butt at the boys 

kelli-: hips swivel  

Gabriela92: dang, it's just at the boys.... 

bigbadwoof2008: watching your every shake  

kelli-: looks over my shoulder at the girls 

Gabriela92: giggles 

kelli-: straightens up 

paveduck: watching the bootie, the shoulders, all the movements  

kelli-: turns toward the girls 

D r a z: grins watching the tight butt shake to  the beat 

bigbadwoof2008: very sexy tight body 

kelli-: takes a couple steps toward and up the bar 

kelli-: stops at the edge 

kelli-: feet apart 

kelli-: legs straight 

kelli-: hands explore my exposed skin 

paveduck: looks up those smooth legs  

Al_dente_: hmmm those hands 

kelli-: watching the girls watching me 

bigbadwoof2008: i quickly relocate to that end of the bar 



kelli-: woof just wants to sit with the girls .. giggles 

bigbadwoof2008: my glasses fogging up 

kelli-: hands move down  

FoolishHeart26: peeks and admires Kelli's graceful dance 

kelli-: heel pounds the beat on the bar 

kelli-: hips thrust  

kelli-: left left 

kelli-: right right 

kelli-: circle 

kelli-: thrust 

Maxillary_Nerve: and hey heart  

kelli-: body sways 

bigbadwoof2008: kelli you do get my cardio up 

kelli-: looks down at Gab 

kelli-: hands move down  

Al_dente_: hmm those sexy feminine curves.... 

kelli-: leans forward 

kelli-: hands move up the insides of my thighs 

kelli-: fingertips slip slightly inside the leg bands 

Gabriela92: eyes tracing the hands' movements 

kelli-: slowly circle my leg where my body joins 

kelli-: licks my lips 

Al_dente_: eyes on the fingertips 

Gabriela92: mmmm, so close 

bigbadwoof2008: watching gabi's eyes watching kelli 

Gabriela92: winks at Woof. 

kelli-: waits for it 

bigbadwoof2008: both you ladies are so sexy 

kelli-: hands ever sooo slowly move hup my flared hips 

kelli-: to the waist band 

kelli-: body slowly swaying 

cptfire35: woooohooooo!! 

kelli-: fingertips slip under the waist band 

Al_dente_: loves the slow swaying body... swinging to the beat 

FoolishHeart26: wowws on the sexy slow dancing 

kelli-: fingertips circle the waist band 

bigbadwoof2008: i go down smooth too 

cptfire35: omg 

kelli-: measures the distance with my eyes and steps across to the arm of Gab's chair 

here 

kelli-: one foot on each arm 

Gabriela92: would hold Kelli by the ankles, but doesn't want to break the rules.... 

kelli-: sways back and forth  

kelli-: looking straight down at Gab 



cptfire35: she has great breasts 

kelli-: straddling her in her chair 

Gabriela92: looking up the legs, wishing those shorts weren't quite so tight around the 

legs. 

kelli-: swaying to the beat 

kelli-: leans forward 

kelli-: hair hanging down 

Gabriela92: slouches a little in the chair 

kelli-: sways back and forth  

katieHEARTSwomen: OMG, Kelli 

kelli-: smiles 

kelli-: jumps back to the bar 

kelli-: lifts legs high to the new beat 

cptfire35: if kel/gab.   cant get you off.... 

trisha_29: stretches my neck and looks across the room 

kelli-: plants my feet on the bar and moves in every direction at once 

D r a z: smiles watching kelli move down the bar 

Al_dente_: admires the legs 

Gabriela92: fans myself off as Kelli moves away 

katieHEARTSwomen: *fans Gabi* 

kelli-: hips pushing left .. torso right .. hair moving everywhere 

kelli-: makes my hair fly 

kelli-: plant my feet at the edge of the bar 

D r a z: laffs trisha  

trisha_29: laughs....that is if he is awake over there 

kelli-: hands high 

kelli-: wiggles to the beat  

kelli-: hips revolve 

kelli-: waits for it 

kelli-: hands move down my body 

cptfire35: omg 

Gabriela92: watches Kelli trace her curves....mmmmm 

kelli-: drops to the bar on all four 

bigbadwoof2008: omggggggg 

kelli-: crawls like a cat 

Al_dente_: watches the hands slide ove the skin..... 

kelli-: snarls @ cpt 

kelli-: crouching down 

bigbadwoof2008: thank gawd i am wearing boxers tonight 

bigbadwoof2008: need the extra room 

cptfire35: ty trish 

kelli-: gets  up on my knees at the edge 

kelli-: hands move over my skin 

katieHEARTSwomen: so sexy, Kelli 



kelli-: cup my boobs 

cptfire35: perfect size 

kelli-: pops up to my feet 

FoolishHeart26: mmmm.. 

katieHEARTSwomen: OMG, girl 

kelli-: pushing my halter up with my hands  

kelli-: covers my boobs  

cptfire35: about time 

kelli-: with my hands 

kelli-: leans forward 

cptfire35: barely covers them 

Al_dente_: hmmmm 

kelli-: lets to bottoms peek out 

kelli-: small round firm  

D r a z: eyes on the hands  

Bee_passionately_blue: hi sasha  

cptfire35: perfection 

Gabriela92: licks my lips, then has to sip my drink to moisten my dry mouth. 

kelli-: slowly turns my back  

bigbadwoof2008: i love your boobs  

kelli-: leans forward  

cptfire35: great tan lines 

katieHEARTSwomen: Kelli's got a great body, and knows how to use it 

kelli-: my ass in the thight terry shorts swaying to the slow bluesy beat 

kelli-: pulls the halter back over my boobs 

kelli-: arching my back 

katieHEARTSwomen: (wish she would use it on me) OMG, was that out loud?  

kelli-: fingers move under my waist band 

Gabriela92: watches Kelli's tushy stick out... 

bigbadwoof2008: hoping kelli creates some space with the shorts as gabi was hoping 

kelli-: straightens up  

cptfire35: solid as a rock 

kelli-: body rocks to the new tune 

kelli-: ass rolls in wavesssssss 

cptfire35: adaptable 

kelli-: fingers roll the waist band 

kelli-: twice 

cptfire35: hmmm 

kelli-: hips roll  

kelli-: slowly turns toward you 

Al_dente_: leans forward... wiggling 

kelli-: hands move up my body 

kelli-: good thing I shaved  



kelli-: hips thrust slowly to the beat 

kelli-: hands high over my head 

kelli-: hips thrust  

kelli-: left 

kelli-: left 

kelli-: right 

kelli-: right 

kelli-: left 

kelli-: left 

kelli-: swivels 

kelli-: thrusting  

bigbadwoof2008: it's the thrusting that turns me on most mmm mmmmm 

kelli-: hips swivel 

kelli-: leans back 

kelli-: air guitar 

kelli-: heel pounds the beat on the bar 

Al_dente_: loves the curves asshe leans back 

Gabriela92: breathes out slowly through puckered lips... WHEW! 

kelli-: hair moving with the beat 

kelli-: leans back farther ..  

kelli-: hands high 

kelli-: leans way back 

bigbadwoof2008: kelli is main attraction, but i still have my eyes on you Gabi   

kelli-: hands behind me on the floor 

cptfire35: arent they together? 

kelli-: kicks my feet .. flips  

kelli-: back to my feet 

cptfire35: thought it was a tag team 

kelli-: does a wild dance 

kelli-: hair flying 

Gabriela92: I'm just watching, Cpt. 

Gabriela92: It's all Kelli right now 

kelli-: moves to the edge 

cptfire35: and gettin very hot 

kelli-: feet on cpts arms rests 

kelli-: dancing above him 

cptfire35: sorryy..go kel 

bigbadwoof2008: in my fantasy they are merging 

kelli-: smiles down 

cptfire35: dewy drops are fallin on my lips 

kelli-: jumps back to the bar 

kelli-: sweat maybe LMAO 

cptfire35: maybe 

kelli-: rolls my hips as I turn my back  



Gabriela92: Hello, David 

kelli-: then throws my hips  

kelli-: left 

kelli-: lert 

kelli-: right 

kelli-: right 

daviddirects: Hey Gabi  

kelli-: left 

kelli-: left 

kelli-: right 

kelli-: right 

kelli-: swivels 

kelli-: hands high 

Al_dente_: eyes the hips as they move side to side 

kelli-: slinky  

kelli-: S moves 

D r a z: watches the spining body  

kelli-: turns slowly  

kelli-: bends knees 

kelli-: hands high 

kelli-: hips move in circles 

trisha_29: hi flash 

trisha_29: hi scott 

kelli-: swivel 

D r a z watching the seductive hips  

kelli-: moves to the edge of the bar 

flash2300: nice 

Al_dente_: the slink S moves are sooo captivating 

kelli-: fingers play with the waist band 

Gabriela92: Hello, Flash 

kelli-: hips swaying 

daviddirects: hello Trisha  

kelli-: rolls one more time 

Al_dente_: hmmm 

kelli-: leans back  

kelli-: air guitar 

Al_dente_: smiles 

kelli-: drops to my knees  

kelli-: air guitar 

kelli-: leans back  

kelli-: not much hiding 

Al_dente_: we noticed 

kelli-: leans back 

D r a z: watches as kelli moves on her knees   



kelli-: hips thrust 

kelli-: leans wayyy back  

kelli-: hips thrust straight up 

kelli-: head touching bar behind me 

kelli-: thrust 

kelli-: thrust 

kelli-: thrust 

kelli-: thrust 

kelli-: collapse 

Al_dente_: yeah !!! 

Gabriela92: whoooo, Kelli!!!!! 

Al_dente_: stands and applauds 

cptfire35: everybody collapsed 

kelli-: lays on the bar breathing hard 

cptfire35: encore!!!! 

kelli-: checks my shorts to make sure they are still there 

D r a z: Bravo!!  Kelli!! ............stands and applauds  

Gabriela92: orders a bottle of water for Kelli. 

Al_dente_: 'cheers Kelli wo hoo!" 

kelli-: up to my knees 

kelli-: tugs up the shorts  

kelli-: grins 

kelli-: yikes 

D r a z:   reaches in the back of the cooler and pulls out a cool water...  pours into a 

shaker with with some ground ice..shakes vigorously.......strains  and pours into a tall 

glass over a twist of lemon ...slides it over on the bar for kelli  *winks 

bigbadwoof2008: bravo kelli  

kelli-: runs my finger over the upper roundness of my mound... nice and smooth LOL 

Bee_passionately_blue: Ty kelli! Was an enthusiastic dance that was enchanting.  

bigbadwoof2008: you are a very sexy dancer  

Gabriela92: Fantastic, Kelli!!!! 

kelli-: catches the water and takes a long drink 

kelli-: thank you everyone 

 

 

 

kelli-: Gab picked out an incredible lil outfit for me 

ukjake39: oh really do we get to see? 

kelli-: http://www.yandy.com/Sheerly-Delightful-Mini-Dress.php 

kelli-: I love it 

kelli-: stands up to show off her new outfit to jake 

kelli-: I don't open them dave, I just dot the fools 

ukjake39: woot woot and more woots...amazing  

kelli-: seen one fat hairy gut, you've seen them all 



nswmick: looking good kelli 

kelli-: thank you guys 

ukjake39: wasn't a lady then 

kelli-: wasn't interested in finding out 

ukjake39: lol 

kelli-: gonna show off your outfit Gab? 

ukjake39: you need one of these black nics it removes all temptation if find 

Gabriela92: stands and does a slow spin in...  http://www.yandy.com/Snakeskin-Open-

Back-Dress.php 

kelli-: smiles.. eyeballing Gabs beautiful ...  outfit 

ukjake39: looking gorgeous Gabs  

nswmick: slow is nice 

dhampton1961: goes cross eyed checking outs gabs never ending curves  

kelli-: I wanna find the snake eyes pasties  

kelli-: jumps to my feet .. hands move high  

kelli-: slow slinky moves in my new dress 

kelli-: slowly turns 

kelli-: sways my ass  

dhampton1961: eyes following every move  

nswmick: looking sexy 

nswmick: can you wiggle cheeks 

kelli-: hands sweep in a circle 

Al_dente_: waches the body shimmying thru the dress 

kelli-: flexes my ass muscles .. to answer mick 

kelli-: bouncing my bunns to the beat 

kelli-: leans forward  

nswmick: they are moving in time 

kelli-: rides up the back of my thighs 

kelli-: hands on hips  

kelli-: shimmies my hips 

dhampton1961: grabs another drink so my hands are coccupied  

nswmick: you have nice moves 

kelli-: shaking head back and forth .. hair moving as I sway 

kelli-: step up on my chair and to the bar 

kelli-: moves to the beat 

kelli-: hands high 

kelli-: hips move in circles 

dhampton1961: This is why i come to LAB  

kelli-: hands move down  

nswmick: dont worryu about slipping into the outfit 

kelli-: hips thrust to the beat 

Al_dente_: the dress riding delightfully higher it seems 

kelli-: smiles .. loves the dress  



kelli-: dancing harder.. legs moving to the beat  

kelli-: head shaking back and forth 

kelli-: hair flying 

kelli-: lifting legs high  

nswmick: do a few squats 

kelli-: I don't need coaching  

kelli-: stands at the edge of the bar 

kelli-: legs apart 

kelli-: leans forward..  

kelli-: wagging my finger back and forth at mick 

nswmick: good view 

nswmick: on my way 

kelli-: feeling the dress letting my boobs move  

kelli-: hands move to my hips 

kelli-: straighten up 

kelli-: swaying my body to .. the blues 

nswmick: the boobs are moving nicely 

kelli-: slow strutt down the bar toward dave and Al 

dhampton1961: enjoying kelli shaking her perky boobs  

Al_dente_: moves in my seat 

dhampton1961: places a 100 tip on the bar  

Al_dente_: watching the thin material sway 

kelli-: picks up the pace 

kelli-: dancing in a circle 

kelli-: slowly turns  

kelli-: swaying my ass 

kelli-: glancing over my shoulder 

kelli-: winks at the boys 

Al_dente_: dress has ridden up even more!! 

kelli-: I can't get enough 

dhampton1961: winks back at the super sexy dancer  

kelli-: hips thrusting 

kelli-: leaning back  

kelli-: dress shifting as I dance 

kelli-: dance down the bar 

kelli-: onto the stage 

Gabriela92: eyes following Kelli... 

kelli-: spins..  

kelli-: wild dance  

kelli-: hair flying 

kelli-: plants feet facing you 

dhampton1961: damn you've got the moves kelli  

kelli-: hands on hips 



nswmick: can you arch backwards 

kelli-: watching the boys 

kelli-: you have no idea what I can do  

Al_dente_: watching the girls... 

kelli-: moving over to the pole 

kelli-: "hiding" behind it 

kelli-: peeking out  

kelli-: arms wrapped around the pole 

dhampton1961: Careful!! I just polishe dthat pole this morning. It might be a lil slippery  

kelli-: I'll make it slick  

kelli-: wrap my legs and hang just slightly off the floor 

kelli-: hips thrusting against the cold polished metal  

kelli-: deep dark brown eyes watching from behind the pole 

dhampton1961: wish i was that pole  

kelli-: stretching my body up the pole 

kelli-: hands high over my head  

kelli-: grinding 

kelli-: dress very high  

Al_dente_: hmmmmm... 

Al_dente_: shift to get comfortable 

kelli-: head drops back  

kelli-: grinding harder 

dhampton1961: whomever pasy this girl, double her salary and I'll pay the difference  

kelli-: hips rotate 

kelli-: legs tighten around the pole 

kelli-: hair hangs down as I grind  

kelli-: head begins to sway back and forth 

kelli-: pulls my body tight to the pole 

kelli-: licks the metal  

kelli-: pressing my legs down straight 

kelli-: standing 

Al_dente_: hi Jamie 

kelli-: breaks into a wild dance 

kelli-: rocking my body wildly 

dhampton1961: whistle shis appreciation  

jamie351_3: hi Al 

kelli-: head moving hard 

kelli-: hair flying 

kelli-: dress riding waay up 

nswmick: nice exposure 

kelli-: rotates my hips as I turn  

kelli-: legs straight and apart 

Al_dente_: whoa.....  that crunchy dress....! 

Gabriela92: watches those smooth, supple thighs flex as she dances... 



kelli-: leans forward 

kelli-: arching my back .. ass high  

kelli-: hands move the the hem  

kelli-: pulls the dress off over my head 

Al_dente_: yikes 

kelli-: spins and swirls the beautiful dress 

Al_dente_:  loves seeing the body move! 

nswmick: wow 

kelli-: rocking my body hard 

dhampton1961: whistles slowly a sthat tight, toned petite body comes in to view  

Gabriela92: youyou_1 was bounced from the room by: Gabriela92.  

kelli-: boobs bouncing to the beat  

kelli-: hard nips  

kelli-: plants my feet  

kelli-: facing you 

kelli-: body rocking 

kelli-: hands move up my body 

dhampton1961: wonders how so much sexy got packe din to such a tiny woman  

kelli-: cup my boobs  

kelli-: two hands full mick  

kelli-: thrusting my hips .. holding my boobs 

kelli-: moving hips in a circle  

nswmick: always a nice hand full 

kelli-: the tiny black thong barely there 

kelli-: slowly turns my back  

kelli-: hands high  

kelli-: body swaying 

kelli-: leans back  

kelli-: way back  

kelli-: hands on the floor in an inverted U 

Al_dente_: gulps as Kelli leans back 

Al_dente_: hi katie 

kelli-: kicks my feet up and over .. walks over to my feet  

kelli-: back to you 

kelli-: ass bouncing to the beat  

kelli-: hips swaying 

kelli-: works my body in a circle 

Al_dente_: beautiful ass and legs...... 

kelli-: hands high .. slinks S moves to the music 

nswmick: moving body nicely kelli 

nswmick: sunny now i hope then 

kelli-: works over to the cage 

Al_dente_: omg... the cage!!! 



D r a z: winks at  kelli 

kelli-: slowly circles in the cage 

D r a z: its all for  you .............watches those hips circle 

kelli-: climbs the verticle bar in the cage 

kelli-: hangs from the top bar upside down  

kelli-: dancing  

katieHEARTSwomen: hiya, Gabriela *hugs* 

Al_dente_: watching kellis curves dangle from the bar 

Gabriela92: hey, Katie. 

kelli-: slips down the side  

kelli-: bumps and grinds 

kelli-: hands slowly move up my body 

kelli-: turns  

nswmick: nice hand movements 

kelli-: opens the cage .. jumps down to the stage 

kelli-: strutts around the stage  

kelli-: shaking my ass  

Al_dente_: hmmmm 

kelli-: tugging the thong  

D r a z: smiling  seeing the switching ass  

katieHEARTSwomen: *eyes fixed on Kelli* 

dhampton1961: goes cross eyed watching that shaing ass 

nswmick: you do shake it well 

katieHEARTSwomen:    

dhampton1961:    

kelli-: the virticle band just not there 

kelli-: hips roll  

kelli-: back to you 

kelli-: winks over my shoulder as my fingers roll the waist band 

kelli-: hands push high 

kelli-: hips move in circles 

kelli-: turns toward you 

Al_dente_: watches kellis hips as she rolls the thong 

kelli-: hands on hips 

kelli-: slowly move down  

kelli-: feet apart 

kelli-: head swaying to the bluuueeessss 

kelli-: eyes close  

kelli-: hips thrust  

kelli-: left 

kelli-: right 

kelli-: left 

kelli-: right 



kelli-: left 

kelli-: right 

kelli-: hands slowly move between my thighs 

nswmick: nice look 

kelli-: up the insides 

kelli-: slows my motor down  

kelli-: but not my hands 

Al_dente_: sits on my hands 

kelli-: hips thrusting slowly 

kelli-: eyes still closed 

D r a z: smiles as i watch the slow hands on the inner thighs   

kelli-: head moves facing up 

nswmick: nice image 

kelli-: fingers reach the tiny triangle of thin black material  

dhampton1961: sucks on the oxygen trying to slow my heart down  

Gabriela92: imagines running my hands over the same pathways.... 

kelli-: up and over the center slowly 

kelli-: lightly tracing the camel toe 

dhampton1961: imagines being the filling in a kelli/gabriela sandwich  

Al_dente_: hehh you too Gabi..... 

kelli-: up to the top of the material barely an inch above 

katieHEARTSwomen: I'd rather be the one between them *giggles* 

kelli-: tracing the band that goes around my hips 

kelli-: fingers slip under it 

kelli-: twisting the band 

kelli-: pulls it up hard  

Al_dente_: eyes intently on kellis fingers... imagining... 

kelli-: hips thrusting to the new beat 

nswmick: i wish i was kelli finger 

D r a z: watching the hips as they move to the beat and eyes drawn to the tightly 

stretched material 

kelli-: working my hips in a circle as I slowly turn  

kelli-: leans forward .. ass muscles bouncing my bunns to the beat 

kelli-: waist band stretched to the max 

kelli-: hips bouncing my ass  

kelli-: slowly turning to face you 

kelli-: pulls the bands out sideways 

kelli-: hip thrusting .. humping the air 

D r a z: smiles watching  the material stretch as the hips hump 

kelli-: lets the bands snap into a horizontal like  

kelli-: line 

kelli-: hands move high  

kelli-: body swaying  



kelli-: hips rotate 

kelli-: hands move down  

Al_dente_: loves the sight of the swaying body 

kelli-: swaying harder to the new song 

D r a z: watches the hands as the dancereaches its  .........climax 

kelli-: hands slowly move up my body 

katieHEARTSwomen: so sexy, Kelli 

kelli-: cupping my boobs as I sway 

kelli-: does a strutt step in a circle 

dhampton1961: and such pretty boobs they are  

kelli-: ass shimmies leans forward 

nswmick: sits nicely in hands 

kelli-: hands move down my sides 

kelli-: fingers slip under the waist band  

kelli-: slips it down my thighs 

kelli-: legs apart 

kelli-: lets it drop 

kelli-: smiles over my shoulder 

D r a z: winks at kelli 

kelli-: hands high 

kelli-: slinky S moves  

dhampton1961: admires the exposed flesh  

kelli-: as I turn toward you 

kelli-: drops to my knees 

kelli-: leans back  

kelli-: farther 

dhampton1961: jaw drops in appreciation of that beautiful body  

nswmick: licking my lips 

D r a z: mesmerised as we see kelli shake to the  beat as she lays back  

kelli-: waaayyy back  

kelli-: head on the bar 

kelli-: hips thrusting straight up 

kelli-: rocking 

kelli-: collapse 

Al_dente_: woo hoo !!! 

D r a z: stands and applauds the dance,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.bravo 

Al_dente_:  appaluds the sexy dance! 

katieHEARTSwomen: woo-hoooooooooooooooooooooo, Kelli!! 

Gabriela92: wow, Kelli... totally amazing! 

kelli-: push back up to my knees 

kelli-: smiling wide  

D r a z:   walks over to teh stage with a lab robe out stretched 

nswmick: oncore 



kelli-: hops to my feet  

dhampton1961: throws a fistful of 100 dollar bills  

katieHEARTSwomen: not sure how she could top that 

kelli-: stretching my arms out behind me 

D r a z: slips  the robe onto the arms  and shoulders   

kelli-: leans back into Draz 

D r a z: pulls the robe round keli and ties a belt round hher waist  

katieHEARTSwomen: *slides a $50 note into Kelli's robe pocket, and kisses her on the 

cheek* 

kelli-: looks up  

kelli-: smiling 

D r a z:  smiles at kelli ......... great dance  

kelli-: timing is everything in life.. and yours was perfect 

D r a z: laffs...... justgot back in time  

kelli-: I was watching the clock .. giggles 

kelli-: I just got nude LMAO 

kelli-: what a great audience I have 

katieHEARTSwomen: onl;y as great as the entertainment, Kelli! 

kelli-: moves to the edge of the bar on my hands and knees and kissss each one of you 

Al_dente_: smiling at kelli from my seated position.... 

dhampton1961: slips kelli a note: Dinner at Guido's tonight? I've reserved a private table 

kelli-: it was great to have each of you participate 

kelli-: take a rain check dave 

kelli-: I've danced on most of the furniture in LAB 

Al_dente_: and a lot of the people.... 

kelli-: I was just gonna add that Al LMAO 

 

 

 

 

kelli-: strolls around the room in time with the tune 

kelli-: sweeping moves 

garrett523: *smiles ay kelli and gives her a wink* 

kelli-: smiles as I dance past garrett 

dhampton1961: sits back and watches intently knowing what a great dancer kelli is  

garrett523: I had good timing tonight 

buftdvr58:    

FoolishHeart26: ssmiless at her as i sing along with the song..  

kelli-: turns and moves in time 

buftdvr58:    

dhampton1961: enjoys hearts sweet singing voice  

ukjake39: morning all 



kelli-: swishing the robe back and forth as I mofe 

kelli-: move 

FoolishHeart26: hmmm.. nice move. Kelli 

kelli-: jumps up on one of the tables in the booths 

kelli-: spins  

kelli-: flairs the robe 

kelli-: sways my upper body back and forth 

kelli-: arms up and out 

cptfire35: woohoo 

dhampton1961: gives an appreciative clap and whistle 

kelli-: spins the other direction 

kelli-: back to you 

kelli-: head back  

kelli-: hair hanging down 

kelli-: swaying 

cptfire35: petite but hot 

dhampton1961: sits on my hands so i don't get in trouble 

kelli-: adjusts the belt of the robe  

kelli-: tighter 

kelli-: jumps off the table 

dhampton1961: like sthe way that robe clings to your curves  

kelli-: prancing across the floor 

kelli-: spins as I dance around your chairs 

kelli-: smiles and winks at each of you 

kelli-: huge grin as I dance 

FoolishHeart26: keep your the fire burning cptfire... chuckles 

FoolishHeart26: ohhh myy.. kelli.. 

kelli-: jumps up onto the seat of my chair 

cptfire35: yes my love 

kelli-: rockin back and forth 

dhampton1961: how did so much sexy get packed in to that petite body?  

kelli-: working my body to make the chair spin slowly 

FoolishHeart26: lol fire.. 

ukjake39: sits quietly and watches kelli's moves 

kelli-: slowly working the music  

FoolishHeart26: mmmm.. admires the dancers sexy body movements. 

kelli-: cpt burned out? 

kelli-: giggles 

kelli-: does hand move s.. I .. lovee youuuu  

kelli-: allll ... arms wide 

kelli-: smiles  

FoolishHeart26: lol..  

FoolishHeart26: mmmmmm 



kelli-: jumps to the bar  

FoolishHeart26: wb fire...  

ukjake39: woot woot lets out a cheer 

kelli-: pounds out the beat on the bar 

dhampton1961: You love me? Awwwwwwwwe I love you too    

cptfire35: ty 

kelli-: ok guys 

Al_dente_: all the commotion wakes me up! 

Al_dente_: shakes my head.... ooo Kelli on the bar!! 

FoolishHeart26: hello ryse 

kelli-: I have no idea what we are gonna get for music .. so this is just all off the top of 

my head 

Ryse Up: hey 

FoolishHeart26: welcome to lady ann's 

Ryse Up: thx 

kelli-: for you guys who just came in.. I'm in my LAB robe .. a puffy white terry robe with 

a belt .. mid thigh length 

FoolishHeart26: yw..  

FoolishHeart26: hello oz..  

cptfire35: yum 

kelli-: does a crazy dance to the beat 

kelli-: hands move high  

kelli-: rotates hips 

kelli-:  robe swishing around as I turn  

ozguy1956: hi heart 

kelli-: hands moving with the beat 

dhampton1961: goes cross eyed trying to follow kelli's hips  

kelli-: turns toward you 

kelli-: hands out to my sides 

kelli-: hips thrusting 

kelli-: left left right right 

kelli-: moves down the bar 

kelli-: picks up a spray bottle of water 

kelli-: squirts my face with a fine mist 

kelli-: whew  

FoolishHeart26: gezzz 

kelli-: this robe is warm 

kelli-: slowly dances up the bar with the spray bottle in my hand 

dhampton1961: I'd suggest taking the robe off, but I know nudidity is not allowed  

kelli-: dancing with my invisible partner  

kelli-: I think it was Al who asked what was under it 

FoolishHeart26: mmmmm.. it is me.. 

kelli-: sprays a fine mist and dances into it 



dhampton1961: I missed the answer  

FoolishHeart26: i was the one who asked that.. smiles 

kelli-: I'll answer that soon 

kelli-: smiles as a slow dance around the bar 

Al_dente_: Oh i have been imagunung what is under it for some time 

kelli-: slowly spins and dances  

kelli-: take a guess Al? 

Al_dente_: lol try imagining.. 

kelli-: anyone wanna guess? 

FoolishHeart26: smilesss...  

dhampton1961: A white crop top and matching g string  

kelli-: moves back and forth .. making the robe swish 

kelli-: hmmm maybe 

Al_dente_: well a thin bandeau over your breasts,,, with maybe a loose top and a skimpy 

thing 

ukjake39: i better not guess whats in my head 

dhampton1961: or did you find some snakeskin pasties?  

Al_dente_: thong 

kelli-: awww go ahead jake 

FoolishHeart26: same here Jake.. giggles 

kelli-: waits for the new song 

kelli-: heart .. you guess too 

kelli-: stands facing everyone..  

kelli-: left heel pounding the beat on the bar 

ukjake39: im thinking a thin bandeau and a small g string 

kelli-: squirting the spray bottle at you all 

kelli-: okkkaayyy 

kelli-: like Al  

kelli-: heart?? 

kelli-: anyone else? 

FoolishHeart26: uhmmmm.. blushes 

dhampton1961: black lace bra and matching thong  

ukjake39: i think i clothed you more to save being evicted 

Al_dente_: well we are imagining past the outfit anyway 

kelli-: dancing around the bar .. swishing the robe left right left right 

kelli-: I'm sure you have  

kelli-: sooo can I stay on the bar or do I have to move to the stage to "model"  

kelli-: spins flairing the robe .. dancing around the bar 

dhampton1961: stage please 

kelli-: nope.. i can stay here 

kelli-: ahhhh ..  

kelli-: Billy Joel  

kelli-: sets the bottle down next to the edge of the stange 

kelli-: bar 



kelli-: spins .. 

kelli-: swishes the robe back and forth as I untie the belt 

kelli-: http://www.spicylingerie.com/ey-3806.html 

ukjake39: sits expectantly 

kelli-: drops the robe as I dance to the song 

dhampton1961: black lace!!!! I was on the right track  

kelli-: turns my back as I wiggle my butt to the tune 

ukjake39: oh my now thats a sexy image 

kelli-: works my body to the music 

dhampton1961: sways my head in time with keli's butt  

kelli-: stands straight  

kelli-: feet slightly apart 

kelli-: hands move slowly high  

ukjake39: might not be the only standing straight round here 

kelli-: looking up  

FoolishHeart26: gezz.. this is so unfair.. as i am on phone and couldnt openthe link.. but ty dave.. 

my mind wanders in a wilder direction now... giggles 

kelli-: hands high 

kelli-: swaying slightly 

kelli-: hands move in a wide circle 

Al_dente_: hm I might be half blind, but i can see right through that...  gulps.. 

FoolishHeart26: mmmmmm 

D r a z:  <<<back ......sits back down watching kelli weave her magic 

kelli-: spins and move in slow graceful S moves 

kelli-: hands move away from my body as I dance in a waltz like move 

kelli-: smiles at draz as I dance in my new sexy black lace outfit with the tiny boy short 

..more like a band .. giggles 

kelli-: there ya go heart 

ukjake39: adjusts my position for a best view with the light shining on kelli 

D r a z: smiles at kelli as she dances seductively  

FoolishHeart26: mmmmm.. great..! winks at kelli 

kelli-: knees bent slightly .. rockin my body 

kelli-: walkin in beat to the edge of the bar 

kelli-: stands feet apart on the edge 

dhampton1961: adjusts the lighting so kelli is captured in a spotlight  

kelli-: smiling .. shakin my finger .. no body gonna take my love away from me 

kelli-: hands move down my body 

kelli-: swayin back and forth  

kelli-: rolls my hips 

kelli-: thrusting 

kelli-: left  

kelli-: left 

Al_dente_: hmmm those rolling hips.... 



kelli-: right 

kelli-: 'right 

kelli-: circles 

kelli-: turns slowly  

kelli-: shakes my ass  

kelli-: not alot covered by the boy short bottoms 

dhampton1961:   damn i love that ass  

FoolishHeart26: wowws as she turns... mmm 

Al_dente_: nope.. we noticed.... 

kelli-: bouncing my butt to the beat 

kelli-: glaces over my shoulder as I double the beat 

kelli-: hips and ass moving  

kelli-: leaning forward 

ukjake39: watches kelli's butt transfixed 

kelli-: hands to my hips 

kelli-: down the back of my thighs 

kelli-: brings my hands up and claps  

Al_dente_: hmmm gliding over that skin 

kelli-: walk this way 

kelli-: walks in a wild rhythm 

kelli-: hair ass and boobs bounce to the beat 

ukjake39: eyes flit frrom kelli's ass to her boobs and back 

FoolishHeart26: lmaoo 

kelli-: stands facing you 

kelli-: hands on hips 

kelli-: rockin my boty 

dhampton1961: follows the bouncing boobies    

kelli-: smiles as the song ends 

kelli-: holds out my hands .. arms extended.. do you like my lil outfit? 

kelli-: swaying my shoulders back and forth 

ukjake39: lots of pleasure for so little material 

FoolishHeart26: we all loves it... smiless 

kelli-: hands move up my torso  

D r a z: it is really you ,kelli  

kelli-: over my boobs 

Al_dente_: love that it's see thru as well! 

kelli-: leans down at the edge of the bar 

kelli-: picks up the spray bottle of water 

kelli-: sprays a puff into the air and dances into it 

kelli-: again 

kelli-: again 

kelli-: mmmm feels sooo good 

ukjake39: feels so good down here too 



kelli-: watching everyone watch me as I dance and sway 

D r a z: smiles looking up the legs  

kelli-: does a little twisty swirly move  

kelli-: slowly turns  

FoolishHeart26: mmm.. gazing at her pleasurably..  

kelli-: stays in profile  

kelli-: leans back  

kelli-: humping the air  

kelli-: to the beat 

kelli-: smiles 

kelli-: straightens up  

kelli-: hands move down  

ukjake39: fidgets as i straighten up 

kelli-: across the waist band  

kelli-: down the front 

D r a z:  smiles as we watch the   snaking figure  

kelli-: spread my fingers 

FoolishHeart26: ohhh..myyy.. 

dhampton1961: sits back in anticipation knowing what might be coming next  

kelli-: moves across my tummie 

kelli-: knees bend slightly 

kelli-: shoulders back  

kelli-: hips thrust to the beat 

kelli-: moves in a circle 

ukjake39: claps along as kelli thrusts 

kelli-: workin my hips hard 

kelli-: back to you 

kelli-: legs straight 

kelli-: leans forward 

kelli-: flixing ass to the beat 

kelli-: arching my back  

Al_dente_: eyes those legs and ass... 

kelli-: hips and ass moving to the country beat 

FoolishHeart26: mmm.. nice.. and good.. 

FoolishHeart26: hello gains.. 

kelli-: ass moves in a circle 

Gains: hello 

dhampton1961:   damn that ass is enticing  

kelli-: the bottoms of my lil round bunns hang out of the boy shorts  

FoolishHeart26: welcome to lady ann's gains..  

FoolishHeart26: ohh myyyy... tuneeee 

ukjake39: sits transfixed staring at kelli's butt 

kelli-: fingers move around the waist band .. tugging it tight  



dhampton1961: dangit keeli even your curves have curves  

kelli-: does a lttle skip step down the bar toward draz 

D r a z: smiles watching  the snaking  figure comecloser 

kelli-: moves in a circle 

kelli-: slinky S moves as my feet plant infront of you 

FoolishHeart26: can't help but sway my body to the music... as i am mesmerized by kelli's hypnotic 

dance.. 

kelli-: hands move up my tighs 

Al_dente_: follows draz's gaze 

dhampton1961: we get the finest dancers in LAB  

D r a z:  smiles looking up  

kelli-: hands .. palms up as I face the heavens 

FoolishHeart26: looks up and admires her sexiness 

ukjake39: and the finest dancer in my view..and i have a great view 

kelli-: break into a hard dance 

kelli-: leans forward .. bouncing hard 

dhampton1961: looks over at heart. You're pretty sexy too  

D r a z: watching the body  shake and   bounce 

kelli-: hair flying 

kelli-: slowly turning as I straighten up  

FoolishHeart26: the sweet sexy kind of bounce 

kelli-: hips thrust to the beat .. hand high 

FoolishHeart26: smiles.. ty dave 

kelli-: leans back  

dhampton1961:   yw heart 

kelli-: way back  

D r a z: looks up along the legs  

ukjake39: bites my lip while i watch kelli in skimpy bra and panties 

Al_dente_: ohhhhh.... 

kelli-: hands on the bar .. feet kick up and over . landing on my feet .. summersault into a 

wild dance  

dhampton1961: gets the oxygen ready  

Al_dente_: eyes glues to kelli's stretching body 

kelli-: gyrate into a wild sequence of moves 

FoolishHeart26: ohh..woww... 

kelli-: head flying .. hair wild  

kelli-: body moving every direction at once 

kelli-: spins with my hair flying 

kelli-: leans back  

kelli-: thrusting 

kelli-: dancing down the bar 

ukjake39: thinks how kelli doesn't look like a male stripper to me 

kelli-: runs to the pole .. spins ..  



dhampton1961: watches the beautiful body moving down the bar  

kelli-: wraps legs tight 

kelli-: moves up the pole 

kelli-: arms wrap over my head  

kelli-: "hiding" behind the pole 

kelli-: eyes peek our 

kelli-: out 

dhampton1961: peeks back at you 

FoolishHeart26: smiles.. i see you.. 

D r a z:  looks at the sexy allwoman  at the pole  

kelli-: hips move slowly against the cold, smooth metal  

kelli-: hips slowly rock front to back against the pole 

kelli-: then slowl grindddddddd 

kelli-: legs hold tight 

kelli-: push back .. holds on with one hand 

kelli-: lays head back  

FoolishHeart26: mmmmm.. 

kelli-: hips thrust to the slowwww bluesy beat 

britney_3: hi 

kelli-: rotates hips .. crushing against the pole  

kelli-: hand lets go  

kelli-: lays out .. legs holding tightly 

kelli-: reaching for the front claps 

D r a z: smiles at kelli as she lays back  and rocks those hips  

kelli-: lets the black lacy bra fall to the stage 

kelli-: hands cover my boobs 

Al_dente_: hmmmm 

dhampton1961: sucks in a breath  

kelli-: palms rub in a circle 

ukjake39: watches the bra fall before my eyes flit back quickly to kelli 

FoolishHeart26: eyes widened and bites my thumb 

kelli-: hands upside down .. arms wrap the pole  

kelli-: legs release  

kelli-: spins as I move down 

dhampton1961: <<<knows what those hands are hiding  

kelli-: lands on my feet 

kelli-: strutting around the pole 

D r a z: smiles at  the struttinghkelli  

kelli-: shimmies my shoulders  

kelli-: stands straight facing you 

kelli-: hips thrusting 

kelli-: bites my lip 

kelli-: fingers run down the front of my body 



kelli-: under the band 

dhampton1961: sits at the end of the bar gazing appreciatively and the sexy dancer  

FoolishHeart26: ohh gawdd.. she's so hott... and bites my thumb harder.. 

kelli-: fingers move around under the band and tug 

kelli-: working the boy shorts off 

kelli-: steps out and dancing 

D r a z: smiles as the shorts drop 

kelli-: drops to my knees  

kelli-: upper body moving to the beat 

dhampton1961: I knew this girl has a sexy body, but damn!!!  

kelli-: stretching back  

Al_dente_: admires the beauty of those curves as she slides down the pole 

ukjake39: oh my gasps at the shortless braless kelli 

kelli-: the freshly shaved little V  

Al_dente_: loving that view 

kelli-: pointing down 

kelli-: leans back farther 

dhampton1961: v for voluptuous 

kelli-: head on the stange 

kelli-: collapse 

Al_dente_: hmmmmm 

Al_dente_: yeah... 

FoolishHeart26: totally speechless... 

dhampton1961: stands and cheers wildly  

Al_dente_: applauds  

kelli-: laffs... thought it was for V.. irgin 

ukjake39: woooot wooooot  

D r a z: stands and applauds the very sexy kelli ...............so  sexy ........  stands by the 

stage with a LAB  robe held out ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 

Al_dente_: doesn't stand for obvious reasons 

ukjake39: cheers loudly for kelli 

kelli-: stands and moves to Draz 

kelli-: backs into the robe  

kelli-: leans back  

D r a z: smiles and ties  the bely firmly 

FoolishHeart26: shakes my head and catches my breath.... finding it hard to stand with trembling 

knees... and clappssss so loud...  well done Kelli..!!!  

kelli-: looks up and smiles 

kelli-: thank you everyone 

D r a z: smiles at kelli as she looks  up  

kelli-: I had a great time 

kelli-: holds your hands around me and leans back .. thanks  

ukjake39: cheers again and thanks kelli ...having an encore in my head 

kelli-: you are the best audience ever 



D r a z: smiles and holds  kelli in my big arms  and whispers ......magnificent ! 

dhampton1961:   another sensual, erotic performance kelli  

kelli-: thanks .. wow 

Al_dente_: well done kelli 

kelli-: hope you liked my choice of outfit  

kelli-: smiles 

D r a z:  very hot ,.,.,.,.,.,.,. 

kelli-: doesn't hide  a whole lot 

ukjake39: was very sexy indeed 

kelli-: just enough  

kelli-: giggles 

FoolishHeart26: seductively sexy... smiless 

kelli-: walks down the back steps with Draz  

D r a z: smiles and  walks keli over  to the bar 

 

 

kelli-: walks up the back steps to the stage  

kelli-: dancing across .. the rope flowing 

garrett523: *smiles watching kelli move* 

Al_dente_: getting cooler!!! 

katieHEARTSwomen: *sees Kelli sashaying quite well*  

kelli-: mid thigh .. white fluffy robe .. swirls as I move to Billy Joel 

Ms Sophisticate: ~ steps from the back office, takes one last look into the mirror, then 

steps back into main room, ready to start the night duties ~ 

kelli-: arms out .. spins.. robe flairs 

garrett523: hello Ms Sophisticate welcome back 

Al_dente_: wb MS S 

kelli-: dancing in sweeping moves  

kelli-: sways 

kelli-: dancing to the bar 

Al_dente_: wathes Kelli's swaying orm on stage 

Al_dente_: the robe twiring... 

D r a z: watches as sophi copmes back in  

kelli-: swaying at the edge of the bar  

kelli-: spins 

Ms Sophisticate: steps to the back, staying out of the way of the viewing audience and 

slowly and silently goes about cleaning in the back room 

kelli-: lands back to the boys 

kelli-: ass bopping to the new beat 

kelli-: robe moving back and forth in jerky movements 

D r a z: smiles watching keeli as she moves along the bar  

kelli-: hands out and high  

kelli-: legs straight 



kelli-: robe shimmies hard 

kelli-: spins .. hair spraying everyone 

FoolishHeart26: smiles watching Kelli's graceful dance 

kelli-: head whipping my hair 

garrett523: *whistles to the sexy dancer* 

kelli-: breaks into a wild dance 

Ms Sophisticate: ~moves a little to the sound of the music while tugging furniture back 

into place, and continues to sway along with the tune~ 

kelli-: smiles at the boys  

kelli-: unties the robe belt 

garrett523: *returns kelli's smile* 

kelli-: pulls it out 

kelli-: swirls the belt as I dance 

D r a z: smiles as the belt goes ........  

kelli-: swirls the belt 

D r a z: eyes dart  to sophi as she moves about the room tidying 

kelli-: wraps it around my waist 

kelli-: lets it slip down  

Al_dente_: watching the robe loosen 

FoolishHeart26: hmmmmm..  

Kelleen: looking at my empty pool cup smiles getting out of the hot tub getting a towle 

wrapping it around my waist going to the bar 

kelli-: pulls it back and forth as my ass sways to the beat 

D r a z: smiles and looks at kelleen ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,. another ? 

Ms Sophisticate: ~moves about the back room, picks up papers and other paper refuse, 

goes to dump it~ 

Kelleen: why not  

kelli-: spins and shimmies to the rhythm 

Al_dente_: waves to Ms Sohi... come and enjoy the dancing with us. 

kelli-: looking to see if they guys are awake 

D r a z: pours a sam adams in  a pool cup and slides it over to kellleen  8winks  

Al_dente_: not sure how you check that Kelli... 

D r a z: later  heartt 

kelli-: waves to heart 

garrett523: *winks to kelli* you got my attention 

kelli-: waits for it 

Al_dente_: can't you tell by the fact I'm leaning forward a bit? 

kelli-: heel tapping the beat 

D r a z: welcome to the house of sin  

kelli-: shaking my finger at the boys  

garrett523: *smiles* 

kelli-: breaks into a wild dance 

kelli-: the belt flying around and around 

kelli-: the robe pops open and closed  



kelli-: as I move 

Ms Sophisticate: closes the parlor doors to the back, then turns on the vacuum  

kelli-: tosses the belt down the bar 

garrett523: *claps with his pruny hands* I should get out of the tub... 

garrett523: *climbs up and towels himself dry* 

D r a z: catches the belt and slides it on its hook  

kelli-: hold the robe as I dance a crazy wiggling dance 

Kelleen: hmm can i run a tab LOL i have no purse with me  

Ms Sophisticate: Kelleen, I can cover your tab 

D r a z: smiles as i look at kelleens out firt ,,i can see that ,.,,, yourcredit is good 

kelli-: slips the robe off my shoulders 

garrett523: *smiles* kelleen... may I buy your drinks? 

Al_dente_: hmmm 

Kelleen: smiles wel thank you dear 

garrett523: it would be my honor 

Ms Sophisticate: ~walks to the bar, pulls a few bills from the uniform pocket, and counts 

them out, lays them on the bar~ 

Al_dente_: watches Kelli's body slide into view 

D r a z:  smiles and  . tills the bills 

garrett523: *slips into a seat at the bar* 

Kelleen: thank you 

Ms Sophisticate: ~nods to the Lady and smiles~  Always willing to assist where I can. 

Kelleen: smiles 

kelli-: winks over my shoulders and smiles 

kelli-: the robe goes flying  

Ms Sophisticate: ~returns to the back room to finish the vacuuming~ 

garrett523: *looks back up to kelli as he smiles* 

kelli-: strutting up the bar 

D r a z: slides the robe out of the way and hangs it up 

kelli-: plants my feet and tosses my hips  

kelli-: the tiny bikini sooo tight 

Al_dente_: looks up admiringly at Kelli on the bar 

Ms Sophisticate: ~dims the lights, opens the parlor doors, and wheels the vacuum to the 

back and stows it~ 

kelli-: slowly turns  

garrett523: *wacthes kelli 

garrett523: 's hips as they move* 

kelli-: hips swivel .. as I turn  

kelli-: hands high  

kelli-: body moving every direction at once 

Al_dente_: hmmm those curves... as Kelli stretches 

kelli-: legs straight .. leans forward slightly  

kelli-: arching back  

kelli-: body moving to the beat 



kelli-:  ass bouncing 

kelli-: hair flying 

garrett523: *bites his lipa as she moves* god kelli... 

kelli-: leans back 

kelli-: hips thrusting to the music 

kelli-: hands move down my body 

Ms Sophisticate: ~steps into the laundry area and sees where she is going to be for the 

rest of the night....and gets the first washer going~ 

kelli-: freezes as the music changes 

Ms Sophisticate: ~leaves the door slightly opened because of the heat that comes off the 

four dryers when all are going~ 

kelli-: leaning back  

kelli-: hands on hips 

kelli-: hair swaying to the sloowww blues 

garrett523: *whistles* very sexy! 

kelli-: leans back  

kelli-: more 

kelli-: hands on the floor behind me 

kelli-: upside down U shape 

garrett523: *his eyes wander up and down her thighs...* 

kelli-: kicks my feet up and over .. lands on my feet behind me 

kelli-: hands on my hips 

Al_dente_: nice views from here 

kelli-: thrusting hips  

garrett523: any view of kelli is a nice view 

kelli-: left 

kelli-:  left 

kelli-: right 

kelli-: right 

D r a z:  smiles watching the hips move  

kelli-: left 

kelli-: lfet 

kelli-: right 

kelli-: right 

kelli-: circles  

kelli-: as I turn  

kelli-: hands out 

garrett523: *his eyes then glued to her ass as she turns* 

kelli-: shimmies to the beat 

kelli-: back to you 

kelli-: leans back 

kelli-: way back 

D r a z: wipes the bar watching the slim dancer up on it  

kelli-: hands on the bar 



kelli-: flips toward you this time 

garrett523: *smiles looking her in the eyes* beautiful 

kelli-: smiles  

kelli-: winks  

garrett523:  

garrett523: *laughes as they wink at the same time* 

kelli-: strutts down the bar 

kelli-: shakin my ass to the beat 

Al_dente_: admires kellis ass and legs as she struts 

garrett523: *bites his lip as the ass sways* 

kelli-: lands with my feet apart  

kelli-: legs straight 

kelli-: leans toward Draz with arched back  

kelli-: shakes my finger in time to the song 

D r a z: smiles up at kelli  

kelli-: straightens up 

kelli-: hands on hips 

kelli-: thrusting hips  

kelli-: LAFFS 

kelli-: grinds my hips  

kelli-: moans really loud 

kelli-: drops to my knees 

kelli-: then all fours 

kelli-: crawls up the bar 

garrett523: *leans a bit forward as she dances* 

D r a z: watches the crawling  

kelli-: gets to my knees by the boys 

kelli-: knees apart  

Al_dente_: hmmm sooo close to Kelli 

kelli-: sways 

kelli-: eyes narrow  

kelli-: swaying back and forth 

garrett523: *blows her a kiss* sexy as always 

kelli-: catches it 

kelli-: takes it with two fingers 

kelli-: pulls the front of my bikini out and puts it... "down there" 

kelli-: giggles  

D r a z: shes a naughty little girl and we like it that way  

garrett523: how did you know that was where I wanted it?  

kelli-: grabs the front of my bikini  

kelli-: thrusting 

kelli-: jumps to my feet 

kelli-: hips swivel as I turn  



kelli-: shakes my ass at you all 

kelli-: hands move high 

garrett523: *bites kis lip again* 

garrett523: his* 

kelli-: body swaying back and forth in my tiny bikini 

Al_dente_: < thinks.. she should get thosw wet clothes off.. she'll catch a chill 

kelli-: clothes? .. these are clothes? 

Al_dente_: waches the swaying hips 

kelli-: unclasps the front of the bandeau  

garrett523: *smiles* very nice 

kelli-: wiggles my ass at you  

kelli-: flips the bandeau around my neck  

kelli-: hands over my boobs as I turn toward you 

kelli-: .. this better al? 

kelli-: giggles 

garrett523: *licks his lips* 

garrett523: I like the view... 

kelli-: leans forward  

kelli-: hips gyrate 

Al_dente_: heh  you know it is.... 

kelli-: hands tight over my boobs 

kelli-: slowly turns  

kelli-: to profile 

kelli-: hips thrusting hard to the beat 

kelli-: turns the rest of the way  

kelli-: back to you 

kelli-: hands over my head 

garrett523: *his eyes wandering up and down her body as she turns* 

kelli-: slinky S moves  

Al_dente_: loves the moves 

kelli-: right 

kelli-: then circles 

kelli-: flips the bandeau back around me 

kelli-: hooks it up 

kelli-: looks over my shoulder 

kelli-: winks and grins 

garrett523: *smiles* perfection 

D r a z: smiles up at kelli  

kelli-: hands on my hips 

kelli-: ass bouncing to the beat 

kelli-: leans forward as the song ends 

garrett523: great view 

kelli-: skips down the bar to the stage 

kelli-: jumps up and the pole and spins 



kelli-: wraps my legs and leans back .. spins hair flying 

kelli-: tights legs and hangs upside down  

garrett523: *smiles... knowing she is enjoying this as much as he is* 

kelli-: pushing my ass against the pole in time to the music 

kelli-: hands move up my body 

kelli-: around my hips 

kelli-: between my legs as I thrust 

kelli-: eyes close  

kelli-: strained look  

garrett523: *lets out an audible moan* 

kelli-: opens eyes and smiles 

Al_dente_: watches the passage of the hands 

kelli-: wraps my arms around the poles and swings my  legs out  

Al_dente_: imagining the touch...... 

kelli-: lands on my feet 

kelli-: shoulders sway 

kelli-: back up against the pole 

kelli-: lean forward 

kelli-: hands move up my body 

kelli-: grind my ass against the pole 

garrett523: *whistles*' 

kelli-: straight my back up against the pole 

kelli-: hands move up  

kelli-: slowly  

kelli-: hips sway ..  

Al_dente_: hmm 

kelli-: grind the pole 

kelli-: hands over my boobs 

garrett523: *wishes he was that pole...* 

Al_dente_: shift in seat... making adjustments.... 

kelli-: grasping the bandeau 

kelli-: pulls it over my head 

kelli-: spins it on my hand 

kelli-: lets  it fly 

D r a z: smiles watching the bandeau disappear  

garrett523: *claps* 

kelli-: hands on my tummie 

kelli-: move slowly up my body 

kelli-: over my ribs 

kelli-: slowly over my little boobs with the hard nips 

Al_dente_: follows the sliding hands 

kelli-: up over my head and around the pole 

garrett523: *his eyes following her hands move over her perfect body* 

kelli-: stretching up  



kelli-: hips thrusting to the beat 

kelli-: grind  

kelli-: thrust 

kelli-: grind 

kelli-: thrust 

Al_dente_: the hard nips contrasted with the softness of the curves 

kelli-: head back against the pole 

kelli-: looking up 

kelli-: eyes close 

kelli-: hips thrust  

kelli-: grind 

kelli-: thrust 

kelli-: grind 

garrett523: *starts breathing a bit harder* 

kelli-: stretch 

Al_dente_: <hunches over a bit more 

kelli-: the tiny bikini bottom covering ... little 

kelli-: hands slide down the pole 

kelli-: over my shoulders 

kelli-: around my boobs 

Al_dente_: hmmmmm 

kelli-: nips between my fingers 

kelli-: strutts around the pole 

garrett523: *closes his eyes for a second... almost overloaded with sexy* 

kelli-: wraps my arms and legs around the pole 

Al_dente_: great legs.... 

kelli-: hips pressing  

kelli-: eyes peek out from behind the pole 

kelli-: close  

kelli-: as I lean back  

kelli-: humping the pole hard 

garrett523: *groans* jesus... 

Al_dente_: hope she doesn't hurt herself. 

kelli-: mmmmmmmmm 

kelli-: thumbs under the waist band 

garrett523: *his eyes fluttering all over her body... not sure what is the best thing to 

view* 

D r a z: watches  the hard humping hips  

kelli-: strips off the bikini 

kelli-: drops to my knees 

kelli-: hands high  

kelli-: hips thrust 

kelli-: leans back 

kelli-: farther 



Al_dente_: groans quietly 

kelli-: thrusting straight up 

garrett523: *now he knows what to watch*... 

kelli-: head on the floor behind me 

Al_dente_: heh 

kelli-: thrust  

Al_dente_: you can't help it can you 

kelli-: collapse 

garrett523: I wouldn't want to help it 

Al_dente_: woo hoo! 

D r a z: bravo kelli ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,woo hoo ,..........hot hot dance 

garrett523: *claps and cheers* amazing 

Al_dente_: applauds loudly 

kelli-: pops to my feet 

D r a z: stands by the stage with a LAB robe open ,,,,,,,,,  and watches as kelli slips her 

arms into it ,,,wrappingb the riobe around her and tieing  the belt  

kelli-: picks up the bikini parts .. giggles as I hold up the tiny pieces 

Al_dente_: as usual, it will be a while before I can stand... ..  

kelli-: slips back against Draz 

garrett523: *claps as she holds up her clothes* 

Al_dente_: smiles and claps as Kelli wraps the robe around her 

Al_dente_: Draz 

kelli-: looks up .. thank you for the great tunes  
D r a z: smiles ,,,,,,,great entertainment kelli ....very sexy 

garrett523: utter perfection 

kelli-: glad you enjoyed 

kelli-: I had fun 

kelli-: smiles 

garrett523: *winks* you always do 
kelli-: I might need another dip in that pool 

 

 

kelli-: I still have my work clothes on soooo not much to look at here 

 

kelli-: kicks off my ugly black nurses shoes  

kelli-: rolls up onto the bar 

Al_dente_: I was going to suggest changing on the bar ages ago.... 

kelli-: the black pants seem baggy compared to my usual LAB attire 

dhampton1961: smiles at kelli liking where this seems to be heading  

FoolishHeart26: smiles at Kelli  as she is in the bar now.. 

kelli-: the dark red/marroon shirt is too big and buttons down the front 

kelli-: crawls down the bar  



kelli-: slinky crawl  

dhampton1961: grins at the slinky, sexy girl on the bar  

FoolishHeart26: takes off my blazer as I'm starting to feel warm. . 

Al_dente_: loves the baggy shirt 

kelli-: pops to my feet infront of everyone 

kelli-: body moves to the bluesy beat 

dhampton1961: glances over at heart. You look very nice  

kelli-: tugs hard on the shirt  

kelli-: pulls it out of my pants 

FoolishHeart26: smiles at Kelli... hmmm.. 

dhampton1961: waits for the buttons to start popping  

Al_dente_: a glimpse of middriff 

kelli-: waits for the next song 

dhampton1961: i think kelli's bellybutton just winked at me  

kelli-: starts at the bottom and unbuttons the shirt 

kelli-: one button  

kelli-: two buttons 

Al_dente_: hmmm 

dhampton1961: wonders what colour bra, if any, kelli is wearing?  

kelli-: three buttons 

Al_dente_: loves seeing the buttons undone 

Al_dente_: ever so slowly 

FoolishHeart26: smiles.. liking her slow seductive moves... 

kelli-: one more button 

kelli-: hips swinging slowly to the beat 

kelli-: pulls the shirt up under my boobs and ties it 

Al_dente_: Flashes of underwear though the gap 

FoolishHeart26: holding my breath with anticipation...  

kelli-: hands move high over my head 

kelli-: hips thrust to the slow blues beat 

kelli-: slowly turns as my ass swivels and sways 

Al_dente_: tummy moves with the beat 

FoolishHeart26: mmm.. so nice..and so slow...  

Al_dente_: moves 

kelli-: stops 3/4 way around  

kelli-: looks at you  

kelli-: winks as my hands find the top button 

FoolishHeart26: winks at kelli.. 

kelli-: then the next one down 

kelli-: fingers untwist the shirt 

Al_dente_: hmmmm 

FoolishHeart26: ohh gawwdd her way of seduction is turning me on.. 

Al_dente_: watches intently 



kelli-: lets the shirt go as the next song begins 

kelli-: flashes of a plain white bra  

dhampton1961: getting dizzy as my eyes try to following that swinging, swaying ass 

kelli-: slowly turns facing you 

kelli-: feet apart  

dhampton1961:  heya sexy  

kelli-: hands move to my belt 

Al_dente_: the shirt hanfing open... 

kelli-: smiles at al  

kelli-: unhooks the buckle 

dhampton1961: never seen a plain white bra look so enticing  

kelli-: hips sway as I pull the belt out through the loops 

FoolishHeart26: my eyes follows where her hands wander.. 

kelli-: the pants slowly settle on my hips with no belt holding them in place 

Al_dente_: shirt swinging with the hips 

kelli-: hands move high .. eyes close .. facing up  

kelli-: body swaying  

kelli-: hips thrust  

kelli-: left ' 

kelli-: left 

kelli-: right 

Al_dente_: notices even more tummy as the pants settle 

kelli-: right 

kelli-: pants slip more 

Al_dente_: hmmm 

kelli-: hands slowly move down my body  

Al_dente_: sliding down the smooth skin 

kelli-: parting the shirt as my hands touch my torso  

dhampton1961: thinks kelli gives new meaning to the term seductress 

FoolishHeart26: I'm feeling more warmer and thirsty with her sexiness.. 

kelli-: hips move in circles 

kelli-: slowly turns my back  

kelli-: feet close together  

kelli-: hips swivel and shake to the beat 

kelli-: the pants slip to my ankles  

Al_dente_: those pants slipping? 

Al_dente_: woah!! 

kelli-: steps out of them in my plain white bikini panties 

Al_dente_: beautiful legs under those unnatractive pants 

kelli-: slowly dancing  

FoolishHeart26: ohhh myyy... gasps as her pants are now gone...  

dhampton1961: likes the way those panties mould to your curves  

kelli-: the shirt falls to my upper thighs as I stand facing you .. shirt open  



kelli-: hand on my tummie.. fingers wide 

FoolishHeart26: mmmm.. so sexy... 

kelli-: the other hand on my inner thigh 

Al_dente_: hmmmmm 

kelli-: leaning forward 

dhampton1961: wishing i could get my abs that flat. And other thoughts I won't share in 

public  

kelli-: legs straight and apart 

Al_dente_: shifts uneasily in my seat 

kelli-: eyes close as my back arches 

dhampton1961: enjoying a lil peek of firm, round boobs  

kelli-: lower hand moving up  

FoolishHeart26: gezzz.. her sight is melting me now... 

kelli-: slowly straightening up  

Al_dente_: little moist heart? 

kelli-: hand between my legs  

kelli-: facing up  

kelli-: hips begin to thrust 

Al_dente_: mind wander.....s 

kelli-: lower hand moving up  

dhampton1961: I always did like a thruster 

kelli-: exposing a little camel toe  

FoolishHeart26: winks at Al... uhuh.... and glances back at Kelli.. biting my bottom lip 

kelli-: hand on my tummie moving to my hip 

dhampton1961: licks my lips at the sight of that sexy lil toe 

kelli-: both hands move to my hips 

kelli-: pushing the shirt back and open  

kelli-: fingertips move under the waist band 

Al_dente_: loving the sexy view 

FoolishHeart26: mmm..temptress..!! 

kelli-: leaning back as my fingers tug up on the waist 

kelli-: hips thrust  

kelli-: breaks into a faster dance 

kelli-: lets the shirt fly  

kelli-: open 

Al_dente_: takes a sip of my drink pretending all is well with me...... 

kelli-: moves to the edge of the bar 

kelli-: facing away  

Al_dente_: gulp 

kelli-: leans forward  

FoolishHeart26: smiles as if my well of pleasure is not flooding.. 

kelli-: pulls the shirt off my shoulders ...  

kelli-: lets it fly 



dhampton1961: waits patiently  

Al_dente_: "Lord have mercy......" 

kelli-: bouncing my ass cheeks to the beat 

dhampton1961: loving that bouncing butt  

kelli-: slowly turns  

dhampton1961: grins in appreciation  

Al_dente_: loving the slow turn 

kelli-: stands with my feet together in profile to you 

kelli-: hands high  

Al_dente_: seeing all of kelli's curves 

kelli-: slowly bending my knees  

kelli-: slinky S moves 

dhampton1961: runs mu eyes up and down that perfect profile 

kelli-: straightens my legs  

kelli-: leaning forward  

kelli-: hands move down  

FoolishHeart26: hmmmm... 

kelli-: placing my hands flat on the floor 

kelli-: kicks up and over 

kelli-: lands on my feet 

Al_dente_: whoah.... 

Al_dente_: careful! 

kelli-: waits for the faster beat  

kelli-: dancing hard 

kelli-: hips one way .. body the opposite 

kelli-: hair flying 

kelli-: dance in a skip step to the stage 

dhampton1961: speaking of hard    

kelli-: jumps up on the pole and swings hard around and around 

kelli-: leaning back  

kelli-: legs wrapped 

kelli-: one hand  

kelli-: then none 

kelli-: leaning back  

kelli-: hair flying 

kelli-: swings around the pole  

FoolishHeart26: mmm.. wowww.... sweettt 

kelli-: arms fold around the pole 

kelli-: legs let go  

kelli-: flying out 

Al_dente_: mind getting dizzy as I watch her 

kelli-: swings around 

kelli-: locks my legs around the pole 



kelli-: pushing up  

kelli-: hands high  

kelli-: stretching up 

kelli-: hips humping the pole hard 

kelli-: to the beat 

kelli-: peeks from behind and smiles as the music stops 

dhampton1961: we always get the best dancers in LAB  

kelli-: waits for it 

kelli-: hips swing back and forth  

kelli-: legs wrap tightly 

kelli-: lean back  

kelli-: hips thrust to the beat 

ukjake39: taps foot and watches kelli's moves intently..or just in-tent 

kelli-: leaning back  

kelli-: facing up 

kelli-: one hand holding on  

Al_dente_: watches her body swaying as the hips swing 

kelli-: legs wrapped tight 

kelli-: thrust 

kelli-: mmmmmm 

kelli-: hands move up the pole 

kelli-: crushing my body against the cold shiny metal 

FoolishHeart26: restlessly sitting in my chair as she never cease to amaze her audience..nmn.. 

kelli-: one hand moves down  

kelli-: to the front clasp 

ukjake39: enjoys the symbolism of the pole and kelli's flexible body 

kelli-: pops the clasp 

Al_dente_: hmmmmm 

ukjake39: m m mmmmm 

FoolishHeart26: ohh myyyyyy 

kelli-: lets the plain white bra fall  

dhampton1961: pops........................something 

Al_dente_: beautiful..... 

kelli-: lets go of the pole  

kelli-: leans back arms down  

kelli-: bra falls to the floor 

dhampton1961: lets out an appreciative whistle as those perky breasts come in to view  

kelli-: hands move up my body  

kelli-: legs holding fast to the pole 

kelli-: hands cup my boobs 

ukjake39: picks up kellis bra as it drops near me and pledges to take care of it 

kelli-: head falls back  

kelli-: fingers ... move 



kelli-: head sways  

Al_dente_: <imagining 

kelli-: hair falling behind me 

FoolishHeart26: hh goshh.. I'm gushing.. 

kelli-: smiles to the song 

FoolishHeart26: tell me what you know about s.e.x.   

kelli-: pulls myself up against the pole 

kelli-: hands high  

kelli-: arms twist around the metal  

kelli-: leans my face against the pole 

kelli-: hips thrust to the beat 

FoolishHeart26: that naughty smile of hers makes me tingle inside 

kelli-: grind the pole 

kelli-: licks my lips 

Al_dente_: sooo sexy! 

ukjake39: loving kelli's hot body and teasing 

kelli-: one hand moves down my body 

kelli-: to my tummie 

FoolishHeart26: ohh myy gawwddd... soaking weettt...   

kelli-: hips push  

ukjake39: big mmmm for heart too 

kelli-: crush against the pole 

Al_dente_: 'O M G - you're sooo hot" 

kelli-: slowly slide down the pole  

kelli-: eyes close 

kelli-: feet on the floor 

kelli-: "hides behind the pole" 

FoolishHeart26: mmmmm.. some more... you got a bad attitude... mmm 

kelli-: fingers slip off the bikini panties 

ukjake39: adjusts myself as i watch kelli undress more 

kelli-: hands explore 

Al_dente_: oooooooohhhhh   shifts.... 

ukjake39: oh myyyyy 

kelli-: peeks around the pole  

kelli-: smiles 

kelli-: comes out from behind the pole dancing 

FoolishHeart26: smilesband winks at kelli.. 

kelli-: shoulders shimmie  

kelli-: hands out infront of me to the sides 

ukjake39: watches kelli's hot body as she reappears 

kelli-: snapping my fingers 

Al_dente_: eyes eventually get to the fingers 

kelli-: stops on the stage and shimmies my body 



kelli-: slowly turns  

kelli-: hips swivel 

kelli-: leans forward 

dhampton1961: shivers run up and down my spine as kelli shimmies  

kelli-: shakes my ass to the beat 

kelli-: round and round  

kelli-: up and down  

dhampton1961: likcs my lips at that sexy shaking ass 

kelli-: leans slightly forward 

ukjake39: watches transfixed as kelli gyrates 

kelli-: arching back  

kelli-: body swaying  

kelli-: hands move high as I straighten up 

kelli-: slowly turns  

kelli-: profile 

kelli-: winks over my shoulder 

kelli-: mouth opens  

ukjake39: bites my lip at kelli's silhouette 

Al_dente_: appreciating Kelli's beauty as sh moves 

FoolishHeart26: up and down my eyes wander all over her sexybody 

FoolishHeart26: profile please saras 

kelli-: slow slinky moves to the new song 

Al_dente_: wb 

kelli-: dancing back toward the pole 

Al_dente_: eyes fixed on her retreating body 

kelli-: leans my back against it 

FoolishHeart26: mmmm.. 

kelli-: hands move up over my skin 

ukjake39: takes in as much of kelli's sexy body as i can 

kelli-: pause at my naked boobs 

Al_dente_: groans quietly 

kelli-: cups them  

kelli-: slowly, my hands move over them  

Al_dente_: <fingers tingling 

kelli-: up over my collar bones, through my hair and over my head 

Al_dente_: beautiful!. 

kelli-: arms twisting around the pole 

kelli-: hand grasping 

kelli-: head back against it 

kelli-: song ends 

kelli-: hips begin to grind my ass against the pole 

Al_dente_: eyes take in all of Kelis form 

FoolishHeart26: gasps and shivers as I watch her dancing and grinding.    



ukjake39: ..has to slip out quietly as work calls...thanks kelli in a whisper...amazing 

dance...says bye to the guys..poofs 

kelli-: then sway back and forth  

kelli-: moves around the pole 

kelli-: slowly moves up the pole 

kelli-: legs wrap 

dhampton1961: sits watching and wishing i was that pole 

Al_dente_: watches the legs entangle the pole 

kelli-: leans back  

kelli-: thrusting  

kelli-: grinding 

kelli-: pushing 

kelli-: hand move on my skin 

FoolishHeart26: moves behind the bar.. eyes never leaving the dancer..  took some bottled water 

for us.. the enchanted audience 

kelli-: smiles at Draz as I hang nude from the pole 

kelli-: falls back upside down  

D r a z: hugs ty heart 

kelli-: my tiny little V summer trim now an arrow pointing up 

kelli-: hands on the floor  

Al_dente_: follows the arrow..... 

kelli-: hand stand with my back against the pole 

FoolishHeart26: hands Dave and Al some water and sits back on my chair.. drinking mine... eyes 

on Kelli... ohb sweet.. 

dhampton1961: ty heart  

Al_dente_: thanks heart... i suspect you need some moisture replacement 

kelli-: rocks over to my feet 

kelli-: swing around the pole holding with my hands 

kelli-: feet on the floor .. legs around the pole 

FoolishHeart26: winks at Al.. true that.. looking bacj at Kelli.. mmmm... 

kelli-: stretching up the back side of the pole 

Al_dente_: eyesy travel up the stretched body 

kelli-: peeking out as dave leaves 

D r a z: smiles watching the  the slimbody against  the pole 

kelli-: slides down to the floor 

kelli-: rolls over and pops up on my knees 

kelli-: hands high  

kelli-: slinky swaying moves 

Al_dente_: hmmm the swaying body 

kelli-: leaning back  

kelli-: farther 

Al_dente_: boobs jutting out 

kelli-: more 

kelli-: all the way  



Al_dente_: hmmmmm 

kelli-: head touching the floor 

kelli-: hips thrusting  

Al_dente_: ohh..  

kelli-: straight up 

Al_dente_: nice view 

kelli-: 1 

kelli-: 2 

kelli-: 3 

kelli-: 4 

kelli-: 1 

kelli-: 2 

kelli-: 3 

Al_dente_: follows the arrow 

kelli-: 4 

kelli-: collapse 

FoolishHeart26: my eyes wander farther down below her..  smiless 

Al_dente_: yeah!! 

Al_dente_: applauds loudly 

Al_dente_: Well done Kelli......... 

kelli-: pops up to my knees 

kelli-: thank you 

D r a z: stands and applauds kelli .......bravo ......... 

FoolishHeart26: whistlesss...stands abd clapsssss...!!!!  

Al_dente_: to hell with it... stands and applauds... 

kelli-: laffs at al as he abandons all caution 

D r a z: stands by her with a LAB robe open ...........  

kelli-: blows al a kiss 

Al_dente_: xxxx 

Al_dente_: tucks in my shirt pocket 

FoolishHeart26: great dance Kellj..!! smilesss...  

kelli-: stands .. backs up to Draz .. arms in the arm holes 

FoolishHeart26: Kelli* geezzz my hands still trembling 

D r a z: slips the robe over kellis shoulders and wraps it round her abnd ties the belt  

kelli-: picks up my clothes as I walk down the back steps 

Al_dente_: collects the bra that jake dropped.. hands it back to kelli 

kelli-: moves to the dressing room  

kelli-: comes back out .. tucks my back pack away and sits down in my tee shirt nightie  

kelli-: could I have a Cindy please Draz? 

FoolishHeart26: wb Kelli... smiles 

D r a z:  pours 1 oz lemon juice, 1 oz orange juice, 1 oz pineapple juice and 2 oz of 

gingerale in a shaker with ice....shakes well....drains into a chilled collins glass filled with 

ice...garnishes with a slice of pineapple and a twist of orange...places the CINDERELLA on 

a coaster beside kelli * winks 



kelli-: leans over the bar in the teeshirt and gives Draz a long, soft kiss... thanks.. I'm 

thursty  

D r a z: smiles and kisses kelli  ,,,,,,,,,,,,thats a good refresher] 

kelli-: I never started dancing in my work clothes before 

Al_dente_: nice touch... 

D r a z: it worked out  well 

kelli-: it was a long day 

Al_dente_: I was going to suggest it a few minutes before you started... 

 

 

 

kelli-: jumps up on the bar in my short wrap skirt and tank top 

kelli-: spins flaring the shirt  

kelli-: hands move up my body 

kelli-: hips sway to the beat 

kelli-: slowly turns 

FoolishHeart26: smiles.. just wait and see Nick..  

nickh30: quite lovely 

kelli-: moves my hips to the beat 

kelli-: leans forward  

kelli-: slows as the song ends 

kelli-: lifts my legs high to the new beat 

FoolishHeart26: smiles at Kelli as she shows what's Nick been missin all these times..  

kelli-: spins making the skirt flare  out high  

kelli-: hips shaking left left right right 

kelli-: dancing over to the edge of the bar 

kelli-: moves my hands up my body 

kelli-: thrusting my hips  

kelli-: hands high over my head 

kelli-: spins  

nickh30: i'm sure everyone watches too! 

kelli-: skirt flares 

kelli-: shakin my butt to the beat 

kelli-: glances over my shoulder 

kelli-: winks at Kel  

FoolishHeart26: walks behind the bar and grabs a bottle of  water... passes it to Nick.. you'll need 

that sooner or later... smiles 

nickh30: haha..  thank you 

FoolishHeart26: hello Kellen. hugsss 

Kelleen: smiles taking a seat at the bar howdy eveyone and watching kelli 

kelli-: the new bluesy song  

kelli-: slows me down 

kelli-: drops to my knees  

kelli-: spread apart 



kelli-: body move back and forth to the music 

Kelleen: huggles heart 

kelli-: smiles  

kelli-: hands slowly move up my body under my tank top 

Kelleen: smiles swaying my head to teh beat 

Kelleen: watching  

kelli-: cup my boobs as I lean back  

kelli-: low moan as my eyes close 

kelli-: hips thrust  

kelli-: 1 

kelli-: 2 

kelli-: 3 

kelli-: 4 

FoolishHeart26: sits next to Kellen and waves hello to fire... and turns to watch the sexy dancer 

Kelleen: smiles leaning back into heart watching  

kelli-: leans over the edge of the bar on all fours 

kelli-: shakes out my hair over Kel 

kelli-: gives her a long wet kisssssss 

nickh30: perhaps I do need that water 

Kelleen: hmmmm leaning up kissing back in our lillt cacoon of hair  

FoolishHeart26: mmmm.. watches the girls kiss... wow.. 

kelli-: tongue explores your mouth as my ass sways to the blues 

Kelleen: sucking her tongue reaching up strocking her face  

kelli-: eskimo kisssessss 

kelli-: flips my hair back  

Kelleen: giggles blushing a little 

kelli-: up on my knees 

kelli-: hands move to the waist of my wrap skirt 

Kelleen: smile reaching rubbing her calves and thighs 

FoolishHeart26: we have lots of ice cubes too.. for multiple purposes... giggles 

kelli-: pops up to my feet .. hips sway  

kelli-: as the song ends 

kelli-: hips slowly sway to the new slow beat 

kelli-: slowly turn  

cptfire35: hopin to just be a fly on the wall 

kelli-: hands infront of me 

kelli-: one end of the wrap skirt in each hand as my hands move out to my sides 

kelli-: looks over my shoulder with  a smiles and a wink 

FoolishHeart26: mmmmm .  

Kelleen: smile watching leaning into heart 

kelli-: lets go of one end of the wrap .. swirling it around as I dance in my tiny thong and 

tank top 

ukjake39: manages to gulp and smile at the same time 

nickh30: would be very hard not to stare at that :) 



kelli-: toss the wrap skirt over Jakes shoulder 

Kelleen: smiles 

FoolishHeart26: wraps my arm around Kellen as we admire Kelli's dance 

kelli-: hands on my exposed hips 

ukjake39: smiles and thinks how fortunate it didnt cover my line of sight 

kelli-: slowly move up my sides 

kelli-: over my head as my ass moves to the beat 

kelli-: thin waist band seems to dip as it moves around my hips to the front and the 

verticle band disappears  

kelli-: hips rock  

kelli-: roll  

kelli-: thrust to the beat 

kelli-: slowly turns toward you 

kelli-: dancing to the new song 

ukjake39: sees a space and slides my seat closer 

kelli-: hips and body rocking  

FoolishHeart26: eyes follows Kell's every graceful moves.. 

kelli-: kneels at the edge of the bar near everyone, knees apart . .. tiny skin tight thong 

leaving little to your imagination 

kelli-: waist band dips into a deep V in the front 

Kelleen: whispers to heart she is sooooo sensual 

kelli-: good thing I shaved  

ukjake39: moves in my seat feeling my blood reaching new parts 

FoolishHeart26: gulps and squeezes Kellen's hand as I almost see the gate of heaven 

kelli-: hips and body swaying back and forth  

kelli-: arms cross infront of me 

nickh30: it's times like that where one thinks about a lap dance for sure :) 

kelli-: grab the bottom of the tank top  

kelli-: pulls it quickly over my head and tosses it at heart and Kel 

Kelleen: catching it laying it on my lap 

kelli-: ting strapless bandeau bra just covering my nips and not much more 

FoolishHeart26: ohhh myyy.. giggles as Kellen and I shared Kelli's top.. 

ukjake39: looks down at my lap and thinks it might need it more 

kelli-: tiny 

kelli-: smiles as the song ends 

kelli-: hands move high over my head  

masterbrian08: hello all  

kelli-: body moves to the new beat 

ukjake39: hi brian 

Kelleen:   hymotised giggles 

kelli-: little boobs bouncing to the rhythm 

kelli-: leans back .. hips thrusting 

kelli-: then thrusting straight and hard 



Kelleen: howdy brian 

kelli-: leans back .. air guitar 

kelli-: pops up to my feet  

kelli-: body rocks to the beat 

kelli-: hips swivel  

kelli-: hand move down my almost nude body 

kelli-: fingers wide apart on my tummie  

kelli-: hips swivel  

Kelleen: getting the spray bottle cooling of heart and myself 

kelli-: pushing forward with my hips .. hand between my legs in a MJ pose 

kelli-: does a moon walk down the bar 

kelli-: spins  

ukjake39: lets out an involuntary woot woot 

kelli-: shakin my ass 

FoolishHeart26: giggles at Kelllen.. we sure need that one..  

kelli-: smiles as I move in a jerky little dance back up the bar 

ukjake39: reads that as a jakey little dance 

kelli-: grabs the spray bottle on my way past the girls 

FoolishHeart26: ohh you make us feel so good Kelli..  

kelli-: sprays myself  

Kelleen: smiles then giggles we are bottleless now  

FoolishHeart26: hi dragon 

kelli-: laffs at Kel .. surprised look .. LMAO 

ukjake39: watches at the fine mist coats kellis hot body 

kelli-: spritz myself as I dance around  

kelli-: ass moving in circles as I dance  

FoolishHeart26: whispers at Kellen.. just wait coz she's gonna make us both ohh sooo wett...... 

with the water.. giggles 

kelli-: stands stiff legged.. feet apart .. back to you 

kelli-: leans forward .. arching back  

kelli-: ass flexing.. bouncing to the beat 

ukjake39: sits stiff limbed watching..well not quite limbed 

kelli-: jumps up .. body goes wild to the new beat  

Kelleen: giggles ahhh yes with wter  

kelli-: spritzing in the air all around me 

kelli-: the droplets landing on my bare skin 

kelli-: hands straight out from my shoulders 

FoolishHeart26: ohhh myyy... 

kelli-: shimmies my body and shoulders 

kelli-: sprays down the front of me 

kelli-: the bandeau getting wet 

kelli-: clinging 

kelli-: sooo wet 

kelli-: my nipples hard and long  



FoolishHeart26: mmmm.. whispers at Kellen... look she's making herself so wett as well.... 

giggles...  

kelli-: wet bandeau almost invisible 

ukjake39: smiles as there are a lot of wet ladies around 

kelli-: sprays my body  

kelli-: sets down the bottle 

kelli-: wild dance  

nickh30: just something about long, hard, suckable nipples..     so very nice :) 

kelli-: boobs bouncing to the beat 

kelli-: hands on my wet torso 

kelli-: slowly moving up as I dance 

Kelleen: eyes following  

kelli-: under my boobs 

kelli-: pushing the bandeau up replaced by my hands 

kelli-: hips thrusting hard 

kelli-: leaning back  

kelli-: then forward 

kelli-: to my knees 

kelli-: lays out on the bar 

kelli-: rolls face down  

Kelleen: hides the tank top with a giggle 

kelli-: hands push my hair back  

kelli-: boobs squished down on the bar 

kelli-: hips thrusting on the bar to the beat 

FoolishHeart26: unbuttons my blouse as we watch Kelli.. letting the heat of the dance and Kellens 

nearness consume my system..  

kelli-: rolls on my side facing away 

kelli-: adjusts the bandeau 

kelli-: rolls to my back 

Kelleen: smile back leaning into heart's skin 

kelli-: pulls up my legs slowly until my feet are flat on the bar 

FoolishHeart26: ohh gawddd.. smiles at Kelli as i run my fingers on Kellens armm.  

kelli-: hips tilting my pelvis. thrusting  

kelli-: only thing moving  

kelli-: hips and pelvis 

kelli-: thrust 

kelli-: thrust 

kelli-: thrust 

kelli-: thrust 

kelli-: thrust 

Kelleen: fainting in hearts lag giggles 

kelli-: looks over at the girls 

kelli-: smiles and winks 

kelli-: rolls onto all fours  



kelli-: crawls over to the girls 

FoolishHeart26: smiles and winks at Kelli.. hands gently rubbing Kellen's thigh.. 

kelli-: sits on the edge of the bar 

FoolishHeart26: giggles..mmmm..  

kelli-: body swaying 

Kelleen: smiels watching her move  

kelli-: pops up to my feet 

Kelleen: looking up breathing heavy 

kelli-: carefully steps one foot onto each armrest of your chair  

kelli-: standing on the arm rests 

FoolishHeart26: licks my lip as I admire Kelli's seductive body 

kelli-: looking straight down  

kelli-: as you look straight up  

Kelleen: reaching out holding her claves for her  

kelli-: the tiny thong and bandeau not hiding a whole lot 

FoolishHeart26: mmmmm.. gasps as my nose grasp the sweet scent emitted by her sexy body 

kelli-: body moving to the beat 

Kelleen: looking up all but breathless 

kelli-: leaning forward  

kelli-: hair hanging down 

kelli-: boobs in plain sight except for the very middle 

Kelleen: feeling it around our face smiles 

kelli-: moves down to my knees on the arms rests  

FoolishHeart26: catches my breath as she move so erotically slow down at us. 

Kelleen: purring looking at then as my hands hold her back 

kelli-: holds Kels head against my tummie .. my hips rocking to the slow bluesy beat 

Kelleen: breathing in her sent giving her tummy a kiss 

kelli-: jumps down to the floor ..  

kelli-: wild dance to the new tune 

kelli-: hair flying 

kelli-: backs up to Kel 

Kelleen: licking my lips savering the tast of her skin 

kelli-: ass moving between your knees  

kelli-: hands high  

kelli-: slinky S moves 

FoolishHeart26: mmmmm.. 

Kelleen: letting my finger tips slide up and down her sides 

kelli-: leaning back against you 

Kelleen: resting my head on her shoulder holding kelli 

kelli-: pushing my legs onto the arm rest .. laying across you lap 

kelli-: grinding my ass into your lap 

Kelleen: rolling my hips with the tune smiling down glowing  

FoolishHeart26: smiles and bite my lip watching the girls dancing..  

kelli-: the tiny V cut thong and slip of a bandeau just covering my hard nipples wiggling 



on your lap to the new song 

kelli-: eyes looking at yours 

Kelleen: watching the drops of water on her skin 

FoolishHeart26: ohhhh myyy.... tell me what you know about S.e.x... 

kelli-: pulls your hair gently  

Kelleen: lowering my head as my hair is pulled 

kelli-: asks draz for a can of whipped cream  

Kelleen: reaching with my hand getting it off the bar 

kelli-: hands move slowly over my body 

kelli-: shakes the can 

Kelleen: shaking the can with a grin 

Kelleen: watching the can shake  

kelli-: squirts a line under each boob and a line along the top band of the V cut thong 

kelli-: almost a smiley body 

kelli-: giggles 

kelli-: pick one heart 

FoolishHeart26: ohh woww...  

kelli-: we lost music 

kelli-: there we go 

kelli-: which is yours heart? 

kelli-: top of bottom? 

FoolishHeart26: mmm.. stands and moves closer to Kelli... mmm.. anything will do.. giggles... ok.. 

bottom 

kelli-: smiles watching heart 

FoolishHeart26: smiles and blushes as I languidly drag my tongue on Kelli's cream... mmmm..  

kelli-: clean it all up  

Kelleen: bitting my lip watching 

kelli-: follow the road  

kelli-: Kel gets the road under my boobs 

FoolishHeart26: licking my way up and swirls my tongue around her navel... can't help but nip as 

well 

kelli-: laffs.. the shy one 

kelli-: moves to the bar and lays back.. your turn Kel 

Kelleen: lowers my lip fist sucking some cream then my tongue lapping along stopping at 

time sucking the cream in my mouth 

kelli-: mmmmmm.. skin shivers 

Kelleen: starting again getting the last off followed by kissre back over the road  

kelli-: smiles  

FoolishHeart26: giggles.. and blushes even more.... mmm.. your turn  Kellen... winks 

Kelleen: making sure to get evety drop 

Kelleen: every* 

kelli-: It's only fair that Nick gets a turn but... where oh where can we draw his road .. 

think think think 

kelli-: any suggestions girls?   



Kelleen: letting a finger trace up a thigh. maybe here  

nickh30: haha..  that's why I don't admit my weaknesses... :P 

kelli-: moves my legs apart.. here? 

FoolishHeart26: hmmmm.. that's a great idea Kel.... giggles 

kelli-: pointing to the leg band  

Kelleen: licking my finger running up an inner thigh yes right here  

kelli-: weakness?  

kelli-: shakes the whipped cream can 

kelli-: that ok with you Nick? you are the guess here 

kelli-: guest 

Kelleen: leans over kisses heart with my sticky lips 

nickh30: to be honest..  i'm not really sure... 

kelli-: I'm not gonna beg you 

Kelleen: smiles at nick if you don't i will 

FoolishHeart26: smiles and parts my lips.. sharing the remnants of cream with Kellen.  

kelli-: I'm sure I can find someone to lick off a couple lines of whipped cream off my 

extreme upper  thigh 

kelli-: cut the dumb shit and do it then  

kelli-: spreads my legs and hands Kel the can .. care to draw the lines? 

FoolishHeart26: go for it... !  

Kelleen: shaking it starting halfway up from the knee on the right leg making a line rght 

up to the little front of the thong 

nickh30: thank you for the offer...  but perhaps another time. thank you for the welcome 

and hospitality though..    

Kelleen: smiles doing the same to the left leg 

kelli-: what a dork  

FoolishHeart26: watches Kellen's expert moves... hmmmmm 

FoolishHeart26: wth.. lol 

kelli-: go for it girls 

Kelleen: leaning to the right leg i do not lick but rather sucking it flicking your skin with 

the tip of my tongue leaving light kisses in it wake 

FoolishHeart26: winks at Kellen...  

kelli-: I bet he wears black rimmed glasses .. a plaid shirt with a pocket protector and 

white socks with black shoes  

FoolishHeart26: lol 

FoolishHeart26: his loss 

Kelleen: then dragging the smooth underside of my tongue back down the trail 

kelli-: his pic is in the encyclopedia ... dork  (pic) 

FoolishHeart26: mmmm.. nice one Kellen..  

kelli-: mmmmmmmm 

kelli-: heart .. you want the left side 

Kelleen: smiles at kelli licking my lips 

FoolishHeart26: grasps Kelli's left leg and leans down..my tongue wondrously wander where the 

cream is...mmmm 



kelli-: pulls Kel down to me and kisssssss 

kelli-: as heart licks up the cream 

Kelleen: kisses back tasting her lips and the sweet cream 

kelli-: we should close the room and take this upstairs  

FoolishHeart26: running my stiffened tongue in circling motion...nipping lightly as cleans up all the 

cream off her legs 

Kelleen: kissing deeper 

kelli-: giggles ... omg  

kelli-: sucking Kels tongue  

Kelleen: finger strocking so soft were i had licked 

FoolishHeart26: gets up... we aren't breaking any rules yet right? giggles 

 

 

 

 

 


